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Abstract

The Liberal Party was the dominant party of government from the 1850s to the Great War, but it was virtually wiped out by the 1950s. The causes and timing of the party’s decline are contested by historians, with Dangerfield, McKibbin and Pelling arguing for a root in Edwardian times; Wilson, Tanner and Bentley asserting that the Great War was the cause; and Hart arguing the case for the 1918 election being critical.

This research is the first to investigate the role of defections of MPs and former MPs in the party’s decline. Each defection was a judgement on the state of the party at a specific date. They suggest that neither pre-War change, nor the War itself, was catastrophic for the party. Few defectors left because of the War and the party was still in a recoverable situation after the 1918 election.

One sixth of the Liberal MPs, who sat after December 1910, defected from the party – nearly all between 1918 and 1956. The main damage was done by a mechanical, rather than ideological, failure of the Liberal Party. Lloyd George was the leader who presided over the most serious outflow of defectors. Three other figures, who have not previously been strongly associated with the Liberals’ decline, were critically involved - William Wedgwood Benn, Reginald McKenna and Freddie Guest.

Negative aspects of the Liberal Party exerted much stronger influence on the defectors than did the positive attractions of any other party. MPs with a military background, high personal wealth and those from a minority religion were most likely to defect. Defectors went almost equally to the right and the left, but those going to the Conservative Party almost all remained satisfied with their new party, whereas over half of the defectors to Labour came to regret their move.
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Chapter 1    Introduction

The Liberal Party was the dominant party of government from its emergence in the 1850s until the Great War, but it was virtually wiped off the political map by the 1950s. Defections played a major part in the decline, but they have not previously been comprehensively studied. This thesis identifies the scale and pattern of defections and the reasons behind them, thus providing new perspectives on the controversies surrounding party leadership, policies and the impact of the Great War.

The definition of a defection is a ‘falling away from allegiance to a leader [or] party’.1 The defection of a person who has served as an MP is effectively the verdict on their party at a specific date of a well-informed person with vested interests. A political defection is a significant act, which usually involves a public explanation, a severing of old links, a forging of new relationships and, in some cases, significant financial and career implications. The reasons for a defection may have developed over a long period of time, but, if circumstances had changed, the proposed defection could have been abandoned at any stage. A defection to another party will normally have been intended as an irrevocable act.

The starting point for this research is December 1910, when the Great War was unforeseen and the Liberal Party was cohesive and in government. For the purposes of this research, an outward defector is defined as a person who sat as a Liberal or Liberal Democrat MP at Westminster at any time since the December 1910 general election, and who at any time afterwards also sat as an MP, or stood as a candidate,

---

for any other party or as an independent, or whose departure from the Liberal Party or joining of another party was publicly announced, reported or admitted by them.

This research is focused on MPs and former MPs who made a deliberate decision to change party allegiance. This category should be distinguished from those who were involved in party splits and who would not have made a deliberate decision to change party allegiance. The following are therefore **not** classed as defectors:

1) Liberal MPs who joined the Liberal Nationals or vice versa before November 1933, when both wings of the party were on the same side in the Commons;

2) Coalition Liberals up to 1922;

3) National Liberals in 1922;

4) MPs who changed labels between Liberal and Lib-Lab, who are all counted as members of the Liberal Party for this study.

The following **are** included in the definition of defectors:

1) Candidates who stood as Constitutionalists in 1924;

2) Liberal MPs who moved from the Liberals to the Liberal Nationals or vice versa from November 1933 onwards;
3) Liberal MPs who publicly renounced the Liberal whip;

4) Former Liberal MPs who were elevated to the Lords and became cross-benchers or who took another party’s whip;

5) Former Liberal MPs who became candidates or MPs who styled themselves Liberal National and Conservative, Conservative and Liberal, Conservative and National Liberal, or National Liberal after 1948;

6) Former Labour MPs who joined the SDP and who later became Liberal or Liberal Democrat MPs (but former Labour or Conservative MPs who joined the SDP but who did not become Liberal or Liberal Democrat MPs are not included in this study).

The definition of an inward defector has been taken as those who served as an MP for another party or as an independent before becoming a Liberal/Liberal Democrat MP. In the cases of both outward and inward defectors the person must have served as an MP before the defection and in both cases they must have served at some stage as a Liberal/Liberal Democrat MP. However, this inevitably means that the criterion for qualifying as an inward defector is more stringent. A person who was simply a member of another party, who then became a Liberal/Liberal Democrat MP would not be included, as a person’s allegiance before they enter Parliament is of less significance than it is after they have been elected. The above definitions enable an unequivocal decision to be made in virtually all cases about whether a person was a
defector. There is a very small number of people whose status is debateable, and these cases are discussed in the thesis.

Seats in Ireland, where the Liberals were unrepresented at Westminster after December 1910, are excluded from the study, but mainland university seats are included.

In addition to the MPs and former MPs covered in this study, there have, of course, been defections among voters, party members, constituency activists, benefactors, councillors, MEPs and peers. This study focuses on the MPs, as they are a clearly defined category who have the highest profile and are generally the most committed group within any party.

**Research Methods**

The research has made use of primary sources including personal, party and constituency papers, probate records and interviews. Memoirs, diaries, newspaper reports, and local and national party documents give a contemporary view of defections. Secondary sources including reference works with biographical information, election results and opinion poll ratings enabled the analysis. Other secondary sources including biographies and monographs, theses and articles on aspects of the Liberal Party’s history were used to explore the relationship between defections and events within the party.
All of the people who served as a Liberal or Liberal Democrat MP since the December 1910 general election were identified from Craig’s *British Parliamentary Election Results*. The results of this search were cross-referenced with other sources such as David and Gareth Butlers’ *British Political Facts* to ensure that all MPs had been identified. Biographical information on these 707 MPs was then collected from Stenton and Lees’ *Who’s Who of British Members of Parliament*, supplemented by reference to *Dod, Who’s Who*, local and national newspapers, theses and monographs, to establish information on each MP’s personal background, parliamentary contests and service, party allegiance, career outside Parliament and wealth at death. All of the people who served as a Liberal or Liberal Democrat MP and who defected from the party at any stage were then identified. This information was entered on a spreadsheet, which was then used to calculate, for each MP individually and for the whole group collectively, a wide range of factors including: age at first Parliamentary contest, age at first election, length of service in Parliament, age at death, wealth at death and highest ministerial office obtained.

A fundamental part of this research has been to establish the timing and motivation for all defections, treating each defection as being of equal importance. For all the MPs classified as defectors, sources have been identified which enabled an investigation of the timing of, reasons for, and consequences of, the defection. These include primary sources such as personal papers, diaries, interviews with family members or colleagues, memoirs, local and national newspaper or magazine reports and *Hansard*, as well as secondary sources such as reference books, biographies, obituaries and text books. In some cases, such as those of Winston Churchill or David Lloyd George, the sources are so extensive that the major task was to identify the
most appropriate sources. In other cases, such as those of Geoffrey Mander and Gwilym Lloyd-George, there are small collections of personal papers and drafts of an unpublished autobiography, very little used by historians. For some, such as Harry Barnes and John Leng Sturrock, there are no biographies or memoirs, no surviving personal papers and no close surviving relatives who could be interviewed. However, in all these cases it has been be possible to find material in *Hansard, Dod, Who’s Who*, references in secondary sources, local newspaper articles, election addresses or other professional, business or personal information.

The analysis then concentrated on the identification of patterns and groupings of defectors and defections, to show the scale, patterns and timing of defections, the individuals involved and the impact on parliamentary seats. The output from this part of the research is in Chapter 2. This compares the whole group of defectors with the whole group of non-defectors and identifies statistically significant differences between the two groups across a whole range of personal and political factors. Chapters 3 to 7 then discuss all the outward defectors, arranged under groupings according to their destination and reasons for defection. Chapter 8 studies the much smaller number of inward defectors. Overall conclusions are drawn in Chapter 9.

**Historiographical Review**

The history of the Liberal Party is an under-researched field and there are few researchers working in it. Very few full-time academic researchers concentrate
primarily on the history of the Liberal Party. Other senior academics devote some of their attention to the history of the Liberal Party in addition to exploring other fields of interest. Whilst many of the people who have researched for higher degrees on aspects of the party’s history have gone on to work in other fields, other writers from non-academic backgrounds have produced useful research on the party’s history.

Existing research and writing about the history of the party has concentrated heavily on Gladstone, Lloyd George and the party’s decline following the Asquith/Lloyd George split. A few overall histories of the party covering longer spans of time have been written, but all of them take a chronological rather than thematic approach. Long-term thematic and analytical study of the party has been very limited, and essentially confined to election performance. Whilst much attention has justifiably been given to party splits as well as to the role of general and by-election results in the fluctuating parliamentary representation of the Liberal/Liberal Democrat Party, the role of groups and individual defections in the party’s fortunes has received very little attention.

In addition to the areas of the party’s history which remain unexplored, there are other areas where there is no settled view. Aspects of the party’s history which are still the subject of controversy include the health of the party on the eve of the Great War and the extent and impact of the Lloyd George Fund. Since the Asquith-Lloyd George

---

2 Eugenio Biagini at Cambridge University, works on Victorian Liberalism and Russell Deacon of the University of Wales concentrates on Welsh Liberalism.
3 David Dutton writes on Conservative, National Liberal and Liberal history. Duncan Tanner and Chris Wrigley both cover Labour and some aspects of Liberal History. Other academic writers on aspects of the party’s history include Michael Hart, Ian Packer, Nick Smart, Garry Tregidga and Graham Jones.
4 For instance, Malcolm Baines researched for his D. Phil. on the Survival of the British Liberal Party 1932-59, but who now works as a corporate tax advisor.
5 For example, Tony Little, Duncan Brack and Graham Lippiatt, of the Liberal Democrat History Group.
split of 1916, controversy has raged over the respective responsibility of the two leaders and their followers in the damage done to the party. In fact, the impact of a majority of the party’s leaders is still subject to debate, re-evaluation and disagreement - Clement Davies and Jo Grimond for their respective roles in the party’s revival since the 1950s; Jeremy Thorpe due to his achievements being eclipsed by his controversial departure after being charged with incitement to murder; David Steel for his role in the merger with the SDP; Paddy Ashdown for his attempt to forge an alliance with the Labour Party under Tony Blair’s leadership and Charles Kennedy due to his departure after revealing a long-term alcohol problem.

A few individual defectors, such as Churchill, have been the subject of biographical studies. However, no systematic research has been carried out to study the total and cumulative effect of defections, nor has the impact of defections on one political party over a long span of time previously been analysed.

**Theses on the Liberal Party referring to Defections since 1910**

No master’s or doctoral thesis has yet been completed on political defections. The nearest example is B.C Woodward’s ‘Elite Migration from the Liberal Party to the Labour Party, 1917-24’. Nick Cott at Newcastle University has for several years been undertaking an investigation of defections of north-east Liberals to the Conservatives c1906-1935: his work has not been published and is not registered for a

---

higher degree. 7 Research such as David Roberts’ M.A. thesis on Clement Davies and Paul Mulvey’s study of Josiah Wedgwood provide biographical theses on individual defectors. 8 The themes of decline and survival of the British Liberal Party have featured in a number of theses. These include references to the impact of defections on the Liberal Party. Among the more relevant are the works of Cole, Egan, Sommer, Sell, Pindar, Campbell, Faulkes, Tanner, White, Hancock, Hart, Rees, Burton and Baines. 9 There are also useful local studies which illuminate politics at regional level including the works of Tregidga in south-west England, Sian Jones on north-east Wales, Brendan Jones on Manchester, Hodnett on Northumberland and Dunsby on Gloucestershire. 10 Three further relevant theses are in progress covering London, the West Midlands and Sussex. 11

11 Fox, Christopher, ‘London Liberalism between the wars’, London, M. Phil., (suspended); Fisher, Neil, ‘The Liberal Party in the West Midlands from December 1916 to the 1923 general election’, (in
Journal Articles on Liberal Defections

The *Journal of Liberal Democrat History* (renamed *Journal of Liberal History*) published one issue (no 25) devoted to the theme of defections. Four of the articles fall within the remit of this research. Jerry Grafstein contributed an article on Winston Churchill as a Liberal. Graham Jones wrote about Gwilym and Megan Lloyd George, and Tony Little interviewed Robert Maclennan. The article of most direct relevance to this research is that of Roy Douglas on defections from the Liberal Party between 1918 and 1929, in which he ascribed the major cause of the defections of this period to a failure of leadership within the Liberal Party. Other relevant articles include David Dutton’s analysis of the events of 1932 and his article on Sir John Simon and the Liberal National Party, as well as the works of Goodlad, David and Pentney.

Monographs and Reference Books on the Liberal Party since 1910

For many years the most prominent survey on the party’s history was that of Chris Cook, although this suffered from several defects. Additional chapters were added

---

after successive general elections without revision to the previous chapters, and the
index is very limited. Roy Douglas also provided an overview of the history of the
party, but from the point of view of an insider with clear personal opinions of many of
the figures involved. Older works on aspects of the party’s history such as
Rasmussen, Thompson, Watkins, Adelman and Cyr tend to concentrate on the party’s
decline and survival and provide some information on defections, but not in any
systematic way. Dangerfield’s *Strange Death of Liberal England*, published in
1935, was one of the first attempts to trace the start of the decline of the Liberal Party
and placed the origins earlier than that proposed by most subsequent writers. He
argued that the decline started in the period 1910-14. McKibbin followed this theme,
as did Pelling, who argued that the decline was the ‘the result of long-term social and
economic changes’. Cline put emphasis on the Pre-War Single Tax proposals as
being of importance in linking those who defected from the Liberals to Labour.

In 1966 Trevor Wilson’s *The Downfall of the Liberal Party, 1914-35*, challenged
Dangerfield’s assertion of a pre-War decline and placed the responsibility for the
collapse firmly on the party’s leadership during the War. Later, Tanner also
subscribed to this view. Agreeing with the timescale, Bentley asserted that
‘Liberalism tore its heart out between 1914 and 1918 in a private agony about true and

---

20 Cline, Catherine Ann, *Recruits to Labour* (Syracuse, 1963)
false Liberals’.23 A few commentators agreed with Asquith’s claim that ‘The
disintegration of the Liberal Party began with the Coupon election’.24 Hart follows
this view and makes out a case that the mechanics of the 1918 election were primarily
responsible for the near-collapse of the party.25 Successive revisions of the causes of
the Liberal Party’s decline have tended to place the problems in a later era than did
the older analyses; but no later than the 1918 election.

Dutton’s recent work provides a succinct synthesis of the writings of other historians
on the Party’s history, arguing that ‘the more evidence that has been accumulated to
show that the Liberal Party was in no imminent danger of collapse in 1914, the more
significance must be attached to the war as the key explanation of what subsequently
occurred’.26 Dutton has also produced the first monograph on the Liberal Nationals,
which sheds light on the interchange of personnel between the Liberals and the
Liberal Nationals.27 Works such as Bentley, Searle, Stevenson and Bogdanor also
provide some tangential material on defections.28

The Liberal Democrat History Group has been instrumental in the production of
detailed reference books on aspects of the Liberal and Liberal Democrat Parties,
including Dictionary of Liberal Quotations, Great Liberal Speeches and Dictionary of

23 Bentley, Michael, The Climax of Liberal Politics: British Liberalism in Theory and Practice, 1868-
27 Dutton, David, Liberals in Schism (Tauris, 2008).
28 Bentley, Michael, The Liberal Mind 1914-1929 (Cambridge, 1979); Searle, Geoffrey, The Liberal
Party: Triumph and Disintegration 1886-1929 (Macmillan, Basingstoke, 1992); Stevenson, John,
Third Party Politics since 1945 (Blackwell, 1993) and Bogdanor, Vernon, (ed.), Liberal Party Politics
(Clarendon, 1983).
The last of these provides succinct biographical information on many Liberal defectors. The only published monograph to take political defections as its theme is *Turncoats – Changing Party Allegiance by British Politicians* by Robert Leach. This book is essentially a collection of biographical essays on individual defectors to and from a range of political parties, including Enoch Powell, Winston Churchill and Harold Nicolson. The purpose of the book is not to analyse the total effect of a series of individual defections, nor does it assess the overall impact on any particular political party. Although it includes an overview of defections and quotes some figures on the scale of defections among all the major political parties, there is little original research in the book.

**Memoirs, Diaries and Biographies of Liberal Defectors**

Several of the defectors included in this research have written their own accounts of their experiences and reasons for defecting. Among the most revealing is Emma Nicholson’s account of her disillusion with the Conservative Party and the reasons for her defection to the Liberal Democrats. However, as an active Liberal Democrat politician at the time of writing, she had a political agenda to pursue through the publication of the book. Christopher Mayhew provided an insight into his defection from Labour to the Liberals. This work is valuable as his defection marked the change in the tide of defections as he was the first serving MP to defect to the Liberals for over sixty years. John Simon, among others, provides a superficial and rather self-

---

29 Brack, Duncan, and Ingham, Robert, (eds.), *Dictionary of Liberal Quotations* (Methuen, 1999); Little, Tony, and Brack, Duncan, (eds.), *Great Liberal Speeches* (Methuen, 2001) and Brack, Duncan, (ed.), *Dictionary of Liberal Biography* (Methuen, 1998).
justifying account of his defection in his autobiography.\textsuperscript{33} \textit{The Diaries and Letters of Robert Bernays}, not written with the intention of publication, provide immediate responses to the circumstances in which Bernays found himself.\textsuperscript{34} His unexpected death meant that he did not have the opportunity to edit the material himself.

Biographies provide material on individual defectors, although they are researched and written to varying standards of accuracy and detail, and published over a wide time span for differing audience tastes. None of the books takes party defection as a major theme, and in most the defection tends to be rather glossed over. The styles of biography range from the official biographies of senior political figures and the over-sympathetic studies of former friends and colleagues, to the revealing study based on love letters, such as that of Megan Lloyd George, whose life is seen through the prism of her affair with Philip Noel Baker.\textsuperscript{35} Among the more useful biographies for this study are David Dutton’s biography of John Simon, Mosa Anderson on Noel Buxton, Hector Bolitho on Alfred Mond, Jean Goodman’s \textit{The Mond Legacy: A Family Saga}, John Reardon’s forthcoming life of Wilfrid Roberts, Hyde’s biography of Harry Nathan and Ian Grimwood’s work on Hore-Belisha and my own \textit{Clement Davies – Liberal Leader}.\textsuperscript{36} Two of the political figures about whom most has been written are Churchill and Lloyd George, both of whom fall into the category of Liberal defectors and played a role in the defections of others. The crucial role of Lloyd George in many of the defections is covered tangentially in many works such as those of

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
\item Mayhew, Christopher, \textit{Time to Explain} (Hutchinson, 1987).
\item Jones, Mervyn, \textit{A Radical Life: the Biography of Megan Lloyd George} (Hutchinson, 1991).
\item Dutton, David, \textit{A Political Biography of Sir John Simon} (Arum, 1992); Anderson, Mosa, \textit{Noel Buxton, A Life} (George Allen and Unwin, 1952); Bolitho, Hector, \textit{Alfred Mond, First Lord Melchett} (Martin Secker, 1933); Goodman, Jean, \textit{The Mond Legacy: A Family Saga} (Weidenfeld and Nicolson, 1982); Hyde, H. Montgomery, \textit{Strong for Service – The Life of Lord Nathan of Churt} (Allen, 1968);
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
Beaverbrook, Owen, Morgan, Sylvester, Kinnear and Campbell. The literature on Churchill is more extensive than on any other political figure. A useful recent synthesis of earlier writing on Churchill is provided by Jenkins. The writings of Lloyd George himself provide limited insight into the party, as their primary purpose was to make money and to record his role in major historical events. Paddy Ashdown’s Diaries and autobiography provide a detailed account of the life of a Liberal Democrat Party Leader. Jo Grimond wrote his memoirs, as did David Steel. Jeremy Thorpe’s writing provides some autobiographical material and sheds a little light on tensions within the Liberal Party and the enduring nature of the legacy of the Lloyd George-Asquith split. Among the most senior Liberal figures to leave diaries or letters is Violet Bonham Carter. The prominence of her writings stems from her family background (she was Asquith’s daughter, Grimond’s mother-in-law and Mark Bonham Carter’s mother), from her colourful language, and from the absence of alternative sources for the period. Chief Whips Vivian Phillipps and Sir Percy Harris also recorded some of their views on the Liberal Party.

39 Lloyd George, David, 1916-1920; The Lloyd George Coalition in War and Peace (Gooding, 1921).
41 Grimond, Jo, Memoirs (Heinemann, 1979) and Steel, David, Against Goliath (Weidenfeld and Nicolson, 1989).
42 Thorpe, Jeremy, In My Own Time (Político’s, 1999).
44 Phillipps, Vivian, My Days and Ways (Pillans and Wilson, Edinburgh, 1943) and Harris, Percy, Forty Years in and Out of Parliament (Andrew Melrose, 1947).
Conclusions

This thesis makes a contribution to knowledge in several ways. It provides the first comprehensive source of detailed reference material on all Liberal and Liberal Democrat MPs who sat between 1910 and 2010 and it identifies all those who defected. It is the first analysis of political defections over a long time span. The study provides an original aggregate analysis of the differences which distinguished defectors from loyalists and suggests wider conclusions about the underlying factors which led MPs to defect. The research uses findings about the scale, pattern, timing and reasons for defections to provide new understanding of the history of the Liberal Party, including key events, turning points and the role of party leadership and policies. It provides new evidence against which to assess the competing theories of historians about the origins and causes of the party’s decline and revival. It makes an original assertion about the timing and reasons for the decline.
Chapter 2  Scale and Pattern of Outward Liberal Defections

Since the December 1910 general election, a total of 707 individuals have served as a Liberal or Liberal Democrat MP. Of these, 116, about one in six (16%), defected from the party. This chapter analyses the outward defectors as a group; it identifies the common characteristics which link them, and those which distinguish them from their party colleagues who did not defect. Chapters 3 to 7 then study each of the MPs who defected from the party, according to the nature and political direction of their defection. Chapter 8 deals with the MPs and former MPs who defected into the party.

Table 1  Parliamentary Status of Outward Defectors at Defection

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Status</th>
<th>Count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>In the House of Commons</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In the House of Lords</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Out of the Commons, but later returned</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Out of the Commons, but later in the Lords</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Out of the Commons and tried unsuccessfully to return</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Out of Parliament and never tried to return</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>116</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 shows that 83 of the 116 defectors (72%) played a further role in Parliament (in the House of Commons or in the House of Lords) after their defection. An additional 21 (18%) were involved in further parliamentary contests. Only 12 (10%)

---

45 This includes MPs who were elected as Liberals, Lib-Lab MPs, Coalition Liberals and National Liberals in 1922 and those whose elections were later declared void.
played no further role in elections or parliament, although they almost certainly will have continued to exert an influence on others.

Table 2 (overleaf) lists all 116 defectors in chronological order. At first sight, the numbers involved and the long timescale, make it difficult immediately to discern many clear patterns in the defections. The features which do start to become apparent are that the timings of the defections show few groups of defectors leaving at exactly the same time as others. The vast majority of the defectors, 85 of the 116, (73%), departed in the thirteen years from November 1918 to November 1931, (13% of the time span studied).

There is also a preponderance of departures to Labour amongst the early defectors, followed by clusters of defections to the Conservatives and then to the Liberal Nationals. However, there are many defections which occur on their own at intervals during the century of the study.

One of the striking features overall is the range of destinations, encompassing eight different parties, excluding those who left to become independent. Table 2 also illustrates that the initial destination for many defectors, was not their final political home, as many of the defectors made further party moves and some returned to the Liberals.
Table 2  Outward Defectors in Chronological Order

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Date of Defection</th>
<th>Party of Defection</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Bottomley, Horatio</td>
<td>June 1918</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Mason, David</td>
<td>January 1938</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Outhwaite, Robert</td>
<td>December 1919</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>John, Edward</td>
<td>November 1926</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Trevelyan, Charles</td>
<td>November 1931</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Money, Les Choisse</td>
<td>November 1932</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Powney, Arthur</td>
<td>December 1926</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Whitehouse, John Howard</td>
<td>December 1919</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Lambert, Richard</td>
<td>December 1918</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Wedgewood, Josiah</td>
<td>April 1919</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Hallams, Richard</td>
<td>April 1922</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Less-Smith, Hastings</td>
<td>June 1919</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>White, James Dunlop</td>
<td>August 1919</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Malone, Cecil</td>
<td>August 1920</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Buxton, Noel</td>
<td>1919</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Alden, Percy</td>
<td>April 1919</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>King, Joseph</td>
<td>December 1919</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Hemmert, Edward</td>
<td>1920</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Beck, (Arthur) Cecil</td>
<td>August 1921</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Hopkinson, Austin</td>
<td>February 1922</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Munro, Robert</td>
<td>September 1924</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>Munro-Ferguson, Ronald</td>
<td>October 1923</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>McKenna, Reginald</td>
<td>October 1923</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>Hope, John</td>
<td>November 1923</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>Arnold, Sydney</td>
<td>1922</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>Phillipson, Hilton</td>
<td>May 1923</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>Evans, Arthur</td>
<td>July 1923</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>Cowen, (William) Henry</td>
<td>October 1923</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>Addison, Christopher</td>
<td>November 1923</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Waring, Walter</td>
<td>December 1923</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>Edwards, John</td>
<td>1924</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>Churchill, Winston</td>
<td>January 1924</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>Morning, Algernon</td>
<td>January 1924</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>Jarrett, George</td>
<td>January 1924</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>Allan, William</td>
<td>October 1924</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>Greenwood, Hamer</td>
<td>October 1924</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>Ward, John</td>
<td>October 1924</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>Edwards, (Louis) Hugh</td>
<td>October 1924</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td>Robinson, Thomas</td>
<td>October 1924</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>Storrnick, John Lang</td>
<td>October 1924</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>England, Abraham</td>
<td>October 1924</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>Hopkin, Henry Cairn</td>
<td>October 1924</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
<td>Dennan, Richard</td>
<td>October 1924</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td>Scott, Alexander McCallum</td>
<td>November 1924</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>Spears, Edward</td>
<td>December 1924</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46</td>
<td>Lamb, Ernest</td>
<td>December 1924</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47</td>
<td>Bennett, Albert</td>
<td>December 1924</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48</td>
<td>Spero, George</td>
<td>April 1925</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49</td>
<td>Thornton, Maxwell</td>
<td>December 1925</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>Randall, Athelstan</td>
<td>1925</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51</td>
<td>Mond, Alfred</td>
<td>January 1926</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52</td>
<td>Mond, Henry</td>
<td>January 1926</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53</td>
<td>Young, Edward Hilton</td>
<td>February 1926</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54</td>
<td>Entwistle, Cyril</td>
<td>February 1926</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55</td>
<td>Mansel, Courtenay</td>
<td>March 1926</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56</td>
<td>Kenworthy, Joseph</td>
<td>October 1926</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57</td>
<td>Davies, David</td>
<td>November 1926</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58</td>
<td>Benn, William Wedgwood</td>
<td>January 1927</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>59</td>
<td>Roye, Charles</td>
<td>April 1927</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>Pattinson, Samuel</td>
<td>May 1927</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>61</td>
<td>Livingstone, Mackenzie</td>
<td>May 1927</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62</td>
<td>Guest, Frederick</td>
<td>May-June 1927</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>63</td>
<td>Guest, (Christian) Henry</td>
<td>May-June 1927</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
<td>Guest, Oscar Montague</td>
<td>May-June 1927</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65</td>
<td>Marks, George Greydon</td>
<td>June 1927</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>66</td>
<td>Jowitt, William</td>
<td>June 1927</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67</td>
<td>Martin, Frederick</td>
<td>September 1927</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68</td>
<td>Garro-Jones, George</td>
<td>November 1927</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69</td>
<td>Fletcher, Reginald</td>
<td>October 1927</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>Hincksworht, Albert</td>
<td>April 1928</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71</td>
<td>Forrest, Walter</td>
<td>September 1928</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72</td>
<td>Dickinson, Wilsoughby</td>
<td>1930</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73</td>
<td>Grigg, Edward</td>
<td>February 1931</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74</td>
<td>Williams, Rhys</td>
<td>March 1931</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>Simons, John</td>
<td>June 1931</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>76</td>
<td>Hutchison, Robert</td>
<td>June 1931</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>77</td>
<td>Brown, Ernest</td>
<td>June 1931</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>78</td>
<td>Lloyd George, David</td>
<td>October 1931</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>79</td>
<td>Lloyd George, Gwilym</td>
<td>October 1932</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>Owen, Goromey</td>
<td>October 1932</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>81</td>
<td>Lloyd George, John</td>
<td>October 1933</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>82</td>
<td>Scott, Frank</td>
<td>October 1933</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>83</td>
<td>Barnes, Henry</td>
<td>1931</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>84</td>
<td>Alexander, Maurice</td>
<td>1931</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85</td>
<td>Pratt, John</td>
<td>October 1931</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>86</td>
<td>Dugdale, Cecil</td>
<td>October 1931</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>87</td>
<td>Thorne, George</td>
<td>November 1931</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88</td>
<td>Simons, Ernest</td>
<td>November 1931</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>89</td>
<td>Daclon, (James) Henry</td>
<td>September 1931</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>Nathan, Harry</td>
<td>February 1932</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>91</td>
<td>Hunter, Joseph</td>
<td>November 1932</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>92</td>
<td>Morely, Joseph</td>
<td>November 1932</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>93</td>
<td>McKee, William</td>
<td>June 1933</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>94</td>
<td>Davies, Ellis</td>
<td>October 1933</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95</td>
<td>Morrison, George</td>
<td>July 1935</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>96</td>
<td>Murray, Arthur</td>
<td>April 1936</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>97</td>
<td>Beresford, Joseph</td>
<td>September 1936</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>98</td>
<td>Janner, Barnett</td>
<td>September 1936</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>99</td>
<td>Harvey, (Thomas) Edmund</td>
<td>February 1937</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>Holdsworth, Herbert</td>
<td>October 1937</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>101</td>
<td>Roberts, Aed</td>
<td>October 1938</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>102</td>
<td>Azland, Richard</td>
<td>September 1942</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>103</td>
<td>Mallis, (Edward) Lance</td>
<td>May 1945</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>104</td>
<td>Hore-Belisha, Leslie</td>
<td>August 1945</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>105</td>
<td>Horabin, Thomas</td>
<td>October 1945</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>106</td>
<td>Minder, Geoffrey</td>
<td>June 1948</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>107</td>
<td>Wedesworth, George</td>
<td>February 1951</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>108</td>
<td>Grenville, Edward</td>
<td>April 1952</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>109</td>
<td>Field, Dingie</td>
<td>July 1956</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>110</td>
<td>Roberts, Wilfrid</td>
<td>July 1956</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>111</td>
<td>Bennett, Donald</td>
<td>January 1960</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>112</td>
<td>Melchior, Archibald</td>
<td>March 1971</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>113</td>
<td>Meadowcroft, Michael</td>
<td>February 1957</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>114</td>
<td>Pitt, Bill</td>
<td>October 1958</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>115</td>
<td>Alen, David</td>
<td>April 1959</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>116</td>
<td>Marsden, Paul</td>
<td>December 2001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Key:
- Blue: Defection to Labour
- Green: Defection to Liberal Nationals
- Pink: Defection to Conservatives
- Red: Defection to New Party
- Light blue: Defection to National Party of Scotland
- Light green: Defection to Bottomley Party
- Purple: Defection to Communist Party
- Yellow: Return to Liberals
- Maroon: Defection to Common Wealth
- Orange: Constitutionalist
- Black: National Labour
- Yellow-green: Independent
Table 3 (overleaf) illustrates graphically the pattern of defections over time. Included in this chart are all those whose defections can readily be identified as being to the left or to the right. It excludes defectors such as Independent Liberals.

The table shows that there were no defections in the period 1910 to 1917, then 1918 and 1919 saw the first outflow with thirteen defections – all to the left apart from Horatio Bottomley, who had been expelled from the Liberal Party and returned as a right-wing Independent. The next significant exodus was in 1922 to 1926, to the right. The outward defections to the Conservatives were almost entirely a phenomenon of the period 1922 to 1931. Rightward defectors continued to the Liberal Nationals between 1931 and 1938, but this was virtually the end of the rightward losses. There were then a few individual defections until the mid 1950s, followed by half a century with virtually no outward defections.

1924 can be seen to be the year which included the highest number of defectors, with sixteen, followed by 1931, with ten. The six inward defectors, who had not previously been Liberals - four from Labour and two from the Conservatives are also shown on this chart. In addition to these six, there were another eighteen former Liberal defectors who returned to the party. Their cases are considered in Chapter 8.
Table 3  Direction of Defections to and from Liberal Party by Year

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Leftward Defections</th>
<th>Rightward Defections</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1911</td>
<td>1912</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1913</td>
<td>1914</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1915</td>
<td>1916</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1917</td>
<td>1918</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1919</td>
<td>1920</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1921</td>
<td>1922</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1923</td>
<td>1924</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1925</td>
<td>1926</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1927</td>
<td>1928</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1929</td>
<td>1930</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1931</td>
<td>1932</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1933</td>
<td>1934</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1935</td>
<td>1936</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1937</td>
<td>1938</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1939</td>
<td>1940</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1941</td>
<td>1942</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1943</td>
<td>1944</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1945</td>
<td>1946</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1947</td>
<td>1948</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1949</td>
<td>1950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1951</td>
<td>1952</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1953</td>
<td>1954</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1955</td>
<td>1956</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1957</td>
<td>1958</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1959</td>
<td>1960</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1961</td>
<td>1962</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1963</td>
<td>1964</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1965</td>
<td>1966</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1967</td>
<td>1968</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1969</td>
<td>1970</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1971</td>
<td>1972</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1973</td>
<td>1974</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1975</td>
<td>1976</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1977</td>
<td>1978</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1979</td>
<td>1980</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1981</td>
<td>1982</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1983</td>
<td>1984</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1985</td>
<td>1986</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1987</td>
<td>1988</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1989</td>
<td>1990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1991</td>
<td>1992</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1993</td>
<td>1994</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1995</td>
<td>1996</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1997</td>
<td>1998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1999</td>
<td>2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>2010</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

47 to the Left  55 to the Right

Leftward defections including Labour and Communist
Rightward defections including Conservative, Constitutionalist, New Party, National Party, Bottomley Party and Liberal Nationals
Inward Defectors, not previously Liberals. Those on the left of the chart arrived from Labour, those on the right from the Conservatives.
Returning former Liberal defectors are not included, nor are independent Liberals.
Table 4 below shows that a slightly higher number of defectors who left the Liberals went to the right than to the left. However, the highest total for any individual party was 47 defectors who went to the Labour Party, whilst 34 went to the Conservatives and another 21 went to other right of centre parties.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Destination of Defectors from the Liberals</th>
<th>Number Defecting</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>To Labour ¹</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To the Conservatives, Constitutionalists, Liberal Nationals and Radical Populist Parties</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To be Independent</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>116</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The calculation of an attrition rate gives a measure of how extensive was the outflow of defectors under each party leader. It allows for the fact that there was a vastly varying

¹ Total includes defectors who joined Labour and who were also members of another party at some stage.
pool of potential defectors (current MPs and living former MPs) at different stages, ranging from a high point of 443 in 1923 to a low point of 40 between 1980 and 1982.

Table 5 overleaf shows that the highest annual attrition rate was during Lloyd George’s leadership of the party at 1.6% per year, followed by Asquith’s leadership when the attrition rate was 0.9% per year and that of Davies at 0.6% and Samuel at 0.5%. These figures can reasonably be taken as a reflection of the opinions of the defectors on the individual leaders; despite the fact that each defection may have resulted from years of dissatisfaction, the planned defection could have been aborted at any stage. A defector would have known that his or her departure would be seen at the time as a judgment on the current leadership of the party. Three of the more recent leaders – Steel, Campbell and Clegg\(^2\) suffered no outward defections during their time as leader.

Within the overall attrition figures for each leader, it is important to note that during Asquith’s leadership the level of defections varied widely from year to year. From 1911 (the first full year included in this study) to 1917 the attrition rate was very low, but from 1918 to 1926 the rate increased significantly. The reasons for this pattern are explored in Chapter 3.

\(^2\) As of January 2010.
Table 5  Defections according to Party Leader at time of Defection

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Leader</th>
<th>Number of outward defections during leadership</th>
<th>Average outward defections per year</th>
<th>Average number of MPs and living former MPs</th>
<th>Attrition during leadership</th>
<th>Annual Attrition rate $^3$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Asquith $^6$</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>346</td>
<td>14.5%</td>
<td>0.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Dec 1910 - Oct 1926)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lloyd George</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>6.6</td>
<td>409</td>
<td>8.1%</td>
<td>1.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Oct 1926 - Nov 1931)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samuel</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>365</td>
<td>1.9%</td>
<td>0.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Nov 1931-Nov 1935)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sinclair</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>276</td>
<td>2.9%</td>
<td>0.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Nov 1935 - Jul 1945)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Davies</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>164</td>
<td>6.1%</td>
<td>0.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Aug 1945 - Nov 1956)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grimond</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>1.3%</td>
<td>0.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Nov 1956 - Jan 1967)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thorpe</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>2.1%</td>
<td>0.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Jan 1967 - Jul 1976)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steel</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Jul 1976 - Jul 1988)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashdown</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>5.2%</td>
<td>0.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Jul 1988 - Aug 1999)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kennedy $^7$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>1.1%</td>
<td>0.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Campbell</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Mar 2006 - Oct 2007)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clegg</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Dec 2007 - )</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^3$ Calculated as the average percentage of MPs and living former MPs defecting each year of leadership.

$^4$ The attrition during leadership is calculated as the total number of defectors during the leadership as a percentage of the average number of Liberal MPs and living former Liberal MPs elected since 1910.

$^5$ Excludes Constitutionalists who took the Liberal whip after the 1924 election, but includes Thomas Robinson, a Constitutionalist who took Liberal whip but who defected again in 1929 and excludes Hore-Belisha who defected to the Conservatives, having previously joined the Liberal Nationals in 1931.

$^6$ Asquith had assumed the party leadership in April 1908, but this study starts from December 1910.

$^7$ Paul Marsden was the only defector from the party under Kennedy’s leadership. Marsden had defected into the party in 2001, also under Kennedy’s leadership.
## Table 6  Defectors by Date of Entry to Parliament

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parliament when first elected</th>
<th>Number of Liberal MPs elected who sat after December 1910</th>
<th>Outward Defectors after 1910 from cohort</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>December 1910 or earlier</td>
<td>344</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1918</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1922</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1923</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1924</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1929</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1931</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1935</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1945</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1950</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1951</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1955</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1959</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1964</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1966</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1970</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1974 Feb</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1974 Oct</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1979</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1983</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1987</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1992</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1997</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Number of Liberal MPs elected who sat after December 1910: 344

Outward Defectors after 1910 from cohort: 54
Percentage: 16%
Table 6 above shows that Liberal MPs entering in the 1931 Parliament were the most prone to defect, followed by those elected in the 1935 Parliament. The figures for the October 1974 and 1979 Parliament also appear high, but are based on an intake of only two MPs, one of whom defected.  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 7</th>
<th>Defections by Country</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Outward Defectors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England</td>
<td>73 71%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wales</td>
<td>11 11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scotland</td>
<td>19 19%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7 demonstrates that defections were not a peculiarly English, Scottish or Welsh phenomenon and were distributed evenly across Great Britain according to the level of Liberal representation in each country. Wales and Scotland are over-represented in the survey of Liberal defections, compared to the proportion of constituencies in each country (Scotland had 11% of the constituencies, Wales 6% and England 83%), but this is due to the higher density of Liberal-held seats in Wales and Scotland, than in England.

---

8 The figures exclude Paul Marsden, who was first elected as a Labour MP in 1997, defected to the Liberal Democrats in 2001, then defected back to Labour within the same Parliament, in 2005.

9 103 defectors and 577 non-defectors sat for seats in one country only. Those who represented seats in more than one country are excluded.
Table 8  Defections by Type of Constituency\textsuperscript{10}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Outward Defectors</th>
<th>Non-defectors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rural</td>
<td>50 50%</td>
<td>341 60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urban</td>
<td>49 49%</td>
<td>223 40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University</td>
<td>1 1%</td>
<td>2 0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8 indicates that MPs representing an urban constituency were slightly more likely to defect than those representing a rural constituency. However, the difference is not statistically significant. The nature of the constituency represented therefore does not seem to be a significant determinant of propensity to defect. However, the nature of the individual MP can be investigated to find out if there are certain characteristics which distinguish the defectors from the non-defectors. During the whole span of the study there were over a hundred defectors and nearly six hundred MPs who remained loyal, so there is a large enough population to investigate in overall terms if there are common threads amongst the two groups, irrespective of the timing, reasons or destination of the defection.

\textsuperscript{10} Excludes MPs who sat for more than one type of seat
Table 9  Defectors by Gender

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Outward Defectors</th>
<th>Non-defectors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>115 99.1%</td>
<td>564 96.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>1 0.9%</td>
<td>20 3.4%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 9 demonstrates that men were more likely to defect than women, although the total number of women MPs in the study was small.

Table 10  Defectors by Religion

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Religion</th>
<th>Outward defectors</th>
<th>Non-defectors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Religion known</td>
<td>57 69%</td>
<td>242</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Of these</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-conformist</td>
<td>38 69%</td>
<td>186 77%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jewish</td>
<td>7 12%</td>
<td>10 4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unitarian</td>
<td>4 7%</td>
<td>11 5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anglican</td>
<td>3 5%</td>
<td>4 2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presbyterian</td>
<td>2 4%</td>
<td>15 6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quaker</td>
<td>2 4%</td>
<td>5 2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catholic</td>
<td>1 2%</td>
<td>4 2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>0 0%</td>
<td>7 3%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

Table 10 shows that representatives of the minority religions within the Liberal Party - Unitarian, Anglican, Quaker and Jewish MPs and former MPs were more likely to defect than were Non-conformists, who comprised the majority of the party.\textsuperscript{12}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 11</th>
<th>Profession outside Parliament</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Outward Defectors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal</td>
<td>35 33%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business/finance</td>
<td>29 27%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Journalism/writing</td>
<td>15 14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Military</td>
<td>14 13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>5 5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engineer</td>
<td>4 3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical</td>
<td>2 2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Architect</td>
<td>2 2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accountant</td>
<td>1 1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Farmer</td>
<td>1 1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minister of Religion</td>
<td>0 0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 11 illustrates that the Liberal Party was dominated by lawyers and business people. These groups tended to be fairly equally represented among the defectors and the non-defectors. The profession where there is the most noticeable difference are politicians.

\textsuperscript{12} The numbers involved are too small to enable an analysis of statistical significance.
whose career outside Parliament was in the armed forces, which are over-represented among the defectors. Possible reasons for this could include that such people tend to be self-confident, to take decisive actions, and not be willing to tolerate a lack of clarity or weak leadership. Conversely, educationalists and ministers of religion were under-represented among the defectors.

In addition to the MPs whose main profession outside Parliament had been in the armed forces, many other MPs had military service, as the study includes the periods of the two world wars.

| Table 12  Military experience including National Service |
|-----------------------------|-----------------------------|
|                             | Outward defectors | Non-defectors |
| Total number                | 116              | 584           |
| of these                    |                  |               |
| No military experience     | 74 64%          | 488 84%       |
| Military experience        | 42 36%          | 96 16%        |
| comprising (where rank known) |                |               |
| Lieutenant                  | 7 6%            | 12 2%         |
| Captain                     | 7 6%            | 28 5%         |
| Major                       | 8 7%            | 27 5%         |
| Lt.-Colonel or Colonel      | 15 13%          | 25 4%         |
| Major- or Lt.-General       | 3 3%            | 3 1%          |
Table 12 shows that outward defectors were more than twice as likely to have been in the armed forces as were non-defectors. Of those with military service, the highest ranks appear to be disproportionately represented among the defectors – proportionately three times as many of the rank of colonel or above compared to the non-defectors.\textsuperscript{13}

Where the numbers involved in the groups are large enough, it can allow a test of statistical significance to be applied. This is possible with the figures for military service and other characteristics. The test used is a Chi-Squared Test ($x^2$), which can be applied to large enough samples, where the population falls into discrete groups, such as whether or not the individuals had military experience.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 13</th>
<th>Chi-Squared Test of Significance of Military Service</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Military Experience</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observed (O)</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expected (E)</td>
<td>19.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O-E</td>
<td>22.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[O-E]-0.5</td>
<td>22.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>([O-E]-0.5)^2</td>
<td>503.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>([O-E]-0.5)^2/E</td>
<td>26.38</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$x^2 = 31.57$ which is significant at the 0.001 level, meaning that the variation has only a 0.001% probability of being caused by chance.

\textsuperscript{13} Virtually all the MPs were commissioned officers. Air Force and Navy ranks have been included under the equivalent army rank. One former Lieutenant, Austin Hopkinson, rejoined as a Private; he is included as a Lieutenant.
This demonstrates that the variation in rates of military service between defectors and non-defectors was almost certainly not the result of chance. This apparent difference between the ranks achieved by the defectors and non-defectors can also be shown to be statistically significant.

**Table 14   Chi-Squared Test of Significance of Military Rank**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Lt. to Major</th>
<th>Lt. Col to General</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Observed (O)</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expected (E)</td>
<td>28.21</td>
<td>11.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[O-E]-0.5</td>
<td>-5.71</td>
<td>5.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>([O-E]-0.5)^2</td>
<td>32.60</td>
<td>32.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>([O-E]-0.5)^2/E</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>2.77</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$x^2 = 3.93$ which is significant at the 0.05% level, meaning that the variation has only a 0.05% probability of being caused by chance.

Table 14 demonstrates that the defectors were significantly more likely to have been of high military rank, than were the non-defectors.

**Table 15   Do ‘Toffs’ Defect?**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Outward Defectors</th>
<th>Non-defectors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hereditary Peerage</td>
<td>2.6%</td>
<td>1.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median wealth at death</td>
<td>£42,457</td>
<td>£28,919</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eton educated</td>
<td>5.2%</td>
<td>4.4%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Whilst serving as leader of the Liberal Democrat Party, Paddy Ashdown proposed a theory that ‘Toffs Defect’. His views originated in his earlier career, observing the type of people who had defected to the Soviet Union\textsuperscript{14} – (ironically including Donald Maclean, son of the eponymous Liberal MP and cabinet minister). Ashdown considered that his theory also applied to politics. If ‘Toffs’ can be defined as typically being aristocratic, wealthy, Eton-educated and of high military rank, then Tables 14 and 15 above demonstrate that ‘Toffs’ are indeed more likely to have defected. Defectors tended to be wealthier than non-defectors.\textsuperscript{15} Wealth has been calculated as the median of the wealth at death values of all the 89 defectors where wealth is known (the earliest date of death being 1928) and a sample of non-defecting MPs drawn to match the population of defectors as far as possible in terms of year of death and age at death.\textsuperscript{16} Comparisons between the defectors and the non-defectors should be meaningful, as the distorting effects of tax avoidance and trusts should have applied equally to the defectors and the non-defectors.

\begin{table}[ht]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{lcc}
\hline
 & Outward Defectors & Non-defectors \\
\hline
Divorced & 9.5\% & 2.7\% \\
University Educated\textsuperscript{17} & 60\% & 60\% \\
Age at death & 74 & 73 \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\caption{Personal Characteristics}
\end{table}

\textsuperscript{14} Interview Lord Ashdown, 10 September 2009.
\textsuperscript{15} Figures from Central Registries, London and Edinburgh.
\textsuperscript{16} The median, rather than mean, wealth figure is used, to avoid the distorting effect of a small number of very large estates.
\textsuperscript{17} Includes Royal Military Academies and Royal Naval Colleges
Table 16 shows that the defectors were also much more likely to have been divorced than the non-defectors. The divorce may have preceded the defection or succeeded it. However, a tendency to be divorced could be an indicator of a person who will take radical action if not satisfied with their circumstances, and hence make that person more likely to defect from a political party if dissatisfied.\footnote{The number of divorces is slightly too small to enable a Chi-Squared Test.} There is, however, virtually no difference between the proportion of defectors and non-defectors who attended university and the ages at which the two groups died. This suggests that the defectors were no better educated, nor healthier than the non-defectors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 17 Parliamentary Careers of Defectors and Non-defectors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Outward Defectors</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age at first parliamentary contest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age on entering Commons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time between first contest and election</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall election success rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electoral success standing as a Liberal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total number of contests fought\footnote{The figure includes by-elections.}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average total years in Commons\footnote{The figure excludes MPs still serving.}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage achieving ministerial office</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age at highest ministerial appointment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage receiving a peerage</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Chapter 2 Scale and Pattern of Outward Defections

Table 17 demonstrates that the defectors started their careers at a younger age. Possible reasons for this include their coming from a more privileged and wealthy background, their family being influential locally or nationally and their greater ambition and concentration on a political career and achieving ministerial office. There is no significant difference between the electoral success rates of the defectors and the non-defectors. The defectors on average had a longer parliamentary career, mainly because they fought more elections. Their success rate per election, either standing as a Liberal or for another party, was virtually the same as that of the non-defectors. The defectors may well have had higher expectations of success as, on average, they entered Parliament more quickly.

Three measures can be used as surrogates for the ability of the defectors and non-defectors; education, selection as a parliamentary candidate and electoral success. Table 16 established that the defectors were no higher educated than the non-defectors. Table 17 suggests that the defectors were more determined to pursue a political career, as on average they fought 6.4 contests compared to 4.8 for the non-defectors, however, the defectors were no more successful than the non-defectors in their electoral contests. This suggests that the defectors were more determined on a political career than were the non-defectors, but that in other respects they were no more able.

Table 17 established that the defectors were more likely to achieve ministerial office and to receive a peerage, than the non-defectors. The statistical significance of these differences can be demonstrated in Tables 18 and 19 below. Chapters 3 and 4 examine individual cases to investigate why this was the case.
Chapter 2 Scale and Pattern of Outward Defections

Table 18  Chi-Squared Test of Outward defectors obtaining Peerage

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Peerage</th>
<th>No Peerage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Observed (O)</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expected (E)</td>
<td>15.08</td>
<td>100.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O-E</td>
<td>20.92</td>
<td>-20.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[O-E]-0.5</td>
<td>20.42</td>
<td>-20.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>([O-E]-0.5)²</td>
<td>416.98</td>
<td>416.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>([O-E]-0.5)²/E</td>
<td>27.65</td>
<td>4.13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

χ² = 31.78, which is significant at the 0.001 level, implying that defectors were significantly more likely to have obtained a peerage.

Table 19  Chi-Squared Test of Defectors achieving Ministerial Office

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Ministerial Office</th>
<th>No Ministerial Office</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Observed (O)</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expected (E)</td>
<td>16.49</td>
<td>99.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O-E</td>
<td>21.51</td>
<td>-21.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[O-E]-0.5</td>
<td>21.01</td>
<td>-21.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>([O-E]-0.5)²</td>
<td>441.42</td>
<td>441.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>([O-E]-0.5)²/E</td>
<td>26.77</td>
<td>4.44</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

χ² = 31.21, which is significant at the 0.001 level implying that the result was less than 0.01% likely to have been caused by chance: So, defectors were significantly more likely to have held ministerial office than were non-defectors.

---

21 Includes all types of peerage awarded at any stage. The expected figure is derived from the number of peerages achieved by the non-defectors.
Defectors overall were more than twice as likely to have achieved ministerial office as non-defectors, with 33% of defectors achieving ministerial office compared to 14% of the non-defectors. The defectors were also more than twice as likely to receive a peerage – 31% compared to 13%. Achievement of ministerial office is likely to have increased the opportunity for a peerage. A peerage was normally bestowed on all former cabinet ministers.

In overall terms then, defection appears to have been a career-enhancing move, as it has already been established that the defectors were not a significantly more able group of people than the non-defectors and that the peak of the defectors’ careers were generally reached after defection. Of the 38 defectors who achieved ministerial office at some stage in their careers, fifteen achieved their highest position prior to their defection and 23 reached a higher post after defecting. 83 of the 584 non-defectors achieved ministerial office. Three of the 116 defectors (2.6%) were in line to inherit an hereditary peerage, compared to nine of the 585 non-defectors (1.5%).22 Thirty-three defectors were created new hereditary peers or life peers; of these, only five had received their peerage before their defection, whilst 28 were honoured after defection. The average age at defection of the outward defectors was 50. The youngest defector was Arthur Evans, aged 25, and the oldest George Thorne, at 78.

---

22 The figure excludes Alfred Mond, whose title was not created until after his defections. It also excludes Henry Mond, who later inherited his father’s title.
Where a single or predominant reason for a defection can be identified, the breakdown of motivations is shown in Table 20 below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 20</th>
<th>Motivation for Defection</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Policy</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prospects</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personality</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixed</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the majority of cases, the ‘Policy’ motivation was a reaction against an undesired Liberal policy, rather than the attraction of another party’s policies. ‘Prospects’ as a motivation were always related to the perceived better electoral or ministerial prospects offered by another party. In only three cases was the defection almost totally ascribed to ‘Personality’ issues. In only a few cases (17) the defector’s decision appears not to have been based predominantly on a single factor. Therefore in the vast majority of cases, defections were motivated more by negative factors to do with the Liberal Party, than by the positive attractions of any other party.

**Conclusions**

Comparing all the defectors and the non-defectors demonstrates that there was no significant difference between the two groups in terms of their ability, education, electoral appeal or longevity. The incidences of defections were equally spread around
the country. On the other hand, the defectors were likely to have been wealthier and more
determined on a political career, which they started at an earlier age. They were more
likely to have been educated at Eton, to have had military experience, and, if so, to have
achieved higher rank than the non-defectors. The defectors were also more likely to have
been divorced and to belong to a minority religion.

Very few defectors left at the same time as others, or in any concerted manner. However,
common directions of, and reasons for, the defections link most (but not all) into one of
the groupings listed below. The groupings are virtually mutually exclusive. The only
overlaps are two defectors who joined Labour and then defected to the Liberal Nationals
and some who sat as Independents and at a different time for another party.\footnote{23} No
defector went to the Conservatives and then to Labour or vice versa.

**Defectors to Labour (Chapter 3)**

*War Policy Objectors* were individuals who objected to the governments’ war policies
from a principled and instinctive point of view, and in some cases because of their
religious principles. They objected initially to secret diplomacy and later became
opponents of conscription. They were not necessarily pacifists and in some cases were
willing to go to war themselves, but were not willing to force others to do so. They were
drawn into contact with Ramsay MacDonald through the UDC. Faced with vilification
from their local press, rifts opened up between them and their local Liberal associations.
In effect the Liberal Party left them at a local level: they were reluctant to leave the

\footnote{23} Maurice Alexander and Ellis Davies
Liberal Party. All ended up in the Labour Party, but most had not formally joined by the time of the 1918 election. There were some personal links between them, but they did not act as a group. Most were caught unprepared by the election in mid-transfer and many stood under halfway house labels. The 1918 election interrupted their journey, but did not cause, hasten, delay or prevent their change of allegiance.

The **Idealists** were individualistic, idealistic loners, often unrealistic and impractical and unsettled in any party. Many sabotaged their own careers due to their beliefs and actions.

The **Disillusioned Progressives** comprised the largest grouping of defectors. They left the Liberals for Labour over a period of 27 years after the end of the Great War. Their decisions were based more on the decline of the Liberal Party and their eagerness for continued social progress, rather than on the attractions of Labour Party. They did not tend to take sides between Asquith and Lloyd George, but were seriously discouraged by the fall-out from the party split. No one issue or personality determined their stance. They were sentimentally attached to the Liberal Party and agonised over leaving. They would have stayed if they had felt that the Liberals could have formed another effective government. Independent-minded, they tended to make similar decisions independently from the others. They were politically career minded, but motivated by achievement, rather than position.

The **Lloyd George Objectors** were Asquithians who hated Lloyd George personally. They determined to leave the Liberals during Lloyd George’s leadership. They were left-
leaning, so did not join with the other Lloyd George Policy Objectors, who joined the Conservatives.

The **MacDonald Supporter Careerists** had successful careers outside politics. They were not very party-minded or politically principled. They were influenced by their friendship with Ramsay MacDonald, the attractions of office and titles. All followed MacDonald into the National Government.

**Rightward Drift Objectors** objected to Clement Davies’ apparent leadership of the Liberal Party in a rightward direction after the Second World War. They joined the Labour Party in the decade after 1946. There were personal links between the individuals, but theirs was not a concerted defection.

**Defectors to the Conservatives (Chapter 4)**

The **Bonar Law Supporters – Third Coalitionists** were strongly opposed to the Lloyd George Coalition. They were on good terms with Bonar Law and were willing to take office in a Conservative government. They were the nucleus of what might have become a Third Coalition – between Asquithians and the Conservatives opposed to Lloyd George.

The **Fusionists** were followers of Lloyd George, who wished to see a merger of Coalition Liberals and Conservatives. They were career, but not party, minded.
Chapter 2 Scale and Pattern of Outward Defections

The **Constitutionalists** briefly gained prominence at the 1924 election. They centred on Churchill, but were never an organised party. Many of them had military backgrounds. Their objective was to avoid a Liberal-Conservative contest in their own constituencies.

The **Lloyd George Policy Objectors** were right-leaning defectors who objected to Lloyd George’s policies – especially the land policies. They were not necessarily personally hostile to Lloyd George, and in some cases retained a good personal relationship with him after their parting of the ways.

The **Protection Convert Industrialists** were industrialists, for whom politics was a secondary career. They saw political policies in terms of their shareholders’ interests and were willing to sacrifice political principles for economic expediency. They defected from the Liberal Party between 1923 and 1930.

The **Faux Fusionists** were former Liberals who stood under labels such as Conservative and Liberal or Liberal-Conservative, who claimed to be nominees of the local Liberal and Conservative parties, but were to all intents and purposes, by then, purely Conservatives. They exploited a lack of clarity, or in some cases even misled voters over their party status.
Liberal Nationals (Chapter 5)

The **Proto-Liberal Nationals** comprised Simon, Hutchison and Brown, who left the Liberals before the formation of the National Government in 1931. They were motivated by a distaste for the Liberals’ support for the Labour government and by the potential electoral consequences.

The **Post-November 1933 Liberal National Defectors** were those who changed allegiance between the Liberals and Liberal Nationals after November 1933, when Samuel’s group had crossed the floor of the House of Commons. The earlier defectors were generally motivated by electoral advantage or ministerial career prospects, whilst the later converts were mainly motivated by foreign affairs.

Radical Populists (Chapter 6)

Two Liberals became members of the **Bottomley Group** in the House of Commons.

Two Liberals joined the **New Party** and stood unsuccessfully as candidates for that party at the 1931 election.

The **National Party of Scotland** claimed a former Liberal convert.
The right-wing **National Party** also inherited a former Liberal MP.

**Independent Liberals (Chapter 7)**

The **Independent Lloyd George Objectors** left the Liberal Party over their dislike of Lloyd George’s policies, but they did not join another political party.

The **Lloyd George Family Group** comprised David, Gwilym and Megan Lloyd George, together with Goronwy Owen and Frank Owen, who all objected to Samuel’s acquiescence to the 1931 election. They sat on the opposition benches in the House of Commons and remained aloof from the remainder of their party.

The **Deselected Liberals** decided to fight elections as independent Liberals after losing the party’s official backing.

The **University MPs and Candidates** include several politicians who contested elections as Independent Liberals. The adherence to party labels in the university contests was less rigid than in the geographical constituencies.

The **Liberal Democrat Policy Objectors** were Michael Meadowcroft and David Alton, who both left the party over their strong objections to a particular policy.
Inward Defectors (Chapter 8)

The SDP and its Antecedents include the first inward defection of a sitting MP for over sixty years - Christopher Mayhew, and the one MP, Robert Maclennan, who defected via the SDP and who eventually sat as a Liberal Democrat MP.

The Defectors from the Conservatives arrived during the Major Government in the 1990s, while Ashdown was leader of the Liberal Democrats.

The Defectors from Labour arrived during Kennedy’s leadership of the Liberal Democrats during the 2001 Parliament, angered by the policies and attitudes of Blair’s Labour Government.

Eighteen Returning Defectors came back after an earlier defection from the Liberal/Liberal Democrat Party.

Each defector is considered in detail in one chapter only. Where a defector made more than one defection, their case is considered in the chapter relating to their most significant defection, from the Liberal Party’s point of view. Brief mention is made of their other defections in the appropriate chapters. Table 21 overleaf allocates the defectors into the groupings and shows which of the following chapters covers that grouping.
Table 21 Defectors by Groupings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Defector</th>
<th>Grouping</th>
<th>Chapter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Trevelyan, Charles</td>
<td>War Policy Objector</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ponsonby, Arthur</td>
<td>War Policy Objector</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outhwaite, Robert</td>
<td>War Policy Objector</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lambert, Richard</td>
<td>War Policy Objector</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>King, Joseph</td>
<td>War Policy Objector</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whitehouse, John Howard</td>
<td>War Policy Objector</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lees-Smith, Hastings</td>
<td>War Policy Objector/Disillusioned Progressive</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John, Edward</td>
<td>Idealist/War Policy Objector</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Money, Leo Chiozza</td>
<td>Idealist</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wedgwood, Josiah</td>
<td>Idealist</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White, James Dundas</td>
<td>Idealist</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hemmerde, Edward</td>
<td>Idealist</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malone, Cecil</td>
<td>Idealist</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexander, Maurice</td>
<td>Idealist</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Davies, Ellis</td>
<td>Idealist</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acland, Richard</td>
<td>Idealist</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buxton, Noel</td>
<td>Disillusioned Progressive</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alden, Percy</td>
<td>Disillusioned Progressive</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haldane, Richard</td>
<td>Disillusioned Progressive</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Addison, Christopher</td>
<td>Disillusioned Progressive</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scott, Alexander MacCallum</td>
<td>Disillusioned Progressive</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spero, George</td>
<td>Disillusioned Progressive</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rendall, Athelstan</td>
<td>Disillusioned Progressive</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenworthy, Joseph</td>
<td>Disillusioned Progressive</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martin, Frederick</td>
<td>Disillusioned Progressive</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garro-Jones, George</td>
<td>Disillusioned Progressive</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fletcher, Reginald</td>
<td>Disillusioned Progressive</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barnes, Harry</td>
<td>Disillusioned Progressive</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simon, Ernest</td>
<td>Disillusioned Progressive</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nathan, Harry</td>
<td>Disillusioned Progressive</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Janner, Barnett</td>
<td>Disillusioned Progressive</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McAllister, (Edward) Lance</td>
<td>Disillusioned Progressive</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benn, William Wedgwood</td>
<td>Lloyd George Objector</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Livingstone, Mackenzie</td>
<td>Lloyd George Objector</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arnold, Sydney</td>
<td>MacDonald Supporter Careerist</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denman, Richard</td>
<td>MacDonald Supporter Careerist</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lamb, Ernest</td>
<td>MacDonald Supporter Careerist</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jowitt, William</td>
<td>MacDonald Supporter Careerist</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marks, George Croydon</td>
<td>MacDonald Supporter Careerist</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dickinson, Willoughby</td>
<td>MacDonald Supporter Careerist</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horabin, Thomas</td>
<td>Rightward Drift Objector</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mander, Geoffrey</td>
<td>Rightward Drift Objector</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Granville, Edgar</td>
<td>Rightward Drift Objector</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lloyd George, Megan</td>
<td>Lloyd George Family Group/Rightward Drift Objector</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foot, Dingle</td>
<td>Rightward Drift Objector</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roberts, Wilfrid</td>
<td>Rightward Drift Objector</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bill Pitt</td>
<td>Individual defector</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Defector</td>
<td>Grouping</td>
<td>Chapter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McKenna, Reginald</td>
<td>Bonar Law Supporter - Third Coalitionist</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Munro-Ferguson, Ronald</td>
<td>Bonar Law Supporter - Third Coalitionist</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guest, Frederick</td>
<td>Fusionist</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guest, (Christian) Henry</td>
<td>Fusionist</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guest, Oscar (Montague)</td>
<td>Fusionist</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phillipson, Hilton</td>
<td>Fusionist</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evans, Arthur</td>
<td>Fusionist</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waring, Walter</td>
<td>Fusionist</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jarrett, George</td>
<td>Constitutionalist</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moreing, Algemon</td>
<td>Constitutionalist</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Churchill, Winston</td>
<td>Constitutionalist</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greenwood, Hamar</td>
<td>Constitutionalist</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sturrock, John Leng</td>
<td>Constitutionalist</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hughlin, Henry Cairn</td>
<td>Constitutionalist</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ward, John</td>
<td>Constitutionalist</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allen, William</td>
<td>Constitutionalist</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edwards, (John) Hugh</td>
<td>Constitutionalist</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robinson, Thomas</td>
<td>Constitutionalist</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England, Abrahim</td>
<td>Constitutionalist</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mond, Alfred</td>
<td>Lloyd George Policy Objector</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mond, Henry</td>
<td>Lloyd George Policy Objector</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Young, Edward Hilton</td>
<td>Lloyd George Policy Objector</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mansel, Courtenay</td>
<td>Lloyd George Policy Objector</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entwistle, Cyril</td>
<td>Lloyd George Policy Objector</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pattinson, Samuel</td>
<td>Lloyd George Policy Objector</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illegworth, Albert</td>
<td>Lloyd George Policy Objector</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grigg, Edward</td>
<td>Lloyd George Policy Objector</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cowan, (William) Henry</td>
<td>Protection Convert Industrialist</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bennett, Albert</td>
<td>Protection Convert Industrialist</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forrest, Walter</td>
<td>Protection Convert Industrialist</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spears, (Edward) Louis</td>
<td>Faux Fusionist</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Williams, Rhys</td>
<td>Faux Fusionist</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Munro, Robert</td>
<td>Faux Fusionist</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lloyd-George, Owilym</td>
<td>Lloyd George Family Group/ Faux Fusionist</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hore-Belisha, Leslie</td>
<td>Faux Fusionist</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wadsworth, George</td>
<td>Faux Fusionist</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Macdonald, Archibald</td>
<td>Individual defector</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 21 Defectors by Groupings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Defector</th>
<th>Grouping</th>
<th>Chapter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Simon, John</td>
<td><em>Proto Liberal National</em></td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hutchinson, Robert</td>
<td><em>Proto Liberal National</em></td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brown, Ernest</td>
<td><em>Proto Liberal National</em></td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hunter, Joseph</td>
<td><em>Post-November 1933 Liberal National Defector</em></td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maclay, Joseph</td>
<td><em>Post-November 1933 Liberal National Defector</em></td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McKaag, William</td>
<td><em>Post-November 1933 Liberal National Defector</em></td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morrison, George</td>
<td><em>Post-November 1933 Liberal National Defector</em></td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barnays, Robert</td>
<td><em>Post-November 1933 Liberal National Defector</em></td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Murray, Arthur</td>
<td><em>Post-November 1933 Liberal National Defector</em></td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holdsworth, Herbert</td>
<td><em>Post-November 1933 Liberal National Defector</em></td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roberts, Aldo</td>
<td><em>Post-November 1933 Liberal National Defector</em></td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mason, David</td>
<td><em>Post-November 1933 Liberal National Defector</em></td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bottomley, Horatio</td>
<td><em>Bottomley Party</em></td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dudgeon, Cecil</td>
<td><em>New Party</em></td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pratt, John</td>
<td><em>New Party</em></td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dailziel</td>
<td><em>National Party of Scotland</em></td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bennett, Donald</td>
<td><em>National Party</em></td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hopkinson, Austin</td>
<td><em>Independent Lloyd George Objector</em></td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morris, Rhys Hopkin</td>
<td><em>Independent Lloyd George Objector</em></td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thornton, Maxwell</td>
<td><em>Independent Lloyd George Objector</em></td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Davies, David</td>
<td><em>Independent Lloyd George Objector</em></td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thorne, George Rennie</td>
<td><em>Independent Lloyd George Objector</em></td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lloyd George, David</td>
<td><em>Lloyd George Family Group</em></td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Owen, Gortonwye</td>
<td><em>Lloyd George Family Group</em></td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Owen, Frank</td>
<td><em>Lloyd George Family Group</em></td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hope, John</td>
<td><em>Deselected Liberal</em></td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Royle, Charles</td>
<td><em>Deselected Liberal</em></td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edwards, John</td>
<td><em>University MP</em></td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harvey, (Thomas) Edmund</td>
<td><em>University MP</em></td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meadowcroft, Michael</td>
<td><em>Liberal Democrat Policy Objector</em></td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alton, David</td>
<td><em>Liberal Democrat Policy Objector</em></td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mayhew, Christopher</td>
<td><em>Proto SDP</em></td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maclean, Robert</td>
<td><em>SDP</em></td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicholson, Emma</td>
<td><em>Conservative Inward Defector</em></td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thumburn, Peter</td>
<td><em>Conservative Inward Defector</em></td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marsden, Paul</td>
<td><em>Labour Inward Defector</em></td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sedgemoore, Brian</td>
<td><em>Labour Inward Defector</em></td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Key**
- Red: Defection to Labour
- Green: Defection to Liberal Nationals
- Blue: Defection to Conservatives
- Orange: Defection to New Party
- Purple: Defection to National Party of Scotland
- Pink: Defection to Bottomley Party
- Yellow: Defection to Communist Party
- Pink: Defection to Common Wealth
- Purple: Constitutionalist
- Brown: National Labour
- Black: Return to Liberals
- Grey: Independent
Chapter 3 Defectors to Labour

‘Kenworthy having thus forced his fat body through the hedge you may be sure that a large number of sheep will go dribbling through the gap’.1

For nearly a quarter of a century after recovering from the Liberal Unionist split of 1886, the Liberal Party remained relatively cohesive, despite the fact that it was in opposition for all except three of the first twenty of these years. In fact, during this period it was the beneficiary of a net inward migration of defectors - the most prominent among them being Churchill, Seely and the Guest brothers in 1904. In December 1910 the Liberal government was re-elected, albeit still without an overall majority, but its share of the vote increased from 43.2% in January to 43.8% in the December election. The Liberal Party appears therefore to have been in a reasonably healthy state and it had no reason to expect defections to the Labour Party, as the two parties were allied under the Gladstone-MacDonald Pact of 1903. However, the Liberal and Labour Parties were not everywhere working in harmony in the pre-War years. At the December 1910 election, eleven of the 59 Labour candidates were opposed by Liberals.2 In 1912, after an altercation over the Hanley by-election, Ramsay MacDonald wrote ‘Hanley is a Labour seat and the Liberals are the aggressors’.3 Snowden thought ‘it would be war to the knife’.4 The Hanley by-election and that at Crewe in the same month, (where Labour stood in a former Liberal seat in retaliation), were fought with ‘extraordinary virulence’. The Times believed it was

---

1 Simon to Lincolnshire, 2 December 1926, Bodleian Ms film 1111, quoted in Hart ‘Decline of the Liberal Party’, 103.
2 Excludes Independent Labour candidates, includes Lib-Lab candidates as Liberals.
3 Daily Herald, 4 July 1912.
4 Ibid, 3 July 1912.
the ‘beginning of the end of the coalition’. Labour was defeated at both these by-
elections and was also humiliated by the volte face of the Chesterfield MP, Barnett
Kenyon, who took the Labour whip after his by-election victory, only to reject it just nine
days later.

Any decision about the future of the Gladstone-MacDonald Pact was overtaken by events
on a much larger scale. The outbreak of war on 3 August 1914 caused instinctive unity
among the Conservatives, a split from top to bottom in the Labour Party and a divergence
of views among Liberals – soon to be demonstrated by the gulf between the anti-war
Union of Democratic Control (UDC) to the fervently pro-war Liberal War Committee
(LWC). However, it also heralded an electoral truce and a delay in the next general
election, removing the normal contests for support among the parties.

When the Liberal Foreign Secretary, Sir Edward Grey made his speech to the House of
Commons, justifying Britain’s involvement in the European conflict, the overwhelming
majority of MPs accepted his arguments. However, a significant minority dissented and
spoke out in the House, rejecting Grey’s analysis of the situation and the inevitability of
war. They included the Liberals Arthur Ponsonby, Robert Outhwaite, Richard Denman
and Joseph King. Burns, Morley and Trevelyan resigned their ministerial posts. These
dissenting Liberals were opposed to the diplomatic policy of their own party and
remained so. Many of the same MPs later became implacable opponents of conscription,
but their objection to government policy was well-established and public, long before the

---

debate on conscription. During the adjournment after Grey’s speech a group of twenty radical Liberal MPs signed a resolution stating that ‘no sufficient reason exists…for Great Britain intervening in the war and [we] most strongly urge [the] Government to continue negotiations with Germany.’

On 5 August 1914 the Labour Party voted in favour of War Credits and MacDonald resigned the leadership, lamenting that ‘it was no use remaining as the Party was divided and nothing but futility could result…the Chairmanship was impossible…The Party was no party in reality. It was sad, but [I was] glad to get out of harness.’ MacDonald’s political ambitions were temporarily almost extinguished by his frustration at his party’s lack of cohesion, also by his continuing grief over his wife’s death, and by the absence of financial pressures. With knowledge of MacDonald’s earlier ambition and his later premierships, it is tempting to picture MacDonald during the War as a leader-in-waiting, suffering a period in the wilderness. He did not see himself like this at the time and was not seen by dissenting Liberals as a likely future leader for them, or for the country. Those who adhered to MacDonald up to 1918, and even beyond, could not have been doing so for career reasons, as during the war MacDonald was ‘as remote from power as it is possible for a politician of his stature to be’. His support came from ‘rebels and outcasts.’ He had no conceivable hope of putting his policies into effect. Beatrice Webb even commented that MacDonald ‘would welcome a really conclusive reason for

---

6 Harris, Sally, Out of Control - British Foreign Policy and the Union of Democratic Control, 1914-1918 (University of Hull Press, Hull, 1996), 27-29.
7 Marquand, David, Ramsay MacDonald (Cape, London, 1977), 169, quoting MacDonald diary entry 23 September 1914.
8 MacDonald had inherited the income from his late wife’s trust fund and he had his MP’s salary.
9 Marquand, MacDonald, 206.
10 Ibid, 227.
11 Ibid, 206.
joining the Liberal Party’. MacDonald’s motivation appears to have been primarily the preservation of the integrity of his political views, in contrast to Henderson who generally put the interests of the Labour Party above his own personal interests and was prepared to adjust his policies according to his perception of the longer-term benefits to his party. Hence Henderson was willing to resign and then withdraw his resignation from the Cabinet, in accordance to the wishes of his party. MacDonald, in a masochistic and melancholic frame of mind, determined to promote his policies, irrespective of the impact on himself or on his former colleagues. He kept his silence in the Commons for a year and a half, until January 1916, when he confided to his diary: ‘I am back in the Parliamentary harness. God alone knows how unwilling I have been to put it on. Now I must keep it on.’

MacDonald was brought into close contact with dissenting Liberals through the Union of Democratic Control. Charles Trevelyan was the prime mover behind the UDC, although MacDonald saw himself as the centre, commenting: ‘Trevelyan, Morrell…Ponsonby, Angel + myself…decided to form a committee to voice our views. The few who stuck to me cheered me much; their devotion humiliated me’. The UDC members believed that secret diplomacy had led to war, but that foreign policy should be as amenable to parliamentary debate as any other aspect of politics. The UDC co-existed with, and in some cases overlapped and co-operated with, the No-Conscription Fellowship, founded in November 1914 by Fenner Brockway of the ILP. Two other groups, the Bryce Group

---

13 MacDonald diary, 25 January 1916.
14 Ibid, 23 September 1914.
and the League of Nations Society, both focussed on post-war international co-operation. Later in the War, another predominantly social Liberal-Labour organisation was formed, the 1917 Club, of which MacDonald, Trevelyan, Morel, John and Ponsonby became members.\(^\text{15}\)

In the very early days of the UDC, its founders believed that they were representative of a large body of Liberal opinion and that they were seeking Labour support merely to strengthen their argument. By collaborating with MacDonald, the dissenting Liberals were certainly not motivated by any future career prospects within the Labour Party. Until mid-September 1914, the founders of the UDC had reason to believe that Lloyd George might have joined them and carried with him a substantial number of left-wing Liberals. Lloyd George claimed that he and Beauchamp had resigned from the cabinet on 1 August over Grey’s pledges to France, but that Asquith had persuaded them to remain. Lloyd George had described his position as that of ‘an unattached member of the Cabinet’ who sat ‘very lightly’.\(^\text{16}\)

The Conservative Party, the majority of Liberals and most of the Labour movement, apart from the ILP, decided to back the war effort and support the voluntary recruiting drive.\(^\text{17}\) The dissenters who opposed the war, and did not support the voluntary recruitment drive, were a small proportion of the House of Commons. They became labelled as ‘pacifists’, even though they represented a wide range of views, all opposed to the war, but from many different standpoints. Membership of the UDC did not necessarily imply pacifism.

\(^{15}\) Cline, Catherine Ann, *Recruits to Labour* (Syracuse University Press, New York, 1963), 17.
\(^{16}\) Swartz, *Union of Democratic Control*, p29, quoting C.P. Scott memoranda, 3 and 4 September 1914.
\(^{17}\) Harris, *Out of Control*, 40-41.
Quakers such as Arnold Rowntree and Edmund Harvey objected to war on religious grounds, and were genuinely pacifist. Many others, including MacDonald and Denman, were opposed on political, economic or diplomatic grounds, but were not pacifists. However, their isolation from mainstream political opinion and, increasingly, their shared vilification in the press and in the street, brought them together for mutual support.

The existence of the ILP attracted potential anti-war recruits to the Labour Party, while at the same time acting as a divisive influence, as it was more attractive to the middle class than to the workers to whom it was directed. In fact about 10,000 working class members (about one-third of its membership) left the ILP in the first months of the war.¹⁸

Trevelyan was not a pacifist, and had supported the expansion of naval capacity. However, like many Liberals he despised Grey’s support of the Russian government and opposed all forms of autocratic rule.¹⁹ Until the outbreak of war, Trevelyan felt that he had been ‘accepted by and accepted the Liberal tradition. I was definitely a Radical, but never outside the limit of party…Then I was thrown on my own resources…lonely as ever could be in opposition to the…war.’²⁰ Arthur Ponsonby had been a founder of the Liberal Foreign Affairs Group and its last chairman, when the war put a stop to its activities. In 1912 Ponsonby had been offered the post of Junior Lord of the Treasury, but had refused in order to remain free to speak out on foreign policy. He had tried to

---

¹⁸ Cline, Recruits to Labour, 9, quoting Beatrice Webb Diaries, 1912-24, ed Cole, Margaret, 34.
mobilise opposition to British involvement in war and had organised five meetings of the Liberal Foreign Affairs Group between 29 July and 3 August 1914.

A majority of Liberal MPs supported all the moves towards military recruitment – the key legislation being the Registration Bill of July 1915, the ‘Bachelors’ Bill of January 1916 and full conscription in May 1916. Within this supportive majority, there was a group wholeheartedly advocating conscription, including Freddie Guest, Henry Cowan and Alfred Mond, all of whom later defected to the Conservatives. Other prominent pro-conscriptionists included Cathcart Wason, Ivor Herbert, Frederick Cawley and Edwin Cornwall, who remained within the Liberal Party. But also included among the pro-conscriptionists were Josiah Wedgwood, Chiozza Money and MacCallum Scott, who all eventually defected to Labour. It was hard to imagine a group of Liberals more diverse in their wider political opinions than those who came to embrace conscription. The Liberal conscriptionists included a number of very wealthy industrialists, but their ranks also contained a significant number of MPs who had been enthusiastic social reformers before the war.21

The existence of a group of Liberal MPs strongly supporting conscription added to the tensions within the party and further alienated some of the most ardent anti-conscriptionists. Freddie Guest, founder of the Liberal War Committee in 1916, was among the most outspoken of the pro-conscriptionists. *The Nation* reported that Guest’s ‘extreme’ stance on the question of compulsion had ‘the advantage of dividing the

---

conscriptionists, the more moderate openly dissociating themselves’ from him.\textsuperscript{22} This was an early example of Guest’s ability to cause controversy and to alienate like-minded colleagues. At the outbreak of war, Guest had enthusiastically re-joined the army, setting an example which he encouraged others to follow. Many other Liberal MPs did join the forces and six were killed in action.\textsuperscript{23}

Whilst the UDC members always opposed conscription, they were not alone in the Commons in the first month of the war. At this stage, the Liberal Cabinet on balance was opposed to conscription, as was the Conservative Leader, Bonar Law. However, by November 1914 Bonar Law began to accept that conscription would become necessary, if sufficient volunteers were not forthcoming.\textsuperscript{24} Lloyd George was also coming to the conclusion that compulsion could become necessary, but the lack of munitions delayed his demand for its introduction, as the shell shortage was more acute than the lack of troops.

Twenty-five Liberal MPs voted against the Registration Bill, six weeks after the formation of the Asquith Coalition. When compulsion became inevitable after the failure of the Derby Scheme, Asquith introduced the Bachelors’ Bill on 5 January 1916. It was presented not as conscription, but as redemption of his pledge to married men, that single men would be called up ahead of them. Over thirty Liberals this time voted against the Bill. Simon resigned as Home Secretary. McKenna was opposed on practical and

\textsuperscript{22} Johnson, ‘Liberal War Committee’, 399-420, citing \textit{Nation}, 2 October 1915.
\textsuperscript{23} Also Charles Lyell, Liberal MP for Edinburgh South resigned after being wounded and died in 1918.
financial grounds, believing that the economy could not support a larger army, but he was persuaded to stay. The mounting military losses meant that on 3 May 1916 Asquith had to introduce the Military Services Bill. It provided for all men, regardless of marital status between 18 and 41 to be conscripted. Twenty-eight Liberals voted against this measure.

The formation of the Lloyd George Coalition in December 1916 heralded a period of turmoil for party politics. Most European Socialist parties split over the war, and in Britain, adherence to the existing party system was challenged on several fronts. MacDonald’s dogged adherence to his anti-war stance meant that the Labour Party was split. Henderson told MacDonald that some Labour Ministers ‘do not mean to return to the Party’, believing that Lloyd George wanted to form new party and that ‘some Labour men will join him.’\(^{25}\) Some within the UDC entertained hopes of setting up a new radical party to fight the next general election. However, by the end of March, 1918, Ponsonby thought that the opinion that the Union was appealing to was ‘too diffused…to justify the formation of a new party’.\(^ {26}\) MacDonald commented forlornly: ‘Further combined meeting of Liberals + ourselves…discussing the political situation…have not much hope of them doing anything effective.’\(^ {27}\) MacDonald also doubted the wisdom of Liberals who joined the ILP: ‘It would have been better had they managed to create a marginal group in touch with Radicalism on the Right + ourselves on the Left.’\(^ {28}\) However, after Henderson’s final resignation from the government in August 1917 this gave the Labour Party the freedom to develop an independent war policy. The Memorandum on War

---

\(^{25}\) Marquand, *MacDonald*, 220, quoting MacDonald diary 9 September 1917.

\(^{26}\) Swartz, *Union of Democratic Control*, 203, quoting Ponsonby to Trevelyan, 30 March 1918, Trevelyan Papers.

\(^{27}\) MacDonald diary, 27 June 1917

\(^{28}\) Ibid, 27 December 1917.
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Aims adopted by the party in December 1917 was virtually identical to the UDC’s policies. 29 Labour was thus in a position to coalesce around an agreed set of policies, whilst the Liberal Party was pulling itself further apart.

There is a continuing controversy surrounding the importance of the war in the decline of the Liberal Party. Dangerfield argued that the Liberal Party was in serious decline before the War and Pelling that the decline of Liberalism was not the result of wartime quarrels but ‘the result of long-term social and economic changes’. 30 Evidence of the cohesion of the Liberal Party, even when in opposition for lengthy periods after 1886, the net inward migration of defectors, and the election results of 1906 and 1910 suggest that the party was in a healthy state at the outbreak of war. There is no doubt that during the war, the Liberal Party was divided over policy; but Labour was more so. Bentley claimed that ‘Liberalism tore its heart out between 1914 and 1918 in a private agony about true and false Liberals’. 31 Wilson imagined that the Liberal Party was struck down by an omnibus, representing the War. Dutton, surveying a wide range of historians’ research, concludes that ‘the more evidence that has been accumulated to show that the Liberal Party was in no imminent danger of collapse in 1914, the more significance must be attached to the war as the key explanation of what subsequently occurred’. 32 A minority of historians put a later date on the decline, including Asquith, who, from a clearly partial point of view, claimed that the ‘disintegration of the Liberal Party began with the Coupon

29 Brack, ‘Man of Principle’, 4-5.
Hart also attaches much importance to the circumstances of the 1918 election as the explanation for the decline and asserts that ‘Constituencies not only disagreed with dissentient [Liberal] MPs, they would not tolerate their continuance in parliament.’

By studying the Liberal MPs and former MPs who defected it is possible to chart their attitudes and behaviour, to identify when they believed that a point of no return for the Liberal Party had been reached. These people embodied the fragmentation; they were the crumbling edge of the glacier. Table 22 below displays the individual political fate of all 35 of the Liberals’ War Policy Objectors. War Policy Objectors are defined as those who voted against at least two of the three conscription measures, or abstained on two and voted against on the third. The information from Table 22 then allows analysis of whether War Policy Objection spelled the end of a career in the Liberal Party and to what extent the 1918 election was responsible for the party’s decline. This analysis is presented in Table 23.

---

### Table 22

Fate of All 35 Liberal MP War Policy Objectors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MP</th>
<th>Registration Bill vote 5/7/15</th>
<th>Bachelors’ Bill vote 6/1/16</th>
<th>Conscription Bill vote 4/5/16</th>
<th>Fate at 1918 election</th>
<th>Date of Defection</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Arnold</td>
<td>no vote</td>
<td>opposed</td>
<td>opposed</td>
<td>won - Lib</td>
<td>1922</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glanville</td>
<td>supported</td>
<td>opposed</td>
<td>opposed</td>
<td>won - Lib</td>
<td>did not defect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hogge</td>
<td>opposed</td>
<td>opposed</td>
<td>opposed</td>
<td>won - Lib</td>
<td>did not defect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilson JW</td>
<td>no vote</td>
<td>no vote</td>
<td>opposed</td>
<td>won - Lib</td>
<td>did not defect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alden</td>
<td>no vote</td>
<td>opposed</td>
<td>no vote</td>
<td>lost - Lib</td>
<td>1919</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barlow</td>
<td>no vote</td>
<td>opposed</td>
<td>opposed</td>
<td>lost - Lib</td>
<td>did not defect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chancellor</td>
<td>opposed</td>
<td>opposed</td>
<td>opposed</td>
<td>lost - Lib</td>
<td>did not defect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holt</td>
<td>opposed</td>
<td>opposed</td>
<td>opposed</td>
<td>lost - Lib</td>
<td>did not defect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jones L</td>
<td>no vote</td>
<td>opposed</td>
<td>opposed</td>
<td>lost - Lib</td>
<td>did not defect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lees-Smith</td>
<td>no vote</td>
<td>opposed</td>
<td>opposed</td>
<td>lost - Lib*</td>
<td>1919</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lough</td>
<td>opposed</td>
<td>opposed</td>
<td>no vote</td>
<td>lost - Lib</td>
<td>did not defect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Molteno</td>
<td>no vote</td>
<td>opposed</td>
<td>opposed</td>
<td>lost - Lib</td>
<td>did not defect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pringle</td>
<td>opposed</td>
<td>opposed</td>
<td>opposed</td>
<td>lost - Lib</td>
<td>did not defect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rowntree</td>
<td>no vote</td>
<td>opposed</td>
<td>opposed</td>
<td>lost - Lib</td>
<td>did not defect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simon J</td>
<td>no vote</td>
<td>opposed</td>
<td>opposed</td>
<td>lost - Lib</td>
<td>1931</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outhwaite</td>
<td>opposed</td>
<td>opposed</td>
<td>opposed</td>
<td>lost - Ind Lib</td>
<td>1918</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mason D</td>
<td>supported</td>
<td>opposed</td>
<td>opposed</td>
<td>lost - Ind Lib</td>
<td>1939</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whitehouse</td>
<td>opposed</td>
<td>opposed</td>
<td>no vote</td>
<td>lost - Ind Lib</td>
<td>1914</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ponsonby</td>
<td>opposed</td>
<td>opposed</td>
<td>opposed</td>
<td>lost - Ind Dem</td>
<td>1918</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trevelyan</td>
<td>opposed</td>
<td>opposed</td>
<td>opposed</td>
<td>lost - Ind Lab</td>
<td>1918</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John ET</td>
<td>opposed</td>
<td>opposed</td>
<td>no vote</td>
<td>lost - Lab</td>
<td>1918</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burns</td>
<td>no vote</td>
<td>opposed</td>
<td>opposed</td>
<td>not candidate</td>
<td>did not defect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clough</td>
<td>opposed</td>
<td>opposed</td>
<td>no vote</td>
<td>not candidate</td>
<td>did not defect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denman</td>
<td>opposed</td>
<td>opposed</td>
<td>no vote</td>
<td>not candidate</td>
<td>1924</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harvey A</td>
<td>no vote</td>
<td>opposed</td>
<td>opposed</td>
<td>not candidate</td>
<td>did not defect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harvey T</td>
<td>no vote</td>
<td>opposed</td>
<td>opposed</td>
<td>not candidate</td>
<td>1937</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>King</td>
<td>opposed</td>
<td>opposed</td>
<td>opposed</td>
<td>not candidate</td>
<td>1919</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lamb</td>
<td>no vote</td>
<td>no vote</td>
<td>opposed</td>
<td>not candidate</td>
<td>1924</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lambert</td>
<td>opposed</td>
<td>opposed</td>
<td>opposed</td>
<td>not candidate</td>
<td>1918</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Runciman</td>
<td>opposed</td>
<td>opposed</td>
<td>opposed</td>
<td>not candidate</td>
<td>did not defect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sherwell</td>
<td>opposed</td>
<td>no vote</td>
<td>opposed</td>
<td>not candidate</td>
<td>did not defect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Williams WL</td>
<td>no vote</td>
<td>opposed</td>
<td>opposed</td>
<td>not candidate</td>
<td>did not defect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morrell</td>
<td>supported</td>
<td>opposed</td>
<td>opposed</td>
<td>not candidate</td>
<td>did not defect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baker</td>
<td>opposed</td>
<td>opposed</td>
<td>opposed</td>
<td>dead</td>
<td>did not defect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Byles</td>
<td>supported</td>
<td>opposed</td>
<td>opposed</td>
<td>dead</td>
<td>did not defect</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Bold = UDC member**

* Lees-Smith is described in some sources as a ‘Liberal’ candidate and in others as an ‘Independent Radical’. He did have the backing of the local Liberal association and faced no Liberal opposition.
Table 23  Impact of War Policy Objections on Future Political Career

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MPs for whom War Policy Objections were NOT a Barrier to future Liberal Career</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>28</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Liberal MPs who Defected Partly because of their War Policy Objections

| 1                               | stood for Labour in 1918 mainly due to his support for Welsh Nationalism, lost |
|                                 | (John) |
| 1                               | stood unsuccessfully as a Liberal in 1918, joined Labour in June 1919 |
|                                 | (Lees-Smith) |
| **2**                           | |

MPs who Left the Liberals Entirely because of their War Policy Objections

| 1                               | defected to Labour before the 1918 election, but did not stand, retired |
|                                 | (Lambert) |
| 1                               | left Liberals but did not stand in 1918, defected to Labour after the 1918 election |
|                                 | (King) |
| 3                               | were rejected by their constituency Liberal associations and stood as Independents |
|                                 | (Ponsonby, Trevelyan, Outhwaite) |
| **5**                           | |

* defected later for reasons unconnected with the War.
From Table 23 it can be seen that for 28 of the 35 Liberal MPs (80%) who were War Policy Objectors, their wartime stance was not a barrier to their future careers in the Liberal Party. In many cases their careers suffered setbacks, but this was the case with virtually all Liberals, due to the overall state of the party. This evidence directly contradicts Hart’s assertion that constituencies would not tolerate the continuation of objectors in Parliament. In some cases the War Policy Objectors defected from the Liberal Party later, but for reasons other than the War. This suggests that Wilson’s omnibus, at worst struck the Liberal Party a glancing blow, temporarily leaving it reeling. And if Liberalism did suffer a cardioectomy, as Bentley suggested, it was still reversible in 1918.

In the case of just five MPs, (Trevelyan, Ponsonby, Outhwaite, Lambert and King) their wartime objections resulted in their leaving the Liberal Party. Two other Liberal MPs, (Lees-Smith and Edward John) also defected from the Liberals, but only partly due to their wartime objections. The cases of these seven Liberal MPs illuminate the local events which led to their defections.

**War Policy Objectors**

Trevelyan and Ponsonby, together with Robert Outhwaite, Richard Lambert and Joseph King, became isolated from the Liberal Party, not through their wish to leave, but because of a developing rift with their local Liberal constituency associations. They were forced out by pressure from within their constituencies, not by the party centrally, and in some
cases made strenuous attempts to remain within the party. By the time of the 1918 election all were estranged from the Liberal Party, but none stood as a Labour candidate at the 1918 election.

Before he resigned from the Government, Charles Trevelyan had enjoyed a ‘particularly close’ relationship with his constituency executive in Elland, but his resignation from the Board of Education, where he had been Parliamentary Secretary, received a ‘very cool reception’ locally. However, by the end of 1914 his Liberal association had taken no action, worried that if Trevelyan stood down, it would place the seat ‘in the hands of the hereditary enemy’. Trevelyan wrote optimistically in November 1914 to his like-minded colleague, Ponsonby saying that his local Liberal association had decided that he ‘conceivably might still be the best Liberal candidate if circumstances changed…This surely ought to be a lead to your people.’ Another letter, undated, but probably between November 1914 and April 1915, illustrated the hopes which Trevelyan still harboured of returning to favour: ‘the Executive…don’t expect me to resign and don’t really want it.’

However, the relationship between Trevelyan and his association deteriorated and by April 1915 a resolution was passed unanimously declaring ‘the futility of again adopting as their candidate their present member.’ Trevelyan ‘respectfully but decidedly’

---

35 Brighouse Echo, 27 November 1914, quoted in Morris, Trevelyan, 128-129.
36 Trevelyan to Ponsonby, 22 November 1914, Ponsonby Papers, Ms Eng. hist. c.661/134, Bodleian Library.
37 Trevelyan to Ponsonby, n.d., c667/174,Ponsonby Papers.
38 The Times, n.d., quoted in Morris, Trevelyan, 129.
declined to accede to his Executive’s request for him to resign his seat.

In November 1917, Trevelyan wrote to his brother, Robert: ‘I am interested to hear you have joined the ILP. If I were in your [position] I probably should do the same’.

Trevelyan, clearly torn, hesitated publicly over his political future, then announced his intention of contesting Elland against all comers. He was urged formally to join the Labour Party, but, although he was ‘prepared to go a long way, he could not bring himself to sign the constitution.’ In November 1918 he eventually announced that he had joined Labour, but he had left his decision so late that there was an official Labour candidate, Hardaker, already adopted for the constituency. Trevelyan tried to have himself adopted to replace Hardaker, and declined a proposal that both names should be submitted to the Divisional Council. The Labour Party refused to withdraw Hardaker, who had already opened his campaign. The Labour Party argued that ‘the graceful thing’ would have been for Trevelyan to retire. In the event, Elland was won by a Coalition Conservative. The Liberals had selected H. Dawson, who came a close second. Hardaker was third and Trevelyan a very poor last.

Trevelyan was an intense and brooding character, who felt that the war had ‘taken away our reputations as it has done our careers’.

Unlike many other War Policy Objectors, Trevelyan was still dwelling on the War, when, as prospective Labour Candidate for Newcastle Central, his work From Liberalism to Labour was published in 1921. He

40 Letter Trevelyan to Robert Trevelyan, 15 November 1917, quoted Morris, Trevelyan, 139.
41 Leeds Mercury, 30 November 1918, p5, col c.
42 Ibid.
43 Notes by Trevelyan, October 1915, quoted in Morris, Trevelyan, 133.
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wrote: ‘The Liberal leaders…pretended that they left the vital decision of war with the House of Commons. They, in fact, arranged to come into the war before they told the House of Commons the real nature of their policy.’  

Trevelyan was a man of principle, but the obverse was his inflexibility and brittle personal relationships - traits he shared with MacDonald. Trevelyan was elected as Labour MP for Newcastle Central in 1922 and MacDonald appointed him President of the Board of Education in the first and second Labour governments.

In January 1924 Trevelyan wrote to MacDonald: ‘you can rely on [Ponsonby] and myself in a different way from so many others. Nothing could shake our feeling which grew during the war…And you know that we have no personal axes to grind’. But by February 1931 their relationship had broken down and Trevelyan wrote: ‘I have realized that I am very much out of sympathy with…Government policy…I therefore place my resignation in your hands. I have to thank you personally, especially during the dark years of the war when you made it easy for me to come into the Labour Party’. Four days later Trevelyan petulantly tried to hurry MacDonald into a response: ‘I think that you are leaving a matter of this kind a very long time…I cannot now be responsible for decisions of policy and I do not propose to attend Cabinet meetings’.

Trevelyan therefore earned the dubious distinction of becoming the only person to resign from the same department in governments of two different parties. MacDonald felt that

---

45 Trevelyan to MacDonald, 6 January 1924, Ramsay MacDonald Papers, RMD/1/14/79, John Rylands University Library, University of Manchester.
46 Trevelyan to MacDonald, 19 February 1931,RMD/1/14/80 MacDonald Papers.
47 Trevelyan to MacDonald, 23 February 1931, RMD/1/14/81, MacDonald Papers.
Trevelyan had become ‘a poor fussy figure + unpleasantly sophistical.’ His draft reply gave vent to his loss of confidence in Trevelyan, and by implication some of the other former Liberals: ‘We gave you and others who were not at all acceptable to our friends…a generous welcome…they will laugh at me…all I did…was to give you a chance of walking out and giving the Govt. a nasty stab in the back’. At a meeting of the Parliamentary Labour Party to explain his resignation, Trevelyan made a blunt personal attack upon MacDonald, which received little support and much objection. He was heavily defeated at the 1931 election, standing as an Independent Labour candidate. For a few years after leaving the Commons, Trevelyan continued to attend Labour Party conferences. He felt vindicated and ‘rather enjoyed the atmosphere’, after what he called MacDonald’s ‘greatest treachery on record in British politics.’

Arthur Ponsonby arguably had more at stake over his political career than did Trevelyan, in that he was much less wealthy. Trevelyan offered (slightly) to subsidise him, offering: ‘whenever the election comes you may reckon on my paying…£400 over to you as a loan at 5% interest.’ Trevelyan also offered Ponsonby moral support: ‘I and others now know that you are good to go tiger hunting with…you have not taken some excellent excuse to slip off the howdah.’ But Ponsonby suffered for his views. He was physically attacked at Kingston in the summer of 1915 and he and Joseph King had their premises raided by the police.
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Ponsonby’s relationship with his constituency Liberal association followed a similar trajectory to that of Trevelyan. In March 1915 Ponsonby’s constituency chairman, Robertson, wrote sadly and respectfully to him, saying that he was ‘satisfied that you are honestly following what you believe to be the right line…any breach between us personally, will be very painful to me. I have all along respected you, and admired your courage.’

Ponsonby tried to enlist the party Whips to intervene on his behalf with his constituency. Gulland’s reply was sympathetic, but of little practical value: ‘I am very sorry that this difference should have occurred between you and your constituents, and I fear it is more serious than you imagine. We whips have given no encouragement in any way to the protesting constituents of members of the U.D.C., though we have been very strongly urged to take action.’

The urging was not from Asquith, but from vocal pro-conscriptionist members of the party. Ponsonby resisted what he saw as attempts by his constituency chairman, Robertson, to ‘insert’ his own preferred candidate and he refused to resign his seat. The local situation continued to deteriorate and Ponsonby’s agent resigned in October 1916. Ponsonby became defiant in the face of an ultimatum issued by his constituency in January 1917. He rejected what he saw as a ‘notice to quit’ and the assertion that he could not hold the seat for the Liberal party at an election, asking Robertson the very pertinent questions: ‘what [is] the Liberal Party…and who are its leaders? Which is the orthodox wing, the Asquithites or the Georgites? Which do you belong to?’

MacDonald went to Dunfermline in March 1918 and tried, unsuccessfully,
to persuade the miners not to put up a candidate against Ponsonby. ‘Ponsonby for Labour itself is worth twenty of the average candidate.’\textsuperscript{58} MacDonald was censured by his party’s executive for supporting Ponsonby, when he was not even a Labour candidate. At this point, MacDonald was more committed personally to Ponsonby than he was to the local Labour Party and he wrote to Ponsonby: ‘I am ashamed of my friends’.\textsuperscript{59} When the election arrived Ponsonby stood in the renamed Dunfermline Burghs seat as an ‘Independent Democrat’. He came last, with 3,491 votes, to his Independent Labour opposition’s 5,076 and the winning Coalition Liberal’s 6,886. Immediately after the election Ponsonby joined the Labour Party.\textsuperscript{60}

Ponsonby was elected as Labour MP for Sheffield Brightside in 1922 and served as Parliamentary Under Secretary at the Foreign Office in the first Labour Government. However, after Labour’s defeat ‘his invidious position as an aristocratic socialist who was in the party but not of it’ was further emphasized by his failure to get elected to the shadow cabinet.\textsuperscript{61} He was created Lord Ponsonby in January 1930 and the following year appointed Chancellor of the Duchy of Lancaster. On the creation of the National Government, Ponsonby did not follow MacDonald, instead becoming Labour leader in the Lords. He wrote sadly to MacDonald: ‘I deeply regret breaking so long an association with you’.\textsuperscript{62} Ponsonby supported disarmament, in opposition to Labour’s official policy, and this led him in September 1935 to resign the leadership. After the start of the Second
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World War he virtually withdrew from active politics, resigning from the Labour Party on 15 May 1940.⁶³

**Robert Outhwaite** fell out with the Hanley Liberal association over his War Policy Objections early in the conflict. He had won the seat in a fiercely contested by-election in 1912, when MacDonald had accused the Liberals of being the ‘aggressors’ in a ‘Labour seat’. In December 1914 Outhwaite explained his views to his local constituency association who decided to ‘hold themselves free not to nominate…Outhwaite at the next election or to give him support’, but the opinion was general that Outhwaite’s attitude was dictated by ‘the highest motives’ and the opinion of his ‘character and principles had been enhanced rather than otherwise’.⁶⁴ At the 1918 election, Outhwaite stood as an Independent Liberal. He faced a Liberal, as well as a Labour, and the winning Coalition NDP, candidate. He joined the Labour Party in 1919, but did not contest any further elections, due to poor health.

In 1917 Outhwaite had published *The Land or Revolution*, asking: ‘Will the constitutional systems of the West be sundered by the forces generated by war? That depends upon the decision…between revolution by force and an economic reform. [The] alternative to revolution was…the Single Tax.’⁶⁵ Outhwaite was driven to the Labour Party over his alienation from the Liberals due to his War Policy Objections, rather than his expectation that Labour would adopt the single tax – which was never their party’s policy.

⁶³ Jones, ‘Ponsonby’, O.D.N.B.,
⁶⁴ The Times, 18 December 1914
Richard Lambert, a vicar’s son, sat as a Liberal in Parliament for eight years, but in December 1918 he joined the Independent Labour Party. He explained his conversion in the Labour Reader wherein he declared that as the result of ‘four years’ experience of broken faith and broken pledges…the Liberal Party of to-day has neither policy nor leaders nor even principles’.

Lambert had spoken out in the Commons against the Registration Bill in 1915, reminding his audience that he had willingly helped at recruitment rallies, but condemning the bill as ‘Prussianism’, declaring ‘We shall never defeat Prussianism…by adopting Prussianism ourselves. We shall never be able to Prussianise half as well as the Germans’. He then went on to oppose the Bachelors’ Bill and the Conscription Bill. Lambert’s constituency of Cricklade was abolished in the 1918 boundary changes, and he never sought re-election under any party label. He abandoned politics after the War and instead became the Librarian at the Athenaeum Club; an occupation which he found more congenial than politics or his earlier career as a barrister.

Joseph King, another former barrister, served as Liberal MP for North Somerset from January 1910. He had been outspoken in the Commons debate on 3 August 1914, riling many of the government’s supporters by asking if they were ‘afraid or…ashamed’ to speak out in defence of the government’s policy. King remained an opponent of government war policy, also voting against the Bachelors’ and Conscription Bills. King did not stand in the 1918 election, but he supported the Labour candidature of Ben Riley.

---
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in Dewsbury, against Walter Runciman for the Liberals and the winning Coalition Conservative candidate. King claimed that the reason that he left the Liberal Party was that ‘it had proved disappointing, without courage, and false to its principles’. He said that he still admired Lloyd George and entertained hopes that he (Lloyd George) would join the Labour Party. King made the move to Labour himself and later fought two unsuccessful election campaigns on the party’s behalf.

These cases can be contrasted with others, such as that of Richard Holt, another of the War Policy Objectors, who resigned from his seat in Hexham in July 1918 after falling out with his local association, but was found another seat by the whips, at Eccles, in time to fight the 1918 election. John Howard Whitehouse was elected Liberal MP for Mid-Lanarkshire in January 1910. He was PPS to Lloyd George as Chancellor of the Exchequer from 1913 to 1915. He supported women’s suffrage and opposed conscription, but was not a conscientious objector, although he worked in Parliament on their behalf. Education was his primary interest, ahead of politics. He resigned his post in September 1915, writing: ‘I wish to do all in my power, as a member of Parliament, to resist [conscription] …I think it is my duty to place my resignation in your hands. But I cannot do so without saying how deeply I have valued the association of the past two years, and without thanking you for your kindness and friendship’. Whitehouse was secretary of the deputation to Asquith on conscription on 17 December 1915. In 1918, his constituency of Mid-Lanarkshire was abolished. He unsuccessfully contested the 1918
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election as an Independent Liberal candidate for Hamilton, but he was accepted back into the Liberal fold and contested Hanley in 1922, Hereford in 1923 and 1924, Southampton in 1929, Thornbury in 1931 and Stoke Newington in 1935 as a Liberal candidate. He founded Bembridge School in 1919 and was headmaster from 1919 to 1954.

Edmund Morel was the first of the UDC’s founders to leave the Liberal Party. He was a Liberal prospective candidate, but he was never a Liberal MP. He suffered physical attacks, police raids and was imprisoned for six months for a technical violation of the Defence of the Realm Act. He was elected for Labour at Dundee in 1922, ousting Churchill. He should not be confused with his near-namesake, Philip Morrell, who was a Liberal MP and War Policy Objector, but who did not defect from the party.

David Mason, elected as Liberal MP for Coventry in December 1910, was at odds with the Coventry Liberal Party from 1913 onwards for proposing a reduction in the naval estimates and for opposing other Government policies. Mason had resigned the Liberal Whip well before the War was even foreseen, in January 1914. His policy positions were extreme and individualistic. He was generally a war policy objector, although he supported the Registration Bill. He sat as an Independent Liberal during the War and was defeated under that label in 1918. However, he later stood again as a Liberal candidate, although he eventually defected to the Liberal Nationals in 1938. His case is considered in more detail in Chapter 5.

Hastings (Bertie) Lees-Smith was one of two Liberal MPs for Northampton, elected along with Charles McCurdy in January 1910. Lees-Smith was a War Policy Objector and UDC member, described as ‘a pacifist’ and ‘a radical of the most pronounced type.’ However, he volunteered for service in the ranks and in May 1916, addressed Parliament in his Corporal’s uniform. He was described in the press as the only Member of Parliament enlisted in the ranks. In 1918 the Northampton constituency was reduced to a single member seat, which was fought and won by McCurdy as a Coalition Liberal. Lees-Smith moved to the Don Valley constituency in Yorkshire. The local press and Craig described him as the ‘Liberal’ candidate, although other sources labelled him as an ‘Independent Radical’. He did have the backing of the local Liberal association and did not face any form of Liberal opposition, although he refused party funds for his election campaign. During the election campaign a miner asked him why he was not a Labour candidate. He replied that he had ‘seen nothing better than Radicalism yet, and was rather disappointed with Labour leadership’. He was not elected, coming a distant second.

In June 1919, seven months after the end of hostilities, and without making reference to the war, Lees-Smith announced: ‘I am about to join the Labour Party…My principles have in no way changed but…I cannot look to any section of the Liberal Party to carry them into effect…practically all the men who share these views…are in the ranks of
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Chapter 3 Defectors to Labour

Lees-Smith’s war policy objections had brought him into contact with other eventual Liberal defectors and with MacDonald, but the timing and the reasons given for his defection suggest that the war was certainly not the over-riding reason.

Idealists

Edward John was the only one of the Liberals’ thirty-five War Policy Objectors to stand as a Labour candidate in the 1918 election. However, he was not the leader, or even an outrider, of any group, nor was he typical of the War Policy Objectors and his defection was not primarily motivated by the war. His main concern was Welsh nationalism and his standing for Labour in 1918 was not actually his preferred platform.

John’s attitude to conscription was coloured by his experience as an industrialist. He explained that: ‘apart from the objections to conscription in principle…the transfer of one million men from industrial pursuits to military service would be most disastrous.’ In January 1916, John confided to Simon, whose attitude to conscription he shared, that ‘Nothing is more disappointing than the attitude of the Labour Party’.  

In June 1918, John was aware of plots to undermine his position in his constituency, but he was still undecided as to which party to adhere and as to which constituency to fight. The indecision continued for six months. He felt that accepting the nomination for East Denbighshire as a Liberal would place him in a ‘false position’ and that he was ‘much
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more likely to secure a substantial measure of both Liberal and Labour support by standing as a Welsh Nationalist. I may, of course, be driven to definitely declare myself as Labour, but I scarcely think so.’ 83  By November 1918, under pressure to make a decision, John wrote to the neighbouring constituency of West Denbighshire: ‘We are rapidly reaching the point where I shall have to declare whether I desire to stand as Labour, Liberal or as a Welsh Nationalist. My own preference is to stand in the latter capacity…though…if they care formally to adopt me, I would be prepared to associate myself definitely with the Labour Party.’ 84  It the event, it was the Western Division (renamed Denbigh) where John fought and lost as a Labour candidate in 1918: his margin of defeat was massive. He secured 2,958 votes to 14,773 for his only opponent, a Coalition Liberal. After 1918 John’s hopes that the Labour Party would strongly advocate Welsh nationalism were to be disappointed, as were his further attempts to re-enter Parliament. He stood unsuccessfully for Labour in three more elections in other Welsh constituencies, but never gave the party his full confidence.

In contradiction to Asquith’s hypothesis about the significance of the 1918 election, it can be pointed out that only two former Liberal MPs, of whom John was one, stood as Labour candidates. The other was the highly individualistic case of Money, who was not a War Policy Objector. With a gap of ten years since the previous election, an attrition of two MPs standing for other parties at the 1918 election, was actually low compared to the figures for the century as a whole.
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Leo Chiozza Money was the other defector who stood for Labour in 1918. His views and behaviour marked him out as an even more untypical Liberal than Edward John. Money had served as Parliamentary Private Secretary to Lloyd George, for whom he always retained respect, at the Ministry of Munitions in 1915. Money then served as Parliamentary Secretary to the Ministry of Shipping, becoming so convinced of the merits of public ownership that he eventually wrote a book, *The Triumph of Nationalization*, claiming that ‘National organization triumphed in a land where it had been denied’. At the end of the War Money resigned from the Ministry, having tried unsuccessfully to persuade Lloyd George not to return shipping to private ownership.

Money decided not to re-contest East Northamptonshire in 1918, but Lloyd George and the Coalition Whips offered to find him another seat, even accommodating his wish not have to compete against Labour. On 6 November 1918 Money was still undecided about contesting the election as a Liberal. Under pressure to make a decision, in mid-November Money joined the Labour Party, and received 42 invitations to contest seats for Labour. He chose to stand as the Labour candidate at South Tottenham and came just 853 votes behind the winning Coalition Unionist. He never re-entered Parliament, although he stood in one more contest at Stockport (a two member constituency) for Labour in 1920, coming third.
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Never on good terms with MacDonald, whom he considered ‘spiteful’, Money informed the press in 1924 that he had ‘refused to become a Labour Candidate’, and would not be supporting Labour at the election as ‘its defeat is as certain as it is deserved’. Money reflected ruefully that the Labour Party had ‘failed lamentably…and I had to admit to myself that my resignation was a futility.’ Money’s personal life and increasingly extreme political views undermined his political credibility. He was twice charged with indecent behaviour. He was acquitted the first time. On the second occasion, in 1933, he was found guilty and fined for indecency with a woman in a railway carriage. His unusual, and unsuccessful, defence was that he was wearing a distinctive hat that day and that, had he done anything wrong, a signalman in one of the signal boxes would have noticed. In later years he became an increasingly convinced supporter of the Fascist dictatorships.

Between 1919 and 1920 a further small group of idealistic former Liberals left for the Labour Party. They were not War Policy Objectors. Three of them were linked to each other and to Outhwaite by their former association in the pre-war campaign for a single land tax, but this was not their motivation for defecting. Their reasons were all highly individualistic.

Josiah Wedgwood was a rebel with many - sometimes incompatible - causes. He was a pacifist who was prepared to risk his own life on the battlefield. He condemned the UDC
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for their defeatism early in the war, only to encourage their persistence six months later.\textsuperscript{93}

He divorced his first wife and took custody of their children, only to decide that his temperament was ‘better fitted to be a dashing bandit than the responsible parent of seven.’\textsuperscript{94} His second wife was a pacifist from a background ‘Puritan to the point of austerity.’\textsuperscript{95} Wedgwood was motivated by freedom, but in escaping from the constraints of the Liberal Party he volunteered for the straight-jacket of Labour discipline, only to find it suffocating. He had started his career as a naval architect, gave that up to become resident magistrate in South Africa, then came back to England with no career plans. Politics suited his temperament, but political parties did not. He found friends and admirers in all parties, but a philosophical home in none. His mother, uncle, cousin and eldest brother were stalwart Conservatives, but Wedgwood was a keen proponent of a single land tax. Wedgwood became Liberal MP for Newcastle-under-Lyme in 1906 and held the seat, despite several changes of party allegiance, until 1942, when he was elevated to the peerage.

On the outbreak of war Wedgwood’s opinions swayed: ‘Though a pacifist…I would rather fight than leave the Kaiser triumphant…I do not think it right to compel people to go and face it by Act of Parliament unless I go myself.’\textsuperscript{96} He became a Lieutenant-Commander in the RNVR, and was wounded in the groin at Gallipoli. In 1918 Wedgwood was issued with the Coalition coupon but repudiated it. Although adopted by the local Liberal Association, he considered himself to be an independent Liberal. He
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was unopposed and claimed: ‘I come before you, the same impenitent Independent Radical that you first elected in 1906; older and wiser perhaps…but with the same ideals.’97 In April 1919 he broke finally with the Liberals and joined the ILP.98 So determined an individualist found Labour Party discipline more irksome than the ‘easier control’ of the Liberals. He was soon protesting against the party’s ‘regimentation.’99 His discomfort was exacerbated by his poor relationship with MacDonald; and the dislike was mutual. Wedgwood was appointed Chancellor of the Duchy of Lancaster in 1924 - a deflationary conclusion. When MacDonald did not offer him a seat in cabinet in the second Labour government, Wedgwood commented: ‘I cannot feel myself aggrieved as I have long been aware of the sentiments regarding myself held by the good MacDonald.’100

In 1931 Wedgwood refused to sign the pledge of obedience which the Labour Party imposed on its members, complaining to Lansbury: ‘These standing orders turn a Member of Parliament into a voting dummy.’101 He became an Independent Labour MP, until he returned to the party in 1935. In the lead up to the Second World War he strongly condemned appeasement. He retained his seat in the Commons until he was created Lord Wedgwood in January 1942.

**James Dundas White** had been associated with Josiah Wedgwood, Robert Outhwaite and Edward Hemmerde in the pre-War campaign for a single land tax. He was not a War
Policy Objector. He joined the ILP in August 1919, but was not at home in the party. In common with most of the other former Liberal defectors to Labour, he made no protestation of conversion to socialism. So when he joined the party, he was greeted with a less-than-effusive welcome by the journal *Forward*, which thundered: ‘great disillusionment will be his if he imagines that the I.L.P. is only a haven of rest for Liberals who seek preservation of Peace and Free Trade and who favour taxation of land values.’\(^{102}\) White contested two unsuccessful election campaigns for Labour, in 1922 and 1923, but left the party in 1924.

By the time **Edward Hemmerde** joined the Labour Party in 1920, four of the six most energetic land tax supporters were by then within Labour’s ranks. The differences between their own policies and outlook and those of their new party were, however, ‘abundantly clear’ to them. Their change of party was motivated by despair of the Liberals, rather than any positive agreement with the Labour Party.\(^{103}\) In his personal affairs Hemmerde was always his own worst enemy: ‘impulsive, tactless, unobjective.’\(^{104}\) His personal life was a catalogue of embarrassing incidents. Hemmerde borrowed £1,000 in 1910, when he was in financial difficulties and was later taken to court for repayment. The case went all the way to the Lords, where Hemmerde lost.\(^{105}\) Hemmerde was divorced from his wife on the grounds of her adultery and in this case the grounds were genuine, rather than the typical contrivance of the times, such as the ‘legal fiction’
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employed by Josiah Wedgwood. Later, as Recorder of Liverpool, Hemmerde complained that he had been ‘subjected for 13 years to a rigid ceremonial and professional boycott…as part of a deliberate attempt to belittle his office and humiliate him.’ Hemmerde did not contest the 1918 election. Having failed to get the ideals nearest to his heart realised by the Liberal Party, he joined the Labour Party, ‘perfectly satisfied that none of the things he desired would be done by any other party’. Hemmerde won Crewe for Labour in 1922 by 555 votes. He held the seat until he was defeated in 1924.

Of all the convoluted career paths of former Liberals, that of Cecil L’Estrange Malone is probably the most unorthodox. Malone went from being elected in 1918 as a Coalition Liberal and member of the anti-Communist Reconstruction Society to being the UK’s first Communist MP. Although he later denied ever having been a Liberal, his 1918 election address described him as the ‘Liberal, Radical and Coalition Candidate’. By July 1919 he declared that ‘my inherent personal bias leads me more and more to the Left’. His changing political allegiance gave rise to what must have been one of the strangest exchanges of correspondence between a constituency chairman and an MP. Malone was asked to explain a statement he had made at the Labour Party Conference that he ‘never officially belonged to the Free Liberals, and was sent to the Labour Conference as a representative of the British Socialist Party.’ The chairman went on that he ‘found it very difficult to form any opinion as to what your political views really were
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and as to what party you, in fact, belong.’ Malone officially joined the Communist Party in July 1920, when the BSP merged with other groups to form the Communist Party of Great Britain. After a speech at the Albert Hall on 7 November 1920, Malone was charged with sedition. He had argued that during a revolution, it would be legitimate to execute leading members of the bourgeoisie. He was convicted and sentenced to six months imprisonment and he had his OBE withdrawn. On his release, Malone returned to the House of Commons, but seemed to have ‘lost his mental equilibrium.’ However, during his time in prison, he had changed his views on revolutionary politics and decided to join the ILP. The Communist Party concluded that his temporary allegiance had been genuine, despite allegations that he had been an infiltrator. However, they believed that ‘the suddenness of his conversion’ meant that his ‘intellectual understanding of Communism was certainly questionable’. Malone did not contest the 1922 election, but was elected as Labour MP for Northampton at a by-election in 1928; holding the seat until his defeat in 1931, standing for Labour, having dissociated himself from MacDonald.

Maurice Alexander was a political chameleon. He was a Canadian-trained Jewish lawyer and army officer. Never married, he lived in Park Lane and on an estate on the Surrey-Hampshire borders, where he eventually gave refuge to a hundred Basque children fleeing the Spanish Civil War. He was elected as a National Liberal for Southwark South East in 1922, having received official Conservative backing after he
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had ‘given specific pledges of support to a Bonar Law Ministry’.\textsuperscript{115} In 1923 he was
rumoured to be about to join the Conservatives.\textsuperscript{116} However, in the event, he fought and
lost the 1923 and 1924 elections as a Liberal.

By 1931, Alexander’s political orientation had completely reversed, and he stood as a
full-blooded Labour candidate for Newcastle East. A letter to the local press remarked
that seven years ago Alexander had described Labour policies as ‘disastrous’.\textsuperscript{117}
Alexander’s 1931 election address gave a clue to his level of attachment to his adopted
Labour Party when he wrote:

> ‘I have accepted the unanimous invitation of the East Newcastle Labour Party to
stand as their [my italics] candidate…The Labour Party…will demand the
ownership of the nation’s land by the people…I shall demand a reversal of the cut
in unemployment insurance…The Liberal Party has been shattered into
fragments. The handful of Labour supporters who have deserted their principles
are the prisoners of Mr. Baldwin and his friends’.\textsuperscript{118}

To add to the controversy surrounding Alexander’s 1931 candidature, he managed to
embroil himself in a public row with MacDonald, claiming that he refused the Premier’s
offer of the post of Under Secretary for War.\textsuperscript{119} MacDonald repudiated the claim that he
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had made the offer, but Alexander stood by his version of events.\textsuperscript{120} Alexander lost the 1931 contest to his National Liberal opponent. Although never a MacDonald supporter, Alexander changed his attitude to the National Government when Chamberlain was Prime Minister. In 1938 Alexander was reported to be likely to be chosen as the National Government candidate for West Bermondsey, in opposition to Labour’s Dr. Salter.\textsuperscript{121} Alexander died in 1945 and was never able to put this, his fourth, political label, to the test.

\textbf{Ellis Davies} was elected unopposed as Liberal MP for Eifion, at a by-election in June 1906. Davies represented the neighbouring seat to Lloyd George and, although the pair were in agreement on questions such as land reform, Davies did not support Lloyd George’s bellicose attitude in the Great War. As a result, Davies lost the seat (renamed Caernarvonshire) in 1918, after a bitter campaign, to a Coalition Liberal. An Independent Labour candidate was also ahead of him. However, in 1923 Davies was re-elected to Parliament, as Liberal MP for Denbigh – a seat which he held until 1929, when he resigned on health grounds. In 1934, despite pressure from his friend, the Liberal MP for Merionethshire, Henry Haydn Jones, Davies defected to the Labour Party. Jones tried to persuade Davies to change his mind, writing: ‘Think what you have missed by leaving the true fold…there are heaps of the working classes who will never trust a Labour Govt.’\textsuperscript{122} ‘Don’t you think you have made a huge mistake in joining those humbugs…Return, you prodigal at once. It is not too late.’\textsuperscript{123} In 1934 Jones failed to
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persuade Davies to return from the Labour Party, but in 1939, convinced of the need to avoid war, Davies switched his alliance to the Liberal National Party (see Chapter 5).

Richard Acland was elected for Barnstaple in 1935 – one of only two new Liberal MPs at that general election. An Oxford-educated barrister, he had the archetypical background for a Liberal MP and impeccable party antecedents – his father, grandfather and great-grandfather had all sat as Liberal MPs. However, soon after his election, Acland began a religious, philosophical and political journey, which was to take him far beyond the bounds of Liberalism. Acland wrote a series of publications calling for the abolition of profit-seeking and its urgent replacement with a brand of socialism, founded on Christian principles.¹²⁴ Acland’s views led to (unheeded) calls for the Liberal whip to be withdrawn from him.¹²⁵ In 1941 he formed the ‘Forward March’ movement, which he merged the following year with J.B. Priestley’s ‘1941 Committee’, to form ‘Common Wealth’. Common Wealth espoused world unity and the common ownership of all property not essential for personal use. Acland practiced what he preached and donated his wealthy family’s estates to the National Trust. In September 1942 Acland resigned the Liberal whip. Free from the wartime electoral truce which bound the main parties, Common Wealth put up candidates in by-elections where no progressive (either Labour or independent) candidate was standing. In other seats, Common Wealth gave support to independent left-wing candidates. Acland tried to enlist Lloyd George’s support for Common Wealth.¹²⁶ He received a friendly reception at the ailing Lloyd George’s home, but no practical support. However, by exploiting the absence of other left-of-centre

¹²⁴ Among them was Acland, Richard, *Unser Kampf* (Penguin, 1940).
¹²⁶ Acland to Lloyd George, 12 February 1944, Lloyd George Papers, LG/G/1/3/14.
contestants in wartime by-elections in formerly Conservative- or Liberal National-held seats, Common Wealth managed to win Eddisbury in 1943, Skipton in 1944 and Chelmsford in 1945. Although Labour officially proscribed membership of Common Wealth in 1943, the latter’s activities undoubtedly helped Labour – by taking seats from the Conservatives (Chelmsford and Skipton) and the National Liberals (Eddisbury) and by attracting into politics new young professional middle class supporters. In other seats, such as West Derbyshire in 1944, Common Wealth’s support helped independent candidates to victory. The activities of Common Wealth, or ‘Acland’s Circus’ as it was widely known, worried Churchill, as it eroded Conservative support in particular and kept some of his close allies, such as the Marquess of Hartington at West Derbyshire, out of Parliament. The successes of Common Wealth and other independent left-wing candidates in the wartime by-elections weighed into the Labour Party’s decision to refuse Churchill’s offer to continue the coalition government at the end of the war.127

At the 1945 general election, Common Wealth received a total of 110, 634 votes between its 23 candidates and only Ernest Millington survived, at Chelmsford. He and Acland joined the Labour Party immediately after the election. Acland’s wartime defection had deprived the Liberal Party of one of its dwindling band of MPs, and a talented propagandist at that. It also ended a wealthy Liberal dynasty and provided a source of new support for the Labour Party. However, Acland did not find a permanent political home within Labour. He was elected as Labour MP for Gravesend at a by-election in 1947, but in 1955 he resigned his seat to precipitate a by-election over Labour’s support

for the hydrogen bomb. He was expelled from the Labour Party for putting himself forward as an independent in opposition to the official Labour candidate. In the event, no by-election was held, as Parliament was dissolved for the general election, called by Eden after his assumption of the premiership. Acland contested the seat, but came third, with 6,514 votes – enough to save his deposit and to deprive the Labour candidate of the seat, which went to the Conservatives by 2,909 votes - an ironic reversal of the consequences of Common Wealth’s wartime interventions. Although in scale and consequences his actions were less critical, Acland’s career had echoes of that of Joseph Chamberlain – a wealthy and talented policy-maker who deserted the Liberals, before spending a period as an independent power-broker, then being adopted by, but ultimately sabotaging, another major party. Acland was the last of the Idealists to defect from the Liberals to Labour.

The Disillusioned Progressives

The Disillusioned Progressives were the most numerous of the defectors to Labour and were highly significant as they included many individuals of prestige, wealth and ability. Their numbers included Haldane, Addison and Buxton. They tended to agonise over leaving the Liberal Party and based their decisions to leave more on the problems of the Liberal Party and on eagerness to make social progress, than on the attractions of the Labour Party. They did not tend to take sides between Asquith and Lloyd George, but were seriously discouraged by the fall-out from the party split. No single issue determined their stance. In each case, they probably would have stayed with the Liberals,
if they had felt that the Liberals could have formed another effective government. Most were strongly sentimentally attached to the party. Table 24 overleaf illustrates the progress that Labour made in putting up candidates across the country between 1910 and 1918, and the failure of the Liberals to oppose them in many seats, but also the relatively poor success rate which Labour achieved in terms of getting candidates elected.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 24 Labour Candidates Unopposed by Liberals</th>
<th>December 1910</th>
<th>1918</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Labour candidates</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>388</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Labour candidates without Liberal opposition*</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Labour MPs elected</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Includes Lib-Lab and Coalition Lib as Liberal, excludes Independent Labour from Labour.

Whilst in 1918 the Liberal Party was split, Labour was also in serious difficulty. In fact the backlash against anti-war MPs in Labour was in some ways more severe than in the Liberal Party. After the 1918 election MacDonald was aged fifty-two; and, after twelve years in the House of Commons, his political career appeared to be ‘in ruins’. The party he had helped to create appeared to be firmly under the control of those who had rejected his leadership, the anti-war section had all lost their seats; and even Henderson had been defeated. The major difference between the Liberals’ and Labour’s

128 Marquand, MacDonald, 238.
performance between 1918 and 1922 was the result of Labour’s success in putting up an increased numbers of candidates and the Liberals’ failure to contest seats, especially those where they failed to oppose Labour candidates. The Liberals’ failure was essentially a mechanical breakdown. The split party, even adding the two wings together, was not operating as a national party, while Labour was. The number of Labour candidates unopposed by a Liberal more than doubled between December 1910 and 1918, despite the ending of the Gladstone-MacDonald Pact.

Table 25 below shows that between 1918 and 1922 Labour had comprehensively overtaken the combined forces of the two wings of the Liberal Party.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1918</th>
<th>1922</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Conservative and Coalition Con</td>
<td>36.0</td>
<td>38.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liberal and Nat/Coalition Liberal</td>
<td>25.6</td>
<td>29.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Labour and Coalition Labour</td>
<td>23.7</td>
<td>29.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These figures suggest that had the Liberal Party reunited soon after 1918, it might have been able to hold back the Labour tide, but by 1922 a tipping point had been passed, and Labour had overtaken the Liberals in terms of seats and votes. This was confirmed by the 1923 election result, when, under favourable conditions, with a (more or less) united

\[129\] Includes Ireland.
party, the Liberal recovery was only patchy and unsustainable. The 159 seat Liberal high watermark of 1923 was not even equal to the combined total of 161 Asquithian and Lloyd George Liberal victories in 1918 and after the election Labour went on to form its first administration.

A striking feature of all the defections from the Liberals to Labour is that there was almost no co-ordinated exodus, although a total of 45 MPs and former MPs made the move between 1918 and 1956. The staggered timing of the defections, as shown in Table 2 in Chapter 2, illustrates that the pattern of defections was more of a dribble than a rush. Some of the War Policy Objectors, discussed earlier, did liaise, but failed to co-ordinate their actions. The only other significant attempt at co-ordination was by the Rightward Drift Objectors in 1950s and this fell apart. Cline points out that once the Liberal converts to Labour had made the transition, ‘they ceased to be a group almost immediately, and were frequently to be found on opposite sides of issues under discussion’ within the Labour Party. Her conclusion on the former Liberals’ behaviour once in the Labour Party is an accurate observation, but in reality they had never been a group. Cline also put emphasis on the Single Tax as being of importance in linking those who defected from the Liberals to Labour, but whilst this was a connection, it was not a reason for the defections. The main damage to the Liberals was done by the steady drift of Disillusioned Progressives which started after the 1918 election. They tended to make similar decisions independently from each other and were not overly influenced by the

130 Two others, Bill Pitt and Paul Marsden defected after 1956.
131 Cline, Recruits to Labour, 49.
actions of any one individual. Most were politically career-minded, but motivated by achievement, rather than position.

Noel Buxton had strongly-held, individualistic, convictions about the war, which to some extent coincided with those of the UDC, but he was never one of its members, even though he was a close friend and travelling companion of Ramsay MacDonald and uncle to Arthur Ponsonby. However, Buxton voted for conscription in 1916. Before the war he had launched initiatives to defuse Anglo-German hostility, but his main focus was on conditions in Bulgaria, where he had been involved in pre-war relief work. He had returned to the country with his brother, Charles after the outbreak of war, to try and secure Bulgaria’s support for the allies. The mission failed and the two brothers nearly lost their lives when they were shot by a Turkish gunman. Noel Buxton was shot in the jaw, and his brother in the lung, but both survived.

Buxton felt that the entry of the United States into the war spelt an end to hopes of a negotiated peace and he was also ‘increasingly disenchanted with the Liberal Party and its leadership.’ However, he contested his North Norfolk seat as a Liberal in 1918, but lost by the narrow margin of 213 votes. Buxton joined the Labour Party in 1919, believing that the Radical point of view was better represented by the Labour Party than by the official Liberals. He wrote that ‘to join the Labour Party was an alarming plunge, being regarded by one’s relations and friends as a betrayal, and I hesitated long.’

132 Swartz, Union of Democratic Control, 95.
‘Without Charlie’s\textsuperscript{135} example I doubt if I should have brought myself to such extreme action, being by nature a compromiser rather than a whole-hogger!’.\textsuperscript{136}

Buxton returned to the Commons for his old seat of North Norfolk under Labour colours in 1922, and sat until elevated to the peerage in 1930, when his wife was elected, briefly, to succeed him. He was a rare member of the Parliamentary Labour Party in that he represented a rural seat. Buxton served as Minister of Agriculture in the first and early part of the second Labour governments, until his elevation. He then drifted away from MacDonald and later became an advocate of appeasement.\textsuperscript{137} Buxton’s son joined the Liberal Party in the House of Lords on succeeding to the title after his father’s death.

**Percy Alden** did not vote on the Registration Bill or on Conscription in May 1916, but he voted against the Bachelors’ Bill, stating in the Commons: ‘I believe this Bill is wrong on principle, because it is contrary to everything I have ever believed.’\textsuperscript{138} But Alden did not leave the Liberal Party over his objections to the war and he contributed a chapter on housing to the Asquithian Liberals’ manifesto at the 1918 election. However, he failed to retain his seat at Tottenham North in 1918, being beaten by a Coalition Conservative. His election address proposed the abolition of the House of Lords, nationalisation of the railways and the mines, drastic land reform, together with the taxation of land values, equality of women with men and self-government for Ireland.\textsuperscript{139}

\textsuperscript{135} ‘Charlie’ could refer to his brother, Charles Roden Buxton, or to his friend, Charles Trevelyan, both of whom made the same move before Noel Buxton.

\textsuperscript{136} Anderson, *Buxton*, 103-5.


\textsuperscript{138} Hansard, 6 January 1916

\textsuperscript{139} Alden, election address, 1918, Bristol University Archives.
After losing his seat, and driven by his long-standing concerns for social issues, rather than his war policy objections, Alden joined the Labour Party in 1919. He set out his views on ethical socialism and public ownership in an article in *Contemporary Review* in April 1919. Well before the War, Alden had edited the Liberal daily paper *The Echo*, whose writers included Ramsay MacDonald. He was also a member of the Fabian Society. In 1905 he had published *The Unemployed: a National Question* (1905). Alden was one of the progressive politicians with an appeal to Labour voters for whom Herbert Gladstone found a constituency and provided finance following the electoral pact with MacDonald in 1903. Between 1923 and 1924 Alden served as Labour MP for the neighbouring constituency of Tottenham South, but disappointed with the performance of Ramsay MacDonald’s first Labour government, and attracted by the innovative proposals for tackling unemployment developed by the Liberal industrial inquiry, he rejoined the Liberal Party late in 1927. However, in 1933 he was knighted on the recommendation of MacDonald. Alden was killed in an air raid in 1944.

**Richard Haldane** was a prestigious catch for the Labour Party, even though he was too individualistic to bring a Liberal following with him and the Labour leadership made little attempt to lure him. In the early stages of Haldane’s migration, MacDonald was not over-enthusiastic about Haldane’s approaches, writing in his diary: ‘Disappointed when I had to go home to lunch as Haldane was coming to discuss the Party which he appears to

---
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think of joining (!)’, and a week later: ‘Haldane…thinks the Liberal Party is dead’. In April 1919 MacDonald recorded that Haldane had told him that he had ceased to belong to the Liberal Party. Haldane was a semi-detached member of many groups throughout his life. He studied law, philosophy, geology and German – all with flashes of brilliance tempered by failure - in part due to a lack of commitment to any one field. When his doctoral thesis was rejected for weaknesses in his botany, he moved into law. Here he had success, but also stuck with the mundane work of conveyancing as part of his portfolio, for most of his legal career. He abandoned his Christianity as a teenager. His one recorded romance, an engagement to the sister of Munro-Ferguson, was ended by his fiancée. Beatrice Webb, who knew Haldane very well, noted that despite ‘the beaming kindliness of his nature…there is pathos…he is a restless, lonely man’. Haldane’s detachment is reflected positively in his own assessment that he was ‘never depressed by even the most violent abuse’.

Haldane was a key member of the Liberal Imperialists and had been one of the co-conspirators in the Relugas Compact with Grey and Asquith. He went on to serve successfully as Secretary of State for War from 1905 to 1912, when he was appointed Lord Chancellor. Haldane saw himself as a man of action and he gravitated to where the action was. His relationship with Asquith cooled after he was not included in the coalition cabinet in 1915. Haldane began to be more attracted to Lloyd George, even though he

143 MacDonald Diary, 30 June 1918.
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considered him to be ‘an illiterate with an unbalanced mind’. Then, as the Labour Party began to look like a potential party of power, Haldane began to integrate himself with the Labour leadership. Between 1917 and 1922 Haldane managed to maintain an ambiguous political stance, which could have allowed him to attach himself to whichever party promised the greater opportunities. In 1922, Haldane declined Asquith’s invitation to a meeting, replying: ‘I have the fullest desire to be by your side…But…three years ago I decided…to work with whatever party was most in earnest with Education…I observed then, as I observe now, the almost complete lack of harmony between my strong conviction on this subject and the programme of official Liberalism…That is why I am driven to seek it where I see a chance of finding it’.

Haldane later admitted that his motives for changing party allegiance were not really that Labour offered a superior programme or party, but that its prospects appeared brighter than the Liberals’. Labour was gaining seats rapidly. Its programme fitted in with the educational work on which he had been engaged. Haldane considered that it was ‘at least no more deficient’ than the Liberals and for the four years before 1924 he found himself ‘more and more driven by conviction’ in the direction of the Labour Party. However, he reported that ‘with the exception of the Sidney Webbs…I was not intimate with their prominent men [sic], nor had I joined any organisation’. At the end of 1923, when it was evident that MacDonald was likely to form a government, Haldane told MacDonald that he wished to resume the Lord Chancellorship and to lead the party in the House of

---

149 Haldane to Asquith, 16 January 1922, MS.5915.133, Haldane Papers, National Library of Scotland.
Lords. His wish was granted and he became a valuable member of the first Labour Government for his extensive knowledge of cabinet protocol and his experience of dealing with civil servants. His confidence, resilience and detachment had stood Haldane in good stead when he had served successfully as a reforming Liberal Secretary of State for War and Lord Chancellor. The same attributes enabled him to make the transition to Labour without the debilitating self-doubt suffered by Jowitt, who later followed Haldane’s path from the Liberals to Labour, also serving as Lord Chancellor. Haldane died in 1928, before the second Labour administration was formed.

Christopher Addison was one of six Coalition supporters who, contrary to the general flow of defectors, went over to Labour. However, he had parted company with the Coalition before its demise and the reasons for, and manner of, his departure partly explained his change of allegiance. Addison had been a loyal supporter of Lloyd George and was the member of the Coalition Government responsible for the 1919 Housing and Town Planning Act. As the economy worsened during the Lloyd George Coalition’s term of office, Addison’s department faced severe financial restrictions which threatened to undermine his housing programme. Addison’s policies were amongst the most expensive and the most socialist of the government’s programmes. This made him particularly vulnerable to demands for budget cuts, the clamour for which increased significantly with the popular support for the Anti-Waste League. The League was sponsored by Lord Rothermere and supported in Parliament by Horatio Bottomley. Anti-Waste candidates won three by-elections in early 1921 and the movement attracted the adherence of the Coalition Liberal, Cecil Beck, who transferred his allegiance in Parliament to Horatio

---

Bottomley’s group, without even consulting his constituents (see Chapter 5). In April 1921, Addison was moved to become Minister Without Portfolio, but he resigned in July - estranged from Lloyd George.

Addison’s resignation letter to Lloyd George revealed his frustrations over the curtailment of public expenditure and the consequences for his reputation. It ended, ‘I am compelled, bitterly as I feel this ending of our long and intimate work together, to resign my position in your Government in order to be able freely to devote myself to the promotion of those things which I believe are essential.’ Lloyd George drafted a less than conciliatory reply: ‘I cannot accept your description of the Government decision as an abandonment of our housing policy.’

Addison was criticised for having been an ineffective minister and as a line of defence he argued vehemently for an expanded role for public sector housing. His estrangement from Lloyd George and from his Unionist former-colleagues left him without a political home. In 1919 and early 1920 Addison had been one of the chief protagonists of Fusion between the Coalition Liberals and Unionists. He left the Coalition and crossed the floor, but was hardly welcomed or comfortable among the Asquithians, after his interventions against Asquith in the Paisley by-election and his pugnacious behaviour at the Leamington Conference (see Chapter 4).

151 Addison to Lloyd George, 14 July 1921, LG/F/1/6/30, Lloyd George Papers.
152 Lloyd George to Addison, 14 July 1921, LG/F/6/31, Lloyd George Papers.
In 1922 the National Liberal association in Shoreditch worked to unseat Addison, who had to pay to revive the defunct local Independent Liberal Association for it to act on his behalf. He was third in a three-cornered contest and was called upon to pay over a thousand pounds in election expenses. Addison was driven almost to insolvency by these claims and applied to the London Liberal Federation for a contribution. The Federation secretary replied: ‘our help has been given to men who stood by the Liberal Party in its darkest days, men who did not desert the faith and work with our political enemies in the great betrayal of 1918 for mere personal position and profit’. After this financial and personal rebuff and the loss of his seat, Addison was in limbo between political parties. His policy positions, and his lack of an alternative political base, steered Addison towards the Labour Party. Henderson, more pro-active and conscientious about contacting potential recruits than MacDonald, asked about Addison’s future plans, eliciting the reply that he could not afford to contest the 1923 election, but he believed that:

‘the Labour Party is more resolutely intent than any other political party on bettering the housing, health and education of the people…I know that there are differences in every Party, and it would not be honourable of me to conceal the serious misgivings I have. [In] this Division where no Labour Candidate is standing I think it would be my duty openly to do what I can to assist…the [Liberal] Candidate.’

153 Isaac to Addison, 18 December 1922, Addison Papers, Mss 82, folder 14.2, quoted in Hart, ‘Decline of the Liberal Party’, 201.
154 Henderson to Addison, 13 November 1923, Mss Addison dep. c. 203/27, Bodleian Library, University of Oxford.
155 Addison to Henderson, 19 November 1923, c.203/20, Addison Papers.
In November 1923 the press reported that, although Addison felt that ‘no man leaves a political party…without grave reasons’, he had decided to ‘throw in his lot with the Labour Party.’ Whilst Addison was another prestigious catch for the Labour Party, MacDonald was less than effusive in welcoming his conversion, much as had been the case with Haldane: ‘I am very much ashamed indeed that your letter has been unanswered for so long. The fact is that I am simply covered up with correspondence…perhaps we will meet soon after all this trouble is over.’

Addison stood unsuccessfully for Labour in 1924, returning to Parliament as Labour MP for Swindon in 1929. He was appointed Minister of Agriculture in June 1930, in succession to Buxton. In 1931 Addison opposed MacDonald over the National Government and lost his seat at the general election. In the meantime he had been reconciled with Lloyd George, who had intervened on Addison’s behalf at the Swindon by-election, where no Liberal had been standing. The rekindled friendship endured.

According to Frank Owen, former Liberal MP and later Lloyd George biographer, this rapprochement led to Lloyd George’s suggestion in December 1937 that Addison, now a Labour politician, be appointed a trustee of the Lloyd George Political Fund. However, the chairman of the Fund’s trustees blocked the proposal, avoiding the potential for serious conflicts of interest. Owen’s accounts of events are not always to be relied upon.

---
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upon, however. For instance Owen also claimed that General Seely left the Liberal Party in the mid-1920s,\textsuperscript{162} when in fact Seely did not leave the party.\textsuperscript{163}

**Alexander MacCallum Scott** was another one of the six Coalition Liberals who defected to the Labour Party. Scott received the coupon in 1918, but was ambivalent: ‘As regards L.G. and Asquith…Personally, I am very little swayed by the respective personalities on either side.’\textsuperscript{164} He criticised Lloyd George for neglecting his followers, complaining: ‘We have all been left in the lurch. We are simply dropped like a sucked orange\textsuperscript{165} and Asquith for lack of leadership: ‘A leader is expected to lead, not merely to wait and see’.\textsuperscript{166} Scott agonised about defecting: ‘I have been reluctant to break with the Liberal Party because I felt I had some small share of responsibility to the members + it was not fair to run away…The action of the leaders, however, in the recent election…finally determines me. I was asked to stand for Partick at this election, with Conservative support, but refused + gave my support to the ex-Labour member. I am not yet sure what course I shall take [and] I would like to get a number to act together’.\textsuperscript{167} In the event, Scott acted alone and wrote to Asquith in December 1924 to explain his decision:

‘I have decided to join the Labour Party…I have been uneasy as to the direction in which the Liberal Party was tending, whether under the direction of yourself or of Mr. Lloyd George…[T]he work of reform…has passed to the Labour Party…I

\textsuperscript{162} Owen, Frank, *Tempestuous Journey*, 684.
\textsuperscript{164} Scott to Paterson, 23 November 1922, MS Gen 1465/420, MacCallum Scott Papers, University of Glasgow Library Special Collections.
\textsuperscript{165} Scott Diary, 6 February 1924, MS Gen 1465/15, Scott Papers.
\textsuperscript{166} Ibid, 18 October 1924.
\textsuperscript{167} Scott to Pethwick Lawrence, 16 November 1924, MS Gen 1465/423, Scott Papers.
have had to remain an onlooker while the party was more and more committed to a definitely anti-labour attitude...at the last election, a pact was made with the Conservative Party which reduced the Liberal Party to the position of a spare wheel in the Conservative car...I regard you as one of the most honourable and magnanimous men in public life...But I do not think you can restore the party to its former position.¹⁶⁸

To his new leader Scott wrote: ‘I have decided to offer myself as a recruit in the Labour Party...There are many Liberals who, like myself, have found themselves in agreement with the programme put forward by the Labour Party in recent elections...many of them still waver on the brink.’¹⁶⁹

Scott did not find it easy to sever his sentimental links with the Liberal Party, writing the month after his defection: ‘I joined the ILP, the Fabian Society + the Labour Party...I felt the loss of the National Liberal Club most of all.’¹⁷⁰ ‘I say not a word in disparagement of my old leaders + colleagues. I respect them. I am sorry to part from them...I have no quarrel with them except that I do not agree with their policy + I agree with the policy of the Labour Party.’¹⁷¹ He was sorry that Lloyd George had ‘cut me completely off’.¹⁷² Scott began to regret his move, realizing that he had alienated potential key allies across the political spectrum: ‘I have made no progress in the Labour Party + indeed I have made little effort. I have received over a dozen invitations to fight seats but they have

¹⁶⁸ The Times, 6 December 1924, Scott to Asquith, 29 November 1924, p24, col c.
¹⁶⁹ Scott to MacDonald, 5 December 1924, MS Gen 1465/378, Scott Papers.
¹⁷⁰ Scott Diary, 29 December 1924.
¹⁷¹ Ibid, 11 January 1925.
¹⁷² Ibid, 16 January 1925.
mostly been duds…I have been heavy + clumsy handed + I have had little finesse…I made enemies of…Ponsonby…Noel Buxton…and I fear also of Lloyd George + Ramsay MacDonald…I failed with Churchill.'\textsuperscript{173} One year after his defection he complained ‘I am left stranded…without a party – without a group – without even a circle of political friends…I have joined the Labour Party – but I have found few friends there + am looked upon with suspicious eyes. It is a poor result…I stopped too long in the Coalition…If Lloyd George, or Churchill, or even the Asquith crowd had shown any disposition to consult me…I would have recognised the obligation to play the team game…But they held out no hand…I am tempted to approach [LG] with a view to talking over [the Land League], for I could co-operate if he came out of the Liberal Party’.\textsuperscript{174} Scott accepted his own part in his alienation from his former colleagues, but he also identified that the Liberal leadership had been too distracted by factional infighting to attend adequately to the management of the party. Scott, probably among others, could have been persuaded to stay in the Liberal Party.

Despite his misgivings about his new party, Scott was adopted as the prospective Labour candidate for East Aberdeenshire in 1926. However, he was denied the chance to fight an election under Labour colours, as he and his wife were killed in an air crash in August 1928. His untimely demise, paralleled by that of Robert Bernays (see Chapter 5), meant that Scott left an unvarnished, unadjusted account of his feelings about his defection.

\textsuperscript{173} Scott Diary, 18 December 1925.  
\textsuperscript{174} Ibid, 26 December 1925.
Less than six months after Scott’s defection, his exodus was followed by that of **George Spero**, who had served a single term in Parliament as a Liberal MP for Stoke Newington between 1923 and 1924. In his letter to Asquith in April 1925, resigning from the Liberal Party, Spero wrote: ‘I see a Liberalism so changed…There are no issues…that can arouse in me a semblance of my old-time enthusiasm. It cannot be sufficient…to rest…upon the laurels of the past…I now look to the Labour Party’.\(^{175}\) Unlike Scott, Spero did stand and was elected, as Labour MP for Fulham West, in 1929. However, like Scott his Parliamentary career was cut short by external events. Spero was declared bankrupt the following year and, when he was threatened with a court case over his business dealings, he fled the country for the United States. He took the Chiltern Hundreds in April 1930.

**Athelstan Rendall** was one of the four Liberal MPs to have voted for the Maurice Motion, but still to have received the Coupon in 1918. He was then to be one of the six Coalition Liberals to defect to Labour. His attachment to the Coalition had been tenuous and he crossed the floor in July 1920 to sit with the Wee Frees.\(^{176}\) He lost his seat in 1922, but was re-elected in 1923. By the time of the 1924 election his frustration with the Liberal Party, and the political system generally, was clear from his election address;

> ‘My first vote [was] to vote the Unionist Government out. This enabled the Labour Party…to form a Government. To the Labour Government, Liberals have

---
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given regular support…now everywhere Labour is seeking to destroy the Liberal
Party…my party is now attacked as if it was an enemy of Labour.’177

Rendall lost his seat at the 1924 election and defected to Labour in 1925. He took part in
no further elections.

Whilst Rendall was a modest, self-effacing lawyer, who had occupied himself with such
interests as his ‘Deceased Husband’s Brother Bill’, the next Liberal defector to Labour
was a totally contrasting character. Joseph Kenworthy was a would-be polar explorer
turned naval officer, and heir to the Barony of Strabolgi, created in 1318. His parents
were Conservatives.178 Kenworthy failed at his first attempt to enter Parliament, as a
Liberal, in 1918, when he refused the Coupon because he ‘was disgusted with the Lloyd
George Coalition [and] the vulgarizing of the war’.179 The following year he won a by-
election in Hull Central, against only a Coalition Conservative opponent, overturning a
10,000 majority. He held the seat, despite a change of party allegiance, until 1931.
Kenworthy was brash and confident and developed a ‘hectoring’ style in Parliament,
which alienated many of his colleagues.180 He made a point of demonstrating his
objection to the Versailles Treaty, being one of a small group who refused to rise and
cheer Lloyd George on his return from Paris.181 After the 1923 election Kenworthy
supported the Labour Government on every matter of policy except the warship

---
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A loyal Asquithian, Kenworthy did not accept Lloyd George’s leadership and associated himself with a Radical group, including Walter Runciman, Wedgwood Benn, McKenzie Livingstone and Percy Harris. Kenworthy saw that Asquith’s resignation in 1926 affected the position of all members of the Liberal Party. ‘We have to ask ourselves seriously whether our continued existence as a separate Party is in the best interests of the State and of Constitutional Government.’ ‘Very reluctantly therefore I have decided to transfer my energies’ to the Labour Party.  

Ironically, the timing of Kenworthy’s defection meant that he was to leave the Liberal Party immediately after the only significant event which had drawn him and Lloyd George together – the General Strike. ‘Lloyd George and myself were the only two Liberals left to preach Liberalism…The collapse of the General Strike left the Labour Party…in an extremely weak position….their moment of defeat, was, I felt, the time to join them’ Kenworthy wrote to Lloyd George: ‘I feel it my duty to leave the official Liberal Party…If this means the severance of our recently re-established political friendship, I am sorry.’ He also visited Churt, to ask Lloyd George what he would have done, in Kenworthy’s situation; afterwards claiming that Lloyd George had said that he must die as he had lived – a Liberal: ‘If I were your age I would do the same.’ According to Kenworthy, they parted ‘the best of friends.’ Kenworthy initially held to the line that he would not resign his seat and trigger a by-election: ‘I was returned as
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much by Labour as by Liberals, I had the official support of two seamen’s unions…I have in no way changed my political opinions’. However, the local Labour leaders, believing that the seat was winnable, persuaded Kenworthy to resign and re-contest the seat under Labour colours. Kenworthy had never faced a Labour opponent in his four contests at Hull and no other prospective Labour candidate had been adopted for a future contest, so he did not have to deal with the complication of displacing an incumbent prospective Labour candidate. Kenworthy had seen off a Conservative challenger at each election and, as long as the Liberals could not mount a strong challenge, he had a good prospect of success. In the event Kenworthy won the by-election by a margin of 4,679 votes over his Conservative challenger, increasing his majority compared to the last contest, in 1924. The Liberal lost his deposit.

Kenworthy became close to MacDonald and was a frequent visitor to MacDonald’s home. After the May 1929 election, Kenworthy claimed that he was instrumental in persuading William Jowitt to join the Labour Party and that he attempted unsuccessfully to persuade other Liberals to follow suit. As was the case with many of the Liberal defectors to Labour, Kenworthy eventually fell out with MacDonald, and even before the formation of the National Government. Kenworthy, perhaps self-flatteringly, believed that MacDonald looked upon him ‘as a possible rival’. He refused to join MacDonald in National Labour and was defeated as a Labour candidate in 1931. Kenworthy inherited
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his father’s peerage in 1934. His son, on succeeding him in the Lords in 1953, joined the Liberal peers.190

After Kenworthy’s defection, Simon had wryly commented that ‘Kenworthy having thus forced his fat body through the hedge you may be sure that a large number of sheep will go dribbling through the gap’.191 As it turned out, Simon’s unflattering analysis did have a ring of truth to it. Kenworthy was bulky – he had been a heavy-weight boxer; others did follow his path and their exit from the Liberal field did resemble the behavior of sheep; inasmuch as they tended to move in a common direction, but without an obvious leader or any meaningful communication between them. After Kenworthy, followed another eight Liberals who defected to Labour for similar reasons.

**Frederick Martin** was elected, at his first attempt, as Liberal MP for Aberdeenshire and Kincardineshire East in 1922. This seat illustrated the self-imposed difficulties with which the Liberal Party was afflicted. Martin’s only opponent was the incumbent National Liberal MP, Henry Cowan, who in turn had won in 1918 against only an Independent Liberal. Martin held the seat in 1923, before losing it in a three-cornered contest in 1924 to the Conservative, Robert Boothby. As well as the unusual nature of the political contests in the constituency, Martin was an unusual candidate in that he was blind; his eyesight having seriously deteriorated whilst he was in training for the armed forces during the Great War. However, this did not prevent his working as a journalist or as an MP. In the 1929 election, Martin transferred his candidature to the neighbouring seat of Aberdeenshire North-West.  
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seat of Aberdeenshire and Kincardineshire Central, where he again stood unsuccessfully as a Liberal. Martin supported Lloyd George’s policies to tackle unemployment and ‘believed that the Liberal Party had the means and measures to mitigate it, and they could find the finance’.  

However, four months after the 1929 election, Martin resigned from the Liberal Party to join Labour, saying that he wanted to pursue the same objectives, but by different means. He wrote cordially to Lloyd George that he hoped that ‘personal friendships will survive this rupture of political alliance.’ Martin was strongly against the National Government. For the 1931 and 1935 general elections, he returned to his old seat as a Labour candidate and was defeated again by Boothby.

Only five weeks after Martin’s defection, another Disillusioned Progressive joined the dribble to Labour. George Garro-Jones was one of only five new Liberal MPs to be elected in the 1924 general election, and the only one to have fought as a Lloyd George supporting National Liberal candidate in 1922. Garro-Jones served a single term as the Liberal MP for Hackney South from 1924 to 1929, during which time he displayed a confident and combative approach, speaking on a wide range of issues and being willing to challenge the Speaker’s authority. Despite his earlier loyalty to Lloyd George, Garro-Jones decided to abandon the Parliamentary Liberal Party, even though it was now under the sole control of his former mentor. He did not stand again in 1929; he would almost certainly have lost, had he done so, as Herbert Morrison won the seat for Labour with a
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majority of over 7,000 against Conservative, Communist and Liberal candidates; the latter coming third.

In early November 1929, Garro-Jones left the Liberal Party to join Labour, writing to MacDonald that in his opinion ‘all virile progressive opinion…must identify itself with the Labour movement’.

However, his political association with MacDonald was to be brief. Garro-Jones remained within the Labour Party after the 1931 split, but he did not contest that year’s election. He did stand again for Parliament in 1935, and was successful as the Labour candidate in Aberdeen North – the seat which William Wedgwood Benn had held for Labour from 1928 until his defeat in 1931. Garro-Jones’ election in 1935 gave him a ten-year lease on his parliamentary seat, during which time he was appointed to the newly-created war-time post of Parliamentary Secretary to the Ministry of Production. He stood down from the Commons at the 1945 election and was created Lord Trefgarne in 1947. However, his allegiance to the Labour Party eroded and in 1952 he decided to become a cross-bencher, explaining that he had been concerned to see the tendency to swing ‘from one extreme to another, which is bound to be very damaging to certain industries…I have always been a believer in compromise as being the essence of politics’.

In 1958, disillusioned with his isolated position in the Lords, he re-joined the Liberal Party, by then under the leadership of Jo Grimond.

Garro-Jones was a bold and talented individual, with a successful track record in the armed forces, a qualified barrister, a combative politician and later Chairman of the Television Advisory Committee. He was driven more by achievement than by party considerations.
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and was never firmly attached to any political grouping. He was a Disillusioned Progressive at many stages of his career, and not just when he decided to defect from the Liberal Party.

**Reginald Fletcher’s** career displayed striking similarities to that of Garro-Jones, although their career paths evolved from co-incidence and individual decisions when faced with similar situations, rather than any co-ordination or co-operation. Like Garro-Jones, Fletcher served a single term as a Liberal MP in the 1920s, defected to Labour in 1929, did not stand in 1929 or 1931, was elected at his first, and only, contest for Labour in 1935, held junior office during the war and ended up in the Lords, where he also drifted away from the Labour Party. Fletcher’s family background was Conservative.  

He served as Liberal MP for Basingstoke from 1923 to 1924 – the only Liberal tenure of that seat in over a century of Conservative domination. He then nursed Tavistock assiduously for three years, but lost at a by-election in 1928 by 173 votes, after the intervention of a Labour candidate. After this set-back, Fletcher began to wonder whether Labour was not ‘destined to take the place of the Liberal Party’. He joined the Labour Party in 1929, but although ‘in it, he was never really of it’.  

Having parted company with Ramsay MacDonald over support for the National Government, Fletcher was elected as Labour MP for Nuneaton in 1935, but in the House of Commons he spoke almost with the ‘detachment of an independent.’ In 1940 Fletcher became Parliamentary Private Secretary to the First Lord of the Admiralty, and in 1941, together with three other Labour members, he went to the Lords, taking the title Baron Winster. In 1945 Attlee
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invited Winster to be minister of civil aviation, which made him a minister of cabinet rank, but without a seat in the cabinet. In 1946 Winster was appointed Governor of Cyprus. Back in London, after February 1949, Winster took an even more independent line than ever before, and his ‘strictures on left-wing members of his party were biting’. 200

Like Fletcher, Harry Barnes remained a Liberal, fighting for the cause until a 1928 by-election defeat, before also defecting, disillusioned, to Labour. Barnes was an architect and town planner with a strong social conscience and a desire to see results for his efforts. He served a single term in the Commons, being elected as Coalition Liberal member for East Newcastle in 1918, but within a year of the election he crossed the floor of the House to sit as an Independent Liberal because he ‘felt that the Unionists were dominating coalition policy’. 201 He wrote to Guest saying that ‘I have for some time ceased to be in fact, a supporter of the Coalition. …The Prime Minister is a great Liberal in an impasse …his real supporters are his nominal opponents, while his real opponents are his nominal supporters…I must go where my heart is. There could be no place for me in a Conservative Party, and if the only choice was between it and Labour I would not hesitate, but it is not yet that. Liberalism still survives’. 202 Whilst Barnes wrote in respectful terms to Lloyd George, blaming the situation on the political circumstances of the times, Chief Whip, Guest drafted a reply which was sure to engender animosity:
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'When you offered yourself for election…you gained the active support of…the Coalition Unionists in the constituency…you actually appealed for this support…[T]he most elementary considerations of propriety and honesty make it necessary for you to give an opportunity [for your constituents] to decide whether they prefer to be represented by yourself, or by a Member with greater claims to constancy and stability.'\textsuperscript{203}

Unsurprisingly, the Executive Committee of the Newcastle East Unionist Association added their voice to the chorus of disapproval, expressing their dissatisfaction and calling for his resignation.\textsuperscript{204} Even after his change of allegiance between the Liberal factions, Barnes determined to retain his freedom of action. He wrote to the Independent Liberal Whip, Hogge, to warn him that: ‘If I have shown some measure of independence you will, I am sure, not expect it to diminish in the society of Independent Liberalism.'\textsuperscript{205}

When the 1922 election arrived, Barnes faced a National Liberal as well as a Labour opponent, who won the seat after the Liberal vote was split into two roughly equal parts.

Barnes abandoned national politics after his failure to win the by-election in Halifax in July 1928 for the Conservatives. Halifax had been a Liberal-held seat, and it was at a time when the Liberals were having some by-election successes. Instead, Barnes concentrated on his work as a town planner. From 1923 to 1925 Barnes served as an alderman on the London County Council. This period saw a collapse in Liberal/Progressive representation on the
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L.C.C. from a combined total of 31 councillors and aldermen to only six, whilst Labour representation increased from 19 to 41. At the L.C.C. Barnes came into contact with Herbert Morrison, Labour leader on the council from 1925, whose housing improvement schemes inspired him. In 1931 Barnes published *The Slum: its Story and Solution*, a major work which argued for high-quality publicly-funded housing. That year Barnes transferred his political allegiance to the Labour Party. However, he never stood for elected office under Labour colours and died in 1935.

**Ernest Simon** was elected to Manchester City Council in 1911 as a Liberal. Like Barnes, his primary concern was housing, but after the end of the War he began to consider whether he would be more at home in the Labour Party. However, seeing himself as an ‘autocratic’ employer with a gross income of £20,000 per year, he felt that he might be ‘rather a fish out of water’ in the Labour Party, even though ‘four fifths of the people whose political views he admired’ were in it. Simon was elected as Liberal MP for Manchester Withington at his second attempt in 1923, but after being defeated in 1924, he drew up a list of the pros and cons of remaining a Liberal: The Labour Party was clearly destined to be ‘the alternative party of the future’, but the Party’s commitment to ‘wholesale’ nationalisation bothered him. He was concerned that his commitment to a party which advocated socialism might complicate his business relations. Simon Carves Ltd, of which he was a Director, had dealings with colliery companies to whom the idea of nationalisation was anathema. Simon’s involvement with the Liberal Summer
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Schools reconfirmed his Liberal views and gave him an opportunity to contribute to party policy, including the industry ‘Yellow Book’. He was re-elected in his old constituency in 1929 and served briefly as Parliamentary Secretary to the Ministry of Health in the National Government, before being defeated at the 1931 election, standing as a Liberal in Penryn and Falmouth. Simon distanced himself from the Liberals and counted himself as an Independent after his ‘final disillusionment’ with party politics in 1931. He had already lost his council seat in 1925. Although his wife, Shena, joined the Labour Party in 1935, Simon remained unattached to any party until after the Second World War. He stood unsuccessfully as an Independent for the Combined English Universities seat on the death of the Independent (but Liberally-minded) Eleanor Rathbone in 1946. Simon then reassessed his political stance, using one of his lists of the pros and cons of joining the Labour Party, of which he had been on the brink twenty years earlier. This time the issue of nationalisation did not deter him, as the colliery owners had already accepted public ownership, so his business would not be affected. He joined his wife in the Labour Party in July 1946 and was elevated to the peerage the following year. He served as Chairman of the BBC, but played little role in the Lords.

**Harry Nathan** was one of eighteen new Liberal MPs elected at the 1929 election, of whom only two (James de Rothschild and James Scott) remained members of the Liberal Party for the rest of their careers. Frank Owen left temporarily with the Lloyd George Family Group in 1931. Eleven others went on to join the Liberal Nationals and four, including Nathan, defected to Labour. Barely more than a year after being elected,
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Nathan complained at a party meeting that the Liberal Party was ‘done for’.\textsuperscript{212} When the National Government was formed, Nathan remained in Samuel’s group, but soon became dissatisfied with his leader’s stance, feeling that Samuel should have withdrawn from the Government side of the House. In February 1933 Nathan moved a resolution at a party meeting that the Liberal Party should join Labour in opposition. He received no support for it and ceremoniously crossed the floor of the Commons, when the House was packed for Question Time, to sit on Opposition benches with the Lloyd George Family Group. Nathan wrote to Samuel on 7 February 1933, ‘I realize that this step involves, to my unfeigned regret, dissociating myself for the time from the Liberal Parliamentary Party…By remaining on the Ministerial side of the House and thus giving the semblance of support to the Government, the Liberal Party is in my opinion denying the beliefs and policies of Liberalism’.\textsuperscript{213} He was cold-shouldered by many of his old Liberal colleagues, but his constituency association in Bethnal Green endorsed his action. He met Labour Opposition leader George Lansbury to discuss his immediate acceptance of the Labour whip. Although they found themselves in general agreement, Nathan decided to wait for a time and see how far he was able to co-operate with Labour. On the eve of the summer recess in 1934 Nathan consulted Lloyd George. Nathan explained that he was thinking of joining Labour, but that he would not do so if Lloyd George felt that it would be ‘desertion’. Lloyd George told him that if he took this step Nathan would still retain his confidence.\textsuperscript{214}
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Nathan had shown courage at various stages in his career. He had served as a major in the Great War, surviving a bullet through the back of his head.\(^{215}\) He withstood, better than most of the defectors, the opprobrium of his former Liberal colleagues on deserting the party and he risked much of his income by his transfer of political allegiance. In the 1930s a Labour solicitor in the City was unlikely to be consulted by leading bankers and industrialists.\(^{216}\) Nathan unsuccessfully fought Cardiff South in the Labour interest in the 1935 general election, but was elected as Labour MP for Central Wandsworth at a by-election in 1937. In 1940 he was elevated to the Lords. He served in the Attlee government, his political career culminating in the post of Minister of Civil Aviation from 1946 to 1948.

The next of the Disillusioned Progressives to defect to Labour was another Jewish solicitor, **Barnett Janner**. Janner was a member of the 1931 intake of Liberal MPs, which had almost as high a propensity to defect as their preceding cohort. Of the twelve new Liberal MPs elected in 1931, only three remained loyal to the party for the remainder of their careers. Two joined the Conservatives, three (including Janner) defected to Labour and the others associated themselves with the Liberal Nationals.

Janner sat as Liberal MP for Whitechapel. He profoundly believed in the early 1930s in Liberal philosophies but found the party ‘impractical, disorganised and unlikely to achieve the results it sought’. After losing his seat at the 1935 general election, he found that he had lost the support of many of his Jewish constituents, who had switched to


\(^{216}\) Hyde, *Strong for Service*, 117.
Labour. Largely under the influence of Morgan Phillips, Janner followed the voters and joined the Labour Party in 1936.\textsuperscript{217} The Times commented that it was ‘a matter of no surprise to his friends’ that he changed his party allegiance.\textsuperscript{218} Janner was elected as a Labour MP in 1945 and served continuously until 1970, when he was given a life peerage. His son, Greville, succeeded him as Labour MP for Leicester North West. Janner’s change of party allegiance is a rare example of a Liberal defector to Labour who was almost entirely content with his new party. Janner’s most uncomfortable time was during the Suez Crisis, which brought a conflict of loyalties between his loyalties to his Jewish colleagues and to his party leader, Gaitskell who had condemned Israel’s part in the action.\textsuperscript{219}

\textbf{Edward (Lance) Mallalieu} was another of the 1931 cohort who defected from the Liberals to Labour. He represented Colne Valley, the seat which for which his father had sat as a Coalition Liberal from 1916 until his defeat in 1922. Lance Mallalieu was a ‘strong radical’ in his views, and found it difficult to support the National Government. When the Liberal Ministers resigned over the Ottawa agreements, Mallalieu reconsidered his position, and decided that he could no longer support the National Government. He crossed the floor of the House, and, though remaining a Liberal in name, felt that his political sympathies really lay with Labour.\textsuperscript{220} At the 1935 general election Mallalieu lost his seat to the Labour candidate, Ernest Marklew, by 3,779 votes. However, Marklew died in 1939 and Mallalieu stood as the Liberal candidate at the resulting by-election.
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This time his margin of defeat was over 8,000 votes and this was to be Mallalieu’s last attempt to return to Parliament as a Liberal. In 1945, partly due to the influence of his brother, Joseph, who was elected that year as a Labour MP, Lance Mallalieu joined the Labour Party. He was elected as Labour MP for Brigg at a by-election in 1948, where he sat until his retirement in February 1974.

**Lloyd George Objectors**

The events of 1915 to 1918 had created and solidified the split between the followers of Asquith and those of Lloyd George. Asquith, the more cool, aloof and intellectual of the two leaders, aroused strong loyalties in some quarters and despair and frustration in others. However, he did not catalyse the intense feelings that some applied to the more passionate, devious and quixotic Lloyd George. Liberal MPs who were antagonistic towards Asquith were not motivated to leave the party solely on the issue of personalities. However, Lloyd George was a controversial enough figure for his personality alone to be a reason for some to leave the party. There is also a practical reason why this was the case. For the duration of Asquith’s leadership of the party up to 1926, his detractors always had Lloyd George present as a leader-in-waiting and source of solace. After Asquith’s death, the Lloyd George detractors had no such alternative spiritual or potential leader to turn to within the party. William Wedgwood Benn and Mackenzie Livingstone defected from the Liberal Party to Labour because of their personal dislike of Lloyd George.
William Wedgwood Benn served as a Liberal Whip from February 1910 to May 1915. In this role he had close contact with Lloyd George, whom he initially admired, but later came to despise after the Marconi Scandal. Two days after being commissioned to form a government, Lloyd George telegraphed Benn, by then serving at the seaplane base at Port Said: ‘Will you accept the post of joint whip with Talbot [...] urgently need [your] help [...] you can render greater s[ervice] to war here now by serving in new government’. Benn appears to have been Lloyd George’s first, and, at that stage, only, choice as the Liberals’ Chief Whip to serve alongside the Unionists’ nominee, Edmund Talbot. Benn did not reject the offer out of hand, and believed that a better position could even have come his way. His first instinct was to consult his close friend, Reginald McKenna to find out how his former colleagues were responding to the unexpected changes in the administration. The same day, 8 December 1916, Benn wired McKenna: ‘Invited chief whip ignorant your position decide loyalty to you urge[nt].’ To be sure of getting the advice he most needed, Benn also telegraphed his father the following day: ‘offered chief whip consult McKenna urgent’. McKenna’s reply sealed Benn’s decision: ‘Asquith and all his [late] liberal colleagues are absent from ne[w] government’. This was all that Benn needed to know and that day he replied to the Prime Minister: ‘deeply grateful but prefer remain here godspeed new government.’ Benn’s father, clearly still considering the possibility that his son might join the government in some senior capacity, suggested that: ‘offer of office other th[an] c[hief]
Having talked to McKenna, Benn Senior eventually came to the conclusion: ‘nothing worth accepting’.227

The advice which Benn received was far from impartial, and his decision was influenced more by personal feelings than by the interests of the country, or of the Liberal Party. McKenna was one of Lloyd George’s keenest critics (see Chapter 4) and probably the least likely of all the former Liberal ministers to have transferred his allegiance to the new prime minister. He and Benn’s father also concluded that on a purely personal level, Benn ‘would not be happy as Chief Whip’.228 On the basis of this advice (and it appears from the surviving records, this advice alone), Benn rejected the post of joint Chief Whip. This one decision, perhaps above all others, could have changed the course of Liberal Party history. Had Benn accepted the position of Chief Whip and remained in the post, he could have provided a vital link between the Asquithians and the Coalition Liberals. He would then also have prevented Freddie Guest, probably the single most divisive figure in the disintegration of the party, from holding the post.229

Instead, Benn continued his military career. In 1918 he refused to support the Coalition Liberals, but was elected for Leith against Coalition Conservative and Labour opposition. He looked forward to the demise of the Coalition and the end of Lloyd George’s premiership, gloating that there were ‘plenty of heroes getting ready to dance on his
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advertised. 234 This deterred him from leaving the Liberals for the time being, although the thought had crossed his mind as early as February 1924. However, at that time he saw ‘no point in abandoning the Party at this moment’. 235 Benn remained in the Liberal Party while Asquith was still nominally the leader, but he had a realistically low expectation for the Liberals’ performance at the 1924 election, seeing it as the ‘suicide of the Liberal Party. [But] Perhaps it is better boldly to commit hara kiri that to await senile decay.’ 236 The result was even worse than he had imagined. After the election, at which Asquith lost his seat, but Benn retained his, Benn went to the party meeting at the Reform Club, ready to oppose any move by Asquith to anoint Lloyd George as his successor in the Commons. He was unsure how much support he would get, but he had prepared a statement and was poised to deliver it. ‘I thought the moment had arrived, and recapitulated my points mentally. Not a single word, however, about Ll.G…I felt like an anarchist with a bomb in his hand who learns that the route of the Royal procession has been altered.’ 237 Instead, Benn resorted to a campaign against Lloyd George by telephone 238 and in the press; having a letter published in the Daily News, offering the opinion that ‘The people have no confidence, and rightly so, in Mr. Lloyd George’. 239 He received the support of George Thorne and McKenzie Livingstone, but confided that newspaper comment on his letter was ‘universally critical and hostile’, whilst letters from Leith showed very considerable differences of opinion. 240
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After Labour’s defeat, he visited his Leith constituency and noted the ‘intense gloom’ among Liberals and a ‘steady almost overwhelming slide’ to Labour.\(^{241}\) In the Commons he recorded the change of atmosphere: ‘The relations between ourselves and Labour have completely changed. In place of the pin pricks and suspicions of the last Parliament, there is a very warm feeling of friendship.’\(^{242}\) Benn organised a dinner for dissident Liberals opposed to Lloyd George including Thorne, Trevelyon Thomson, Percy Harris, Mrs Hopkin Morris (but not her husband, Rhys), Livingstone, Kenworthy and Crawfurd, at which Trevy Thomson raised the question as to ‘whether or not we were an Opposition Party: a strange question to be raised in the Liberal Party under a Tory Government.’\(^{243}\)

Relations with his constituency Liberal association declined after Benn sent them an open letter saying that he did not support Lloyd George as party leader.\(^{244}\) In February 1926 he was subject to a vote of censure by his local party.\(^{245}\) After the General Strike, Benn drafted a letter declaring Lloyd George ‘unfit for leadership’. Kenworthy was unwilling to sign this because he was sympathetic to Lloyd George over the strike. Benn noted ruefully that the Parliamentary Liberal Party was being asked to pass a public vote of censure on Asquith, who had for forty years ‘stood by Liberalism, not always, perhaps, going fast or far enough, but always down the straight road.’ He asked what common ground there was between himself and Guest who had ‘pleaded’ for unity.\(^{246}\)
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Ironically, Kenworthy, who usually opposed Lloyd George, supported him on the Strike, but still defected to Labour in October 1926, while Benn remained in the Liberal Party until the following January. In the meantime Kenworthy had resigned his seat and won it back under Labour colours in the resulting by-election. Benn, a man of principle, felt that he would be honour-bound to resign his seat, if he too were to defect. The problem for Benn was that Leith already had a Labour candidate in place, whereas Kenworthy had not had a Labour opponent in any of his four previous elections in Hull. Benn resigned his seat, accepting that he would have to wait for another opportunity to return to the Commons. He wrote to his constituency Liberal association:

‘The Country needs above all, an alternative to Conservatism. On which side Mr. Lloyd George’s Party will use its strength after the next Election is not known. I firmly believe therefore that the Labour Party provides the only…alternative… This decision involves the honourable obligation to resign my seat. I have always considered that obligation as being unconditional; it has never been part of any bargain. The choice of a candidate rests with the Leith Labour Party…. Whoever is selected to advance the Labour Cause will have my goodwishes and support’. 247

Benn wrote sadly to Asquith, ‘the only leader I have ever had’, 248 and received the baleful reply: ‘I regret more than I can say the decision which you have persuaded yourself to take.’ 249 Benn had to wait until the following year to find an opportunity to stand for Labour; winning a comfortable by-election victory at Aberdeen North in August
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1928, following the death of the sitting Labour MP. He held the seat with an increased majority in 1929 and joined MacDonald’s second cabinet, as Secretary of State for India. On the formation of the National Government, Benn parted company from MacDonald; going down to a massive defeat at the hands of his Conservative opponent in Aberdeen North at the 1931 election. Benn returned to the Commons in 1937 and, in 1942, was elevated to the Lords as first Viscount Stansgate. Having served as an Air Commodore in the Second World War, he was appointed Secretary of State for Air in the 1945 Labour government. Benn’s principles had led to his political career being disjointed, but nonetheless he achieved high office and served as a minister until the age of nearly seventy. He was taken ill in the House of Lords while waiting to speak, at the age of 83, and died the following day. However, his political influence was to continue, as his death was the catalyst for a campaign by his Labour MP son, Tony, which led to the 1963 Peerage Act, allowing the renunciation of hereditary peerages.

Mackenzie Livingstone sat for the Western Isles as Liberal MP from 1923 to 1929, having previously narrowly lost twice in Inverness at the hands of a sole Coalition, then National, Liberal opponent. After Asquith’s 1924 defeat, Livingstone, a strong supporter of his defeated leader, had tried to prevent Lloyd George’s taking on the party leadership, proposing that ‘until Mr. Asquith returns to the House of Commons or until the end of the session the Chief Whip do act as Chairman at the Party Meetings.’

250 Livingstone to Collins, 27 November 1924, LG/G/5/1/7, Lloyd George Papers. In the Commons, Livingstone was a close associate of Kenworthy and Benn. By the time of the 1929 election, the latter two had left the Liberals, but Livingstone had stayed. Despite having a
solid majority and having tolerated Lloyd George’s leadership and policies for the past
three years, Livingstone withdrew as a candidate for re-election, less than a month before
the 1929 election declaring:

‘I have decided with great regret not to seek re-election…The chairman of the
Parliamentary party has given to the country a definite pledge…to reduce
unemployment in the course of a single year to normal proportions without adding
one penny to the national or local taxation. I am…in complete sympathy with the
policy of alleviating the bitter hardships of unemployment…but the promise given
is one with which I am quite unable to associate myself, for I have grave doubts as
to the possibility of its fulfilment… It may be that in the future an opportunity
presents itself for further service’.\(^{251}\)

Livingstone’s resignation came as a total surprise to his local party, who regarded him as
having ‘dropped a bomb’ into the Liberal camp. The constituency Liberal association
responded by urgently asking party headquarters for the names of potential candidates
who had to be ‘in full sympathy with Mr. Lloyd George’s policy and loyal to the party
leader.’\(^{252}\) Their wish was not entirely fulfilled. Thomas Ramsay, the defeated 1922
National Liberal candidate for Glasgow Shettleston was drafted in. He won the seat in
1929 and held it in 1931. However, on the formation of the National Government, he did
not follow Lloyd George’s lead; instead following Simon.

\(^{251}\) Stornoway Gazette and West Coast Advertiser, 3 May 1929, p5, col e.
\(^{252}\) Ibid, 10 May 1929, p5, col a.
Despite his veiled reference to an opportunity for ‘future service’, Livingstone never sought re-election under any party colours. However, he continued to be a thorn in the side of the Liberal Party, writing to *The Times* in November 1929;

> ‘The humiliation of the Liberal Party continues. It is once more being offered for sale to Mr. Lloyd George…There is one step now clearly necessary to those who still claim the name of Liberal, and that is to sever all connexion with the present leadership of the party and to refuse to participate in a fund whose sinister origins can bring no credit to the party’. 253

Livingstone became a supporter of National Labour and was knighted during the National Government, in 1933. Other former Liberals also found their way into National Labour, and were rewarded with titles or office.

**MacDonald Supporter Careerists**

The MacDonald Supporter Careerists tended to have successful careers outside politics and were not very party minded, or politically principled. They were influenced by their friendship with Ramsay MacDonald, flattered by his approaches and willing to take office under his leadership. In return they received rewards. All followed MacDonald into the National Government.
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Sydney Arnold was elected as Liberal MP for Holmfirth (later Penistone) at a by-election in June 1912. He did not vote on the Registration Bill in 1915, but he opposed conscription and became increasingly out of step with the Liberal Party, to the point of becoming ‘fanatically hostile’ in his opposition to the Military Service Bill. However, he stood again in the 1918 general election and was one of only four Liberal War Policy Objectors who retained their seats as Liberals. In 1921 Arnold resigned his seat on health grounds and the following year he joined the Labour Party, where he came to have a significant influence on policy through his relationship with MacDonald. Arnold did not stand again for the Commons, but was given a peerage on 12 February 1924 and served as Parliamentary Under Secretary for the Colonies in the first Labour government. He accompanied MacDonald on a nationwide speaking tour leading up to the 1929 election. He was appointed Paymaster General in 1929, but resigned in March 1931, due, again, to ill-health. His influence over MacDonald waned and Arnold felt neglected. Kenworthy observed the breach and afterwards explained that Buxton, Ponsonby and Arnold all thought that they were in MacDonald’s confidence and all were disillusioned. The Arnold case was typical. Arnold was considered ‘the confidant…and made no enemies. There was no breach, no quarrel’. MacDonald simply ‘dropped’ Arnold. On the formation of the National Government, Arnold parted company from MacDonald. During the 1930s he became alienated over Labour foreign policy, which he thought made war more likely.

254 Memorandum, Guest to Lloyd George, 8 March 1919, LG/F/3/5, Lloyd George Papers.
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and he resigned his Labour Party membership in March 1938. However, the other MacDonald Supporter Careerists all followed MacDonald into the National Government.

By mid November 1915 Richard Denman had fallen out with his local constituency association in Carlisle, who passed a vote of no-confidence in him and resolved to find an alternative candidate. However, his career was full of surprises. It was reported in the national press that the prominent UDC member and ‘peace crank M.P. for Carlisle, has obtained a commission in the Royal Artillery’. Denman did not contest his seat in 1918, but stood again as a Liberal in 1922 in Newcastle-upon-Tyne West and also in 1923, when he was invited back to re-contest his old seat of Carlisle as the Liberal candidate, but finished bottom of the poll. During the Labour Government’s first period of office he was Liberal candidate for Mid-Cumberland, but he later explained that the action of the Liberal Party in helping to ‘turn out’ the Labour Government ended his connection with his party, and that he soon joined the Labour Party. At the 1924 election, he wrote to the local press to assert that ‘the Liberal policy meant a determination at once to substitute a Conservative for a Labour Government. To that policy neither I nor thousands of other Liberals could be accessories. I could only fight as an Independent and my offer in that matter was not accepted.’ In December 1924 he explained that he had concluded that the Liberal Party’s powers of ‘preventing both Protection and Socialism, are exercised at the undue cost of hindering the fulfilment of its

257 Carlisle Journal, 16 November 1915, Sir Richard Denman Papers, temporary box no 1, folder E, Bodleian Library.
258 Daily Express, 1 December 1915, Denman Papers, temporary box no 1, folder E.
259 Denman election address, May 1929, Denman Papers, temporary box no 1, folder F.
260 Denman to Mid Cumberland and Westmorland Herald, 21 October 1924, Denman Papers, temporary box no 4, folder 4(5).
own positive aims’. ‘My own conception of Liberalism forbids me to remain a member of a party more effective in prevention than in positive achievement.’

Denman served as Labour, and then National Labour, MP for Leeds Central from 1929 to 1945. He hesitated over supporting the National Government in 1931, but decided that he would give his backing, although he regretted ‘more deeply than you will imagine a temporary severance from those whose fellowship in politics I have valued so highly. They will never find me in any other party’.

Denman’s brother, the third Lord Denman, remained loyal to the Liberal Party throughout his career.

Ernest Lamb was another of the Liberals who entered the Commons in 1906 and left in 1918, who then reappeared as a Labour peer in the 1930s. Lamb sat for Rochester, being elected at his first attempt and retiring from the House of Commons at the 1918 general election. He appeared on Labour platforms in the 1924 and 1929 elections. He was elevated to the peerage in January 1931 and also followed MacDonald into the National Government, where he was much more active than some of his other co-defectors. Lamb took on the role of Paymaster-General from November 1931 to December 1935, although he had had no previous ministerial experience.

The most high-profile of the MacDonald Supporter Careerists was William Jowitt. He was a highly capable and ambitious lawyer, but, in politics, even he accepted that he lacked conviction. He was insecure, indecisive and sensitive. With nine older sisters, and
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a vicar for a father, Jowitt relied on external guidance when making major decisions. His first term in parliament was as Liberal MP for Hartlepool from 1922 to 1924. Even during this time his party allegiance seemed malleable. In March 1924 Jowitt wrote to Spears that if he were a voter in the Abbey Division, Churchill would almost certainly have his vote, but that he was ‘dependent to such a large extent on the goodwill of the Labour voters in my constituency that I cannot express publicly what I have expressed privately to you.’

Less than a year later Jowitt was seeking reassurance and direction from William Wedgwood Benn, who was then pondering his own defection. Benn recorded in his diary that Jowitt was ‘tortured to know what to do’; ‘he wants to join the Labour Party, but is afraid it would affect his briefs.’

Jowitt lost his Hartlepool seat in 1924, but his request to fight Preston as a Liberal at the next election was granted and he was duly elected there in May 1929. However, he had already been sounded out two years earlier by his close friend, Ramsay MacDonald, about serving in a future Labour government. Immediately after the 1929 election MacDonald asked Jowitt to serve as Attorney-General. After a painful interview with Lloyd George, Jowitt accepted. He received severe criticism from the bar and from all parties, and he and his wife were ostracized. Jowitt resigned his seat, causing a by-election, which he won under his new party colours, without any Liberal opposition.

Even after Jowitt had made his decision to join Labour, he continued to obsess about his lack of convictions. He wrote to Lord Buckmaster, pouring out his self-doubt, almost to
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the exclusion of commiserating with Buckmaster, who had just suffered the death of his daughter, ‘I have tried for once to shew courage & unselfishness – I’ve funked it previously… I was feeling utterly wretched…I am much too sensitive to pretend I didn’t mind’. 267 Jowitt confided: ‘I could have wished the request to serve had never been made.’ 268

In the opinion of his friend, Kenworthy when the election of 1931 was decided upon Jowitt should immediately have rejoined the Labour Party. For days he hesitated, commenting: ‘My heart is in politics…I shall never be happy outside the House of Commons; and I know I have no future with the Tories’. Kenworthy believed that Jowitt ‘just lacked the ultimate courage’. MacDonald had been on the closest terms with the Jowitts but the Prime Minister adopted ‘freezing tactics’. 269 In the 1931 election, Jowitt did eventually stand as a National Labour candidate, for the Combined English Universities, although he had previously advocated the abolition of the university franchise. He was expelled from the Labour Party and defeated at the election. Reflecting on his situation in November 1931, Jowitt wished he had had ‘some convictions’. 270 A year later MacDonald put pressure on the Conservative Party to find a seat for Jowitt, but without success. Jowitt tried to be re-admitted to the Labour Party before the 1935 election, writing to George Lansbury to ask for re-instatement to the list of eligible candidates. Lansbury replied that the ‘movement is more suspicious of middle class and professional people than ever before, but there is a real friendly feeling towards you and
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some others in some quarters though strong opposition in others… I do not think MacDonald Snowden Thomas and some others could or would come back’. 271 In 1936 Jowitt was readmitted to the Labour Party and in October 1939 he was re-elected in an unopposed by-election. He went on to reach the Lord Chancellorship in 1945 and to receive an earldom – his legal abilities outweighing his weak convictions.

**George Croydon Marks**, an engineer by profession, sat as a Liberal MP from 1906 for Launceston, subsequently Cornwall North, as a ‘generally a silent member’, never making ‘an outstanding speech.’ After his eighteen years in the House of Commons ended in defeat in 1924, he provided a behind-the-scenes link between the Liberal Party and Ramsay MacDonald, with whom he had developed a close personal friendship. 272 According to his biographer, after the election on 30 May 1929, Marks had a ‘change of heart and he surprised many of his friends and former colleagues’ by announcing that he was leaving the Liberals and joining the Labour Party. Without making any connection between the two events, the biography explains that ‘on 11 July 1929 it was announced that Marks had been ‘elevated to the Peerage on the recommendation of the new Prime Minister’. 273 It would be hard to imagine that the two events were unconnected, especially in view of the fact that the recipient had to confirm his willingness to accept the peerage. Marks justified himself to his local paper, using Jowitt’s actions as a precedent:
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‘I can see no reason at all why Liberals of my way of thinking should remain outside in an impotent position when they could possibly be of great assistance in giving to Mr. MacDonald the support that he needs…What Mr Jowitt has done is quite consistent with his attitude as a progressive Liberal…I believe that the differences between Liberals of my way of thinking and the members of Mr. MacDonald’s present Ministry are very slight.’

Marks was introduced to the Lords on 18 July 1929 by Lords Parmoor and Arnold. He accompanied MacDonald on a visit to Washington and Toronto in October of that year and, after their return, continued to act as a link between MacDonald and members of the Liberal Party. Marks remained loyal to MacDonald literally to the bitter end and was there to meet MacDonald’s body when it was returned to Plymouth, after his death on a cruise liner in 1937.

Willoughby Dickinson was an old Etonian barrister, elected in the 1906 Liberal landslide for St. Pancras North. He was an outspoken advocate of women’s suffrage. He held the seat until his defeat in 1918, when he faced a Coalition Conservative opponent who claimed that, had Dickinson been a ‘wholehearted supporter’ of the Coalition Government, he would have withdrawn in his favour; but he found it impossible to do so after Dickinson voted against the Government in the Maurice Debate. Dickinson made one further attempt to regain his old seat as a Liberal in 1922, but he slipped to the bottom of the poll. Dickinson was elevated as a Labour peer in January 1930, and

274 Cornish Times, 21 June 1929, p8, col c.  
275 Lane, Marks of Woolwich, 126-7.  
276 The Times, 10 December 1918, p10, col e.
followed MacDonald on the formation of the National Government. He only ever played a very limited role in the Upper House, speaking around twice a year. This was in sharp contrast to his frequent interventions during his period in the Commons, where he made over 80 speeches in his last year. Dickinson introduced Lamb to the Lords, when Lamb was created Lord Rochester the year after his own elevation, although Lamb had been a member of the Labour Party for six years before Dickinson had joined.

**Rightward Drift Objectors**

The ‘Rightward Drift Objectors’ were Liberal MPs and former MPs who objected to Clement Davies’ leading the Liberal Party in a perceived rightward direction during the late 1940s to the mid 1950s. The first and most independent-minded of the Rightward Drift Objectors was Tom Horabin. Horabin was the ‘Radical-Liberal’ victor in a bitterly contested by-election in July 1939. In four of the five pre-war by-elections of 1939 contested by the Liberals, including North Cornwall, the party’s share of the vote had increased. During the war, Horabin was among a small minority of MPs prepared to criticise the government’s policies in the Commons, despite his personal admiration for Churchill. This alienated Horabin from the Liberal leadership, but aligned him with Clement Davies, then on his way from the Liberal Nationals via a period as an independent before he re-joined the Liberals in 1942. By 1943 Davies’ views were
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radically left wing and he even went as far as proposing the formation of a new radical party, which he intended to lead, in opposition to Churchill.278

Davies and Horabin developed a close working relationship and earned Violet Bonham Carter’s opinion of them as ‘lunatics and pathological cases’.279 Davies and Horabin were associated with the Radical Action Group, along with Richard Acland, before his departure to Common Wealth. Acland’s father had sat for North Cornwall until his death, which had occasioned the by-election, at which Horabin had been elected. In October 1944 Horabin published a book Politics Made Plain: What the next general election will really be about – a radical anti-Conservative polemic, urging an electoral arrangement between the Liberals, Labour and Common Wealth. Horabin’s views placed him well to the left of Liberal thinking at the time, but they were not significantly divergent from Lloyd George’s industrial policies of 1929.

The 1945 election swept away all the leaders of the Liberal Party – Sinclair, Beveridge and Harris. Horabin and Davies were among the twelve survivors and Davies emerged as party leader. He appointed Horabin as Chief Whip. Ironically, in view of the later defections of the Rightward Drift Objectors, Davies set out a direction for the party, which former leader Sinclair considered to be dangerously close to ‘outflanking Labour on the left’.280 Perhaps this initial position raised false hopes among the more left-wing Liberal MPs, but as political reality set in, Davies appeared to move the party’s position

278 Davies to his son, Stanley, 3 November 1943, C/1/16, Clement Davies Papers, National Library of Wales.
280 Sinclair to Samuel, 9 August 1945, SAM/A/155/11, Samuel Papers, Parliamentary Archives.
closer to that of the Conservatives. This was partly a reflection of the order in which Labour policies were enacted. Davies supported many of Labour’s early nationalisation plans, but, on pragmatic organisational grounds, opposed the nationalisation of the steel industry. This effectively moved the Liberal Party’s position from one supporting Labour, to one allying themselves with the Tories. This was not the only practical reason why Davies appeared to move the party in a rightward direction. As the next general election approached, Davies was concerned to avoid contests with Conservatives wherever he could. Davies had a difficult task balancing the competing demands from the left and right wings of the party – and all the MPs could readily be categorised on one or other wing, rather than in the centre. In a small, polarised party, liable to veer off in a different direction if given a hard enough tug on the tiller, individual MPs were tempted to flex their muscles. Davies was a weak leader in a difficult situation. He admitted that his position was one of ‘almost supine weakness for if I give full expression to a definite course of action that at once leads to trouble and a threatened split.’

Horabin was not the first defector to leave the party under Davies’ leadership. Gwilym Lloyd-George had been in the process of moving towards the Conservatives, almost by stealth since 1945 (see Chapter 4). However, Horabin’s was the first leftward departure under Davies’ tenure. There was no great personal rupture. Horabin resigned as Chief Whip in March 1946, writing to Davies that a Whip ‘is expected to be seen and not heard, and that is not in accordance with my temperament’. Lady Rhys-Williams, wife of Liberal defector Rhys Williams (see Chapter 4) and head of the Liberal Party’s
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Publications and Publicity Committee resigned her post in protest at Horabin’s increasingly left wing pronouncements. In October 1946 Horabin wrote again to Davies, this time announcing that he would leave the Liberal Party, to sit as an independent Liberal. Just over a year later, in November 1947, he joined the Labour Party, writing to Attlee that ‘there was no place…for any party standing between…Labour…and the Tory Party’.283 Once inside the Labour Party, Horabin gravitated to the left and was a signatory to the 1950 Keeping Left pamphlet.284 He did not want to fight against his Liberal former colleagues by contesting North Cornwall for Labour, so at the 1950 election he stood in Exeter, losing and ending his political career. Ironically, had Horabin remained in North Cornwall, his Liberal opponent would have been Dingle Foot, who later also defected from the Liberals to Labour in protest at the rightward drift.

Horabin’s departure was an individual act, not co-ordinated with any of his colleagues. The other defections by the Rightward Drift Objectors did display signs of collusion and attempts, generally unsuccessful, at co-ordination. Horabin was also the only one of the Rightward Drift Objectors to defect whilst still in the Commons; the others had lost their seats before they defected.

Geoffrey Mander, member of the family which owned the eponymous paint business, sat as Liberal MP for Wolverhampton East. From 1832 to 1945 the seat had only had four MPs – all Liberal, the last of whom was Mander, elected in 1929. It was one of the last urban Liberal strongholds. However, in 1945 the seat fell to Labour. Early in his

283 The Times, 19 November 1947, p2.
parliamentary career, Mander had been approached by MacDonald, who had asked him: ‘Are you coming over?’ Mander’s reaction at the time was that ‘the question astonished me as I had no intention of deserting.’ However, after Mander lost his seat in 1945, his attitude changed and he felt that it became necessary for many Liberals, if they wished to remain in active politics, to decide which party they should join, advising:

‘For a Right Wing Liberal the choice was easy, if they could describe themselves as Conservative, Tory, National Liberal Conservative, Liberal National Conservative, National, or any other combination of the words, with complete sincerity, but Liberals of the Left had no such engaging variety of adjectives to choose from. They had to be Labour and nothing else if they joined the Party.’

Between his defeat and his announcing his adherence to Labour in June 1948, Mander was wooed by the local Conservative Party with the offer of their standing aside in his favour, if he would adopt a hybrid party label, containing ‘Liberal’ and ‘Conservative’ or ‘Unionist’. However, after a meeting of the East Wolverhampton Liberal Association in November 1947, Mander confirmed that he would not fight under any other name but Liberal. Once this potential avenue of return to Parliament had been closed off, Mander announced that he was joining Labour, commenting: ‘when I joined the Labour Party, I did not find it necessary to alter in any way my view of politics. [I] had always found myself in general sympathy with its objectives’. Sympathy was certainly not what Sinclair felt, when he heard a rumour of Mander’s impending defection: ‘A silly ass
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wrote to me the other day that you were joining the Labour Party! If the noise of my answering rocket should by any chance reach your ears, don’t for a moment suspect me of taking him seriously!’ Mander’s defection, once confirmed, did cause a rupture with Sinclair. Mander did not contest any further elections. In common with Richard Acland, Mander left his home to the National Trust.

Of all the Liberal MPs since 1910, Edgar Granville was the most prolific defector and the longest-lived; he reached his hundredth birthday two days before he died. Granville was elected as a Liberal in 1929, for Eye, became a Liberal National in 1931, returning to the Liberals in 1945 after a spell as an independent, only to defect to Labour in 1952, after he had lost his Commons seat. After being ennobled as a Labour peer, he continued his litany of defections in the Lords, leaving the Labour Party in the mid 1970s, to sit as a cross-bencher.

Granville, together with Emrys Roberts and Megan Lloyd George, became increasingly at odds with Clement Davies during the 1945 to 1951 Parliaments. On one occasion, Granville, Roberts and Lloyd George even voted against a Liberal Party amendment, to which all three had actually put their names. Granville justified their actions by arguing that the Liberal motion was being used as a ‘cat’s paw’ by the Conservatives to bring down the Labour government. Granville, Roberts and Megan Lloyd George all lost their seats at the 1951 election; perversely strengthening the position of Davies as leader of the Liberal Party, as his three harshest critics were removed from the parliamentary party.
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After his defeat, Granville quickly moved to join Labour, in January 1952, much to the chagrin of Megan Lloyd George, who was not consulted before his defection.\(^{290}\)

Granville’s change of party allegiance was smoother than that of most defectors, partly because he encouraged his local association only to operate for the six months before each polling day. He therefore had a fairly free hand to take his own political positions, without referring back to a committee during the course of each Parliament. Granville stood in his old seat of Eye, for Labour, in the 1955 general election. The Liberal vote slumped from 36.1% to 11.8%, whilst the Labour vote rose from 23.3% to 43.2%, suggesting that Granville received a large personal vote; he was only 889 votes short of beating the Conservative candidate. Granville made one further attempt to regain Eye, in 1959, but his margin of defeat widened. In 1967, he was elevated to the House of Lords by Harold Wilson, and initially sat as a Labour peer, before becoming a cross-bencher during the 1970s.\(^{291}\)

David Lloyd George predicted in 1938 that his son, Gwilym, would go to the right and his daughter, Megan, to the left. The two siblings waited until after their father’s death before changing parties, but they did fulfil their father’s prediction. Megan Lloyd George’s character contrasted strongly with that of her brother. Whilst Gwilym was conciliatory and diplomatic, Megan was outspoken, robust, disorganised and bore grudges. She had persuaded Gwilym not to go to their father’s second wedding. Like Granville, Megan Lloyd George was a Liberal MP from 1929 until her defeat in 1951. She sat for Anglesey. As a defensive tactic, to try and maintain her loyalty, Davies


appointed Megan Lloyd George Deputy Leader of the Liberal Party in January 1949. The party had managed without a deputy leader before her appointment, and the size of the party (ten MPs) hardly warranted the additional position. The appointment was less than successful; on accepting the position, Lloyd George advocated that the party should adopt radical policies and shed ‘our right wing’.\(^\text{292}\) In her mind, the ‘right wing’ probably included her party leader. In 1951 Megan Lloyd George’s radical group, the parliamentary remnant of Radical Action, was engaged in talks with Labour MPs about a possible mass defection of radical Liberals to Labour.\(^\text{293}\) Although she lost her seat in the 1951 general election, Lloyd George waited until April 1955 before defecting to Labour. She contributed to Labour’s general election campaign that year, but did not stand herself. Her defection had been encouraged by Philip Noel-Baker, a Labour MP, with whom she had a long term affair. Another factor weighing on the situation was that Megan was the only female Liberal MP at the time when there were few female MPs in the Commons - the majority of them being Labour members. Megan had therefore developed strong social links within the Labour Party.

In November 1956, Rhys Hopkin Morris, one of only six remaining Liberal MPs, died. Megan Lloyd George was adopted by Labour to stand in Carmarthen, the seat which Morris had held. Morris had been an outspoken critic of Megan’s father throughout his parliamentary career, including his being the only MP who had dissented when David Lloyd George was proposed for the re-election to the party leadership in 1929. The selection of Megan Lloyd George to stand for Labour, in this previously Liberal-held

\(^{292}\) Wyburn-Powell, *Clement Davies*, 175.
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seat, generated much animosity within her former party. A song including the line ‘Lady Megan is a traitor’ was later sung at Liberal Party conferences. Megan Lloyd George won the Carmarthen by-election in February 1957 and held the seat until her death in May 1966 – having been re-elected in the general election of that year, but having played no part in the campaign due to her suffering from terminal cancer.

Megan’s defection had deprived the Liberal Party of its last member of the Lloyd George family. However, the transfer had not been a total success from her point of view. Noel-Baker broke off his relationship with Lloyd George after the death of his own wife and Lloyd George was not entirely happy in her new party, where she did not play a prominent role and she did not receive ministerial office in the 1964 Labour government.

Within the Liberal Party Lloyd George had been close to Dingle Foot, and there had been plans for Foot, Lloyd George and others to make a mass defection to Labour. However, Lloyd George had pre-empted the move by announcing her own defection, without coordinating her transfer with the others. Like Megan Lloyd George, Dingle Foot came from a prominent Liberal Family. His father, Isaac, sat as a Liberal MP and his brother, John, became a Liberal life peer. (Another brother, Hugh, was also given a life peerage after serving as a diplomat, but the third brother, Michael, became leader of the Labour Party.) Dingle Foot was elected as Liberal MP for Dundee in 1931 and sat until his defeat in 1945. He made two further unsuccessful attempts to re-enter the House of Commons as a Liberal - in 1950 and 1951, in North Cornwall, despite the intense mutual
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dislike between Foot and party leader, Davies.  

Although his close alliance with Megan Lloyd George failed to result in a concerted defection between them to Labour, Foot did coordinate his defection with Wilfrid Roberts, jointly writing to Gaitskell in 1956:

‘We have decided to join the Labour Party…the Liberal leaders and members of Parliament have appeared incapable of pursuing any consistent theme save that they have shown fairly constant preference for voting with the Conservative Party. Indeed, since 1951 they have presented…the extraordinary spectacle of a Liberal Parliamentary Party giving general support to a Tory Government…It is merely an indication of the general drift to the right’.  

Foot did then follow in Megan Lloyd George’s footsteps, by returning to Parliament as a Labour MP at a by-election in 1957 – in his case at Ipswich. Unlike Lloyd George, Foot’s career did initially prosper within the Labour Party. Foot was appointed Solicitor-General in 1964, but he resigned over the Labour Party’s policies on Rhodesia in 1967. In 1970 he lost his seat, after an election campaign in which he was clearly out of step with the Labour Party, particularly over his party’s commitments to immigration restrictions. Even at the 1957 Ipswich by-election, Foot’s views had stayed essentially Liberal; he supported the Common Market in principle, home ownership and House of Lords reform. Foot was always a radical, and never really a socialist. It is doubtful if he ever felt at home in the Labour Party.  

In 1976, Foot took as the theme for his one publication, *British...* 
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*Political Crises*, the collapse of the Liberal Party, calling it the ‘principal tragedy of British politics in modern times’. ²⁹⁹

The one former Liberal MP who did co-ordinate his defection with Foot was **Wilfrid Roberts**. Roberts won Cumberland North for the Liberals in 1935, in the absence of a Labour opponent. He held the seat in a straight fight with a Conservative in 1945, by a wafer-thin margin of 198 votes. Roberts would have been Sinclair’s choice as Chief Whip, had Sinclair retained his seat and the party leadership in 1945.³⁰⁰ Roberts had a reasonable claim to the party leadership in 1945 – having served for ten years as a Liberal MP and having been Sinclair’s Parliamentary Private Secretary, while the latter was serving as Secretary of State for Air in the wartime coalition. Instead, Clement Davies was chosen. The fact that seven of the twelve Liberal MPs elected in 1945 sat for Welsh seats may well have been the decisive factor in favour of Davies, the Montgomeryshire MP. Also, as Davies was a much older candidate (Davies was sixty-one compared to Roberts’ forty-four), this probably meant that the younger MPs saw Davies only as a short-term stand-in leader, who would create an opportunity for a successor in the not-too-distant future.³⁰¹ Roberts therefore had reason to feel overlooked for preferment and his left-wing views encouraged his association with the other disaffected left-wingers, Megan Lloyd George and Edgar Granville. Roberts lost his seat in 1950 and joined Labour at the same time as Dingle Foot, in July 1956. Roberts contested Hexham for Labour in 1959, but was unsuccessful and played no further part in national politics.

³⁰⁰ Sinclair to Samuel, 9 August 1945, SAM/A/155/11, Samuel Papers.
³⁰¹ Wyburn-Powell, *Clement Davies*, 143.
For the Rightward Drift Objectors, their very defection caused the party to move to the right, by removing the more left-wing members. The departure of the Rightward Drift Objectors by 1956 marked the end of any pattern of defections from the Liberals to Labour. In over half a century since then only two other MPs have defected to Labour – one was a defector from Labour only four years previously – Paul Marsden (see Chapter 8), the other was Bill Pitt, in 1996.

**Bill Pitt** was the first Liberal-SDP Alliance by-election victor, in October 1981. In fact the Alliance was one stop on a political journey which took Pitt from the Conservatives, via the Alliance to Labour. He was Chairman of the South Norwood Young Conservatives from 1959 to 1960, but joined the Liberal Party in the 1960s. He first stood as a Liberal candidate in February 1974 in Croydon North West – the seat which he would eventually win at the 1981 by-election. His adoption for the by-election was resisted by the SDP, but Pitt was selected and won the seat. However, the row over the candidature presaged serious rifts right up to the leadership of the Alliance. At the following general election Pitt lost his seat to the Conservatives by a margin of over 4,000 votes. Reflecting later on the situation, Pitt observed that in 1981 ‘we knocked the Tories off their perch’ and boasted that we had ‘gone home to prepare for government’. ‘Just under two years later, the Tories regained the seat and the government had not been budged an inch, in fact it took another 14 years to get rid of them. Byelections are more
often than not protests, not declarations of future intent." Pitt’s defection was low key; his party leader at the time was not even aware of it until thirteen years later. In 1987, Pitt stood against the Conservative, Jonathan Aitken in Thanet South, under the Alliance banner. The 1992 election was a repeat contest with Aitken, but Pitt, standing for the Liberal Democrats dropped from second to third place. In November 1996, disillusioned with the party, Pitt resigned as Chairman of the Thanet South Liberal Democrat Association and joined the Labour Party. Still determined to unseat Jonathan Aitken, Pitt campaigned for Labour in Thanet South and saw his old adversary defeated by a swing of 15% to Labour.

Conclusions

In December 1910, the Liberal Party was in power, cohesive and with Labour as its junior partner under the Gladstone-MacDonald electoral pact. The likelihood of a large number of defections from the Liberals to Labour seemed very remote. Yet, in the thirty-eight years from 1918, forty-five Liberal MPs and former MPs made this move. Circumstantially, the timing strongly suggested that the War was the cause of the defections. This explanation was taken up by Wilson and has been accepted, at least in significant part, by historians and party officials since then. However, analysis of the individual defections contradicts this theory.

---

303 Interview, Ashdown, 10 September 2009.
Although thirty-five Liberal MPs objected to the Liberal government’s war policies, for twenty-eight of them this did not prevent their continuing to pursue a career in Liberal politics. The only former Liberal MPs to stand as Labour candidates in 1918 were Money and John. Money was motivated by a highly individualistic focus on shipping nationalisation and John by Welsh Nationalism. Neither re-entered Parliament and both later became dissatisfied with Labour’s stance on their chosen topics. For most of the War, the Labour Party was more severely split over policy than the Liberals and it was not actively trying to recruit Liberal defectors. Neither the War, nor any other cause outside of the Liberal Party’s control or influence, was the cause of any of the defections. The factors which led to the defections included local Liberal associations deselecting candidates who wished to stand again, as in the case of Ponsonby, Trevelyan and Outhwaite. This was not party policy, and other War Policy Objectors were re-adopted as Liberal candidates in other constituencies. Some were re-elected.

Most of the leftward defections were motivated more by the problems of the Liberal Party, than by the attractions of Labour – they were a product of a failure of the Liberal Party, not a failure of Liberalism. For over half of the Liberal MPs and former MPs who defected to Labour, their move was not a success. Some of the dissatisfaction can be attributed to the difficulty for the former Liberals to assimilate themselves socially into Labour circles, where a culture of trades unionism, party discipline, dogged commitment in adversity and, in many cases, poverty predominated. In many cases the former Liberals, generally from wealthy professional backgrounds, found it difficult to make friends with, and to be trusted by, their Labour colleagues. Of the forty-five who had made the transition to Labour by 1956, twenty-four (53%) either left the Labour Party or
became seriously dissatisfied with their new party.\footnote{Pitt and Marsden defected over forty years later and are not included here. Others such as Jowitt were also temporarily seriously dissatisfied.} Two (Alden and Garro-Jones) defected back to the Liberals. Two defected on to the Liberal Nationals (Ellis Davies and Alexander). Five became National Labour and did not return to the Labour Party (Denman, Lamb, Marks, Dickinson and Livingstone). Eight became independent Labour or Independent (Money, Ponsonby, Trevelyan, Arnold, Acland, Granville, White and Wedgwood). Seven remained in Labour but were seriously dissatisfied (Scott, Foot, Fletcher, John, Outhwaite, Malone and Noel-Buxton). In this context the Labour Party can be seen as no more cohesive than the Liberals and to have been only a temporary refuge for most of the Liberal defectors.

The only defectors to resign their seats on their change of party were Benn, Kenworthy and Jowitt, who all defected to Labour. The Liberals were immediately deprived of Kenworthy’s Hull Central and Jowitt’s Preston seats, as the defectors retained their old constituencies for Labour. Benn did not re-contest Leith and the by-election was won by the Liberals, but with a majority reduced from over 5,000 to 111.

The role of the Liberal leadership, and especially that of the whips, contributed to the disintegration of the party. It was a mechanical, rather than ideological, failure. This influence can be clearly seen in the defections to the right, which started in 1922. Chapters 4 and 5 investigate the timing and reasons for Liberal defections to the right.
Chapter 4 Defectors to the Conservatives

‘Trevy Thomson...raised the question as to whether or not we were an Opposition Party: a strange question to be raised in the Liberal Party under a Tory Government.’

No Liberal defectors went to the Conservatives between December 1910 and October 1922. Although the Lloyd George Coalition caused great resentment among sections of the Liberal Party, no Liberal MP had defected from the party as a direct result of the Lloyd George Coalition by the time of its demise in October 1922. The leftward-headed War Policy Objectors, discussed in Chapter 3, had begun to part company from the Liberal Party even before the formation of the Asquith Coalition and primarily because of their severance from the party at constituency level.

However, the Lloyd George Coalition did have serious indirect effects on the future outflow of defectors from the Liberals for two reasons. Firstly, the electoral consequences of the split in the Liberal Party damaged its performance and cost it seats. Many constituencies were left with a Labour candidate unchallenged by any Liberal. Secondly, Coalition Liberals had the opportunity to establish working relationships with Conservatives, and this led to moves for fusion of the two parties; but even so, six MPs who were at some stage Coalition Liberals eventually joined the Labour Party.

---

1 Benn diary, 2 December 1924.
Bonar Law supporters – Third Coalitionists

The first of the defectors to the Conservatives made their moves in 1922. In contrast to the majority of the former Liberals who went to the Conservatives, the first two – Reginald McKenna and Munro-Ferguson (Viscount Novar) – were anti-coalitionists. They were the first of six Asquithians to defect to the Conservatives.

Reginald McKenna was offered, and negotiated about, the position of Chancellor of the Exchequer under two Conservative Prime Ministers - Bonar Law and Baldwin. McKenna had already served as Chancellor in the Asquith Coalition, and in the process, some Liberals argued, he had defected ideologically from Liberalism by his introduction of the McKenna Duties in 1915.2 His adherence to the Asquithian wing of the Liberal Party was not in doubt during the War. He was an opponent of conscription, but on economic grounds, rather than pacific. On the ethics of conscription he made no comment.3 McKenna became an implacable adversary of Lloyd George and the Coalition – more the expected background of a defector to Labour than to the Conservatives. Lloyd George complained to Beaverbrook that he had ‘only to make a proposal for McKenna to oppose it’. McKenna regarded Lloyd George as a kind of ‘pest in council – never helpful, always running down other people’s departments’.4

---

2 Outhwaite described the McKenna Duties in the Commons as ‘A breach in the Free Trade system. We allow the enemy within our gates’.
3 McKenna, Stephen, Reginald McKenna, (Eyre and Spottiswoode, 1948), 256.
4 McKenna, Reginald McKenna, 283.
McKenna’s closest friend in the Liberal Party was Wedgwood Benn, whom he had advised not to serve under Lloyd George. McKenna had also withdrawn his own services, writing: ‘My beloved Wedgwood… I am glad to be relieved of responsibility… I had a meeting of my Executive and found the most perfect good feeling. As yet there is no candidate against me so that even in the improbable event of an election my leaving office is not likely to have lead to troubles… Ever your affectionate R. McK.’5 McKenna fought, but lost, his seat in 1918, coming third behind the Labour victor and a Coalition Conservative.

After the War no Cabinet was large enough to contain McKenna and Lloyd George. Lloyd George believed that the antipathy arose when McKenna was appointed temporarily to succeed him at the Treasury and that the possibility of his return made McKenna a ‘bitter enemy’. McKenna, according to Lloyd George, divided his colleagues into those he liked and those whom he viewed with distrust, suspicion or jealousy. This made him a source of weakness and distraction. His was the ‘most active personal element’ in the disintegration of the Asquith Coalition.6 However, Ramsay MacDonald had been told later in the War that Lloyd George had ‘offered the Foreign Office to Asquith and office to McKenna, but they had declined.’7 McKenna, instead, took up a directorship, then later the chairmanship, of the Midland Bank.

After the fall of the Lloyd George Coalition, but before the 1922 election, possibly in the hope of establishing an alliance with the Asquithian Liberals, Bonar Law offered

---

5 Letter McKenna to Benn, 31 December 1916, ST/24/3/1, Stansgate Papers.
6 McKenna, Reginald McKenna, 285.
7 MacDonald diary, 17 November 1918.
McKenna the Chancellorship. McKenna’s friend, Benn, had earlier discussed a possible alliance with Bonar Law. McKenna engaged in specific, documented, publicly-debated, but ultimately abortive, negotiations to serve as Chancellor of the Exchequer in a Conservative government. Thus, although McKenna, never acknowledged that he made a political defection, his actions can be construed otherwise. Even after his retirement, McKenna continued to call himself a ‘Liberal’; but to the charge of trading with his political enemies he did not offer the defence that the Liberal Party had left him, not he the Liberal party. He was certainly judged by others at the time to have changed party allegiance. After his first appearance on a Conservative platform three weeks before the 1922 election, the South Edinburgh Unionists wrote eagerly to say that reports of McKenna’s appearance at a city of London Conservative & Unionist Association meeting had been ‘read with very great interest here. [We wonder] whether you would be prepared…to come forward for the constituency’. And a Liberal former admirer complained ‘my political idol has fallen!!! I find it impossible to believe you have abandoned…Liberal principles [by] appearing on a…Tory platform…you “have backed the wrong horse”’.  

McKenna argued that he did not intend to serve as a Conservative minister, instead seeing himself as a ‘technical man called in to do a job of work.’ McKenna claimed to have no intention of being absorbed into the Unionist Party and, if by taking office under

---

8 Cregier, D., ‘McKenna, Reginald (1863-1943)’, O.D.N.B.  
9 Benn diary, 20 March 19/22.  
10 McKenna, Reginald McKenna, 320.  
11 Paterson to McKenna, 25 October 1922, MCKN 9/17, McKenna Papers, Churchill Archives Centre.  
12 Nicholas to McKenna, 29 October 1922, MCKN 9/17, McKenna Papers.  
13 Letter McKenna to Inchcape, 30 May 1923, MCKN 9/18/2, McKenna Papers.
Bonar Law, he had helped to form a third coalition, the party which he would have brought to it would have been a party of one. In December 1916 Lloyd George had persuaded Balfour to become a ‘living bridge’ over which the Tory ex-ministers from the first Coalition could ‘march with dignity’ into the second. McKenna could have constituted a bridge for the Liberal ex-ministers from the first Coalition to join a third.14 The ‘latest and greatest of all coalitions’, claimed the jesting Edwin Montagu, ‘Reggie McKenna and the Tory Party.’15 However, in the event, McKenna declined the offer of the Exchequer in 1922, as he doubted that Bonar Law would win the election.16 He did not contest a seat himself.

Baldwin issued the second invitation, when he became Prime Minister in 1923, and McKenna was prepared to accept it, under certain conditions. One was that he needed time to recover fully from a bout of paratyphoid. Another, which proved to be a stumbling block, was that McKenna wanted to be returned to Parliament at an unopposed by-election for a Conservative seat. Baldwin was still temporarily covering the Exchequer himself, but wanting to relinquish the post. Eventually McKenna wrote to Baldwin conceding that his conditions were unlikely to be met:

‘When you invited me…to join your Government…we both hoped that a seat … would be available without the arduous labours of an ordinary by-election…I

14 McKenna, Reginald McKenna, 318-9.
15 Ibid, 9.
16 Cregier, O.D.N.B.
understand…that no vacancy of the kind…is likely to occur…I have no option but to beg you to release me from my conditional promise to accept the office’.17

McKenna’s reasons for not accepting appear contrived. Hoare had even offered that if there was any difficulty in finding an opportunity for McKenna ‘I am always prepared to drop out or to fit in’.18 Hoare presumably had in mind relinquishing his safe seat at Chelsea, in return for a peerage. Baldwin missed the opportunity to persuade the Diehards to find McKenna a seat. Sir Frederick Banbury, one of the two Conservative MPs for the City of London refused to retire. One after another all Conservative electoral doors were closed against him.19 Another complication was that, even had Banbury resigned, there was no guarantee of an unopposed election. As the press observed, in any ‘election in which he stood there would have been sure to be against him an Independent Conservative candidate, who would probably have on his platform Mr Austin [sic] Chamberlain…and not improbably Mr Lloyd George.’20 To some extent, McKenna was being used by the Conservatives who were less keen on the Lloyd George Coalition, to keep out some of the pro-Lloyd George Coalition Conservatives, such as Austen Chamberlain.

In the end, McKenna’s health, his success at the bank and his distaste for the personality-driven aspects of politics, led him to focus on his business career. He never returned to politics and came to be regarded by some as a Prime Minister-manqué. In reality, he was

---

17 Draft letter McKenna to Baldwin, n.d., MCKN 9/18/1, McKenna Papers.
18 Hoare to Davidson, 25 August 1923, DAV/159, Davidson Papers, Parliamentary Archives.
20 Newspaper cutting, unnamed, n.d., 28 August 1923?, MCKN 9/18/2, McKenna Papers.
a highly-skilled technical expert with business acumen and wealth, but limited in his political skills and following. Although very different in personality, McKenna’s career displayed similarities to that of John Simon. Both objected to conscription on practical rather than moral grounds, both were highly regarded for their professional expertise but did not gather a loyal political following, both eventually fell out with Lloyd George and sought office for themselves under a different political regime.

**Munro-Ferguson** was close to Asquith, Grey and also to Haldane, who was briefly engaged to his sister. Although married into an aristocratic family, Munro-Ferguson was short of money and became keen to pursue an imperial career, after his service in the Commons since 1886 appeared to have peaked at the level of junior whip. In February 1914 Munro-Ferguson accepted Asquith’s offer of the Governor-Generalship of Australia. He remained in Australia until 1920, being created Viscount Novar on his return. He seized the opportunity to renew his official career (and increase his earnings) when his friend, Bonar Law became Prime Minister in 1922. He served as Secretary of State for Scotland from October 1922 to January 1924. Novar’s personal loyalty was displayed when he was the only member of the Cabinet wholeheartedly to support Bonar Law in the row over American debt.\(^\text{21}\) As Novar later wrote: ‘B.L. told the Cabinet he would resign rather than agree. I was his only supporter, which became very plain at a meeting of members of Cabinet, without the P.M….when I opposed Baldwin, alone, the rest supporting him’.\(^\text{22}\)

\(^{22}\) Novar to Rosebery, 16 January 1925, MS.10020.205, Munro-Ferguson Papers, National Library of Scotland.
Baldwin dispensed with Novar’s services when he formed his second administration in November 1924. Novar acknowledged his opportunism in a letter to Baldwin after his omission from the new administration: ‘I only joined the Conservative Party in 1922 and I only did so then because I thought…that everyone should back Mr. Bonar Law and you in your efforts to bring the Coalition to an end and to keep out the Socialists…I recognise that my original nomination was due to the friendship of Mr. Bonar Law and not to party claims’. Baldwin cast around for a diplomatic reason for not having re-engaged Novar’s services, but the best that he could offer was: ‘It was with real regret that I was unable to avail myself of your services…I have always felt it a weakness not to have the Scottish Secretary in the Commons’. Novar added a hand-written note at the bottom, ‘This is weak but his best line of argument. The reasons were quite different…I don’t trust Mr B!’ Novar’s defection was opportunistic and limited in objectives and, within these parameters, it was largely successful. Partly due to his absence from British politics during his time in Australia, Novar had not cultivated a loyal following from within the Liberal Party and his defection was inconsequential in terms of encouraging colleagues to take his lead.

---

23 Novar to Baldwin, 12 November 1924, MS.10020.203, Munro-Ferguson Papers.
24 Baldwin to Novar, 9 November 1924, MS.10020.202, Munro-Ferguson Papers.
Fusionists

For those Lloyd George Coalition Liberals who found their Conservative colleagues to their liking between 1918 and 1922, and, perhaps more importantly, those who found former Conservative voters supporting them, the possibility of creating an enduring link between the parties was very attractive. ‘Fusion’ was the term used at the time for a scheme to merge the Coalition Liberal and Unionist supporters of the Lloyd George Government at all levels. Lloyd George wanted to implement it to provide himself with a permanent base, from which to repel the threat of Labour. The Fusionists centred on the Guest brothers and their cousin, Winston Churchill.\textsuperscript{25} Of the five Guest brothers, four – Ivor, (Christian) Henry, (Frederick) ‘Freddie’ and Oscar (Montagu) - served as Liberal MPs, and defected from the party. The fifth brother, Lionel was a member of the London County Council, but not in Parliament. The Guest brothers not only shared political allegiances, but also constituencies. Henry and Freddie were both sometime MP for Bristol North, Dorset East and Plymouth Drake. Ivor also sat for the Plymouth seat. Freddie failed in his first three attempts to enter Parliament and was unseated for election expense violations following his fourth contest. His brother Henry stepped in, won the East Dorset by-election caused by Freddie’s expulsion and kept the seat warm until Freddie was returned again in December 1910. Churchill and the Guests co-ordinated many of their political activities.\textsuperscript{26} They all had all been Conservatives who had defected to the Liberal Party in 1904, in support of free trade.

\textsuperscript{25} The Guests’ mother was the sister of Churchill’s father, Randolph.
\textsuperscript{26} Freddie and Henry were in the Commons in 1917. Henry lost his seat in 1918, when Oscar was elected and Freddie re-elected.
Freddie Guest was the key figure in the Liberal War Committee and had acted on his own advice, offering himself for service. After being invalided out of the army he was appointed Coalition Chief Whip in March 1917. At best, Guest had been Lloyd George’s third choice. Wedgwood Benn turned down the job on 10 December 1916. Lloyd George had then urgently cast around for an understudy, but none was immediately available. In near-desperation, he decided to offer the role to Neil Primrose, a trusted colleague, but one who had other ambitions: ‘My dear Neil, I am very anxious that you should at least for a short time…take the chief Whipship. I know you prefer the Labour job…but I am asking you this as a real favour…I promise…that it will only be temporary’. Primrose, although the son of the former Liberal Prime Minister, Rosebery and married to a daughter of the Conservative, Lord Derby, was not the ideal alternative for Chief Whip in the circumstances. He had no wish to take on the job and was expecting to rejoin his regiment on active service. He replied: ‘My feelings against taking the position of Chief Liberal Whip are insuperable. I have neither experience nor inclination for the office, which is one which has no attraction for me.’ Primrose suggested that Pringle take his place. However, such was the urgency and importance of the request, even Primrose’s discouraging reply was not enough to deter Lloyd George, who extracted the concession from Primrose: ‘In view of the urgency of your request…I will fill the position…on the understanding that you will relieve me of that office…after a few months.’ Primrose relinquished the job after only two and a half months and declined another post in order

27 Lloyd George to Primrose, 12 December 1916, LG/F/42/11/1, Lloyd George Papers.
28 Primrose to Lloyd George, 12 December 1916, LG/F/42/11/2, Lloyd George Papers.
29 Primrose to Lloyd George, 13 December 1916, LG/F/42/11/3, Lloyd George Papers.
to rejoin his regiment; he was killed in action later that year.\textsuperscript{30} Guest took up the role vacated by Primrose.

Whilst Benn’s allegiance was strongly to the Asquithian wing of the Liberal Party, so he could have acted as a bridge between Lloyd George and the Asquithians, Primrose took a tactful middle course, writing after taking up the post: ‘I most sincerely regret that Mr Asquith has at present no share in the Government’.\textsuperscript{31} Guest, however, was extremely partisan in Lloyd George’s favour. He was one of the few who actively worked for a split, and who was in a position to engineer it.\textsuperscript{32} Guest was to become Lloyd George’s fixer and fund-raiser, indulging in activities which brought the honours system into disrepute; eventually even alienating Lloyd George.

After the Maurice Debate had emphasised the split within the Liberal Party in May 1918, the events leading up to the general election reinforced the divide. Guest shamelessly used his position to advance his own views, his friends and his family. He did not care much for the niceties of tact (or, for that matter, punctuation), writing to Lloyd George: ‘Would you care to consider my brother Ivor for Paymaster General.’\textsuperscript{33} Lloyd George did not care to, and appointed Sir John Tudor Walters instead.

Despite Guest’s efforts, there were some moves towards reconciliation after the 1918 election. Meetings of a joint committee to promote unity in early 1919 and the

\textsuperscript{30} Primrose to Lloyd George, 2 April 1917, LG/F/42/11/7, Lloyd George Papers.
\textsuperscript{31} Primrose to The Times, 18 December 1916, p9, col c.
\textsuperscript{32} Hart, ‘Decline of the Liberal Party’, 76.
\textsuperscript{33} Guest to Lloyd George, n.d., probably August or September 1919 after the death of Sir Joseph Compton-Rickett, LG/F/21/4/9, Lloyd George Papers.
appointment of the non-couponed George Lambert as parliamentary chairman of the Coalition Liberal group gave hopes in some quarters of a possible reunion. However, Guest rejoiced that the Wee Frees had had a ‘very uncomfortable’ time, and he was instrumental in a turf war to claim front-bench seats for Coalition Liberals at the expense of the Wee Frees. He claimed gleefully to Lloyd George that negotiations with the Speaker over the allocation of seats would ‘depose Maclean and Thorne from their indefensible usurpation of spokesmanship for Liberalism’. Guest made his ambitions clear that: ‘if the Coalition supporters, both Conservative and Liberal, hold together…the Coalition will develop into an organised reality’, so, he hoped, the Asquithians would ‘be left high and dry, without any rank and file support’.

The Guest brothers co-ordinated their careers, but the closest co-operation was between Henry Guest and his younger brother, Freddie. Henry was preceded and succeeded by Freddie in his first constituency of East Dorset, where he sat from June to December 1910. Henry then sat for Pembroke from December 1910 to 1918 – the only one of his four constituencies not also to have elected Freddie. Henry then sat for Bristol North from 1922 to 1923, where Freddie followed him in 1924. Henry’s last constituency was Plymouth Drake, where he succeeded Freddie on the latter’s death.

Oscar Guest consistently supported fusion, along with Freddie. The press began to comment on the new ‘Centre Group’, chaired by Oscar Guest, within which Coalition

---

35 Notes attached to Letter Guest to Lloyd George, 11 April 1919, LG/F/21/3/16, Lloyd George Papers.
36 Guest to Lloyd George, 3 April 1919, LG/F/21/3/14, Lloyd George Papers.
37 Guest to Mrs. Lloyd George, 3 April 1919, LG/F/21/3/14a, Lloyd George Papers.
Liberals accounted for five of the thirteen members of the executive committee.

However, of the fifty-two members present at its first meeting on 15 July 1919, only three were Liberals. In May 1919 Freddie Guest was able to tell Lloyd George about a ‘movement of New Members towards the formation of a Centre Party’. By July 1919 Guest told Lloyd George about the latest developments: ‘[T]he Centre Party…have invited Winston to speak at [their dinner]. He has accepted, on the understanding that the movement, generally speaking, has your approval. I have assured him that this is so’. Guest must have been pleased by the Daily Mail’s coverage of the moves towards fusion, when it recorded the inauguration of a new political party ‘destined…to supersede the existing Coalition Liberal and Coalition Unionist groups and replace them by a permanent Combined Party’. It went on to explain that candidates would appear as ‘Coalition’ or ‘Centre Party’ candidates and that in the House of Commons ‘there will be but two great parties – namely, the Centre Party and Labour…with a few extreme elements of Toryism and Bolshevism feebly represented…the old Asquithian Liberals will disappear both individually as members and as a party. Their only alternative to extinction would appear to be to throw in their lot with the new party.’

Later that year, Guest helped to raise the temperature of ill-feeling within Liberalism surrounding the Spen Valley by-election, by urging the selection of a Coalition Liberal candidate, where no obvious contender was available. To stiffen his resolve to contest the seat, Guest wrote to Lloyd George that Simon’s ‘Invasion of the Division is a direct
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39 Guest to Lloyd George, 10 May 1919, LG/F/21/3/21, Lloyd George Papers.
40 Guest to Lloyd George, 8 July 1919, LG/F/21/4/1, Lloyd George Papers.
41 *Daily Mail*, 16 July 1919, LG/F/21/4/6b, Lloyd George Papers.
challenge to Coalition Liberalism and the Government’. Eventually, after the preferred potential candidate had declined, the Coalition Liberals selected Colonel Fairfax, a character of ‘manly bearing’, but limited electoral appeal. Major Grant, appointed to report back to Coalition Liberal Headquarters, warned that Fairfax ‘showed up badly in comparison [with Simon]; indeed his first appearance…was…a disaster, so much so that the next day our local supporters were in despair.’\(^4\) In the event, the by-election was a disaster for the Coalition Liberals, who managed to fall from the incumbent party to last place in the poll, and, at the same time, alienate their Conservative allies. Grant issued a stinging report after the debacle, concluding that the ‘very serious delay in securing a candidate irritated and alienated the Conservatives [as did the] choice of such a “raw” candidate. [The] Whips should not appear on the scene unless and until a request is made [and] no action should be taken by Headquarters without the knowledge of the person on the spot’.\(^4\) Whilst the brunt of the attack was probably directed at William Edge, Guest’s deputy, who had been ‘helping’ in the constituency, Guest’s fingerprints were all over the master plan.

The Coalition Liberals’ poor showing in post-war by-elections, culminating in the defeat at Spen Valley, added urgency and impetus to the moves to fusion. The Unionists reluctantly supported Lloyd George’s proposals, but by 18 March 1920 the scheme was killed off by the Liberal Coalitionists, many of whom wanted to keep open the possibility of reunion with the Asquithians. Among the Coalition ministers, Mond, Montagu, Fisher
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\(^4\) Telegram Guest to Lloyd George?, n.d., LG/F/21/4/24(a), Lloyd George Papers.
\(^4\) Notes Grant to Lloyd George, 29 December 1919, LG/F/21/4/31(a), Lloyd George Papers.
\(^4\) Notes Grant, 21 December 1919, LG/F/21/4/31(b), Lloyd George Papers.
and Shortt opposed the plan. Back-bench feeling was even more strongly against fusion, and Lloyd George was forced to abandon it.

The collapse of fusion meant that the Coalition Liberals were distanced from their Unionist colleagues. To make their positions more isolated still, several of them then deliberately undermined their tenuous relationship with the Asquithians. The Wee Frees, feeling that they were in the ascendancy after Asquith’s victory in the Paisley by-election in February 1920, had organised a conference in Leamington Spa in May. One of their resolutions welcomed ‘Asquith’s return to the House of Commons and reaffirmed its unabated confidence in him as Leader of the Liberal Party.’ Another declined the invitation by the Prime Minister to enter into ‘closer cooperation’ with the Conservative Party.\(^{45}\) Asquith was keen to portray himself as a leader with a future. A portrait painted at this time, now hanging in the Reform Club, shows Asquith holding a book, his finger marking a place near the middle, as though his story still had a long way to run. A group of senior Coalition Liberals, including Addison, Hewart, Macnamara, Kellaway, Edge and Ward, took the train to Leamington Spa and sparked a row with the Wee Frees at their conference. Amid scenes of chaos, the Asquithians shouted down the Coalitionists. Addison was heard to denounce the ‘sentence of excommunication’ which had been passed on the Coalitionists, before his group left, fired up with emotion, even claiming later that they had had ‘an enjoyable time’.\(^{46}\) But, in reality their provocative interruption had damaged the dwindling prospects for their party’s recovery.

\(^{45}\) *The Times*, 3 May 1920, p11, col d.

The collapse of the post-war boom and the forced curtailment of many of the Coalition’s most liberal policies, such as house-building, caused a steep decline in the popularity of the government and the prestige of its senior Liberal ministers. In April 1921, Lloyd George sidelined Guest to the position of Secretary of State for Air, a post well-removed from party organisation. His relationship with his leader hereafter became increasingly remote.

By 1922, Lloyd George was becoming expendable in the eyes of large parts of the Conservative Party and in October he was ditched. A hastily cobbled-together agreement on seats for the 1922 election caused further damage to the Liberal organisation, and the result of the election clearly put Labour ahead of the two arms of the Liberal Party combined, for the first time. Although the campaign for fusion at a national level failed, the pursuit of its objectives, by different means and under a different name, remained an ambition for several key Coalition Liberals, notably Guest and Churchill. A local version was attempted in several constituencies, without official sanction. No Liberal MP defected to the Conservatives during the remaining life of the Coalition, but soon after the 1922 election a serious exodus began, often driven by local electoral circumstances.

It was the local situation in Berwick-upon-Tweed which occasioned the start of the exodus of Coalition, and National, Liberals to the Conservatives. Hilton Philipson had been elected as the National Liberal MP for the constituency in 1922. The local press summing up the position: ‘The Unionist Party…decided to support Mr Philipson, the National Liberal candidate…who…came into the fight…with the approval of the
Unionist Party. The Duke of Northumberland one of the leading “Die-hards” was present at the meeting. 47 However, a petition was heard on 25 April 1923 against Philipson on grounds of making a false return of election expenses and having exceeded the expenditure limits. 48 The petition was successful and the election result declared void. Philipson’s wife, Mabel, an actress, agreed to contest the resultant by-election, as a Conservative candidate. She offered the opinion: ‘There is not much difference…between the National Liberals, as a nominee of whom her husband sat, and the Conservatives who…adopted her as a candidate.’ 49 H.B. Robson appeared as a Liberal candidate. The National Liberals were split as to where their loyalties should lie between Mrs Philipson and Robson. 50 Mrs Philipson won the by-election and claimed after her victory that ‘in spite of an edict by National Liberals’ Headquarters, I am certain that most National Liberals have been with me.’ 51 She went on to serve as the Conservative MP until 1929, when she retired. However, Hilton Philipson was unsuccessful in the 1923 and 1924 elections (at nearby Wansbeck and Gateshead respectively), both of which he contested as a Conservative.

In 1923 Arthur Evans caused ‘much commotion among National Liberals’ after he was the only National Liberal to support the government in a division on the Finance Bill. At a garden party organised by members of the East Leicester National Liberal Association Evans said that he was returned as ‘an anti-Socialist’, but very often in the House of
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Chapter 4 Defectors to the Conservatives

Commons the party asked him to vote in support of ‘a Socialist measure’. He had refused to do so. On 27 July 1923 Evans wrote to Lloyd George: ‘At the last General Election… I received the unanimous support both of the National Liberal and Conservative parties…and I gave definite pledges of support to the Conservative Government…I have found it most difficult, in fact, impossible, to vote as requested by the Whips of the National Liberal Party…I have decided…to ask for the Conservative Whip.’ Lloyd George replied: ‘in order to keep your pledge to your constituents you are about to sever your connexion with the party as a member of which you were elected…I assume that you will follow all honourable precedent by affording them an opportunity of expressing an opinion on your change of party.’ Evans did not afford his constituents an immediate opportunity, but at the general election in December, their opinion was negative; his Labour opponent won the seat.

According to The Times, there were persistent rumours that Captain Evans’s example might be followed by other members of the National Liberal Party, among whom George Roberts and Maurice Alexander were mentioned. The report turned out to be wrong on several counts. Roberts had in fact been a Coalition Labour MP and former Food Controller, who became an Independent and eventually a Conservative, and Alexander followed a totally different trajectory (as described in Chapter 3) and went from National Liberal to Labour. Evans himself did go on to be Conservative MP for Cardiff South at the 1924 general election.
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The circumstances in Romford illustrated another aspect of inter-party confusion which could also have occurred in other constituencies, although in the event it was an isolated example. The sitting National Liberal MP, Albert Martin, nearly became another defector. Martin had been chosen by the Conservatives and National Liberals as their Coalition, then National, Liberal candidate in 1918 and 1922. The Conservatives had therefore not fielded their own candidate in these elections. As the 1923 election approached and Liberal reunion was more or less enacted, the local Liberal association selected the former War Policy Objector, David Mason as their candidate. Martin was expected to retire and the Conservatives had no candidate in place. The Conservatives decided to approach Martin to see if he would stand as the Conservative candidate, as he had voted ‘most consistently with the Government.’ The plan to approach Martin unravelled when Martin ‘collapsed… in a prostrate condition’ on the ‘verge of a breakdown’. His poor health meant that he did not become a defector and did not contest that, or any further elections under any party label.

Another variation on the theme of blurred party boundaries occurred in Scotland. Walter Waring, nicknamed ‘Jumbo’ by his family, was a tall man, with very decided, and not very liberal, views. He referred to the working classes as swine, who did not contribute to the public finances. He claimed that politicians only pandered to them when they were seeking office. Despite his views, Waring was elected as a Liberal MP in 1907. In 1922 he changed constituencies and became embroiled in a four-horse race, (of which three
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were Liberals), for the seat of Berwickshire and Haddingtonshire, where the sitting National Liberal, John Hope, had been deselected on the eve of the election but had refused to withdraw (see Chapter 7). The local press reported Waring’s arrival on the scene, sporting the label of a National Liberal, but commenting that he was really a Conservative. Waring won the 1922 contest, but the bitterness of the local battle spilled over into the 1923 election, when Waring defended the seat against a Labour and a Conservative opponent – the Conservatives clearly not having agreed that Waring was one of their number. A local Liberal commented ruefully after Waring came bottom of the 1923 poll that the election had resulted in the present of a strong Liberal seat to Labour. Waring was defiant after the debacle, rejecting calls for a change of candidate and threatening to set up a new organisation. He claimed that the Liberal leadership was unaware of the realities of the Liberal Reunion at grass roots level.

After his 1923 defeat Waring finally gave up on the Liberals (and they on him), and he flirted briefly with the idea of forming a new party. He floated the idea with the Duchess of Atholl (then, but not later, a loyal Conservative Party member), who did not see that there was any room for a new party, but believed that co-operation should be the aim. Waring then supported Churchill (whose PPS he had been) in the Westminster Abbey by-election, when Churchill was ambiguously poised on the fringes of the Conservative Party, whilst trying to maintain a Liberal following (see below). In return, Churchill
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tried to intervene to find a seat for Waring to contest with Conservative backing in the 1924 election, writing hopefully, ‘Derby…is going to try to fix Dudley Ward and Waring in some Lancashire seats.’ In the event neither Ward nor Waring stood in the 1924 election.

In his Liberal days, Waring had vigorously supported his party’s land policies, giving them his ‘hearty support’. However, from his new Tory vantage point in 1925, Waring raged against the Liberals’ land policies, trumpeting to The Times that The Land and the Nation ‘must be held up to scorn as a piece of barefaced propaganda equalling, if not surpassing, the efforts of the Union of Socialist Republics.’ Even a sympathetic observer conceded that ‘Waring stood alone…[H]e had an awkward instinct to mock at doctrinarianism which infuriated “serious” politicians and made him an impossible member of the Liberal Party’. Waring’s political career was truncated. He served as a Conservative member of the LCC from 1925 to 1928 and stood once more, unsuccessfully, for Parliament as a Conservative at Wallsend in 1929; but he died suddenly in 1930 at the age of only fifty-four.
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Constitutionalists

The term Constitutionalist gained prominence in 1924, when it was used, most famously by Churchill, but also by a small group of other candidates. The aims of the Constitutionalist were similar to those of the Fusionists, and some of the groups’ membership overlapped. By 1924, Philipson, Evans and Waring were already Conservatives. Other Fusionists, who had not already become members of the Conservative Party by the time of the 1924 election, including the Guests, Churchill, Moreing and Sturrock, joined with others to form the Constitutionalists. Whilst the Fusionists were more strategic in their long-term ambitions to merge their branch of Liberalism with the Conservatives, the Constitutionalists were more short-term in their focus and primarily concerned with maximizing their chances of victory at the next election, by avoiding a local Liberal-Conservative contest.

The first publicity for a putative Constitutionalist group appeared in *The Times* in September 1920 in the form of a display advertisement inviting readers to attend a conference in London to ‘help to carry out the preliminary organisation of the Constitutional Party’. The contact given was Charles Higham, an export merchant and the Coalition Conservative MP for Islington South from 1918 to 1922. Nothing appears to have come of this initial venture. The term ‘Constitutionalist’ then appeared as an electoral label, used by George Jarrett in 1922. Jarrett was the one-armed former Chief
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Organiser of the Coalition National Democratic Party (NDP). In a letter to the Times in 1922, he described himself as a ‘constitutionalist’. In 1922 Jarrett was nominated by both the National Liberal and Conservative associations in Dartford. He won in 1922 against Labour and Liberal opposition. In his 1923 election address Jarrett wrote: ‘A year ago you honoured me by returning me…without respect to party…Upon the invitation of a joint meeting of Conservatives and Liberals, I seek renewal of the confidence which you placed in me…Again I stand as the Constitutional Candidate.’ In 1923 he was defeated against only Labour opposition, his name having appeared on both the Liberal and Conservative Party official lists of candidates. Jarrett thus served only one year in Parliament, from 1922 to 1923, but was the first to do so as a Constitutionalist.

W.D. Harbison was also designated as a ‘Constitutional and Democratic’ candidate for Saffron Walden at the 1922 election. He was included on the official list of Liberal National candidates, but he was not elected. The final straw for Jarrett, which ended his association with the Liberals, appears to have been the Liberals’ support for the first Labour government. In February 1924, together with Algernon Moreing, he wrote to Churchill complaining about the difficult position into which they had been put by this and saying how they looked to Churchill for leadership. Jarrett joined the Conservative Party before the 1924 election and unsuccessfully fought this and two later elections as a Conservative candidate, never being re-elected.
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Algernon Moreing was the son of Charles Moreing, a wealthy mining engineer. Moreing Senior had stood once, unsuccessfully, for Parliament as a Conservative in Gainsborough in 1906. He did not stand again, possibly as a result of his being cited as co-respondent in a divorce case in 1910, after his alleged involvement with a woman named (rather inopportunely) Nesta Cocks. Algernon Moreing was first elected for Buckrose as a Coalition Liberal in 1918. He was a strong advocate of fusion in 1920, and had written to Freddie Guest explaining the situation in his constituency: ‘There is a strong demand amongst the people generally for the formation of a party combining Tories and Liberals…The Chairman of the Conservative Association would, I believe, be willing to join such a party.’ In 1922, Moreing changed constituencies and was successful as the National Liberal candidate for Camborne. However, the 1923 election in this constituency illustrated that Liberal reunion was less than total, as the only two candidates in Camborne in 1923 were both labelled as Liberals: one was Moreing, the other being Leif Jones. Moreing’s name also appeared on the official list of Conservative candidates. Unresolved differences between the followers of Lloyd George and Asquith in Camborne led to the nomination of two Liberal candidates; Moreing being the nominee of the Lloyd George Liberals and the local Conservative Association. Jones was backed by the Asquithians. The United Liberal Committee in London which had been created to assist in selecting candidates and to help bring the two wings of the Liberal Party together, declared itself neutral between the candidates, after it had failed to obtain local agreement. Jones was the winner of the 1923 contest, after which Moreing was to follow Churchill’s lead in standing as a Constitutionalist at the 1924 election.

72 J 77/1016/825, Records of the Family Division, 1910, National Archives.
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Winston Churchill tried on party names as others try on clothes. By 1922 he had already been a Conservative, a Liberal, a Coalition Liberal, and a National Liberal. He had been an enthusiastic advocate of fusion and had considered calling the proposed new party ‘The Constitutional Reform Party’. But by the end of 1922, fusion, under any name, was off the agenda, and Churchill was out of Parliament having lost his seat at Dundee.

In May 1923, Churchill described himself (in private conversation with Conservatives) as ‘a Tory Democrat.’ But the arrival of the 1923 election forced Churchill to abandon his oscillation over party labels, and he settled for the Liberal candidacy at West Leicester. He vainly hoped that he might have been spared a Conservative opponent, so that he could have had a chance of winning the seat, although it was, as Roy Jenkins observed, impossible to see why he should have thought this ‘remotely likely.’ Clementine, so often more objective than her husband about his career, suggested: ‘I am sure the old real Liberals will want you back but…do not give them cause…for thinking that you would like a new Tory Liberal Coalition…if you were to lose a seat…it would be better for you to be beaten by a Tory (which would arouse Liberal sympathy) than by a Socialist’. Churchill’s (temporary) rehabilitation within the Liberal Party was signified when in November 1923 his portrait, and that of Lloyd George, which had been banished to the cellars in 1921, was re-hung at the National Liberal Club.
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unsympathetic towards the Liberal Party, when it supported Labour after the 1923 election, commenting that some Liberal MPs ‘will certainly co-operate with the Conservatives’. On 18 January 1924 The Times published a letter from Churchill in which he stated that the ‘currents of party warfare’ between Liberals and Conservatives were ‘carrying us all into dangerous waters’. The Liberals considered that Churchill’s letter was his final break with them. When he was asked in February 1924 to stand again as a Liberal, Churchill replied that he would not be willing to fight the Conservatives. On 26 February 1924 the Glasgow Herald declared that Churchill was preparing the way of return to the Conservatives.

Caught between parties, Churchill was tempted to stand as an Independent when the Westminster Abbey by-election ‘swooped’ down upon him in February 1924. He believed that Grigg, Spears and McKenna, together with the Rothermere and Beaverbrook press, would support him. He was also convinced that Baldwin wanted him to be returned, and felt therefore that the local Conservative association might adopt him as their candidate, despite the fact that he was not even a member of their party. But the Westminster Conservative Association adopted Otho Nicholson as their candidate. Churchill decided that he would still contest the seat and Baldwin did not intervene. Churchill was variously described as a ‘Constitutionalist’ or as an
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‘Independent anti-Socialist’. 85 Guest helped Churchill to set up his campaign, and by 10 March all nine Abbey wards were being organised for Churchill by a Conservative MP. 86 Churchill lost to Nicholson by just 43 votes, but he had performed the ‘paradoxical feat of opposing an official Conservative…while moving himself in a more Conservative direction’. 87 His eve-of-poll speech had advocated a united Conservative party ‘with a Liberal wing’. 88

After the Westminster near-miss, Churchill decided to improve his negotiating position by gathering around him ‘a distinctly Liberal block, ready to cooperate with the Conservative Party’, and said that it was ‘of great importance that the Conservative and Liberal wings in this matter should develop separately’. 89 Churchill envisaged that his followers would occupy the same position as the Liberal Unionists had in 1886: ‘I am a Liberal who is working with the Conservatives in the same way as Joe [and] Hartington.’ 90 On 10 May 1924 Churchill informed Baldwin that he was helping to organise a group of Liberal MPs including Freddie Guest, Grigg and Seely. ‘What do you think of the name Liberal-Conservative?’ Churchill asked Hoare in June 1924, when searching for a label for his followers. 91

Just days after the Westminster by-election, Churchill told Baldwin that there were at least twenty Labour seats which could be won by Liberals, and only Liberals, if they were

85 The Times, 3 March 1924, p12, col d.
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given Conservative support. This helped Churchill persuade Baldwin to allow him to stand at the next General Election as a ‘Constitutionalist’ with Conservative support. Baldwin agreed that Churchill would be found a safe Conservative seat in or near London, and if possible, a seat for which there was no Liberal candidate. They agreed that at this stage Churchill would not join the Conservative Party. On 5 August 1924 the Chairman of the Epping Conservatives wrote to Churchill to ask if he would allow his name to go forward as a candidate for the seat. He did; but a Liberal candidate was also in the field. As the 1924 election approached Churchill was in negotiation with the Unionist Central Office to arrange for a raft of ‘Constitutionalist’ candidates to be given a clear run by the Conservatives. He reported hopefully that the deal would cover ‘25 or 27 candidatures’.

One of Churchill’s key allies in the Constitutionalist venture was Hamar Greenwood, who had been Churchill’s Parliamentary Private Secretary between Greenwood’s first election in 1906 and his loss of his seat in January 1910. Brought up in Canada, Greenwood had strong Imperial leanings. He was brother-in-law to the arch-Imperialist Conservative MP, Leo Amery. Greenwood was re-elected in December 1910 and rose to be Chief Secretary for Ireland. He lost his seat in 1922 and failed to be re-elected the following year. By 1924, he was exploring alternative avenues back to the Commons. He ruled out an invitation from Central Cardiff Liberal Association, saying that he could not accept as he believed that: ‘the best way to defeat Socialism…is…to unite in common
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action. These views must preclude acceptance of your suggested nomination…where there is already a Conservative and a Socialist candidate in the field’. Greenwood wrote to Lloyd George: ‘I understand that you…sanctioned the [Cardiff] invitation, and I must thank you for this…I have never altered in my view that the interests of the Home Country and the Empire were best served…by the closest co-operation between the two old parties’. Greenwood’s opportunity for re-election came when the Unionist MP for East Walthamstow announced his retirement in late September 1924 and an arrangement was reached for Greenwood to stand there as a Constitutionalist unopposed by the Tories. Greenwood explained that he and the Conservative Candidate for West Leyton were ‘fighting these two constituencies as Anti-Socialists’. Greenwood faced a Liberal opponent, Heffer who described him as ‘a political hermaphrodite…not blue or red or orange, but black and tan’. Heffer argued that the withdrawal of his own candidature would make a present of the seat to Labour, but claimed that Greenwood had tried to persuade Liberal headquarters to have him ‘retired’. Although Greenwood went into the election facing a Liberal opponent, most of the other Constitutionalists managed to avoid this.

Considerably less strident in his anti-Socialist views than most of the others who became Constitutionalists was John Leng Sturrock. Sturrock was first elected as Coalition
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Liberal MP for Montrose in 1918, being re-elected in 1922 and 1923. He wrote after the 1923 election that it:

‘Baldwin… felt powerless to tackle… unemployment without a mandate for protection. Are the… unemployed to be left out of the calculations… Theirs is a cruelly hard case… Baldwin and the remnant of his party, are bankrupt… If… MacDonald desires to form a Government he is entitled to do so’.  

After the formation of the first Labour government, and while serving as a Liberal MP, Sturrock publicly questioned his party’s continued survival, writing to The Times a letter which included the comment: ‘When the obituary of the Liberal Party comes to be written, as come it may’. In 1924 Sturrock moved south to contest North Tottenham as a Constitutionalist with Liberal and Conservative support.

Henry Cairn Hogbin was first elected to Parliament in 1923, for Battersea North.

Standing as a Liberal, he beat his only opponent, Saklatvala, then standing as a Labour-Socialist candidate. In 1924 Hogbin again faced only Saklatvala, but by this time the two men had both changed party labels; Hogbin stood as a Constitutionalist, and Saklatvala as a Communist, having been denied Labour support this time. Thus, this contest had the unusual feature of having no Liberal, Labour or Conservative candidate. If ever there was a contest where Constitutionalism had an unfettered opportunity to pit
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its virtues against its antithesis, this was it. Hogbin put the question of the Constitution in
the forefront of his address and claimed that the great issue was ‘whether you will have
Constitutional Government…or submit to the forces of revolution and disorder.’

By background, **John Ward** had little in common with most of the other
Constitutionalists. He had received little formal education, working initially as a navvy
and only learning to read as a teenager. In 1886 he joined the Social Democratic
Federation and three years later he founded the Navvies’ Union. Ward represented Stoke
in Parliament from 1906, initially as a Lib-Lab member. He had refused to sign the
Labour Representation Committee constitution in 1903, and was elected without their
endorsement. He therefore faced repeated Labour opposition. Although the Liberal
Party always claimed him as one of their members, Ward stood as a Constitutionalist in
1924. He was too ill to take an active part in the election campaign, but there was a joint
campaign of Liberals and Conservatives and trade unionists on his behalf.

In 1924, nine of the ten Staffordshire seats had straight fights between Labour and one
other challenger. In seven of these nine, the Conservatives faced Labour, without Liberal
intervention. In the remaining two - Stoke and Burslem – Labour’s challenger fought
under the Constitutionalist banner. Ward contested the Stoke seat and **William Allen**
fought Burslem. Allen was a barrister and had been a Liberal MP from 1892 to 1900. The
term ‘Constitutionalist’ was not used in the local press and no party was mentioned on
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the front Allen’s 1924 election address. The address had very little policy content, but was moderately anti-Labour in tone, and made no mention of the Conservatives, or of any party leader at all, but Allen did declare that he had ‘accepted the invitation of the Liberal Association to become a Candidate.’ However, Allen was generally included in national lists of Constitutional candidates, and is described as such by Craig.

(John) Hugh Edwards was the author of three biographies of Lloyd George and a supporter of the ‘Young Wales’ Movement of the 1890s. Before the First World War, Edwards was notorious for his anti-Socialist campaigning. He initially sat for Mid Glamorgan (renamed Neath) from December 1910 until his defeat in 1922. He then stood in Accrington in 1923, where he was elected as a Liberal. In 1924 he again stood for Accrington, this time as a Constitutionalist with support from the local Liberal and Conservative associations. Edwards was received with ‘great cordiality’ at the Accrington Central Conservative Club and was unanimously adopted as the candidate. Edwards pledged himself ‘that he would never lose an opportunity of voting against Socialists’. He claimed he had done so ‘even to the annoyance of the heads of his own party’ and that he had ‘stuck to the Conservatives on all occasions’ since the last election.

Thomas Robinson used the label Constitutionalist for his campaign in Stretford in 1924, where he was already the sitting MP. From his first election in 1918 to his retirement in 1931, he was elected as the result of a local Liberal-Conservative pact. He had stood
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under a variety of labels, generally variations on ‘Independent Free Trade and Anti-
Socialist’, although he was always claimed by the Liberal Party as one of their
candidates. Robinson’s 1924 election address was strongly anti-Labour in tone. He put
himself forward, saying: ‘Once more I seek your support as an Independent,
Constitutional and Anti-Socialist Candidate.’

Abraham England was another Lancashire MP who was elected as the result of a local
pact between the Liberals and Conservatives, and who stood as a Constitutionalist in
1924. Robinson and England, although adopting the Constitutionalist label in 1924, were
therefore effectively just continuing a pre-existing local arrangement. England claimed he
had ‘been no Party hack…I am anti-nothing…If you examine my record for the last
Parliament you will probably be astonished to find the number of votes I gave to the
Labour Party. I have never let Party influence any vote.’ However, he was one of ten
Liberal MPs who defied the party whip and voted against putting Labour into office,
following the 1923 election. As a result, local Conservatives strongly supported
England’s candidature in 1924, some signing his nomination papers. The local press
commented that: ‘the support he will receive from [his Tory backers] will be even larger
than in November last’.

Freddie Guest was the only one of the Guest brothers to contest the 1924 election. On 15
April 1924 Guest had announced at a Liberal Party meeting that he had withdrawn from
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Stroud (the seat he had represented since the last general election) as he could not work as things were there, and that he had been offered a seat where he would have Tory support. He said that he was prepared to accept this, and wished to see the Liberal Party ‘as a wing of the Tory Party.’ Benn attended the meeting and was rather flippant in his dismissal of Asquith’s response to Guest’s announcement, recording that ‘Mr A. followed…saying that we should all be in a stronger position when we had come in touch with our constituencies (he is off to the Riviera tomorrow!) and that he was confident, convinced, etc, that the Party would be unimpaired, united, and anything else that begins with a u2.’

Guest’s 1924 election address described him as the ‘Liberal Anti-Socialist Candidate’. He was the official candidate of the local Liberal Association, but also received support from the local Conservative Association. His campaign was conducted by a joint committee and he stated that he was prepared to support a Conservative Government under Baldwin’s leadership.

Barely half of Churchill’s target of 25 to 27 Constitutionalist candidates was achieved. In addition to the former Liberal and quasi-Liberal MPs already mentioned, former Coalition NDP MP C. Loseby standing in Nottingham West, first time candidates E. Doran in Silvertown and J. Davis in Consett and former Conservative candidate A. Fox-Davies in Merthyr Tydfil were listed in some newspapers as Constitutionalist candidates. Craig describes Loseby and Davis as Constitutionists, and Doran and Fox-Davies as Conservatives. Apart from the questionable case of Fox-Davies,
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Constitutionalist candidates only stood in England, nearly all in urban seats, mainly north-east of London and in Lancashire and Staffordshire. In most constituencies north of the border, an informal pact existed, but the label Constitutionalist was not used by any contesting party. Only fifteen Scottish seats of the total of seventy-one had a Conservative and a Liberal candidate in 1924. The Constitutionists largely failed to co-ordinate their activities as a group in the approach to the 1924 election. A common theme of the Constitutionists’ election addresses was the absence of any mention of political parties or leaders supported; only those opposed were mentioned. Whilst the common enemy was clearly Labour, the stridency of the criticism varied from mild (Allen) to rabid (Moreing).

As Table 26 below shows, the 1924 Constitutionists had won nine out of eleven straight fights with Labour in the two previous elections combined, but had lost seven of the ten contests where there were two or more opponents. At the 1924 election, seven Constitutionists were elected. On the face of it, the Constitutionalist experiment did not seem to have yielded great results, as seven (although not the same seven) had won in 1923 and six had prevailed in 1922. However, 1924 was a much more difficult election for candidates standing as Liberals and, had the Constitutionists all stood under the Liberal banner, almost certainly fewer would have been elected. The picture was complicated by the fact that several of the Constitutionists were contesting seats which they had not previously fought.
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### Table 26 Electoral Record of the 1924 Constitutionalists

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1922 election</th>
<th>1923 election</th>
<th>1924 election</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Churchill</td>
<td>lost v SPP, Lab, Lib, Com</td>
<td>lost v Lab, Con</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moreing</td>
<td><strong>won</strong> v Lib, Lab</td>
<td>lost v Lib</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greenwood</td>
<td>lost v Con, Lab, Lib</td>
<td>lost v Con, Lab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ward</td>
<td><strong>won</strong> v Lab</td>
<td><strong>won</strong> v Lab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edwards</td>
<td>lost v Lab</td>
<td><strong>won</strong> v Lab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England</td>
<td><strong>won</strong> v Lab</td>
<td><strong>won</strong> v Lab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robinson</td>
<td><strong>won</strong> v Lab</td>
<td><strong>won</strong> v Lab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guest, F[^124]</td>
<td>lost v Ind Con, Lab</td>
<td><strong>won</strong> v Con</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jarrett[^125]</td>
<td><strong>won</strong> v Lib, Lab</td>
<td>lost v Lab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sturrock</td>
<td><strong>won</strong> v Lab</td>
<td><strong>won</strong> v Lab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hogbin</td>
<td>lost v Lab, Lib</td>
<td><strong>won</strong> v Lab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allen</td>
<td>n/c</td>
<td>n/c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loseby</td>
<td>lost v Lab, Lib</td>
<td>n/c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Davis</td>
<td>n/c</td>
<td>n/c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doran</td>
<td>n/c</td>
<td>n/c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fox-Davies</td>
<td>n/c</td>
<td>lost v Lab, Lib</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**bold** = victor

[^124]: Guest was effectively a Constitutional candidate in 1924, although his election address termed him ‘The Liberal Anti-Socialist Candidate’. In 1929 he called himself the ‘Liberal and Constitutional Candidate’.

[^125]: Jarrett stood as a Conservative in 1924, having been a Constitutionalist in 1922 and 1923.
The Constitutionalists were never really a party, and were not treated as such by the other parties. At the 1924 election, Ward, England, Edwards, Allen, Sturrock and Robinson had the backing of their local Liberal associations and faced only Labour opposition. Guest, Moreing, Churchill, Greenwood and Jarrett did not have the backing of their local Liberal associations, but only Churchill, Moreing and Greenwood faced Liberal opposition. Ironically, these three won their seats, whilst Guest and Jarrett lost in straight fights with Labour. The Constitutionalist label operated essentially as an electoral device, akin to a coupon.

Ward, Edwards, England and Robinson repeated their victories of 1923, in the same constituencies, with straight wins against Labour. The Constitutionalist label helped to ensure that there was no Conservative challenger in their constituencies, but the Conservatives had not contested any of these seats in the last two elections anyway. The position of Churchill, Greenwood and Moreing was somewhat different. They were seen to be closer to being Conservatives than Liberals by this stage, and their results can more reasonably be compared to that which a Conservative candidate would have achieved in the same constituency. Churchill’s seat at Epping was essentially a safe Conservative seat. Walthamstow East, where Greenwood was elected, was a Conservative seat at the last three elections, but more marginal. Moreing’s constituency of Camborne was a knife-edge marginal, where left and right had alternately won; however, the main contest recently had been between the two brands of Liberalism – Moreing as a Lloyd George Liberal, and Leif Jones as an Asquithian. In 1924, with a revival on the right and a
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Liberal decline, the seat would have been likely to have swung to the more rightward contender, whatever the party label. So, overall, the Liberal Party was not deprived of any seats, that it otherwise might have won, and the Constitutionalists as a group did not achieve any electoral advantage from their adopted party label. The real change was that Churchill, Greenwood and Moreing had secured their re-election as nascent Conservatives, as was soon to become apparent.

By the time of the 1924 election, the Constitutionalists’ political paths were already diverging. After the election, the ‘Constitutional Group’ of MPs held a dinner at the Constitutional Club, which over fifty guests attended. However, the only Constitutional candidates to attend this were Churchill, Freddie Guest, Greenwood and Moreing. Ward was invited but sent his apologies. Almost all the other attendees were figures from the Conservative Party. Churchill claimed at the meeting that although he ‘and his Constitutionalist friends represented a very small group of members in the House of Commons…They also, to some extent, represented a larger group of Liberal members, who had stood with Conservative support and who would certainly recognize that fact in the action which they would take in the new Parliament’.

Ironically, it was in the announcement of its demise, that the press finally accorded the Constitutionalists the status of a party. ‘The Constitutional Party is no more’, The Times reported only seven weeks after the 1924 election. ‘It has always been difficult to calculate exactly how many members the party embraced, but the general impression after the election was that the correct total was seven…then Mr. Churchill joined the

126 The Times, 4 November 1924, p16, col c.
Government and was classified as a Conservative, and the Liberals claimed Colonel England, Colonel Ward, Mr. Edwards and Sir Thomas Robinson, reducing the party to two, Sir Hamar Greenwood and Captain Moreing, who have both now agreed to accept the Conservative Whip.¹²⁷

The varied career paths of the Constitutionalists after 1924 illustrated that they were a loose grouping, whose main reason for their adoption of this label had been to avoid a three-cornered contest. Many of the Constitutionalists had military backgrounds and this may have led to their focus on achieving results, irrespective of the means. Churchill was appointed Chancellor of the Exchequer in the new Conservative government and remained in Parliament as a Tory until 1964, when he was nearly 90 years old, having served as Prime Minister on two occasions. He always retained a benign attitude to the Liberal Party and tried to induce an Asquith and a Lloyd George into his administration in 1951 – Cyril Asquith declined, but Gwilym Lloyd-George accepted. Churchill also offered Clement Davies a coalition and a seat in cabinet, which he declined. After taking the Tory whip in 1924, Greenwood served just a single further term in the Commons, but never returned to ministerial office. In 1929 he was elevated to the peerage, after which he served as honorary treasurer to the Conservative Party, being advanced to a viscountcy towards the end of his term. Moreing had won in 1924, but in 1929, in the last head-to-head contest between them, Leif Jones beat him. Moreing was by then described as a Conservative, and this was his last outing to the polls, having stood in five successive elections, each time under a different party label: Coalition Liberal in 1918, National Liberal in 1922, Liberal in 1923, Constitutionalist in 1924 and Conservative in 1929.

¹²⁷ The Times, 17 December 1924, p14, col c.
Moreing’s younger brother, Adrian picked up the family political baton and sat as a Conservative for Preston from 1931, until his death in 1940, which caused the by-election at which Winston Churchill’s son, Randolph, was elected unopposed.

Had Sturrock succeeded in 1924, he would have taken the Conservative whip. However, he retained a benevolent attitude towards the Liberal Party, warning that:

‘Liberals...represent an element not inferior, at least intellectually or patriotically, to what one may find in Conservative or Socialist ranks...[T]elling Liberals to put their shutters up immediately...is calculated to produce anything but an exact antithesis of what is desired...Government supporters are unwise to indulge in an anti-Liberal vendetta.’

Hogbin endured the distinction of being the only Liberal MP ever to be defeated by a Communist. He was given one more opportunity to avenge his defeat at the hands of the left, and it was potentially an easy ride. He was selected to stand as the Conservative candidate at the Stourbridge by-election in 1927, caused by the death of the sitting Conservative MP, who had enjoyed a majority of just under 2,000 votes. Hogbin had by then changed his views on protection and declared that ‘he was out whole-heartedly to protect our industries...The industry in which he was interested [chemicals] had been turned down for protection under the Safeguarding of Industries Act, but that was not the fault of the Government’.

---

128 Sturrock to The Times, 18 February 1929, p8, col d.
129 County Express, 29 January 1927, p5, col e.
saying that he was ‘all to pieces’ and had come against the advice of his doctor.\textsuperscript{130} His campaign suffered and he lost the election to Labour by a margin of over 3,000, thus ending his political career.

Allen failed in 1924, but returned to Parliament after a gap of thirty-one years, as the Liberal National MP for Burslem from 1931 to 1935.\textsuperscript{131} After the 1924 election, England re-took the Liberal whip, but ‘acknowledged the great help of the Conservative Party, who had given loyal support to a candidate not quite their own colour’.\textsuperscript{132} In 1929 his election address said that he again offered himself as the ‘Liberal Candidate’. However, he included a separate message from the local Unionists saying that they would not nominate a candidate and would again urge support for him. He supported the Liberal Nationals in 1931, but retired at the election that year. After the election when it appeared that there was no prospect of formal closer ties between the two parties, Edwards also re-took the Liberal whip in Parliament. After his re-election with an increased majority, Ward rejoined the Liberal Party.\textsuperscript{133} The local press commented that the local Conservatives, who had been ‘lukewarm’ at the previous election, rallied to his support in 1924 ‘in a joint Anti-Socialist effort’.\textsuperscript{134}

Robinson continued his ambiguous relationship with the Liberal Party for the rest of his Parliamentary career until 1931. In 1929, he again had the support of both Conservatives and Liberals, but said that he ‘acknowledged no party Whip in the House of Commons.

\textsuperscript{130} County Express, 19 February 1927, p3, col d.
\textsuperscript{131} He sat from 1892 to 1900 as Liberal MP for Newcastle-under-Lyme.
\textsuperscript{132} Radcliffe Times, 1 November 1924, p6, col f.
\textsuperscript{133} The Times, 17 December 1924
\textsuperscript{134} Staffordshire Weekly Sentinel, 1 November 1924, p6, col a.
He went there, not in the interests of any party, but in the interests of the nation.\footnote{135} In a letter to the \textit{Daily News} in 1929, he stated that he had been ‘an Independent MP’ since the Coalition was dissolved in 1922. ‘Notwithstanding this’, he said, ‘my Liberal friends in the House of Commons generously continued to send me their whip which I have regarded as an act of courtesy. To prevent however any possibility of misunderstanding in the future on this point, I arranged that the sending of the whip to me should be discontinued in this Parliament’.\footnote{136}

A former Coalition NDP MP from 1918 to 1922, Loseby failed to return to Parliament as a Constitutionalist in 1924, having been defeated as a National Liberal candidate in 1922. He again lost in 1929, standing as a Conservative in Nottingham West. J.E. Davis fought only one, unsuccessful, election campaign and that was as a Constitutionalist candidate in Consett in 1924. \textit{The Times} also listed two other candidates - Doran and Fox-Davies - as defeated Constitutionals in 1924.\footnote{137} Doran was the losing candidate in a contest with only a Labour opponent in West Ham, Silvertown. He was listed by Craig as a Conservative in this and his two later attempts at Parliament in Tottenham North. Both these constituencies had histories of candidates with unusual labels. The former had had an unsuccessful ‘Labour in the Conservative Interest’ candidate in 1922, who was, in reality, a Conservative.\footnote{138} The latter, won by Doran in 1931, had been the scene of Sturrock’s unsuccessful Constitutionalist bid in 1924. Fox-Davies in Merthyr Tydfil, who was also listed by \textit{The Times} as a Constitutionalist, but by Craig as a Conservative in

\footnote{135}{\textit{Stockport Advertiser}, 10 May 1929, p11, col c.} \footnote{136}{Robinson to \textit{Daily News}, 8 July 1929, quoted Craig, \textit{Parliamentary Election Results, 1918-49}, 406.} \footnote{137}{\textit{The Times} 1 November 1924, p7, col b.} \footnote{138}{Craig, \textit{Parliamentary Election Results, 1918-49}, 273.}
1924, was defeated for the second time in this constituency. After the 1924 election, the Constitutionalist label was abandoned by Liberals. It made one brief re-appearance, in a different context, when it was resurrected un成功fully by Leslie Haden-Guest in 1927. Haden-Guest was no relation to the Guest brothers, and had little in common with the earlier Constitutionalists, being from a Labour Party background.

Churchill had listed as his co-conspirators Guest, Grigg and Seely. Grigg was returned as a Liberal in 1924, but eventually defected in 1931 (see below), Seely was defeated at the Isle of Wight as a Liberal in 1924 and did not defect.139 Freddie Guest won Bristol North in 1924 against only Labour opposition. After his re-election, his once very close relationship with Lloyd George continued to deteriorate. During the General Strike in 1926 Guest more or less blackmailed Lloyd George: ‘we are not in sympathy with the attitude we thought you took in the House of Commons during the Strike…but…we are not prepared to see you censured …as long as you can give us certain assurances [including] that you have no intention’ of allying yourself with the Labour Party.140 In January 1929 the Western Counties Liberal Association disaffiliated the Bristol North Liberal Association and established a new association, which adopted their own candidate – J.O.M. Skelton. However, shortly before the 1929 general election, the Liberal Parliamentary Party endorsed Guest’s receipt of the whip and he received a letter of support from the Liberal Chief Whip. This did not mean that Guest had the wholehearted backing of the Liberal Party and, on the eve of the election, Lloyd George

---

140 Guest to Lloyd George, 1 June 1926, LG/G/8/13/4, Lloyd George Papers, listing ten members of the ‘Group’ and ten ‘likely supporters’.
sent a letter to Skelton recognising him as the only official Liberal candidate in the constituency.\textsuperscript{141} The Labour candidate won the seat, Guest came second and Skelton last.

After Guest’s defeat in 1929, Churchill tried, unsuccessfully, to get Baldwin to give Guest a peerage, saying that he was a ‘life long friend [and] in every way qualified for the House of Lords.’\textsuperscript{142} Guest drafted a letter\textsuperscript{143} to Baldwin on 28 June 1929, asking to join the Conservative Party, but he waited another nine months before formally submitting his request.\textsuperscript{144} Although Guest was not ennobled, he did return to the Commons as a Conservative at Plymouth Drake in 1931. Never one to waste time when it came to promoting himself, within four days of his election as a Conservative MP, Guest wrote to Beaverbrook, saying: ‘I have heard rumours that Bobbie Monsell is anxious to obtain a post in the Government instead of carrying on as Chief Whip in the Tory Party. Do you think it is of any use for me to aspire to fill his chair?’\textsuperscript{145} It was not. Guest sat at Plymouth until he died of cancer in 1937. True to the family tradition, his brother Henry, who had preceded him at East Dorset and Bristol North, succeeded Freddie as Conservative MP for Plymouth Drake at the by-election occasioned by Freddie’s death. All of the Guest brothers ended up defecting to the right, as Oscar became Conservative MP for North-West Camberwell from 1935 to 1945 and Ivor (by then Viscount Wimborne) was the first President of the Liberal Nationals.

\textsuperscript{141} Craig, \textit{Parliamentary Election Results, 1918-49}, 107.
\textsuperscript{142} Churchill to Baldwin, 4 June 1929, quoted in Gilbert, \textit{Churchill, Volume V Companion Part I}, 1474.
\textsuperscript{143} Draft letter Guest to Baldwin, 28 June 1929, BBK/C/147, Beaverbrook Papers, Parliamentary Archives
\textsuperscript{144} Guest to Baldwin, 14 March 1930, \textit{The Times}, 24 March 1930, p9, col b.
\textsuperscript{145} Guest to Beaverbrook, 30 October 1931, BBK/C/147, Beaverbrook Papers.
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Lloyd George Policy Objectors

The Liberal Party after the 1924 election came to be dominated by Lloyd George, although until 1926 Asquith was still nominally the party leader, but by then out of the Commons after his defeat at Paisley. Lloyd George was elected Chairman of the shrunken group of 40 surviving Liberal MPs. But even within this group his support was severely curtailed. Only 26 of the MPs voted for his Chairmanship, seven voted against and the rest abstained.146 The seven objectors – Benn, Kenworthy, Thorne, Thomson, Livingstone, Hopkin Morris and Briant - were primarily motivated by personal antagonism to Lloyd George. These objectors were joined by Runciman, Crawfurd and Harris shortly afterwards to form the Radical Group, which declared its adherence to the traditional Liberal causes of free trade, pensions and education.

In the 1924 Parliament, the Liberal Party needed a distinctive policy agenda, around which the party could unite and campaign. Instead, an argument over policy did further - and lasting - damage to the party machine. To repair the party’s finances after the third election in two years, the Liberal Million Fund was launched. But by late 1926 it had only raised around £80,000.147 It became apparent that the known existence of the Lloyd George Fund acted to dissuade potential donors, who believed that the party was already well-financed from the Fund. In reality Lloyd George was holding back contributions until he knew the outcome of the debate on the proposals from his Land Enquiry Committee. The party was therefore put under severe tension. Some members objected to

---

147 Ibid, 190.
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Lloyd George’s having such a pivotal role on policy-making, even though they were broadly supportive of the land proposals. Some Asquithians objected to Lloyd George personally, but in the interests of party unity and financial health, wanted the proposals adopted. Others simply objected to the policies themselves - the most controversial being the Green Book, which advocated rural land nationalisation and the turning of farmers into ‘cultivating tenants’, supervised by county agricultural committees.

Between 1925 and 1931 twelve sitting or former Liberal MPs left the party because of their objections to Lloyd George. In three cases, the objection was on grounds of personality. William Wedgwood Benn and Mackenzie Livingstone harboured long-term personal animosity to Lloyd George and both left to join Labour (see Chapter 3). David Davies, once a close colleague of Lloyd George, left the party to sit as an independent (see Chapter 7). Another nine defectors left the Liberals due to their disagreement with Lloyd George over policy. Eight of the nine went to the Conservatives, whilst Maxwell Thornton left the Liberals, arguing that the Green Book proposals were ‘coquetting with socialism’.148 However, he did not join another party (see Chapter 7). The eight Lloyd George Policy Objectors who went to the Conservatives were important politicians in terms of ability, influence and wealth. Significantly, they included several politicians who had been personally close to Lloyd George; in several cases they retained a fondness and respect for him, even after they decided to leave the Liberal Party. The loss of these figures – Alfred and Henry Mond, Edward Hilton Young, Courtenay Mansel, Cyril Entwistle, Samuel Pattinson, Albert Illingworth and Edward Grigg – represented a serious loss of talent to the Liberal Party. Alfred Mond, Illingworth and Grigg had been

Coalitionists, and Young had crossed over to join them. By background, they were all barristers, company directors or journalists; in several cases they practised more than one of these professions. Five of the eight later sat as Conservative MPs; one was already a peer, and the other two stood unsuccessfully as Conservative parliamentary candidates. Alfred Mond and his son, Henry acted in concert over their defections, but the others all made independent decisions to leave, although there had been meetings of like-minded objectors to Lloyd George and his policies during the 1924 parliament.\footnote{The Times, 28 January 1926, p14, col g.}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Defector</th>
<th>Date of Defection</th>
<th>Parliamentary Status at Defection</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alfred Mond</td>
<td>Jan 1926</td>
<td>in Commons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Henry Mond</td>
<td>Jan 1926</td>
<td>former Lib MP, later Con MP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hilton Young</td>
<td>Feb* 1926</td>
<td>in Commons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyril Entwistle</td>
<td>Feb 1926</td>
<td>former Lib MP, later Con MP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Courtenay Mansel</td>
<td>March 1926</td>
<td>former Lib MP, later Con candidate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samuel Pattinson</td>
<td>May 1929</td>
<td>former Lib MP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Albert Illingworth</td>
<td>April 1930</td>
<td>in Lords</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edward Grigg</td>
<td>Feb 1931</td>
<td>former Lib MP, later Con MP</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\* left Liberals February 1926, joined Conservatives June 1926
Alfred Mond was from a wealthy Jewish industrial background and used his business skills, sometimes in a ‘blunt, direct, rather blustering’ way, to achieve his objectives.\footnote{Jones, J. Graham, ‘Sir Alfred Mond’, D.L.B., 265.} He served as First Commissioner of Works and then as Minister of Health in the Lloyd George coalition governments between 1916 and 1922. Although reflecting that he had ‘worked in perfect loyalty and comradeship with Conservative colleagues’ in the Coalition, he was strongly opposed to fusion and keen to see a Liberal reunion.\footnote{The Times, 24 March 1922, p14, col f.}

Always ambitious, even between his 1923 defeat, when he lost his seat at Swansea, and his return at a by-election in August 1924 for Carmarthen, he wrote to Asquith: ‘If by any chance in my absence you…form a Government…I would very much like [to be] Chancellor of the Exchequer’.\footnote{Goodman, Jean, The Mond Legacy (Weidenfeld and Nicolson, 1982), 124-6.}

Mond’s previously productive relationship with Lloyd George broke down over the land proposals. Mond explained his doubts about the land campaign at length in a letter to Lloyd George in September 1924.\footnote{Mond to Lloyd George, 25 September 1924, LG/G/14/5/8, Lloyd George Papers.} Although the proposals were modified, Mond remained totally unsympathetic to them. In January 1926 Mond wrote to Asquith:

‘The unity which we have striven for…has…never been achieved, and all efforts to revivify and reorganize the Liberal forces have been rendered hopeless by the introduction by Mr. Lloyd George of a land policy…To this policy in any shape or form I am absolutely and unalterably opposed…I have…decided that the only
course for me to take is to sever my lifelong connexion with the Liberal Party and…join the…Conservative Party.¹⁵⁴

The land policy was the cause of problems between Mond and Lloyd George, but their personal relationship turned very sour. Lloyd George’s reply that Mond ‘like another notorious member of his own race, had gone to his own place’, embittered the dispute.¹⁵⁵ Mond believed that the ‘hindrance to Lloyd George’s greatness is that he cannot bear a man who has the instincts and code of a gentleman near him for long. It gives him an inferiority complex.’¹⁵⁶ Benn bemoaned the latest spat, commenting that Lloyd George’s ‘vulgar taunt…is the sort of thing that drives all decent-minded people away from the Party.’¹⁵⁷

Mond had little ideological difficulty in reconciling himself to a future in the Conservative Party, as the war had ‘turned him from a free trade radical into an ardent nationalist; the Liberal had become a Conservative or an Imperialist in thought if not in deed.’¹⁵⁸ Two further considerations weighed in Mond’s mind. There was the opportunity for personal advancement, as revealed in a letter from Baldwin: ‘When you told me that you wished to join our Party…you said that you would like to go to the House of Lords…I…consented to submit your name in June…though…I thought it would be wiser to defer it in your own interests’.¹⁵⁹ Mond, eager to milk the opportunity

¹⁵⁵ *The Times*, 27 January 1926, p14, col e.
¹⁵⁷ Benn diary, 26 January 1926.
¹⁵⁸ Goodman, *Mond Legacy*, 124-6
for all it was worth, reminded Baldwin that he had asked for the rank of viscount.\textsuperscript{160}

There was a delay in Baldwin’s fulfilling his part of the bargain, due, ironically, to the introduction of the Honours Prevention of Abuses Act. Baldwin did not want to risk suspicion over Mond’s motives for joining the party. Mond was eventually created first Baron Melchett, in 1928. The other consideration, devined, probably correctly, by Lloyd George, was that Mond ‘did not like the thought of his son’s career being in the arctic regions of Liberalism’.\textsuperscript{161}

**Henry Mond**, although close to his father politically, was very different in personality. Whilst Alfred was an industrialist of ‘forbidding personal bearing’, Henry was an aspiring poet, who set up a ménage a trios with the writer, Gilbert Cannan, and the artist, Gwen Wilson, who eventually became his wife.\textsuperscript{162} Henry was elected as Liberal MP for the Isle of Ely at his first attempt in 1923, but, as with so many of his cohorts, lost his seat the following year. He was therefore out of Parliament when his father defected, but Henry, as usual, followed faithfully in his father’s footsteps. Two days after his father resigned from the Liberal Party, Henry Mond followed suit. In a letter to Asquith he gave as his reasons not only his disagreement with Lloyd George’s rural proposals, but also his disillusionment with the party’s ‘incessant and degrading squabbles, and the petty internal dissensions’. Henry made a brief return to the Commons, winning the East Toxteth by-election for the Conservatives in March 1929, but only sat until December 1930, when he inherited his father’s peerage.

\textsuperscript{160} Goodman, *Mond Legacy*, 128.
\textsuperscript{161} Ibid, 124-6.
\textsuperscript{162} Greenaway, Frank, ‘Mond family (per. 1867-1973)’, O.D.N.B..
(Edward) Hilton Young was an Eton-educated barrister and journalist by profession. His first writing was published when he was nine – on his family’s printing press. He later became Assistant Editor of the *Economist*. His right arm had to be amputated after being injured, while serving in the Navy in 1918. Young had to re-learn to write with his left hand; and his handwriting from then on had, perversely, a childish appearance.

Young had been returned unopposed at a by-election in Norwich in 1915, a two-member constituency, during his absence in the Navy. He held his seat as a Liberal in 1918, but was perplexed to find himself counted as a Coalition Liberal, despite his original intention of standing as an Asquithian. He did formally transfer his allegiance to the Coalition during the Parliament and served as Financial Secretary to the Treasury from 1921. He became increasingly close to Lloyd George, and on the collapse of the Coalition in 1922 wrote to him asking to be ‘associated with you in whatever action you may take.’ He held his seat in 1922 and after the election was appointed Chief Whip of the Lloyd George Liberals.

However, contrary to the general Liberal tide, he was defeated in 1923, only to regain his seat in 1924. After his defeat at Norwich in 1923, Young was still fondly attached to Lloyd George, writing, ‘I shall account my association with you…as one of the greatest goods for me that political life could bring. Nothing can ever affect the gratitude that I feel for the privilege of that association.’ However, after his return in 1924, the relationship began to founder over what Young considered to be Lloyd George’s socialist policies. Young, who had been returned in harness with a Conservative at Norwich, came
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163 Bentley, *Liberal Mind*, 77.
164 Young to Lloyd George, 19 October 1922, LG/F/28/8/18, Lloyd George Papers.
165 Young to Lloyd George, 27 February 1924, LG/G/10/14, Lloyd George Papers.
to be seen as a somewhat suspect member of the Liberal Party. Seely declared that Young, by advocating the Tory cause had kept him out of Parliament.166 Young defended himself to Lloyd George, saying that in Norwich, which ‘returns two members, the seats were contested by two socialists, a conservative, - and myself. I recommended electors to give their second vote to the Conservative.’ 167 Young did, however, discuss Freddie Guest’s attempted two-whip arrangement with him in detail, reporting that the arrangement would allow him to ‘come to the party meeting, [but] he would probably not vote on any division about leadership.’ 168

Young was by now moving across the political divide himself. He warned Lloyd George about his disaffection over the Land Enquiry Committee, saying that he could:

‘claim no practical acquaintance with agricultural conditions…but I have… fundamental misgivings about the proposed policy’. 169 On the last day of 1925 Young wrote to Lloyd George: ‘My heart, as you are I think aware, could not be in the landcampaign…the more I stand back and see things from afar, the more I relunct from any approximation to agreement with the present labour party. If I am a liberal at top, it is because I am an individualist at bottom: and for an individualist, the Labour party is an Untouchable’. 170

166 Benn diary, 13 November 1924.
167 Young to Lloyd George, 20 May 1925, LG/G/10/14/17, Lloyd George Papers.
168 Young to Lloyd George, 20 November 1924, LG/G/10/14/16, Lloyd George Papers.
169 Young to Lloyd George, 26 August 1925, LG/G/10/14/18, Lloyd George Papers.
170 Young to Lloyd George, 31 December 1925, LG/G/10/14/19, Lloyd George Papers.
Six weeks later his views had crystallized. He wrote that the scheme was:

‘fundamentally at variance with anything I can support…If the party commits itself to this programme, that will not, of course, compel me to join the Conservative party; but it may compel me to sever my formal association with the Liberal…party.’

Lloyd George clearly retained a fondness and respect for Young, saying that he would be ‘a real loss to the Party…and personally I shall miss your loyal comradeship…I sincerely regret your severance from the Party, but I cannot without challenge pass by the implication …that you and Mond alone are standing by Liberal principles’. Young wrote to Asquith to formalise the break:

‘The…policy for…rural land…has made it necessary for me to consider my position in relation to the party…I find myself with deep regret compelled to sever my connection with the present official Liberal organisation, and to act independently…I desire to be allowed to express to you my great personal regard’.

After four months as an Independent, Young officially joined the Conservatives in June 1926. He continued to sit for Norwich until the 1929 election, when he moved to Sevenoaks, where he was elected as a Conservative with a large majority. In November

---

171 Young to Lloyd George, 13 February 1926, LG/G/10/14/20, Lloyd George Papers.
172 Lloyd George to Young, 23 February 1926, LG/G/10/14/22, Lloyd George Papers.
173 Young to Asquith, 19 February 1926, LG/G/10/14/21, Lloyd George Papers.
1931, having been returned unopposed, he became Minister of Health in the National Government. In this role he was responsible for slum clearance and rehousing and so became intimately involved in urban land policy, vigorously mobilising the public and private sectors. His 1935 Housing Act was the first to set standards of accommodation and provide for their enforcement.\(^{174}\)

Young retired from politics with a peerage, as first Baron Kennet, in June 1935, but lived for a further twenty-five years.

Courtenay Mansel was one of the six Asquithians who defected to the Conservatives. He also had the unusual distinction of having succeeded twice to the same baronetcy. He inherited the title in 1892, relinquished it to his uncle who turned out not to have been illegitimate and then re-inherited it on his uncle’s death in 1908. He was a major landowner in Carmarthenshire, but took a rather unenlightened view of relations with the workers, arguing that there should not be a limit of 48 hours work per week and that negotiations should be left to ‘master and man’.\(^{175}\)

Although retaining links with Carmarthenshire Liberalism, Mansel was elected for Penryn and Falmouth in 1923. He was defeated at the 1924 election. Following this, Mansel was offered the chance to replace Alfred Mond as Liberal prospective candidate for Carmarthen. However, he declined, saying that the Green Book was ‘a political document I cannot reconcile with the fundamental conception of Liberalism…I can put no confidence in an edifice…based on…Socialism.’\(^{176}\)

In March 1926, Mansel followed Mond into the Conservative Party, writing to *The Times* about the land policies:


\(^{176}\) *The Times*, 6 March 1926, p9, col f.
‘Lloyd George’s restless activities are…suggestive of…the activities of the London street-breaker…No sooner is a piece of road completed at great expense than it is torn up again, and the disjecta membra are again exposed. Both proceedings surely are destructive, wasteful, and unworthy of modern civilization.’\textsuperscript{177}

When Mond was finally ennobled in 1928, Mansel was chosen as the Conservative candidate for the resulting Carmarthen by-election. In a tight three-way contest, won by the Liberals, he came third. He repeated this performance in his final election, when he stood as the Conservative candidate for the University of Wales in 1929. As with Grigg and Young, Mansel retained a personal respect for Lloyd George even after the parting of their ways. Mansel wrote to Lloyd George at the time of the Carmarthen by-election to say that although ‘in my v. humble scope, & unhappily for me, from a deep & instinctive conviction, opposed to your policy, I have never failed to recognise the claims of the greatest orator of the age, (fatally gifted!).’\textsuperscript{178}

Apart from McKenna and Munro-Ferguson, the only other former Asquithians to defect to the Conservatives were Cyril Entwistle, Samuel Pattinson, Courtenay Mansel and Albert Bennett. Uncouponed, and challenged by a National Liberal in 1922, Cyril Entwistle held his seat at Hull South West from 1918 to 1924, when he was defeated. He had been an advocate of reunion and had discussed the situation with Lloyd George in early 1923, although Lloyd George had found the terms proposed unacceptable,

\textsuperscript{177} Mansel to The Times, 16 March 1926, p12, col e.
\textsuperscript{178} Mansel to Lloyd George, n.d., LG/G/33/1/55, Lloyd George Papers.
commenting afterwards that ‘He was prepared to go a long way in the way of conciliation [but] he would not crawl on [his] belly’.  

Although out of Parliament, Entwistle was keen to continue his political career. The prospects for his return to Parliament as a Liberal looked very bleak. He had lost his seat to a Conservative and was out of sympathy with Lloyd George and his policies. On 1 February 1926, objecting to Lloyd George’s Land Reports and dismayed by the continuing party squabbles, Entwistle left the Liberals and went straight to the Tories. He wrote to Asquith: ‘the Liberal Party seems more concentrated on internal dissensions than on endeavouring to inform politics with the spirit of Liberalism. The conduct and aspirations of the present Government have satisfied him that he should associate himself with the Conservative Party.’  

At his second attempt, Entwistle was returned to the Commons as the Conservative MP for Bolton in 1931 and sat until his defeat in 1945.

**Samuel Pattinson** was the brother of Robert Pattinson, and brother-in-law of Richard Winfrey, both Liberal MPs who remained loyal to the party. Samuel Pattinson was elected at his third attempt as Liberal MP for Horncastle in 1922 and sat until he was defeated by a Conservative in 1924. He was an Asquithian and an admirer of Bonar Law. Pattinson, described as a ‘rough diamond’ and ‘a bit of a bruiser’, lived at the Russell Hotel, when in London, where his brother and several other MPs also stayed. They had a reputation for getting up to pranks, including swapping a colleague’s room while he was out, so that he came back to confront the new unsuspecting occupant on his
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Soon after his defeat in 1924, Samuel Pattinson announced that he would not contest Horncastle again and there were rumours that he was about to join the Conservatives. However, he waited until May 1929 to announce his conversion, condemning Lloyd George’s unemployment policies. His defection, and particularly its timing and reasons, were rather awkward for his brother, who was contesting Lincoln as a Liberal. Samuel Pattinson told his local newspaper that he admired Baldwin for the manner in which he managed the General Strike and that he should not give his vote to any supporter of Lloyd George’s unemployment policy. ‘I do not think it is a practical proposition and it is unworkable from a financial and other points of view’. Pattinson’s brother probably suffered no worse a fate than he would have, had his brother remained loyal to the party; he came bottom of the poll in Lincoln, as had his predecessor Liberal candidate for the seat, and in fact he slightly increased his share of the vote. Samuel Pattinson never contested a seat as a Tory and retired from national politics.

The next Liberal to defect over Lloyd George’s policies was also one of two brothers who were both Liberal MPs. Albert Illingworth was the elder brother of Percy Illingworth, Liberal Chief Whip from 1912 until 1915, when he died after eating a bad oyster. Albert Illingworth served as a Liberal MP from 1915 to 1921, when he was raised to the peerage, having served as Lloyd George’s Postmaster General from 1916 to 1921. Albert was almost as unfortunate at picking employees as his brother had been at picking crustaceans. The by-election resulting from Illingworth’s elevation was won for Labour.
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by one of his own farm labourers. Albert’s wife then had an affair with another of her husband’s former employees. She wrote an incriminating letter to her lover, which fell into Illingworth’s hands. Illingworth decided immediately to divorce her. He confronted his wife, who countered that she had not committed adultery ‘very frequently’. The next day he filed his petition and saw nothing more of his wife until the petition came to court. Illingworth’s abrupt ending of his marriage was echoed in the manner of his departure from the Liberal Party in April 1930. By then he was a director of The National Provincial Bank and The Ford Motor Company. Illingworth wrote to Salisbury, the Conservative leader in the Lords: ‘As I am unable to support the present policy of the Liberal Party I have decided to leave them, and if you have no objection I should like to join the Conservatives.’ The Times reported Illingworth’s ‘revolt’. As well as his new political allegiance, Illingworth also remarried the following year; both new alliances lasted until the end of his life in 1942.

The last of the Lloyd George Policy Objectors to defect to the Conservatives was Edward Grigg, in February 1931. Whilst Albert Illingworth was the brother of Percy Illingworth, Edward Grigg was not the brother of Percy Grigg, although they both served in the same administrations in the Second World War and the 1945 Caretaker Government. Edward Grigg was a journalist with The Times before the Great War. After returning as a Lieutenant Colonel, Grigg was appointed private secretary to Lloyd George. To the traditional loyalties required for the post, he added an ‘intense personal
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admiration’ for his chief, which blinded him to all criticism.¹⁸⁸ Grigg was imposed on Oldham in 1922.¹⁸⁹ He stood ‘heart and soul’ for Lloyd George with, as Grigg described him, a ‘delightful old gentleman of 70 who is a Unionist but a strong co-operator. We have the same agent and the same platform and attend the same meetings’. When, in the event, Grigg was elected alongside a Labour candidate he called it ‘only half a victory as my Unionist colleague failed to get in.’¹⁹⁰ Grigg was re-elected in 1923 and went on to be one of the Liberal survivors of the 1924 election, after which he commented: ‘We shall be a chosen few in the House of Commons and I am not sure that a more suitable destination for us would not be in glass cases in the South Kensington Museum’.¹⁹¹ Grigg had still hoped in 1924 that the Liberal Party would ‘go forward on a Liberal Imperialist line’, but warned that ‘if the Party…does not do so, I shall probably end by dissociating myself from it’.¹⁹²

On 27 May 1925 Grigg wrote (presumably) to Lloyd George, but addressing him as ‘My dear P.M’, to say that he had decided to accept the offer of the Governorship of Kenya: ‘the work…will be much preferable…to sitting beside Runciman in the House and feeling tied up with horrible blighters like him…we shall get no further…till…the Wee Frees have…been swallowed up by the Socialists. Their one idea at present is to stiletto you…but you are…stuck full of arrows and none the worse for it!’¹⁹³ Lloyd George

¹⁸⁸ Rose, Kenneth ‘Grigg, Edward William Macleay, first Baron Altrincham (1879–1955)’, O.D.N.B.
¹⁹¹ Grigg to Mond, 3 November 1924, Grigg Mss, quoted in Hart, ‘Decline of the Liberal Party’, 256.
¹⁹² Grigg to Sinclair, 6 November 1924, Grigg Mss, quoted in Hart, ‘Decline of the Liberal Party’, 256.
¹⁹³ Grigg to Lloyd George, 27 May 1925, LG/G/8/11/6, Lloyd George Papers.
replied: ‘I shall miss you in the House.’\textsuperscript{194} Grigg left the Commons in 1925 to take up his post as Governor of Kenya, where he served until 1930.

Grigg and Lloyd George remained on friendly terms, even when Grigg eventually wrote in February 1931, after his return from Kenya, to finalise his split from the Liberal Party:

‘You are evidently going left – with a vengeance, which I quite understand – and most of the Liberal Party with you. You will know, from what you know of me, that I cannot go that way. It is, I suppose, at bottom a matter of temperament …I wish it were not so, but it is…on the personal side, I hate this parting of the ways and will always regard you, not merely as the greatest man in our public life today (which is not saying much) but as one who saved the Empire…I shall not – like some others – go back on it. Yours still (in all but politics)’.\textsuperscript{195}

After his return Grigg re-entered the Commons as National Conservative MP for Altrincham at a by-election in June 1933 and sat until 1945, when he was created Baron Altrincham. He held a series of ministerial appointments during the war, culminating in his posting as Minister Resident in the Middle East from November 1944 to May 1945. Grigg was to be the last of the Lloyd George policy dissenters to defect from the Liberals, but the party was probably only spared further losses because Lloyd George himself was to depart the leadership, and even, temporarily, the party.

\textsuperscript{194} Lloyd George to Grigg, 28 May 1925, LG/G/8/11/7, Lloyd George Papers.
\textsuperscript{195} Grigg to Lloyd George, 16 February 1931, LG/G/8/11/9, Lloyd George Papers.
Protection Convert Industrialists

As well as the Liberals who left the party over their disagreement with Lloyd George’s policies, there were also three other defectors who left, primarily because they changed their views on protection. These three were industrialists, who also served in the Commons, but who saw government policy through the prism of their business interests (see Table 28 below). They were willing to sacrifice political principles for commercial advantage.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Defector</th>
<th>Date of Defection to Conservatives</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Henry Cowan</td>
<td>1923</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Albert Bennett</td>
<td>1924</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walter Forrest</td>
<td>1930</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Henry Cowan was involved with the firm of Parkinson Cowan, manufacturers of stoves and meters, eventually becoming chairman. He was a man of ‘decided opinions’ and he never hesitated to press them for fear of the consequences. Compromise was not in his nature and he made enemies.\(^{196}\) In 1922 he was defeated as the Coalition Liberal MP for

Aberdeenshire and Kincardineshire East by his only opponent, the Liberal, Frederick Martin, who later defected to Labour (see Chapter 3). Less than a year later, in October 1923, Cowan himself defected to the Conservatives. In a letter to The Times on 30 October 1923 he announced his conversion to tariffs:

‘As one who… accepted, under pre-war conditions, the policy of Free Trade, I looked to Liberalism for a solution… only to find that…there is nothing constructive in the proposals put forward by either of the groups into which the party is now divided…I am prepared to support the Unionist programme …under such changed conditions as exist today’.197

Cowan wrote to the East Aberdeenshire Liberal Association: ‘I have not deserted my leaders, but they have deserted me…At the last election I was criticized…by members of the Liberal Party, for the consistent support which I gave to the Safeguarding of Industries Bill…The step I am taking to-day is not therefore, in any way inconsistent with the views I then placed before the electors’.198 Adopted as Conservative candidate for North Islington at the 1923 General Election, Cowan said that his own views were the ‘views of the orthodox Unionist Party’. Before the 1922 election the Unionists had invited him to stand under their auspices, but he was pledged as a Coalition Liberal. When the Coalition disbanded he had come to believe that the old policies were ‘no good.’199 Cowan’s 1923 election address stressed the importance he put on protection:

‘Free Trade is an experiment which…has failed because other nations have refused to
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adopt it”. Cowan was successful and sat as a Conservative MP from 1923 to his retirement in 1929.

Albert Bennett had extensive business interests in South America, where he had been Controller of Propaganda in the Great War. He had stood unsuccessfully as an Asquithian Liberal in Chippenham in 1918, before being elected to serve a single term at Mansfield in 1922. He lost the seat in a straight fight with Labour in 1923. By the 1924 election, Bennett, who had lost confidence in free trade and in the Liberals for supporting a Labour government, had been adopted as Conservative candidate for Central Nottingham. In his 1924 election address he blamed the increase in unemployment on the repeal of the McKenna duties and the Safeguarding of Industries Act. A ‘Socialist Government…is sufficient to frighten Capital away…I appeal especially to patriotic Liberals to put their country first and to vote…Conservative…The General Council of the Trades Union Congress…state that this Election is…to be treated…as a Constitutional Rebellion. It is the first time that “rebellion” has been advocated at a General Election’. Bennett was successful as a Conservative in 1924 and in defending the seat in 1929. He was appointed Deputy Treasurer of the Conservative Party in 1928. However, on 14 January 1930 Bennett announced that he would not seek re-election and that, ‘owing to pressure of business’ as a result of the depression, he wanted to retire from Parliament as soon as possible. Although, Bennett was keen to leave parliament quickly, he wanted to ensure a smooth transition to a Conservative successor. However, the transition did not progress smoothly. The chosen official Conservative candidate was not enthusiastic enough about
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Baldwin’s industrial programme for the liking of some local Conservatives and a rival Protectionist candidate came forward. Bennett had to postpone his departure until the threat of a split Conservative vote had been overcome. Eventually, Bennett’s designated successor pledged himself to the full Baldwin programme, the Protectionist prospective candidate withdrew and the Conservatives held the seat. 202

Walter Forrest was a Yorkshire woollen manufacturer. He was elected as a Coalition Liberal for Pontefract in 1919, but he was defeated in 1922. For the 1923 election he changed constituencies to Batley. Against the national trend, he was unsuccessful at this attempt, but won in 1924, losing it again in 1929. In January 1930, Forrest offered to help Beaverbrook with his Empire Crusade.203 In the autumn, Forrest was describing himself as ‘an old Liberal, a supporter of Lord Beaverbrook’s and ready to stand as an official Conservative candidate.’204 He was invited to contest the Shipley by-election for the Conservatives, but was concerned that his views were still not right wing enough:

‘Do you suppose Lord Rothermere will put up a Candidate? I expect he would certainly do so, if the official Conservative were backward in his Imperial policy. But should I decide to stand I feel, in view of my forward attitude on this question…he could at the least hold off in this case…Of course, I could not stretch my views to his.’205

202 The Times, 24 January 1930, p16, col e.
203 Forrest to Beaverbrook, 2 January 1930, BBK/B/148, Beaverbrook Papers.
204 Note of telephone call from Forrest, 17 September [1930?], BBK/B/148, Beaverbrook Papers.
205 Forrest to Beaverbrook, 18 September 1930, BBK/B/148, Beaverbrook Papers.
Forrest considered the offer carefully, taking into account the fact that the seat had been held by Labour since 1923, and then wrote back to Beaverbrook to decline.\textsuperscript{206} The eventual Conservative candidate won the by-election with a majority of 1,665, and held the seat at the following general election. On 31 March 1931, Forrest wrote to Baldwin officially asking to join the Conservative Party and saying that his belief in free trade had ‘gradually weakened’ and that it was his conviction that the ‘well-being of the nation demanded safeguarding at home and the widest possible extension of inter-Imperial trade’.\textsuperscript{207} Later, he became identified with the Liberal National Party, and was a member of the National Executive, and Treasurer, of the Liberal National Council, but he did not seek re-election to Parliament.\textsuperscript{208}

These three Protectionist Convert Industrialists arrived at their decision to defect from the Liberals to the Conservatives on the basis of the policies which they believed were in the best interests of their companies. Their views were focused onto short-term issues, as would have been demanded by their shareholders. Their perspective was little influenced by party loyalty or any other political considerations. Alfred Mond, who had already transferred his allegiance to the Conservatives over his objection to Lloyd George’s land policies (see above), became a leading advocate of tariffs and worked with Beaverbrook on the Empire Crusade. Hogbin also became a convert to industrial protection: he had already stood as a Constitutionalist and had entered the Conservative Party via that route.

\textsuperscript{206} Forrest to Beaverbrook, 24 September 1930, BBK/B/148, Beaverbrook Papers.
\textsuperscript{207} The Times, 2 April 1931, p12, col d.
\textsuperscript{208} Obituary, The Times, 19 July 1939, p16, col b.
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Faux Fusionists

After the 1924 election, although the Constitutionalists effectively disbanded, there persisted several cases where Liberal MPs tried to ride two horses – Liberal and Conservative – exploiting an ambiguous relationship between the two at constituency level. Closely allied to the Constitutionalists, though not actually one of their number, was General Spears. **Louis Spears** was a man of many parts – including French, English, German, Irish, and Jewish. Despite a change of name from Edward Spiers to Louis Spears, of country from France to England, of career from soldier to politician, of wife from Mary Borden (the author) to Nancy Maurice (daughter of the General of the 1918 Debate fame), a consistent theme in Spears’ life was his admiration for Churchill. This constancy though, led to another change, from Liberal to Conservative. Spears entered Parliament unopposed in 1922 for Loughborough. The seat had previously been represented by Oscar Guest, who did not contest the election. Spears’ election address stated: ‘I stand as a National Liberal, ready to co-operate with the Conservative Party’.209 Almost immediately after the election Spears offered to give up his seat in order that Churchill could return to the Liberal benches, to which Churchill replied: ‘It is splendid proof of yr friendship [but] the Whips will find me a seat if I wanted one.’210 Spears narrowly held his seat in 1923, but, soon after, compromised his position in the constituency by supporting Churchill in the Westminster by-election, later writing to Churchill: ‘I wd have given my right hand to get you in.’211
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MP dissociated himself from Spears’ position: ‘I’m sorry I can’t support you at Loughboro’...I understand you have offered to support Mr. Winston Churchill against the officially nominated Liberal candidate’. Spears’ support for Churchill meant that it was ‘impossible to get any financial support whatever’ in Loughborough at the 1924 election. Spears used the labels Liberal and, elsewhere, Anti-Socialist, at that election, but did not call himself a Constitutionalist and was opposed, as in 1923, by a Conservative. Spears’ 1924 election address went into elaborate detail on his anti-Socialist credentials, but ended up appearing more anti-Conservative in tone, because of his frustration at facing a Conservative opponent. He warned: ‘A vote for the Tory Candidate may let the Socialist in.’ In fact the votes for the Tory candidate let the Tory candidate in, and Spears fell to bottom of the poll.

Despite Spears’ annoyance at the Conservative Party over his 1924 defeat, within a matter of weeks he was actively negotiating his entry into the party. Regardless of the fact that Churchill had by then accepted the post of Tory Chancellor of the Exchequer, Spears still toyed with the idea of following his mentor’s tortuous path into the same party. Instead of making a direct move, Spears considered standing again in Loughborough, but as an Independent with Conservative support. His idea was quickly dispatched as ‘sheer madness’. Spears then attended two interviews in December 1924 at Conservative Party headquarters, where he agreed unconditionally to join the party, but
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to wait until his return from an impending trip to America to announce his defection.²¹⁶

The letter announcing Spears’ conversion appeared in The Times on 4 May 1925. Lloyd George was able to avenge his party’s loss, at the Bosworth by-election of 1927, when Spears contested the seat for the Conservatives. The Liberal, William Edge, won and Spears came last, in the formerly Conservative-held seat. After his defeat, Spears complained that ‘Edge has been spending at least £10,000 of Lloyd George’s money in the division, and thirty paid organisers have been at work on his behalf for many months.’²¹⁷ Spears managed to lose another Tory seat in 1929, when he was defeated at Carlisle. He did eventually return to the Commons, when he took Carlisle in the more favourable circumstances of 1931. He held the seat until he was again defeated in 1945. Spears was a courageous and many-faceted character, but not an electoral asset to any political party. He only won two contested elections of the seven which he fought, even though he was fighting for the incumbent party on every occasion.

Rhys Williams and his wife, Juliet, both had ambiguous, and incorrectly-represented, relationships with the Liberal Party. Rhys Williams declared himself a Lloyd George supporter, writing to his leader: ‘I do not think you need any assurances of my wholehearted allegiance, which, as you know, has been lifelong’.²¹⁸ Lloyd George’s Chief Whip embellished the facts, imagining non-existent battles against the Asquithians. Guest wrote to Lloyd George: ‘I feel sure that you would not wish to forget…the gallant fight that Rhys Williams successfully made for us in the Banbury Division against the

²¹⁶ Spears to Packe, 17 December 1924, 1/261, Spears Papers.
²¹⁸ Rhys Williams to Lloyd George, 24 November 1919, LG/F/18/3/34, Lloyd George Papers.
Asquithian hosts’. In fact, Rhys Williams was elected three times for Banbury, but each time he was not opposed by an Asquithian, nor indeed by any other opponent at all. He was first returned without a contest at a by-election in September 1918, was unopposed in the 1918 general election and faced an unopposed by-election on his appointment as Recorder of Cardiff in June 1922. The Times reported that he was ‘Never a keen party politician, [and that] he was content to drop out of Parliament when the Lloyd-George [sic] Government fell.’ However, in 1922 he did stand again, unsuccessfully contesting Pontypridd as a National Liberal. The inaccuracies and ambiguities continued. In March 1931, while Lloyd George was leader of the Liberal Party, there was a by-election at Pontypridd. Rhys Williams, still claiming to be a Liberal, appeared on the Conservative platform to oppose the Liberal candidate, because he believed that he was out to assist the socialists, as part of a pact. As a self-proclaimed ‘lifelong Liberal’, Williams said he ‘deplored the methods that had been adopted by those Liberals who still obeyed the orders of the official headquarters…there were tens of thousands of Liberals who, like himself, detested this policy, and, like Sir John Simon, were tired of tactics’. Williams’ argument about assisting the Labour candidate was not supported by the evidence. At the last election the Labour candidate had gained more votes than the combined totals of the second-placed Liberal and the last-placed Conservative combined. The absence of a Liberal candidate at the by-election would almost certainly have resulted in an even larger margin of victory for the Labour candidate. In 1938 the Labour victor of the 1931 Pontypridd by-election died. Williams’ wife stood unsuccessfully as a National Liberal candidate in the by-election. However,
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she later reappeared as the (unsuccessful) Liberal candidate in Ilford North in 1945. However, by 1947 Lady Rhys Williams appears to have been on the Conservative side of the fence; in February that year she was used as conduit for Churchill to approach Violet Bonham Carter for the Liberals about the possibility of a pact between the Liberals and the Conservatives. On 27 March 1947 she conveyed to Bonham Carter that Churchill was willing to offer the Liberals a clear run in thirty-five seats, and electoral reform, if they were to agree to fight the next election in alliance with the Conservatives. It is almost certain that, even if Rhys Williams had conveyed the offer accurately, neither Bonham Carter nor Churchill could have convinced their respective parties to agree to the deal.222 Nothing came of these confidential proposals and in 1951 Clement Davies publicly rejected a formal offer of a coalition with the Conservatives. Neither Rhys Williams nor his wife therefore ever won a contested election and their track record of loyalty to their parties, to their leaders and to their friends made them somewhat risky associates. They both appear to have taken a fairly consistent path along the boundary of the Liberal and Conservative Parties, which at different stages placed them in the orbit of Lloyd George, Simon and Churchill.

Robert Munro’s departure from the Liberal Party was imperceptible at the time, and he never publicly announced that he had joined any other party. However, the facts demonstrate that he was indeed a defector, as he served as a Liberal MP from 1910 to 1918 and then as a Coalition Liberal until 1922, but in 1945 he was a member of the Caretaker Government – effectively a Conservative. Munro served as Secretary for Scotland from 1916 to 1922 and by taking office had incurred the displeasure of his
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fellow Scottish Liberal MPs, none of whom would agree to serve as his Parliamentary Secretary.223 He incurred considerable further displeasure in other quarters by his actions in the post. He took tough action over industrial unrest, including banning meetings, suppressing newspapers and sending troops and tanks to Glasgow. Aware that his unpopularity could affect his re-election prospects, Munro wrote to Lloyd George to check that his ‘acceptance of the office of Secretary for Scotland should not...prejudice my claims to judicial preferment.’224 Munro was concerned about his career and his finances, and by 1922 could see little prospect on either count for him within the sphere of politics. Timing his departure rather neatly, he wrote to Lloyd George on 1 September 1922: ‘It seems to me that I have come to the parting of the ways. If I had a private fortune or a...business – which I have not – I should prefer to remain in political life. But when I reflect on the financial condition in which I should be if I lost office, I am really alarmed...And therefore with great reluctance to leave politics and to leave you…I feel I must prefer my claim to the vacant [judicial] office.’225 Munro resigned his seat, which was still vacant at the time of the 1922 election, and accepted a judicial appointment.

Writing his (rather opaque and sketchy) memoirs in 1930, Munro was keen to distance himself from all political parties: ‘I have no right – and, indeed, no desire nowadays – to meddle in party politics’.226 After he accepted a barony, as first Baron Alness, in June 1934, he moved to London and began a new parliamentary career, ‘keeping away from
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party concerns’. He was not listed as a Liberal or Liberal National in the 1939 Liberal Yearbook. Munro was appointed government spokesman on Scottish Affairs in the House of Lords from May 1940 to 1945, although this did not imply an alliance to any particular party. However, his appearance in the (Conservative) Caretaker Government as a Lord in Waiting in 1945, confirmed that he had changed his political alliance. Munro’s defection was similar to that of Gwilym Lloyd George, in that it was almost imperceptible at the time and difficult to date exactly, but with the opportunity of hindsight, it had most assuredly occurred.

**Gwilym Lloyd-George’s** easy-going personality made him a congenial and flexible colleague in many delicate situations – and he saw many, from War service in the trenches to the Suez Crisis. Gwilym Lloyd-George (he alone among his family added a hyphen to his surname) was treated as something of a ‘trophy politician’ at several stages in his career. He had little political ambition and went into politics ‘because that was what my father wanted me to do.’ His name and family connections made him a valuable catch, but he was considered by colleagues as a down-to-earth ‘fully paid-up member of the human race’. He was elected for Pembroke in 1922 and served as a junior Liberal whip after the party’s reunion in 1923, until he was defeated in 1924. He sat on the board of the *Daily Chronicle* during his absence from the Commons for the duration of the 1924 Parliament. He was also a sometime trustee of the Lloyd George...
Fund. He returned to the Commons in 1929, at the same time as his sister, Megan’s first election.

Gwilym Lloyd-George was appointed Parliamentary Secretary to the Board of Trade in the National Government, but served for only two months, resigning in November 1931. He was co-opted back into the same role by Chamberlain in 1939, despite most Liberals’ supporting Sinclair’s refusal to join the administration. 231 Clement Davies later felt that Gwilym ‘had drifted towards the Conservatives since 1939’. 232 Gwilym served as a minister throughout the war and stayed on in the 1945 Caretaker Government. His defection from the Liberals was low-key, almost imperceptible at the time and probably the least dramatic of all the Liberal defections. At the beginning of the 1945 Parliament, the Liberal Chief Whip furnished copies of the Liberal whip to Gwilym Lloyd-George and to several other independent members so that they might be informed of the business schedule of the House. So, whilst Gwilym Lloyd-George could thus truthfully say that he ‘took the Liberal whip’, this could only have referred to the document, and not to the party discipline. 233 The whip was withdrawn in 1946. In 1945, after Sinclair’s defeat, Gwilym Lloyd-George had been offered the leadership of the Liberals and, at about the same time, the leadership of the Liberal Nationals, but he declined both. 234 

Davies was appointed Liberal Leader instead and wrote to his predecessor, Sinclair, in 1950 that ‘Gwilym…has caused us a tremendous lot of worry’. 235

Gwilym Lloyd-George’s 1950 election address described him as the ‘Joint Liberal-Conservative Candidate…adopted by both Associations as their joint candidate…I hope I may be spared to serve you’. 236 The Conservatives believed that Lloyd-George would have ‘a hard fight to retain his seat’ in 1950. There was ‘a committee co-ordinating the Liberal and Conservative Associations, but the election campaign was hampered by a Conservative Constituency chairman who was ‘past it’, a ‘lazy’ Conservative agent and a Liberal agent who did not ‘believe in canvassing’. 237 There was also ‘the usual difficulty wherever the [Conservative] Party supports a Liberal’. 238 Part of this difficulty was that ‘a section of Liberals who [did] not support his joint candidature [were] coming out into the open…suggesting that a Liberal candidate should be put forward’. 239 In the event, Lloyd-George lost the seat in a straight fight with Labour. His prospects for the following election looked even worse as, within two months, the local Liberals had adopted a candidate of their own ‘without any consultation’ with the local Conservative Association making a three cornered fight almost inevitable. 240 Lloyd-George felt that he had been ‘shockingly treated by treacherous Liberals’ and the local Conservatives felt ‘pretty sure’
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that Dr Pennant, the new Liberal candidate would prove to be a ‘Clem. Davies candidate in disguise’.  

It was clear that Pembrokeshire was a lost cause as far a Liberal-Conservative co-operation was concerned, but the Tories still wanted to adhere nationally to a policy in which ‘no action must be taken which would improve the prospects of the Labour Party’ and where ‘every effort must be made to secure friendly co-operation with the Liberals’. Despite Conservative Central Office’s considering that ‘even… Conservative supporters…were impressed by the contrast between [Labour’s 1950 victor] Donnelly and Gwilym Lloyd-George’s virtual neglect’ of Pembrokeshire, the Conservative Party offered Lloyd-George a safe seat for the 1951 election in Newcastle North, where he ‘was very much Central Office’s candidate’. The seat had had a troubled history as far as the Conservative Party was concerned. The long-serving Tory MP, Sir Nicholas Grattan-Doyle had held the seat since 1918 and wanted to retire and hand the seat to his son, under the protection of the electoral truce during the Second World War. The plan was foiled when Sir Cuthbert Headlam, also a Conservative, decided to contest the seat and successfully persuaded Conservative Central Office not to acknowledge the younger Grattan-Doyle as the official candidate. Headlam won the seat and was accepted as the official Conservative MP, thus effectively disenfranchising the original local Conservative association. Headlam served until 1951 and his retirement created the vacancy for which Lloyd-George was selected. Lloyd-George had no prior
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connection with Newcastle North and only visited the constituency about once per month, where his activities were confined to ‘staying at the larger country seats’, which was commented on ‘very bitterly’. However, he did win the seat in 1951. Lloyd-George’s career reached a peak as Home Secretary in Churchill’s ministry in 1954, after earlier posts as Minister of Fuel and Power and Minister of Food. He was retained by Eden, but left the government with a viscountcy when Macmillan took over in January 1957.

When Gwilym Lloyd-George had resigned as Parliamentary Secretary to the Board of Trade in November 1931, he was succeeded by Leslie Hore-Belisha. In many other respects too, Hore-Belisha’s career followed that of Gwilym Lloyd-George – from the Liberals to the Tories via a period of ambiguous party status, a spell in the Caretaker Government and finally membership of the Conservative Party. Both also served in the Great War, reaching the rank of Major and both were involved with the press during the 1920s. However, in terms of personality, the two were very different. Lloyd-George – criticized by his own father for ‘indolence’ and described by Violet Bonham Carter as ‘a floating kidney’, contrasted strongly with the driven, ambitious and self-publicising, Hore-Belisha. Hore-Belisha had lost his father at the age of one, and had to overcome the then disadvantage of being Jewish.

Hore-Belisha was first elected as a Liberal MP in 1923, for Plymouth Devonport, and was one of only a handful of Liberals in southern England to survive the 1924 election.

245 Partridge to Oliver, 12 April 1953, CCO1/8/542, Conservative Party Central Office Papers.
246 Morgan, Kenneth, ‘George, Gwilym Lloyd-, first Viscount Tenby (1894-1967)’, O.D.N.B.
Despite changing party status, he held the seat until 1945. Initially an Asquithian, Hore-Belisha then transferred his allegiance to Lloyd George. When Mosley founded the New Party in 1931, although he failed to attract the open support of more than a handful of prominent people, others, such as Hore-Belisha let him understand that they were with him ‘in spirit.’\(^{248}\) However, later that year Hore-Belisha joined the Liberal Nationals and this led to his first ministerial appointment, when he succeeded Gwilym Lloyd-George. From here, his career followed a steep upward trajectory - Financial Secretary to the Treasury in 1932, Minister of Transport in 1934, culminating in his appointment as Secretary of State for War in 1937. However, in January 1940 he was removed from the War Office by Chamberlain, and resigned from the Cabinet, rather than accepting an alternative post. Many senior army officers disliked his radical approach to strategy, and he had little support from the political establishment because of his Jewish and Liberal background.\(^{249}\)

Hore-Belisha’s career never regained its earlier heights. He spent the Second World War out of office and resigned from the Liberal National Party in 1942, to sit as a ‘National Independent’ MP. On the formation of the Caretaker Government, Churchill recalled Hore-Belisha for a last nine-week ministerial stint as Minister for National Insurance. In the 1945 election, Hore-Belisha faced only Labour opposition, in the person of Michael Foot, who played upon his opponent’s unclear party status, mocking: ‘We do not know to which party Mr Hore-Belisha belongs…I propose to fight this election on the

\(^{249}\) Tregidga, Garry, ‘Leslie Hore-Belisha (1893-1957)’, D.L.B.
assumption that he is a Tory. If he has any objection perhaps he will tell us.’

Hore-Belisha’s adoption had been endorsed by Devonport Conservative Association as well as by the National Liberals. Foot won. A month after the 1945 election Hore-Belisha wrote to the Chairman of the Devonport Liberal National Association, stating that he had decided to join the Conservative Party, explaining: ‘It now emerges clearly from the general election that it is under the aegis of the Conservative Party that the opposition to Socialism…must be rallied.’ Hore-Belisha made one unsuccessful attempt to return to the Commons as a Conservative in Coventry South in 1950, before being given a peerage in 1954. He died suddenly at the age of sixty three, whilst delivering a speech as leader of a parliamentary delegation to France.

Whilst several politicians were happy to let ambiguity cloud their exact political status, most at least were not dishonest. However, this was not always the case and there were examples of deliberate attempts to mislead voters. George Wadsworth won Buckrose as a Liberal in 1945, taking the seat from the Conservatives by 949 votes in the absence of a Labour contender. In 1950 he faced Labour and Conservative opponents in the revised constituency of Bridlington, losing heavily to the Conservatives. After having difficulty finding a candidate, the Hillsborough Conservative and Liberal Association in Sheffield unanimously decided to recommend Wadsworth for adoption as their prospective candidate on 12 March 1951. At the 1951 General Election all the Conservative candidates for the Sheffield seats were designated ‘Conservative and Liberal’ including


253 Note Urton to Thomas, 14 March 1951, CCO/1/8/189, Conservative Party Central Office Papers.
Wadsworth. Other Yorkshire Area candidates were variously described as ‘Conservative and National Liberal’, ‘National Liberal and Conservative’, or ‘Conservative and Unionist’. Two out of seven Sheffield Conservative candidates were expected to face Liberal opponents, but not Hillsborough; all had Socialist opponents. Hillsborough had form in the misrepresentation of its candidates. Wadsworth’s predecessor had been Sir Knowles Edge, who had fought and lost in 1950. After his adoption in 1949 as the prospective Conservative-Liberal candidate for Sheffield Hillsborough, the Bolton Liberal Party, where Edge was still a member, called on him to resign from the party after the executive passed a resolution stating that the Conservative-Liberal Association was an ‘officially Tory-sponsored movement in direct opposition to the Sheffield Liberal Federation and in no way connected with, or officially recognized by, the Liberal Party.’

Wadsworth’s 1951 election address was equally misleading: ‘Do you desire wise, practical and efficient government which the Conservative Party, with the help of its Liberal Allies, can and will give[?]…Mr. George Wadsworth was Liberal M.P. for Buckrose from 1945-1950. He is fighting this election as your Conservative and Liberal Candidate at the invitation, and with the support of, the fused constituency organisation of Conservatives and Liberals in Hillsborough.’

The ‘fused constituency organisation’ was a blatant lie. Clement Davies took issue with Churchill over this type of misrepresentation. Davies was seriously concerned about the number of Conservative candidates using the word ‘Liberal’ in their party description; in
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addition to the National Liberals, there were candidates with many permutations of Conservative and Liberal or Liberal National and Conservative. Davies wrote to Churchill complaining: ‘Is it so much to ask that the Conservative Party should fight under its own name, or at least under a name which does not clash with that of another Party which is recognised throughout the world?’ He cited examples of cases where local Conservative associations had dishonestly claimed to have merged with the local Liberals, in particular at Dunstable, North Angus and Torrington. Conservative tactics had included refusing Liberals admittance to meetings at which new associations with titles such as the ‘United Conservative and Liberal Association’ were established. Davies’ letter drew a predictably stinging response from Churchill: ‘As you were yourself for eleven [sic] years a National Liberal, and in that capacity supported the governments of Mr Baldwin and Mr Neville Chamberlain, I should not presume to correct your knowledge of the moral, intellectual and legal aspects of adding a prefix or suffix to the honoured name of Liberal’. He went on: ‘You and your friends do not seem to have any difficulty on the question of nomenclature with the Socialist Party. I have not heard, for instance, of any candidate who is standing as a Liberal-Socialist. The reason is, no doubt, that the two terms are fundamentally incompatible’.

Archibald Macdonald was the last defector to the Conservatives, in March 1971, since when no serving or former Liberal or Liberal Democrat MP has joined the Tories.

---
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Macdonald was one of that rare breed – a new Liberal MP at the 1950 election; the others being Jo Grimond in Orkney and Shetland, and Donald Wade in Huddersfield West, where a local pact existed with the Conservatives. Wade was elected in the absence of a Tory opponent in return for the Liberals’ not contesting the Eastern Division. Arthur Holt, the only new Liberal MP in 1951, was elected as a result of a similar arrangement at Bolton. Macdonald, in contrast to Grimond, Wade and Holt, only served a single term in Parliament and was out at the 1951 contest. However, even Macdonald’s short-lived tenure was a major Liberal achievement in the context of the times; and this was in spite of his relative lack of political experience. He was involved in the paint industry and had played little role in politics before being adopted as the Liberal candidate at Roxburgh and Selkirk in 1944.  

Despite this unpromising start, Macdonald came second in the 1945 election, only 1,628 votes behind the Conservative victor and in 1950 he overturned the Tory majority and won by 1,156 votes. After his defeat in 1951 Macdonald declined other opportunities to stand again, but initially remained active in the Liberal Party. In 1953 he was a member of the Radical Reform Group, which set out to counter the influence of the extreme free trade bloc within the Liberal Party. It supported government intervention to maintain full-employment and social security, to regulate

trade and to break up monopolies.\textsuperscript{264} Macdonald turned his focus to local politics, which he found more congenial, and he served as a Hampstead Borough Councillor and Liberal Group Leader from 1962 to 1965. However, only six years later, just before the Liberals’ string of by-election victories, Macdonald left the Party and joined the Conservatives. He had been disillusioned with the policies being put forward by ‘wild’ Young Liberals. His conversion to Conservatism was not total, however, and he found himself out of step with their policies too.\textsuperscript{265}

\textbf{Conclusions}

Liberal defections to the Conservatives were almost exclusively a feature of the period 1922 to 1931. Career opportunities (electoral and/or ministerial) were the central motivation of many of the defectors to the Conservatives, especially the Bonar Law Supporter – Third Coalitionists, the Fusionist, the Constitutionalists and the Faux Fusionists.

In contrast to the defectors to Labour, the vast majority of those former Liberals who went to the right remained in their new political homes. Many adjusted their policy positions, for instance on free trade, but with backgrounds predominantly in the military, the professions and business, there was little difficulty for the former Liberals to feel at home in the Conservative Party. All thirty-four of the defectors who joined the

\textsuperscript{264} Egan, ‘Grass Roots’, 179.
\textsuperscript{265} Reynolds and Ingham, ‘Macdonald’, 14.
Conservative Party, remained within that party. Only a small number of the rightward defectors complained about their new party, but even they remained loyal to it. Courtenay Mansel, writing to Lloyd George who had told him that ‘The Conservatives use you, & fling you aside’, agreed with his old leader that ‘as an under-dog, now securely muzzled, with bones and kicks…I know from bitter experience that you said nothing but the truth.’ Decades later, Archibald Macdonald found himself in disagreement with some of the Conservatives’ policies. But these complaints amounted to very little by comparison with the extensive dissatisfaction among the former Liberals who went to Labour. Perhaps, the ease of transfer of some of the former Liberals to the Conservatives begs the question as to whether they were ever truly Liberals. Some were; but others such as Mansel, Waring and the Guest brothers had, at least some, attitudes which were fundamentally at variance with Liberalism. The anger among many Liberals at their party’s putting Labour into power in 1924, suggests that many had pro-Conservative leanings. Whilst not sharing his political leanings, many of the rightward defectors would have concurred with Horabin’s verdict that ‘there was no place…for any party standing between…Labour…and the Tory Party’.

---
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Chapter 5 The Liberal Nationals

They, at any rate, did not leave behind them the slime of hypocrisy in passing from one side to another.¹

The majority of the Liberal MPs and former MPs who joined the Liberal Nationals did not do so deliberately to defect from the Liberal Party. From the date of the formation of the National Government in August 1931 to the departure of the Samuelites from the Government benches in November 1933, the Liberals and Liberal Nationals were in many respects two branches of one party, both on the Government benches in the Commons and both listed in the Liberal Yearbook as part of the same party. However, the actions of John Simon, Robert Hutchison and Ernest Brown in advance of the formation of the National Government were a clear and deliberate defection from the Liberal Party. They were, effectively, Proto-Liberal Nationals. Likewise, those who changed allegiance between the Liberals and Liberal Nationals after November 1933 effectively had to cross the floor of the House to do so. Therefore Simon, Brown and Hutchison and the post-November 1933 changers could reasonably be considered to be defectors, along with the Lloyd George family group of Liberal MPs who deliberately dissociated themselves from the rest of the party on the formation of the National Government and who sat on the opposite side of the House.

¹ Lloyd George commenting on Sir John Simon, House of Commons Debates, 3 July 1931, Hansard.
Proto-Liberal Nationals

At the time of Simon, Hutchison and Brown’s defection in June 1931, no-one could realistically have foreseen that a National Government was to be formed within two months. National politics was in turmoil over the rising level of unemployment and the resulting escalation in government spending. The Labour cabinet was failing to agree on a common policy, but its demise was by no means inevitable. The Liberal Party was split, primarily over the attitude to be adopted towards the Labour Government. Within the Liberal Party, opinions on Lloyd George’s leadership were polarized. The events between June 1931 and the transformation of the Liberal Nationals into a separate party were not part of a planned or predictable course of action, with any form of desired result in view. Simon may well have been satisfied to end up as the leader of a new small party, holding a pivotal role in a multi-party government, but this does not appear to have been his specific aim.

John Simon’s key ambition was to be in the House of Commons, at the centre of political decision-making. His lucrative career in the law was never an adequate alternative. Nor was the role of a political organiser and party manager one which he craved. Simon, by all accounts (including his own), a cool and remote character, ascribed his ‘frigid’ nature to ‘loneliness and dejection’ after the death of his first wife in 1902.² This was certainly not the typical character profile of an aspiring party leader. Simon had turned down the Lord Chancellorship in 1915 in favour of remaining in the Commons as
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Home Secretary, from where he hoped to advance his political career. He resigned as
Home Secretary over the introduction of conscription in 1916 and later regretted his
decision, which removed him from the centre of politics for fifteen years. ‘It was a bitter
decision which I had to take [but] I greatly feared that the transfer from voluntary
enlistment…would disunite the country and not add to our real power to win…where I
was wrong was in failing to appreciate the psychological effect…of this demonstration
that we would stick at nothing…But it was a mistake…it meant the abandonment of
Cabinet office and Ministerial opportunity and a long setback in my political career.’3

Lloyd George, by nature the antithesis of Simon, became the stumbling block in the way
of Simon’s return to front-line politics. Lloyd George’s career had prospered during the
Great War despite his early equivocation over the conflict, while Simon’s career had been
derailed by his principled resignation. Simon lost his Commons seat at the Coupon
Election and was thwarted in his attempt to return at the Spen Valley by-election in 1919,
by the intervention of a Coalition Liberal candidate. Lloyd George had commented: ‘I
don’t care who wins if that blighter [Simon] is last’.4 Simon won the seat at his second
attempt, in 1922. On receiving a telegram of support from Lloyd George when defending
it in 1923, Simon commented cynically: ‘Contrast Lloyd George’s telegram trying to
defeat me in the By-election of 1919…Liberal Unity only disgusted some of my keenest
supporters and would not gain me a single vote’.5 Lloyd George, rather than Simon, had
emerged as Liberal leader following Asquith’s retirement in 1926. Simon was no match
for Lloyd George in party meetings. In a courtroom or formal political setting, where he
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had a designated opportunity to speak, Simon excelled in making a case. His skill was in
gaining the majority support of a jury or audience by logical argument, but without
individual personal interaction. In an informal gathering or private conversation, he rarely
succeeded in empathising with his listeners. During the 1920s, Simon’s views were
increasingly diverging from those of Lloyd George, with their respective attitudes to the
General Strike making this abundantly clear. In 1927, Simon accepted the chair of the
Indian Statutory Commission, which temporarily drew some of his focus away from
domestic politics. However, he was re-elected at Spen Valley at the 1929 general
election. Again, he was without a Conservative opponent, as had been the case in 1924.

Despite some by-election victories in the preceding couple of years and Lloyd George’s
library of policies, the 1929 election had dashed almost all the Liberals’ hopes of forming
a future government. After the election, Lloyd George led the party on a seemingly
erratic - but generally leftward - path, primarily governed by the state of his secret
negotiations with the Labour Party leadership. Meanwhile, Simon conducted a
convoluted set of manoeuvres, including his public abandonment of free trade, which
made him increasingly acceptable to the Conservatives. But Simon did not capitalise on
his potential political value as a defector, as he could have done if he had gathered a core
of loyal followers willing to move with him. Instead, he essentially only sought a
prominent role for himself. He confided to Leo Amery that he wanted the role of Foreign
Secretary. Simon’s name was publicly linked to a fluctuating pool of supposed
followers who might have defected from the Liberal Party with him, but he did almost
nothing to ensure their loyalty. This was in sharp contrast to the emphasis which
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Churchill had put on the size of his supposed following when he was negotiating with the Tories. Simon’s focus on his own situation and neglect of his colleagues was to be a source of frustration to fellow politicians on many occasions. The Conservatives considered that Simon was not a significant catch on his own, but that he would be valuable if he could bring them the support of a score or so of supporters; Chamberlain felt that ‘twenty-two would be worth talking about’.\(^7\)

Simon’s disengagement from the Liberal Party was no secret. On 25 October 1930, he authorised the publication of a letter to Lloyd George in which he declared that he had ‘no confidence in the Government and that the Liberals are in danger of carrying offers of assistance to the point of subservience’.\(^8\) In the events of June 1931, Simon co-ordinated his actions with only two colleagues – Brown and Hutchison; the latter having resigned as Liberal Chief Whip the previous year. On 26 June Simon wrote to the new Liberal Chief Whip, Sinclair, saying:

‘[T]he official Liberal Party in the House of Commons reached a lower depth of humiliation than any into which it has yet been led. To the distrust of the electors, the disapproval of Liberals in the country and the jeers of the Conservatives has now been added the outspoken contempt of Mr. Snowden, just at the moment when the Liberal leader was trying to make out that his abandonment of a proclaimed principle [land tax] was a triumph of disinterested statesmanship… Every man is the guardian of his own self-respect, but whatever others may do I

\(^7\) Dutton, 31, quoting Neville Chamberlain Diary Letters, vol. 3, 255.
\(^8\) The Times, 6 November 1930, p14, col d.
must formally dissociate myself from a course which has led to this pitiful exhibition, so I write to say that I do not desire further to receive your official Whip.9

Simon’s departure drew from Lloyd George his molluscan analogy that Simon had left behind him ‘the slime of hypocrisy’.

Robert Hutchison had revealed some of his equivocation about the Liberal Party as early as the 1924 election. He was then the Liberal candidate for the Montrose Burghs, having been defeated at the previous election after one term as National Liberal MP for Kirkcaldy. His predecessor as Liberal MP for Montrose, Sturrock, had moved south to stand as a Constitutionalist, and a constituent asked Hutchison: ‘Seeing that Mr. Leng Sturrock has turned Conservative within a week, would you guarantee, if returned, that you would not do the same?’ Hutchison had replied: ‘I see no likelihood in the near future of me leaving the Liberal party’, which, of course, begged the question about the longer term.10 Hutchison was returned and in 1926 he was appointed Chief Whip. His previous military experience as a Major-General hardly prepared him for the unwillingness of the Liberal MPs to follow instructions. Ironically, however, he had had to resign as Chief Whip in 1930, after he failed to follow his own orders when he voted in opposition to the Labour government, against the party line.
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9 *The Times*, 29 June 1931, p14, col a.
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By June 1931, Hutchison had decided to dissociate himself from the Liberal Party over its support for Labour. The timing and content of Hutchison’s and Brown’s resignation letters reveal a high degree of co-ordination with Simon. In his letter to the Chairman of Montrose Burghs Liberal Association, also dated 26 June 1931, Hutchison wrote:

‘[S]ince I resigned my position of Chief Whip…I have found myself increasingly out of sympathy politically with the majority of the Parliamentary party. The policy of cooperating with, and of keeping in office at all costs, the Socialist Government is one which I have been unable to support…the Liberal Parliamentary Party has been driven into a position which compels it to support the Government on any question which may endanger its life. For this support the Socialist Party is not even grateful, but takes frequent opportunity in the House of Commons and the country to show its contempt for us…The reward for such continuous support and help at any price was the most humiliating speech of the Chancellor of the Exchequer [Snowden]… To anyone with a spark of self-respect this treatment is intolerable, and I decline to act along with a Parliamentary party which continues such servility to Socialism.’

The third co-conspirator, Ernest Brown, had served one term as Liberal MP for Rugby from 1923 to his defeat in 1924. He had then returned to the House of Commons as Liberal MP for Leith at the by-election in March 1927, caused by Wedgwood Benn’s resignation on his defection from the Liberal Party. Dissatisfied with the support given by the Liberals to the Labour government after 1929, from which he believed they should

11 The Times, 29 June 1931, p14, col a.
‘stand entirely aloof’, Brown resigned the Liberal whip at the same time as, and using similar language to, Simon and Hutchison:

‘After the deplorable humiliations to which the Liberal Party has been subjected in recent weeks, terminating in the disgusting scene in the House of Commons last night, when Mr. Snowden rubbed the noses of those who are cooperating with him in the mud…members of the present Government are to be allowed to treat Liberal members in any manner they think fit and that, notwithstanding this, a certain section of our party is prepared to aid and abet them…I can no longer be associated with such a policy, and…must act as an Independent Liberal for the rest of this Parliament…Please accept my resignation from the Shadow Cabinet and remove my name from the list of those receiving the party whips.’

_The Times_, noted that Simon, Hutchison and Brown, whilst resigning from the party, ‘still regard themselves as Liberals’, but it painted a dire picture of the consequences of the defections, declaring that: ‘another stage in the disintegration of the Liberal Party’ had been reached and that ‘other resignations, including those of Sir Murdoch Macdonald and Mr. Hore-Belisha, may follow’. In fact, no other MPs immediately joined Simon, Hutchison and Brown in resigning the Liberal whip. The three had all won their seats in 1929 against a strong Labour showing, but without a Conservative opponent. Many potential Conservative voters had supported them and they were anxious not to alienate this support by being seen to support a Labour government. Before the detached trio had
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time to establish their new political positioning, the events leading to the formation of the National Government overwhelmed any smaller-scale realignments.

The Liberal MPs who labelled themselves as Liberal Nationals between August 1931, when the National Government was formed, and November 1933 when the Samuelites crossed the floor, did not see themselves as defecting from one party to another. They considered that they formed a particular section within the same party. At the 1931 election the 59 sitting Liberal MPs had been labelled as shown in Table 29 below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Labelling of Sitting Liberal MPs at the 1931 Election</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Liberal National</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liberal $^{15}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lloyd George Family Group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Labour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Party</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retired</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Liberal MPs in 1929 Parliament</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^{15}$ Including Runciman, Millar and Granville.
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In the 1931 general election there were no constituencies where Liberals and Liberal Nationals opposed each other, and the divisions between the two groups were not totally clear. Runciman, Millar and Granville’s names appeared on official lists of both the Liberals and Liberal Nationals. After the 1931 election, but before November 1933, the membership of the groups was quite fluid. Eleven of the MPs elected in 1929 and after changed their affiliations. However, the MPs who had first been elected before 1929 all stayed with the faction which they had first chosen, at least in part due to the stronger personal affiliations which they had developed.

The Lloyd George Family Group, initially comprising David, Gwilym and Megan Lloyd George, together with Goronwy Owen and Frank Owen, remained on the Opposition benches in 1931 and made a conscious decision to remove themselves from the remainder of the party (see Chapter 7). After the Samuelites crossed the floor in November 1933, the Liberal Party was visibly, symbolically and practically split. A separate Liberal National Organisation was set up in 1933, with Ivor Guest (Lord Wimborne) as chairman, and a national convention was held from 1936. After November 1933 a change of allegiance between Liberal and Liberal National parties by a sitting MP required a symbolic crossing of the floor – a move that could reasonably be regarded as a defection. Several MPs were motivated to make the move, including a disproportionate number of MPs and former MPs from Scotland, where there had been a history of co-operation between Liberals and Conservatives to present a single opponent to socialist candidates.
Post-November 1933 Liberal National Defectors

Joseph Hunter, a doctor by profession, took Dumfriesshire for the Liberals, from the Conservatives in 1929. In 1931 he was re-elected as a Liberal, but without Conservative opposition. He remained on the government benches in November 1933, but waited until June 1934 before joining the Liberal Nationals, where he became National Organiser. He died suddenly, aged 59, shortly before the 1935 election. A Liberal National candidate, Henry Fildes succeeded Hunter at the ensuing by-election.

Joseph Maclay had re-captured Asquith’s old seat of Paisley from Labour for the Liberals in 1931, in the absence of a Conservative opponent. He also remained on the government benches after November 1933, but he did not formally join the Liberal National Group, although he had close family and political connections to it. His deliberate decision not to follow his nominal leader, Samuel, in crossing the floor could be considered to bring his actions within the definition of a defection as a ‘falling away from allegiance to a leader [or] party’. Maclay was re-elected, again without Conservative opposition, in 1935. His election address stated that he offered himself as ‘Liberal candidate, prepared to support the Government’.

16 Maclay, election address, 1935, Bristol University Archives.

Jack was elected unopposed as a Liberal National MP in 1940 and sat until 1964, serving...
as Chairman of the Parliamentary Liberal National Party from 1947 to 1956 and then as President of the National Liberal Council from 1957 to 1967, and as Secretary of State for Scotland in Macmillan’s government.

William McKeag was elected for Durham in 1931 as a Liberal, but remained on the government side of the House in November 1933 and joined the Liberal Nationals in June 1934. He was defeated, standing as a Liberal National in 1935. In 1940 he was talked of as a possible Independent Liberal candidate for the Newcastle North by-election, but in the event, he did not stand. However, he did stand again as the Liberal candidate in Newcastle North in 1945 and in 1950 at Newcastle East. McKeag served on Newcastle City Council for 25 years, being first elected in 1936, but by the mid-1950s, his political affiliation had shifted. McKeag was nominated by the old disaffiliated Newcastle North Conservative Association as a candidate in the by-election caused by the elevation to the peerage of Gwilym Lloyd-George (see Chapter 4), in opposition to the official Conservative. McKeag agreed to accept the nomination, but in the end did not enter the contest.

George Morrison, although a supporter of the National Government, was elected as a Liberal for the Combined Scottish Universities at a by-election in March 1934, occasioned by the death of the Liberal, Dugald Cowan. However, Morrison resigned
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18 *The Times*, 26 February 1957, p8, col g.
the Liberal whip in July 1935 to join the Liberal Nationals.\textsuperscript{20} He retained his seat at the 1935 general election and sat until he resigned, triggering a by-election in April 1945, which was won by the Independent, John Boyd Orr, thus ending any form of Liberal representation for the seat.

Electoral considerations influenced many of the changes of allegiance between the Liberals and Liberal Nationals. Although no official pact existed between them, at the 1935 general election only two Liberal National candidates opposed Liberals, so there was virtually no electoral conflict between them, unlike the situation between the Asquithian and Lloyd George Liberals in 1918 and 1922. However, the Liberal National label also offered protection from Conservative opposition, as no Tory opposed a Liberal National candidate. There were other career advantages to be gained from the Liberal National label as well. The case of Robert Bernays illustrates the attraction of the Liberal Nationals for ambitious politicians seeking office, which the Liberals could not offer. Bernays was a self-confessed ‘carpet bagger’ politician. He had no connection with his Bristol North constituency, when he first applied for adoption as its Liberal candidate shortly before the 1931 general election. The seat had been won by Labour in 1929, when the Liberal vote had been split between Freddie Guest and Skelton (see Chapter 4). Bernays faced only Labour opposition in 1931 and won the seat. He then cultivated the right local contacts to ensure that no Conservative candidate stood against him at the following election either, and he held the seat in 1935.\textsuperscript{21} He chose to position himself politically to maximize his chances of ministerial office. Bernays remained on the

\textsuperscript{20} Scottish Political Timeline 1918-1945 (http://www.alba.org.uk/timeline/1918to1945.html)
\textsuperscript{21} Smart, Nick (ed), The Diaries and Letters of Robert Bernays, 1932-1939 (Edwin Mellen, Lampeter, 1996), xviii-xxv.
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Government benches when the Samuelites went into opposition in November 1933. This cost him his job at the *News Chronicle*, but opened the way for him to develop contacts with the Conservatives. From the beginning of the 1935 Parliament Bernays was in close contact with leading Conservatives, although, for tactical reasons, he did not wish to join the Conservative Party. The Conservative queue for office was very long, whereas for non-Conservative supporters of the National Government it could be very short. Bernays was ‘neither friend nor admirer’ of Simon but, from MacDonald’s departure in 1935, Simon was the obvious non-Conservative government figure to cultivate in the quest for office. In September 1936 Bernays took the plunge and wrote to Simon, to request that ‘when Parliament reassembles…I may be sent the Liberal National Whip. For many months now I have found myself in agreement with the Government on all main issues of policy and I feel that I have no justification any longer in maintaining my isolation.’ Simon replied: ‘I am glad to hear that you have decided to count yourself among the Liberal National forces which steadily support the Government…The party which I lead welcomes you as a comrade’. Bernays’ strategy worked, and in May 1937, when Chamberlain formed his ministry, he was appointed Parliamentary Secretary to the Ministry of Health and later to the Ministry of Transport. But this was as far as he got, as he was dropped when Churchill took over in 1940. Bernays then joined the army and was killed in an air crash in January 1945.

---

22 Smart, *Diaries and Letters of Robert Bernays*, xxv.
23 Ibid, xxv.
24 Bernays to Simon, 10 September 1936, 83/190, Simon Papers.
Foreign affairs were the motivation for most of the later defections of former Liberals to the Liberal Nationals. Sinclair, Liberal Party leader from 1935, was a staunch opponent of appeasement and most of his party followed his lead. In this respect the policies of the Liberals and Liberal Nationals were distinctly different. Arthur Murray’s primary political interest was foreign affairs. He had been PPS to Grey as Foreign Secretary between 1910 and 1914. His elder brother was the Master of Elibank, Liberal Chief Whip from 1910 to 1912, who believed that he had ‘been present at the obsequies of the Liberal Party’ in late September 1918, when he was involved in a failed attempt to reconstruct the government to include Asquith. A year after his brother’s abortive attempt to reunite the party, Murray addressed his constituents, calling for Asquith and Lloyd George to retire, to allow the appointment of an alternative leader who could unite the party – probably hoping that Grey would be that leader. In 1919 he went to Washington with Grey on a special ambassadorial mission, and came back to what he later called ‘the Lloyd George Dictatorship.’ In 1922 Murray had held his seat against his only opponent - a Lloyd George Liberal candidate, but he lost it in 1923 to the Conservatives, and was never to return to the Commons. Another brother of Murray’s, Gideon, sat as a Conservative MP from 1918 to 1922. In 1931 Murray wrote to The Times, claiming still to be an ‘active supporter’ of the Liberal Party. Murray was no admirer of Simon and felt that ‘the drift of policy’ had ‘passed redemption’ when Simon succeeded Reading at the Foreign Office in 1931. Murray remained a Liberal when the National Government was formed, but eventually joined the National Liberals in the spring of 1936 with a

26 The Times, 27 March 1931, p15, col. f.
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‘scathing public rebuke’ to his former colleagues. By then the Foreign Office was in the hands of Eden, and Simon was sidelined from foreign affairs at the Home Office. Murray supported British policy on Abyssinia in the spring of 1938, but became disillusioned with Chamberlain for his ‘little knowledge or understanding of international problems’ by the time of the Munich Agreement in September. When Murray returned to Parliament, on inheriting the Viscountcy of Elibank from Gideon in 1951, he was listed as one of the Liberal peers.

**Herbert Holdsworth** was elected Liberal MP for Bradford South in 1931 and was re-elected in 1935, again as a Liberal. However, in October 1938 he joined the Liberal Nationals. He defended his change of allegiance at a meeting of his local Liberal association on 4 November 1938, which resulted in his de-selection by 43 votes to 16. Holdsworth had voted for the Munich Agreement, and explained to the meeting that he ‘had been on my knees praying for peace...I do not regret the vote I gave: I would repeat it.’ He believed that the country had faced the choice – ‘War or the Munich Agreement’.

**Aled Roberts** was another former Liberal MP with a long record of local government service who changed allegiance during his term of office. Roberts was elected for Wrexham as a Liberal in 1931. Initially he supported the National Government and

---
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received the backing of the local Conservatives, who did not oppose him even though he was not styled as a Liberal National. However, he crossed the floor with the Samuelites in 1933 and this compromised his support from the Tories. At the 1935 election Roberts again did not face a Conservative opponent, but the Chairman of the local Conservative Association urged his supporters to abstain rather than vote for Roberts, who lost the seat to Labour. The following year Roberts, who was a leader of the Welsh community in Liverpool, was elected to Liverpool City Council. Although he had not joined the Liberal Nationals when it could have helped his election prospects in Wrexham, he did become a member and tried unsuccessfully for the Liberal National nomination for the Eddisbury by-election in 1943. In 1945, while he was still deputy leader of the Liberal group on Liverpool City Council, he severed connections with the Liberal party, ‘disputing the practicability of the Liberals’ Beveridge scheme.’ He joined the Conservatives, and unsuccessfully contested the Kirkdale Division of Liverpool at the 1945 election only a few weeks later.

**David Mason** was elected as Liberal MP for Coventry in December 1910, retaining the seat until 1918, although he was at odds with the Coventry Liberal Party from 1913 onwards for proposing a reduction in the naval estimates and for opposing other Government policies. Mason resigned the Liberal whip in January 1914 and sat as an independent anti-war Liberal. He unsuccessfully defended his seat in 1918 as an Independent Liberal against Coalition Conservative, Labour, Liberal (Mansel) and

---
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Independent opposition, coming fifth out of five. However, he was reintegrated into the Liberal Party after the War and fought Chislehurst in 1922, Romford in 1923 and 1924 and Barnstaple in 1929 - in all cases as a Liberal and in all cases coming bottom of the poll. He was re-elected, for Edinburgh East, in 1931 as a Liberal supporting the National Government, but then antagonized his Conservative supporters by opposing the National Government's tariff policies.\(^38\) He lost the seat in the 1935 general election, again as a Liberal and again coming bottom of the poll. He then began to agitate for a pact with Labour.\(^39\) History proved Mason wrong when, after being one of the Fuhrer’s guests at the Nuremburg Nazi Congress, he concluded that: ‘Hitler impressed me as a simple, unaffected, sincere man; quiet, dignified, and capable.’\(^40\) He was also quoted as saying: ‘My belief is that Germany wants peace above all things’.\(^41\) In 1938 Mason joined the Liberal National Party, after arguing that ‘political appeasement and economic appeasement were…necessary to enable us to secure peace and prosperity.’\(^42\) In his letter resigning from the Liberal Party Mason explained: ‘Peace, to my mind, is the supreme question of the day. I find myself out of sympathy with many of the utterances and statements of the council of the organization which appear to me to point in quite the opposite direction.’\(^43\) The Star on 22 November 1938 commented that Mason ‘has resigned once again. His rugged independence, even when he has reached 72, has impelled him to renounce the Liberal Party.’\(^44\)

---

\(^{38}\) Parliamentary Archives Website, accessed 8/1/08.


\(^{40}\) *Edinburgh Dispatch*, 18 September 1936, MAS/30, Mason Papers.

\(^{41}\) *Morning Advertiser*, 19 September 1936, MAS/30, Mason Papers.

\(^{42}\) *Edinburgh Evening News*, 29 April 1938, MAS/30, Mason Papers.
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Ellis Davies had already left the Liberal Party and joined Labour in 1934 (see Chapter 3). In 1939 he made a further defection, this time to the Liberal Nationals, arguing that ‘like a policy of entanglements …the League of Nations will lead to War…I refused to support the Treaty of Locarno…the policy of the League, Locarno, and the Commonwealth, may lead us in a War which I wish to avoid.’ He was quoted in the national press as saying: ‘I support Mr. Chamberlain’s foreign policy because I think it will help to keep this generation from war.’ Davies died in April 1939, just months after his last conversion.

Conclusions

The year 1939 was to mark the turn of the tide in defections from the Liberals to the Liberal Nationals. Generally, the earlier defectors had been motivated by career aspirations, either electoral advantage or promotion opportunities. The later defectors were typically motivated by foreign affairs. The attraction of the Liberal Nationals for potential inward defectors seriously diminished once war was declared, appeasement had clearly failed and all the main parties were represented in the government.

Whilst Chapter 4 revealed that there was little difficulty for former Liberals to feel at home in the Conservative Party, there was still less so for those who found a new home among the Liberal Nationals, who largely shared the same roots. However, the Liberal Nationals did more than simply attract later rightward defectors from the Liberals. Whilst some of the converts to the Liberal Nationals, such as Roberts and McKeag would almost

---
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definitely have gone straight to the Conservatives, had the Liberal Nationals not existed; others such as Mason, Ellis Davies and Murray, would almost certainly not have joined the Conservatives. Therefore, the Liberal Nationals acted as more than just a bridge from the Liberals to the Conservatives.

After the outbreak of the Second World War, no more sitting or former Liberal MPs defected to the Liberal Nationals, and some earlier converts returned. Clement Davies, who had allied himself to Hutchison’s group, as he saw it, (rather than Simon’s) in 1931, left the Liberal Nationals in 1939. In 1942 he rejoined the Liberals. He was followed by Edgar Granville, who left the Liberal Nationals in 1942 and rejoined the Liberals on the eve of the 1945 election. The Liberal Nationals, from 1940 under the leadership of Ernest Brown, suffered not only the defections back to the Liberals, but also the loss of the seat of Eddisbury to Common Wealth in the 1943 by-election. In addition Hore-Belisha, Murdoch Macdonald and (temporarily) Henry Morris-Jones relinquished the Liberal National whip, so seriously undermining the party’s representation in the Commons. Intermittent attempts at reunification between the Liberals and the Liberal Nationals were made during and immediately after the Second World War, with some localised success; the London Liberal Nationals, against their leadership’s advice, agreed a reunification with the Liberals in July 1946. The 1947 Woolton-Teviot Agreement effectively marked the absorption of the Liberal Nationals into the Conservative Party, so ending any separate attraction of the Liberal Nationals as a potential destination for defectors.
Chapter 6 Radical Populists

‘I am going to my constituency…and what makes it worse is that I shall probably have to go next year as well.’

The Liberal Party lost two defectors to the Bottomley Party, two to the New Party and one each to the National Party of Scotland and the National Party.

Bottomley Group

Despite having sixty-seven bankruptcy proceedings and writs against him, Horatio Bottomley used his wit and publicity skills to escape from his creditors with a personal fortune of £3 million. In 1906 he founded the journal John Bull, which was to cause Ramsay MacDonald much pain and embarrassment during the First World War by publishing the birth certificate revealing his illegitimacy. In the Liberal landslide of 1906, Bottomley became Liberal MP for South Hackney, only to file for bankruptcy in 1911 and have the Liberal whip withdrawn. He left the Commons the following year. Although Bottomley was not a Liberal defector at that stage, as the party took the decision to part company with him, in 1918 Bottomley was re-elected to the Commons for the same constituency as an Independent. Bottomley gathered around him a Parliamentary group which included Christopher Lowther and his distant relative, Claude Lowther, Charles

---
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Palmer, elected in February 1920, but who died later the same year and his replacement MP for the Wrekin, Charles Townshend. They were joined by Murray Sueter, who was the successful Anti-Waste League candidate, sponsored by Lord Rothermere and supported by Bottomley, in the Hertford by-election in June 1921. They were to be joined by a lone Liberal convert.

Cecil Beck entered parliament in 1906 as a Liberal. Couponed and victorious in 1918, by July 1921 he had come within the orbit of Bottomley and was persuaded to seek a political future under his populist right-wing banner. Beck did not initially share his decision with his constituents, and only under questioning from a local journalist did he reveal his change of allegiance. The local press reported: ‘Beck Leaves Coalition and Joins Mr Bottomley’s Group’. Beck confirmed his defection: ‘I have severed my connection with the Coalition party. I wish to be independent. I have been asked to fight a London seat at the General Election, and I can only do so on independent lines. I am out and out for anti-waste, and want to be entirely independent’.3 Bottomley himself remained in the Commons until he was expelled on 29 May 1922, after his conviction and sentencing to seven years imprisonment for fraudulent conversion. He never returned. The 1922 general election also marked the end of the Parliamentary careers of Townshend, Christopher and Claude Lowther and for Beck, who, in the event, did not contest a London, or any other, seat ever again. Only Sueter was re-elected, under Conservative colours, at the following six general elections.

---

3 *Saffron Walden Weekly News*, 19 August 1921, p9, col c.
New Party

Horatio Bottomley was not the last radical populist leader to tempt defectors from the Liberal Party; Oswald Mosley, who was at one stage an admirer of Bottomley, managed the same feat in 1931. One sitting and one former Liberal MP joined Oswald Mosley’s New Party and contested the 1931 election under its banner. Hore-Belisha was also rumoured to have thought of joining. Four Labour MPs and one Ulster Unionist member also joined. Mosley hoped that other young Conservatives such as ‘Oliver Stanley, Robert Boothby, and Harold Macmillan might join later’. Others who were tempted by the attractions of the New Party ranged from Harold Nicolson to Nye Bevan. Their decisions should be considered in the light of what was then known about Oswald Mosley and his party. The nature of the New Party was unclear and evolving. Mosley’s days as an overt fascist were still in the future. In 1931, he carried a certain amount of prestige as a former minister who had made a principled resignation over the failure of his Labour colleagues to adopt his practical policies for reviving the economy. In May 1930 he and Strachey had resigned from the government when Mosley's expansionist programme was rejected in favour of economic orthodoxy.

Cecil Dudgeon was first elected to Parliament as Liberal MP for Galloway in 1922. He lost the seat in 1924, but regained it in 1929. He resigned from the Liberal Party and joined the New Party immediately following the announcement of the dissolution on

---
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8 October 1931. Dudgeon resigned from the Liberal Party because he believed that it had ceased to be ‘an effective force in British politics’ and he had come to the view that tariffs had become necessary. Dudgeon came fourth out of four candidates with 986 votes, behind the Unionist with 18,993, the Liberal with 9,176 and the Socialist with 3,418. The figures suggest that, had Dudgeon remained in the Liberal party and stood as their candidate, he would almost certainly have lost. This was to be the end of Dudgeon’s political career. In the event, the New Party turned out to be less a rearrangement at the centre of British politics and more a meeting of the ‘marginalised and disaffected’. Dudgeon never contested another election and his Who’s Who entry made no mention of his candidacy for the New Party. He later worked in public administration, reaching the position of Chief Food Officer for Scotland in 1950; receiving a C.B.E. the following year.

The former Liberal MP who joined the New Party and contested the 1931 election alongside Dudgeon was John Pratt. Pratt had been a Liberal MP from 1913 to 1922, retiring as a Coalition Liberal in 1922, but expecting a realignment of political forces, believing that ‘the two parties of the future will not be the two parties of the past… the Coalition will pass, but…the security of the British Commonwealth…will remain. Whatever its name, men and women will in days not far distant range themselves together in what will be in fact the British Commonwealth Party.’ When the changes Pratt

8 Galloway Gazette, 10 October 1931, p5, col c.
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expected did not materialise, he made three attempts to re-enter Parliament as a Liberal at each of the successive general elections. After his 1929 failure at Sunderland, his politics had moved to the right and he was in financial difficulty. These two factors drew him towards Beaverbrook, whom Pratt believed could be a solution to his financial problems and a new political sponsor. If there was any doubt about Pratt’s motives for wanting to return to Parliament, that money was amongst them is made very clear from his desperate pleas to Beaverbrook during December 1930: ‘After seven years of desperate struggle I am facing absolute disaster…every other possible effort having failed I am writing this to implore your help. I beg of you to make me a personal loan of £600…I would give my services to platform work on your behalf throughout the whole of next year. I am willing to go through the industrial areas of Great Britain…if you will do this for me. Otherwise it means Bankruptcy & it will kill my wife who has been an invalid for seven years.’

Pratt had already been bailed out three years earlier by Sir John Davies, but had sunk back into financial chaos, admitting: ‘My debts…are the results of riotous living…I have lied and lied and lied’. Despite Beaverbrook’s less than encouraging response, Pratt was not deterred from one more attempt to relieve the millionaire press baron of some of his small change. ‘After another terrible week I am appealing to you again. I have a purchaser for my wife’s grand piano…but I still need £270’. Beaverbrook was again not prepared to help. The ‘industrial areas of Great Britain’ were spared the ‘going through’ that Pratt had volunteered in return for Beaverbrook’s patronage. Reports of his wife’s impending demise happily proved to be premature – she survived (presumably
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piano-less) until 1945. However, Pratt’s attempt to solve his financial problems by a return to politics was less than happy or profitable. His political ambitions (together with £150) were finally sunk when he lost his deposit standing as the New Party candidate in Manchester Hulme in 1931. He achieved the third highest share of the vote among the 24 New Party candidates – but that was a meager 4.4%.19

National Party of Scotland

The verdict on the inter-war Scottish nationalist movement that its ‘most…striking feature…was its divisiveness and the difficulty it had in maintaining a united and cohesive front’ might have sounded all too familiar to Liberals at the time20. However, one former Liberal MP was tempted to swap the discord of the Liberals for the discord of the Scottish nationalists – Henry Dalziel, first Baron Dalziel of Kirkcaldy.

The National Party of Scotland (NPS) had been formed in 1928 ‘on a foundation of uneasy compromise’ through the merger of the pro-independence Scots National League and the devolutionist Scottish Home Rule Association. Goals and means were a source of contention.21 In the early 1930s, the party’s chief strategist, John MacCormick, oversaw the expulsion of extremists and an attempt to make the party more attractive to moderate potential supporters, such as Dalziel. The poet Hugh MacDiarmid was a member, but

19Worley, ‘Call to Action’, 244.
21 Ibid, 251.
was expelled on account of his Communist beliefs.\textsuperscript{22} Ironically, he was later expelled from the Communist Party for his Scottish Nationalist beliefs. Dalziel entered Parliament as an ‘advanced Radical and Home Ruler’ at a by-election in 1892 and sat in the Commons as a Liberal and then Coalition Liberal until his elevation to the peerage in 1921.\textsuperscript{23} In 1894 he had introduced a bill designed to give home rule to Scotland. This brought him into alliance with Lloyd George, who wanted to see equivalent measures for Wales. The partnership between Lloyd George and Dalziel, both from shoemaking families, was to be long-lasting and mutually beneficial. It was in his links to the press that Dalziel was to be of most value to Lloyd George. In 1909 he brought Lloyd George together with Northcliffe. In 1914 Dalziel became sole owner of \textit{Reynolds's News}, and during the Liberal split in 1916 the paper became a mouthpiece for Lloyd George. In 1918 Dalziel organized Lloyd George's purchase of the \textit{Daily Chronicle}.\textsuperscript{24} Dalziel acted as Lloyd George’s agent at the paper, in an attempt to give Lloyd George editorial control. The arrangement was not to Lloyd George’s satisfaction and in 1921, Dalziel was replaced, but consoled with a peerage, the arrangements for which were organised with rather unseemly haste.\textsuperscript{25} After the situation in Ireland had been addressed, but without any commensurate (or even any) legislation for Scottish home rule, Dalziel sold all his newspaper interests the following year and retired – temporarily as it turned out – from politics, until he was tempted into the National Party of Scotland by MacCormick in September 1932. The latter, struggling to attract attention for his party, was eager to reel in his catch, commenting that in view of his ‘political connections and great wealth it
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seemed to me that he could render great service to the National Party [of Scotland, but] I…was not…very sure that he fully understood what our aims were.  

Dalziel, on his way from the Liberals to the NPS, crossed paths with the Duke of Montrose, a former Conservative, who briefly associated himself with the NPS, before joining the Liberals. Dalziel’s membership of the NPS was to be brief and relatively unproductive; he died without heirs in 1935 and left most of his £407,886 estate to the fund for the repayment of the national debt – then standing at a figure of £7,800,436,867. His legacy could have had a much greater political impact, had he left the money to the National Party for Scotland, or to the Liberals.

The National Party

A total of six by-elections occurred in Liberal-held seats during the Second World War. The party truce ensured that in these cases, the Liberal candidate was guaranteed a by-election without competition from Labour or the Conservatives. William Gruffydd, himself a former vice-president of Plaid Cymru now standing as a Liberal, beat off the only challenger from his former party to win the University of Wales by-election, caused by the appointment of sitting Liberal MP Ernest Evans as a County Court judge in 1943. Gruffydd was the only one of the Liberal wartime by-election victors to be re-elected in 1945. David Seaborne Davies also fought off a Plaid Cymru challenger to replace David Lloyd George in the April 1945 by-election in Caernarvon Boroughs, only to lose the seat just over two months later. Lloyd George believed that even he himself would not have
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held the seat had he contested it at the next election, and this was a factor in his accepting the earldom. In the event, Lloyd George died before the election. Berwick-upon-Tweed saw two wartime by-elections. The sitting Liberal, Hugh Seely was raised to the peerage in 1941, allowing George Grey to take the seat unopposed. Grey was widely believed to have been a possible future party leader. The party was denied his potential when he was killed in action in 1944 as a tank commander in France. His replacement was also a very high calibre choice – William Beveridge. Wilfrid Roberts, chairman of the Organising Committee for the latter half of the war, had deliberately recruited distinguished people to stand for the Liberals. Some, like Beveridge, had been ideologically sympathetic; others, like Air Vice-Marshall Bennett, had not.  

**Donald Bennett** was a controversial character. He was elected unopposed in May 1945 in the Middlesbrough West by-election caused by the death of sitting Liberal MP, Harcourt Johnstone; the second wartime by-election in the constituency. Johnstone himself had been the recipient of an unopposed election, when he took over the seat from fellow Liberal, Kingsley Griffith on the latter’s appointment as a County Court judge in 1940. Johnstone had been a popular and munificent figure within the Liberal Party, with a large girth and a larger wallet. He was said to have ‘dug his grave with his teeth’. However, he had been less assiduous with his visits to his constituency than to his favourite restaurants. Johnstone once met a parliamentary colleague at a London station and bemoaned that fact that he had to visit his constituency, saying that ‘what makes it

worse is that I may have to go again next year’. Bennett served as a Liberal MP for less than two months, losing the seat to Labour at the 1945 election. Long after this cameo appearance at Westminster, he was to defect from the Liberal Party, but this was only one of a series of ruptures in a tumultuous career. Bennett was courageous, perhaps to the point of recklessness. He held a pre-war seaplane long-distance record, was shot down in his bomber during the war, escaping on foot to Sweden and later he personally flew 250 sorties to Berlin as part of the airlift. As an Air Vice-Marshal during the war, Bennett had fallen out with senior personnel in the RAF. After the war, as Chief Executive of British South American Airways he fell out with Lord Nathan (himself a former Liberal defector), who was by then Minister for Civil Aviation. Bennett had insisted that his aircraft were safe, despite several accidents; but Nathan had grounded the rest of the aircraft. Bennett denounced the minister to the national press and was sacked. Bennett was also involved in several court cases, including commercial litigation, a tax case and he defended a libel action by another former Air Vice-Marshal, who objected to Bennett’s revealing in a book that he wore shorts to a meeting. Bennett’s colourful character did not ensure his popularity at the polls. He fought two further unsuccessful by-elections as a Liberal: in 1948 he lost his deposit in Croydon and in 1950 he held on to his £150, but still came bottom of the poll. It was not the cost or the popular rejection, but the Liberal Party’s enthusiasm for the European Economic Community and its defence policies which alienated Bennett.
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Bennett left the Liberal Party in 1962, and rambled into the right-wing political
undergrowth, in the company of a few other former Liberals. In 1967 he polled about
500 votes as a National Party candidate at a by-election in Nuneaton, Warwickshire. The
National Party was founded by a former Liberal parliamentary candidate and party
organiser, Edward Martell. He had been one of the architects of the Party’s failed 1950
Broad Front strategy. He had also been a Liberal member of the LCC, elected in 1946
along with Percy Harris, when they had captured the first Liberal seats since 1931.
However, in the 1950s Martell drifted away from the Liberal Party and became an anti-
trade union newspaper owner and business partner to former Liberal MP Horace
Craufurd. Together they formed the People’s League for the Defence of Freedom in
1956. It lasted little more than a year, but in 1958 Martell was involved with the launch of
a new right-wing group, the Anti-Socialist Front. This organisation was also short-lived,
but Martell was not deterred. In the early 1960s he founded The Freedom Group, which
eventually became the National Party in 1966. It had aimed to recruit a million members
and to put up parliamentary candidates. The membership total was never reached and
Bennett was to be the party’s only election candidate. Martell’s enterprises collapsed in
debt in 1967.33 Although Bennett was never a member of the National Front, he
supported some of its policies, such as the voluntary repatriation of immigrants.34

34 Jackson, ‘Bennett’, O.D.N.B.
Conclusions

The case of Bennett illustrates one of the consequences of the wartime electoral truce – that of not being vetted by the normal political process of a contested by-election.

The defections to the Radical Populist parties probably say more about the individuals concerned, than they do about the Liberal Party, except that they illustrate that the party was a very broad church in terms of the personalities it attracted. There are however, some common threads. The cases of Bottomley, Pratt and Dalziel, in different ways, illustrate money’s distorting effect on political motives, as did the whole issue of the Lloyd George Fund.

The case of Dalziel is one of only two, out of the 116 defectors studied, where support for nationalist policies was a major factor in the defection; the other being Edward John who went to Labour. Considering the strength of feeling and the political consequences of the Irish Home Rule issue, it is perhaps surprising that Scottish and Welsh nationalism played such a minor role in the fortunes of the Liberal Party.
Chapter 7  Independent Liberals

‘Poor Liberal Party! It looks, as if it were indeed breaking up...As for my own position no party exactly represents me. In matters educational the Labour people generally seem...better... in matters fiscal the Liberals, in matters imperial the Conservatives’.¹

Independent Lloyd George Objectors

It is debatable whether Austin Hopkinson was ever a Liberal MP, but if he was, he had defected from the party by February 1922. Hopkinson was first elected under the wartime truce for Prestwich to replace the Liberal MP, Oswald Cawley, who had been killed in action – the second of Chancellor of the Duchy of Lancaster, Frederick Cawley’s Liberal MP sons to suffer that fate. Hopkinson was elected unopposed at the by-election in October 1918 with the Liberal label attached to his name, but without the need for a contest at which to parade, and thus have challenged, his credentials. During his successful 1918 general election campaign less than two months later, in the newly created constituency of Mossley, Hopkinson was quoted as saying that although he allowed himself to be called the Coalition candidate this ‘did not bind him to support the Coalition Government’. He went on to declare that he might vote against anything the Government did and he had simply taken their ‘badge’ because he felt it would be ‘for the good of the country to do so’. He claimed that he was not a member of any party and

that he had been adopted by both local Conservative and Liberal associations. In 1922 Hopkinson defeated an Asquithian opponent, and by 1923 the re-united Liberal Party clearly did not count him as one of their own, as he was opposed in that election, and the following two, by a Liberal candidate. In the event, Hopkinson sat under various (non-Liberal) party labels until his defeat as a National Independent in 1945, apart from a gap of two years from 1929 to 1931, when Labour held the seat. His failure in 1929 owed something to the outspoken opinions set out in his election address, which managed to alienate many of his erstwhile supporters. He dismissed some of the local Liberals as the ‘impertinence of a little clique’, condemned Lloyd George’s ‘wild-cat schemes’ and told the Conservatives that he disagreed with some of their policies.

If he ever had any party allegiance, it was most likely to have been to the Conservative Party, for which his father, Alfred, was elected as an MP for the Combined English Universities. Writing jointly with two Conservative MPs – Murray Sueter, originally elected as an Anti-Waste candidate and Esmond Harmsworth, son of Lord Rothermere - to the Conservative Prime Minister in March 1924, Austin Hopkinson clearly placed himself on their side of the fence: ‘The undersigned members of your party…feel that it would be an advantage…it if we could gain the adherence of a body of Liberals…who while preserving their own identity would work…with us’.

---
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The next defector under this grouping would, without question, have considered himself a Liberal to the core. **Rhys Hopkin Morris** was probably the most virulent parliamentary opponent of Lloyd George - and that from a fairly strong field of contenders. Morris’ first foray into politics was as a supporter of the Asquithian candidate, Llewelyn Williams, who lost to Ernest Evans in the 1921 Cardiganshire by-election. Evans had been Lloyd George’s private secretary. This was one of four consecutive elections in the constituency, where the only candidates were Liberals. In 1922 Morris himself took up the fight and contested the seat at five consecutive elections. He was defeated by Evans at the 1922 election. The Liberals had reunited by the 1923 election and Evans, as a sitting MP, had been adopted as the party’s official candidate. As Morris was determined to oust Evans, his only avenue of approach for the 1923 election was as an Independent Liberal. Morris defeated Evans in 1923 and in 1924 he was re-elected unopposed. Once in Parliament, Morris continued his opposition to Lloyd George, voting against his Chairmanship of the Parliamentary Party in 1926 and again, as the only objector, in 1929. Morris held Cardiganshire until he resigned to become a Metropolitan Police Magistrate in 1932. He returned to Parliament for the neighbouring seat of Carmarthen in 1945, capturing the only seat to be lost by Labour at the election.5 His death in 1956 occasioned the by-election at which Megan Lloyd George returned to Parliament in her new Labour colours.

Whilst eight Land Policy Objectors left the Liberals and joined the Conservatives (see Chapter 4), **Maxwell Thornton** also resigned from the Liberal Party over the same issue, but did not join another party. Within two weeks of his election in November 1922,

---

Thornton had called a meeting of both wings of the Liberal Party to discuss reunion. Between 70 and 100 members attended. There were no repeats of the Leamington showdown of May 1920, but the debate was inconclusive. Thornton’s resignation from the party in December 1925, a year after his two-term tenure at Tavistock had ended in defeat, was the culmination of annoyance at intra-party dissent, a drift on his part to the right and his objection to Lloyd George’s land policy. Thornton wrote to Asquith announcing his secession from the Liberal Party, regretting ‘the renewal of quarrels’ in the party and believing that the issue had become that ‘between Socialism and those who are opposed to Socialism…To coquet with Socialism…by the proposed nationalisation of the land…seems to be a peculiarly dangerous experiment.’ Thornton was especially opposed to the land policy, as he represented a rural constituency where he could see the Conservatives gaining votes at the Liberals’ expense on the issue. This was the final straw which caused Thornton to sever his links with the Liberal Party. He never contested another election for any party.

David Davies, grandson of the famous industrialist ‘Top Sawyer’, jointly inherited with his two sisters an estate valued at over £2 million when he was eighteen. In 1906 he was elected unopposed as Liberal MP for Montgomeryshire – the nearest thing to a continually Liberal-held seat anywhere in the country. With a Cambridge education, significant wealth and a safe seat, David Davies was well-positioned to show independence of mind. He did; diverging from his party’s line over Ireland, tariffs and church disendowment. Some local Tories viewed him as a potential defector in their
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6 The Times, 28 November 1922, p14, col c.
7 North Somerset Gazette, 5 December 1925, p3, col f.
8 Montgomeryshire returned a Liberal/Liberal Democrat MP at every election since 1880, except in 1979.
direction. In the event, he never migrated to the Conservatives, but he did fall out with the Liberal Party towards the end of his Parliamentary career. In the Great War he reached the rank of Lieutenant-Colonel, raised a new battalion and experimented with unconventional weapons, before being recalled to London to be appointed Lloyd George’s Parliamentary Private Secretary in June 1916, on the latter’s move to become Secretary of State for War. At this stage their personal rapport was ‘very close’. The relationship continued to prosper when Lloyd George became Prime Minister; with Davies acting as one of his closest advisors. However, by June 1917 the two were at loggerheads. Davies had persisted in his role as ‘candid friend’ to the point that he began to irritate and offend Lloyd George, who unfairly, in view of his earlier wartime record, virtually accused Davies of cowardice, writing: ‘it is a scandal to force men of doubtful fitness into the fighting line when others whose physical efficiency is beyond question are shirking under powerful protection… your wealth is your shield… you can render better service to your country as a soldier’. In 1918 Davies was issued with the coupon, but repudiated it; he could afford to, as he faced no opposition at that or any of the elections from December 1910 to 1924. By 1926, Davies’ objections to Lloyd George had been compounded by the General Strike, the Lloyd George Fund and the Land Proposals. Davies hoped to receive the nomination of his constituency association to fight the 1929 election as an Independent Liberal, with a free hand to oppose Lloyd George’s Green Book. Although he had significant support in the constituency, it was not ‘whole hearted’ in the meaning of the term which Davies wanted to apply – ‘unanimous’ and totally

10 Jones, ‘Peacemonger’, 17.
11 Lloyd George to Davies, 24 June 1917, F/83/10/8, Lloyd George Papers, Parliamentary Archives, quoted in Jones, ‘Peacemonger’, 18.
unfettered. He withdrew his candidature, but tried to exert an excessive influence over his successor, Clement Davies, who won the seat as a (nearly-wholehearted) Lloyd George supporter in 1929.

**George Rennie Thorne** shared a birthday with Ramsay MacDonald and a hairstyle with Lloyd George, but the political outlook of neither for most of his career. Thorne managed to hold his Wolverhampton East seat from 1908 to his retirement in 1929; one of the last Midlands seats to be retained by the Liberals, it was then held by Geoffrey Mander until 1945. Thorne served as Asquith’s joint Whip with Hogge from 1919 until he resigned on health grounds in 1923. A devout follower of Asquith, in November 1924 Thorne supported Wedgwood Benn’s letter to the press claiming that ‘The people have no confidence, and rightly so, in Mr. Lloyd George’. However, in the events which precipitated his departure from the Liberal Party, he was in accord with Lloyd George. At the National Liberal Federation Conference in May 1931, reacting against John Simon’s apparent abandonment of Free Trade, Thorne supported Lloyd George. His departure coincided with Lloyd George’s temporary abandonment of the party, after the formation of the National Government. According to the minutes of the Midland Liberal Federation, in 1931 Thorne left the party, ‘protesting about Liberalism’s association with a protectionist government’. Thorne, by then aged 78, retired from active politics.

---

14 *Daily News*, 14 November 1924.
Lloyd George Family Group

Not for the first time, political events pivoted on the anatomy of one key player – Churchill’s appendix in 1922, Bonar Law’s throat in 1923 and Eden’s gall bladder in 1956 all played crucial parts in political history. In 1931 it was David Lloyd George’s prostate which helped to determine the course of events. The formation of the National Government in August 1931 was welcomed by all sections of the Liberal Party. Samuel (acting Party Leader), Reading and Maclean joined Ramsay MacDonald’s administration and even Lloyd George’s son, Gwilym, took up a junior post. David Lloyd George himself was out of action, having undergone an emergency prostate operation at his home on 29 July. Nonetheless he wrote to MacDonald on 30 August tentatively offering his services to the government, saying ‘if the promise of the doctors is redeemed I may be of some use later on.’ But, crucially he went on to warn: ‘I sincerely hope there is nothing in this talk of an early dissolution’. It was on the understanding that there was not to be an election, that Lloyd George had given his blessing to Liberal participation in the National Government. On 20 September MacDonald had reassured Samuel that there was not to be an election, but five days later, under irresistible Tory pressure, MacDonald was ‘on the point of surrender’. Lloyd George put pressure on Samuel to resist the demand, but Samuel was unable to prevent a dissolution. Lloyd George ‘was beside himself with rage’ and never again trusted Samuel. Lloyd George then dissociated himself from the party, of which he had so recently been leader. Gwilym resigned from the government. David Lloyd George was loyally followed into self-imposed political exile by those who

17 Samuel to Lloyd George, 25 September 1931, quoted in Owen, Tempestuous Journey, 719.
became known as his ‘Family Group’ - although they were not all related. The Group comprised his children, Megan and Gwilym, **Goronwy Owen** (whose wife was the sister of Gwilym’s wife) and by **Frank Owen** - no relation, but a follower, admirer and later biographer of Lloyd George.

In the election of 1931 the Lloyd George Family Group was reduced to four members. Frank Owen, son of a Hereford publican and coyly described by his biographer as never ceasing to ‘honour his father’s trade’, who had won his native city by a slim margin in 1929, lost his seat. He withdrew from politics to concentrate on his journalistic career and drinking, although he made two further unsuccessful attempts to regain Hereford for the Liberals in the 1950s. The other four members of the Family Group survived the 1931 election. Goronwy Owen narrowly held his seat of Caernarvonshire, which he had first won in 1923. Owen was briefly appointed Comptroller of His Majesty’s Household in September 1931, but, like Gwilym Lloyd George, he resigned his post in the National Government within two months. Owen retained the seat until defeated by Labour in 1945, but made little further impact on Liberal, let alone, national politics. Towards the end of his career he even appeared to think that Lloyd George had forgotten him, pleading: ‘I am writing…to remind you of your kind promise to speak to the Prime Minister about an honour for me…I need not add that my loyalty to you and my admiration and respect for you will remain undiminished’. His loyalty was rewarded with a knighthood in 1944.

---

19 Owen to Lloyd George, 29 October 1942, LG/G/15/16/7, Lloyd George Papers.
Chapter 7 Independent Liberals

Lloyd George recalled: ‘you, Gwilym, Megan and I were about the only four who stood by’ Free Trade.  

As Lloyd George had predicted, Megan went to the left (see Chapter 3) and Gwilym went to the right (see Chapter 4) after their father’s death in 1945. David Lloyd George himself, having been the dominant political figure from 1916 to 1922 and a significant player for years before and after, lost his way after the 1931 debacle. His judgment was clouded when he visited Hitler in 1936 and his only significant intervention in politics in the last ten years of his life was his cameo role in the Norway Debate, leading to the fall of Chamberlain in 1940.

**Deselected Liberals**

With all the splits and dissent in the Liberal Party, especially between 1918 and 1923, it is, perhaps, surprising that there was not a greater number of former Liberal MPs who stood as Independent Liberals after being defeated or de-selected. In fact between December 1910 and 2009 only six former Liberal MPs attempted to re-enter Parliament as Independent Liberals after being rejected by the voters or by their own party.  

Three found themselves in this position as a result of their opposition to the Great War – Outhwaite, Mason and Whitehouse (see Chapter 3). A fourth was Freddie Guest in 1929 (see Chapter 4). The other two peacetime former Liberal MPs who stood as Independent Liberals emerged as a result of controversial local selection contests.
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20 Lloyd George to Owen, 20 February 1936, LG/G/15/16/2, Lloyd George Papers.
21 Excluding two candidates for University seats – see below.
John Deans Hope was first elected in 1900 and sat as Liberal MP for West Fife until defeated in December 1910. He had only been out of Parliament for four months, when he replaced the recently-ennobled Haldane at the Haddingtonshire by-election in April 1911, defeating his only challenger, a Conservative, by 468 votes. In 1918 Hope was couponed and held his seat against Labour and Liberal opposition, in the absence of a Conservative candidate. However, by 1922, after 22 years in Parliament, Hope had never made a speech in the Commons and was criticised for not taking ‘any interest in county matters’. The local Unionists made unavailing efforts to ‘induce’ the National Liberal Party to secure the withdrawal of Hope, and to substitute a candidate who ‘would be more acceptable to the electorate’. A motion in support of Hope was defeated by an ‘overwhelming majority’. Lloyd George made a visit to the constituency and, after hearing from Hope’s own agent, but not from Hope himself, had Hope, as he saw it, ‘thrown overboard as a sop to the Conservative voters’. Hope was resentful at the way he had been treated and decided to stand as an Independent Liberal. The upshot of the debacle was that the voters were treated to a choice of one Labour and three varieties of Liberal candidate in the constituency at the 1922 election. Walter Waring emerged as the successful National Liberal candidate, the Labour candidate came second, Pringle, the Liberal was third and Hope trailed in last. Hope’s parliamentary career was finished. By 1923 ‘normal politics’ had returned to the constituency and Waring came third as a Liberal, behind Labour and the Conservatives. The experience was to propel Waring towards defection to the Conservatives (see Chapter 4).

23 Ibid, 31 October 1922, p7, col f.
24 Ibid, 7 November 1922, p5, col d.
The other peacetime dispute occurred in 1929 at Stockport, a two-member borough, where the Liberals had only put forward one candidate at each election from 1900 to 1925. The only exception had been the 1923 election, when Charles Royle and Henry Fildes had both fought as Liberals. At different times each man had served a brief term as Liberal MP for the borough. Fildes had been supported by Lloyd George to fight a 1925 by-election, but had come third. As the 1929 election approached, the local Liberals again adopted Fildes as their sole candidate. The issue was raised as to having two candidates, but the Executive Committee decided almost unanimously on one candidate. Royle’s supporters formed their own ‘Radical Association’, with the object of promoting the candidature of Royle. An official of the Liberal Association was quoted as saying that if Royle stands ‘it will be under his own colours and not ours’. The dispute caused ructions in the Town Council, where Royle was leader of the Liberal group. Instead of taking his usual seat on the Liberal benches, Royle changed over to the Independent seats. He explained that ‘in view of the attitude which had been adopted’ towards him by some of his Liberal colleagues, he felt that he and they would be ‘more comfortable if he were not sitting among them.’ Royle said that he supported Liberal policy but wanted the Liberals to run two candidates in Stockport. The local Labour Party had nominated one candidate so far, but were watching the situation and did not rule out adopting a second candidate. The Radical Association was quoted as saying that fielding only one candidate was a ‘nerveless policy’. Fildes was reported as ‘falling between two stools’.
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25 Phillipps to Lloyd George, 24 August 1925, LG/G/16/5/6, Lloyd George Papers.
26 *Stockport Advertiser*, 26 April 1929, p13, col e.
27 Ibid, 3 May 1929, p7, col b.
28 Ibid, 10 May 1929, p11, col b.
being unclear about his attitude to the Safeguarding of Industries and having hesitated ‘whether to appeal to the Right or to the Left’, although he was definitely anti-Socialist.29 Royle stood as Independent Liberal on a platform of Free Trade, support for the League of Nations and Liberal programme for reduction of unemployment.30 The Conservatives decided to put up two candidates once Royle decided to stand. Royle came fifth out of five candidates and lost his deposit, whilst Fildes was also defeated.

**University MPs and Candidates**

University seats were in existence from before the beginning of this study in 1910, until they were abolished in 1950. These seats were unusual in that their constituencies were not geographical, but comprised the graduates of the universities. These electors normally would also have qualified for a vote in their home constituency. Many university constituencies were multi-member seats – up to three in the case of the Combined Scottish Universities. Voting was carried out on the basis of a single transferable vote. Most of the candidates for the university seats fought under party labels, although a higher proportion stood as independents compared to the rest of the country’s geographical constituencies.

Seven Liberal MPs represented university seats between 1918 and 1950.31 The University of Wales was the Liberals’ only university stronghold; the single-member seat being represented by four successive Liberals from 1918 to its abolition in 1950, with just
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29 *Stockport Advertiser*, 17 May 1929, p13, col b.
31 No Liberals represented university seats between 1910 and 1918.
one break between 1923 and 1924. The lacuna in Liberal representation was the result of
the intervention of an Independent Liberal candidate, which by depriving the official
Liberal of crucial votes allowed the Christian Pacifist challenger to win the seat by ten
votes. The Independent Liberal candidate was John Edwards, who had previously sat as
Coalition Liberal MP for Aberavon from 1918, until he had lost the seat to Ramsay
MacDonald in 1922. The 1922 election campaign had opened with a ‘maladroit attempt’
by the local Conservatives to persuade Edwards to withdraw, on the grounds that the only
way to keep MacDonald out was to form an anti-Labour alliance. Edwards was said to be
‘lax in his attendance’ at Westminster and ‘a poor constituency member’, so the
Conservatives decided to run a candidate of their own.32 Edwards came third in the poll.
The following year, 1923, Edwards, a graduate of the university, unsuccessfully contested
the University of Wales as an Independent Liberal against Rev. J. Jones, the Liberal
candidate, and the victor, George Davies, labelled as the Christian Pacifist, but who later
joined Labour. Davies, standing under Labour colours lost the seat back to the Liberals in
1924, the victor being Ernest Evans, who served until his appointment as a county court
judge in 1943. He was succeeded by the last of the Liberal MPs for the University of
Wales, Professor William Gruffydd, who had been a vice-president of Plaid Cymru
earlier in his career.

One of the three seats for the Combined Scottish Universities was also held in succession
by two Liberals from 1918 to 1945. Dugald Cowan was the incumbent from 1918 until
his death in December 1933. He was succeeded by the Liberal, then Liberal National,
George Morrison, who held the seat until his resignation in 1945 (see Chapter 5).

The Combined English Universities, a two-member constituency, had Herbert Fisher as one of its MPs from 1918 until his resignation in 1926. Fisher had an easy passage in Parliament as far as his constituency duties were concerned. Fisher’s is virtually the only case where it is difficult to determine whether he should be classified as a defector, or not. Fisher served as President of the Board of Education from 1916 to 1922 and he was only in Parliament from 1916 to 1926. His role has similarities to that of Reginald McKenna, who thought of himself as a technical expert there to do a particular job, or perhaps, later, Nigel Lawson, who went into politics to be Chancellor of the Exchequer. Fisher was not a convinced party politician and certainly not a hands-on constituency MP, as he readily admitted. His first constituency, Hallamshire ‘was willing in the exceptional circumstances of the War to be represented by a Liberal on condition that the seat should be regarded as being again at the disposal of the Tory party at the next election…I was returned without at contest…and for two years I represented a constituency which I was not expected either to canvass or to address, from which I received not a single letter, to which I contributed not a single subscription.’ His next constituency, the Combined English Universities, was ‘almost as indulgent’, as the member for this new academic constituency was not expected to canvass for support or to address meetings.  

Opinions differ as to whether Fisher remained a Liberal after he stood down from his post at Education and resumed his academic career. His biographer’s view was that although of ‘Anglican and Conservative ancestry’ Fisher became at an early age ‘an enthusiastic..."
devotee of Mr. Gladstone, and throughout his life he remained a staunch Liberal and Free Trader.  

However, Hart describes Fisher as being among those who left the Liberal Party in the mid 1920s. He believed that for Grigg, Mond, Hilton Young and Fisher, ‘their only reason for being Liberal after 1922 was Lloyd George. When his ideas veered towards planning, spending and state enterprise, they quit the party’. Fisher’s own view does not exactly settle the matter, but gives the impression that he felt that he was left without a party at all: ‘Poor Liberal Party! It looks, as if it were indeed breaking up…As for my own position no party exactly represents me. In matters educational the Labour people generally seem to me…better…in matters fiscal the Liberals, in matters imperial the Conservatives’. Rather than simply deserting the Liberal Party, Fisher left politics completely. He could perhaps fairly be described as a political deserter, but not a defector.

The victor of the by-election resulting from Fisher’s resignation was Sir Arthur Hopkinson, father of Austin (see above), who had been a Liberal candidate, then a Liberal Unionist MP in the previous century, and who was elected to the university seat as a Conservative at the age of 74. The last candidate for the Combined English Universities to adopt the unambiguous label ‘Liberal’ was Professor R.S. Conway, who stood unsuccessfully in 1929. However, a former Liberal MP, Edmund Harvey, was elected to represent one of the seats in 1937, standing as an Independent Progressive. Harvey had been an outspoken War Policy Objector in the Great War when he had been
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35 Hart, ‘Decline of the Liberal Party’, 272
Liberal MP for Leeds West (see Chapter 3), but he had remained within the Liberal Party and had served as Liberal MP for Dewsbury from 1923 to 1924 and had unsuccessfully contested Leeds North for the Party in 1929. Harvey was the brother-in-law of Arnold Rowntree. In his successful 1937 university by-election campaign Harvey distanced himself from all the political parties, saying in a comprehensive ‘Note on the Policy’ that he would, if elected, ‘accept no party Whip.’ After the declaration of the poll he said that the result was evidence that there was a ‘widespread conviction the representatives of the Universities elected on an additional franchise ought not to be chosen on the ordinary party grounds’. However, it was significant that Sinclair, leader of the Liberal Party in the House of Commons, and Ramsay Muir and the Liberal Party Organization, sent messages of congratulation to Harvey.

Another MP for the Combined English Universities who had Liberal origins, but sat as an Independent, was Eleanor Rathbone, who represented one of the seats from 1929 until her death in 1946. Rathbone’s father had been a Liberal MP, but she had sat as an Independent, and the only female, member of the Liverpool City Council since 1909. In 1922 she had stood unsuccessfully for Parliament as an Independent candidate for East Toxteth, but with the support of the local Liberal Party. In Parliament, as an Independent university MP, she frequently allied herself with the Liberals, but never took the party whip. She was a close confidante of Clement Davies during the Second World War and early stages of his party leadership, when the Liberals managed to augment their strength by associating with like-minded Independents. When Rathbone died in 1946, Samuel,

38 The Times, 3 March 1937, p7, col g.
39 The Times, 23 March 1937, p16, col f.
now Liberal leader in the Lords, and Clement Davies approached William Beveridge to stand in the by-election. Beveridge had served as Liberal MP for Berwick-upon-Tweed from his unopposed election in 1944 to the loss of his seat in the Liberals’ decapitation in the general election the following year. He had earlier held tentative discussions with Samuel over the possibility of a seat in the Lords, but before they had reached a conclusion, the Combined English Universities by-election arose. Beveridge believed that he could win the Universities seat if he fought as an independent, as he might well have been unopposed – but he was concerned that this could make it appear that he had turned his back on the Liberal Party. Alternatively he could have contested the seat as a Liberal, but this choice would have been more likely to bring other opponents into the field. Davies and Samuel agreed that Beveridge should feel free to fight the seat as an independent if he wished. In the event, Beveridge opted for the seat in the Lords and Ernest Simon, former Liberal MP and soon-to-be Labour Party member and later peer (see Chapter 3), unsuccessfully contested the seat under an Independent banner.

Cambridge University was also represented for one year by an Independent Liberal, James Ramsay Montagu Butler, who served from 1922 to 1923. He had never stood as an official Liberal candidate, but was allied in policy to the Liberal Party. A.P. Herbert, the Independent member for Oxford University from 1935 to 1950, although slightly more Conservatively-inclined, also allied himself on some issues with Clement Davies and the Liberals. The preponderance of independent candidates for the university seats was a phenomenon not restricted to the Liberal Party and its associates. Party labels tended to be worn more loosely by candidates of all political persuasions for the university seats.
Liberal Democrat Policy Objectors

**Michael Meadowcroft** was Liberal MP for Leeds West from 1983 to 1987, having served as a local councilor and on the Liberal Party’s full-time staff. He was ‘profoundly suspicious’ of the proposed alliance with the SDP. Writing in a sceptical pamphlet, *Social Democracy – Barrier or Bridge?* that ‘The SDP is at one and the same time the greatest opportunity and the greatest danger to Liberalism for thirty years.’ Meadowcroft was a member of the Liberal/SDP merger negotiating team, but was one of the Liberal negotiators who walked out in January 1988 and afterwards lead a last-ditch ‘no’ campaign. He did not leave immediately and helped Beith in his campaign for the leadership of the merged party, which was won by Ashdown. However, in the early spring of 1989, Meadowcroft launched the ‘continuing Liberal Party’. It attracted few members, and no high profile figures, but in some areas of the country it did win seats on local councils. Meadowcroft’s brother and son both remained in the Liberal Democrats and Meadowcroft himself re-joined in 2007, in part because he wanted a higher-profile platform from which to promote his policies for a ‘civil society’.

**David Alton** was an example of an MP from a minority religion within the party, whose Catholic faith collided with Liberal Democrat Party policy over abortion. Alton won Liverpool Edge Hill at a by-election in March 1979, at the tail end of the Callaghan Government, after having stood twice in the seat in 1974. Alton, although not enjoying a
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smooth relationship with Party Leader, Steel, was appointed Chief Whip in 1985. Despite boundary changes, Alton held on to his seat at successive general elections. However, after the 1992 contest he announced that he would not stand again as a Liberal Democrat, after the party made abortion a party policy for the first time. He was incensed that the same Conference had passed an animal welfare motion which included protection for goldfish on sale in amusement arcades and funfairs. 43 His seat was effectively abolished in 1997 and Alton left the Commons and the Liberal Democrats and became a life peer. He considered establishing his own ‘Christian Democrat Party’, but instead sat as a crossbencher. 44

Conclusions

Chapter 4 investigated how eight defectors left the Liberals over policy disagreements with Lloyd George, even though many retained an affection for him. Chapter 3 identified personal antipathy to Lloyd George as the factor behind the defections of Benn and Livingstone. The Independent Lloyd George Objectors studied in this chapter add further weight to the argument that Lloyd George was personally responsible for many of the defections from the party, and to an extent not matched by any other leader of the party. Lloyd George effectively became a defector himself when he led his family group away from the party in 1931.

Chapter 8  Inward Defectors

‘What a third party struggling for attention hopes for most after a by-election victory – a defector.’¹

The definition of an inward defector has been taken as anyone who served as an MP for another party, or as an independent, before becoming a Liberal/Liberal Democrat MP (see Chapter 1). By this definition, six MPs, who had not previously been Liberal or Liberal Democrat MPs, defected into the party since December 1910.² In addition, eighteen former Liberal MPs who had defected from the party returned to it.³

The SDP and its Antecedents

Compared to the Liberals’ continuing problems after the Lloyd George/Asquith split, the Labour Party recovered remarkably quickly from the 1931 debacle over the National Government. Ramsay MacDonald’s secession to form National Labour only deprived the Labour Party of a handful of, mainly older, MPs; only 13 National Labour MPs were elected at the 1931 election. By 1935, National Labour had virtually disintegrated and the Labour Party had recovered to 154 seats. For Labour this was not a false dawn, as 1923 had been for the Liberals when they achieved 159 seats, only to be crushed down to 40 a

² Rhys Hopkin Morris, who was first elected as an Independent Liberal, is not included in the six. His case is considered in Chapter 7.
³ Includes Clement Davies and Edgar Granville, who became Liberal Nationals in the 1931 split, but who defected back to the Liberal Party in the 1940s.
year later. Labour recovered to play an active part in the wartime coalition and to win a landslide victory in 1945. However, the Labour Party in opposition in the 1950s was dogged by serious internal tensions – largely centred on the personalities of Attlee and Morrison, Bevan and Gaitskell. With a return to power in 1964 Labour initially became more united, but policy differences began to split the party - divisions over Europe being the most serious.

The boldest of the dissenters was Dick Taverne. He eventually became a Liberal Democrat member of the House of Lords, but he was never one of the party’s MPs. However, his path out of the Labour Party blazed a trail which was to be followed, more or less, first by Christopher Mayhew and then by the breakaway SDP. Taverne was elected as Labour MP for Lincoln in 1962, but despite a flourishing parliamentary career, relations with his increasingly left-wing local party deteriorated. There was resentment at his public school and London barrister background but it was Europe that provided the flashpoint. Taverne forced the issue to a head by resigning his seat, causing a by-election, which he won as an independent ‘Democratic Labour’ candidate in March 1973. He held the seat again in February 1974, but lost in October. Whilst still in the Commons he had launched his Campaign for Social Democracy and in 1981 he played a prominent role in the foundation of the SDP. Whilst Taverne took a bold stance and put his views to the test in a successful by-election, he never sat as a Liberal or Liberal Democrat MP. However, Christopher Mayhew did. He was the first sitting MP to defect into the Liberal Party for over sixty years, who had not previously been a member of the party. As such he was a symbolic catch for the Liberal Party and a talented, but controversial,

---

politician. Mayhew was first elected as Labour MP for South Norfolk in 1945, transferring to Woolwich East in 1951 after losing his seat in 1950. He reached the level of Navy Minister in the 1964 Wilson government, but became increasingly mistrustful of Wilson and at odds with the Labour Party over naval policy and Europe.\(^5\) He also felt that the Labour Party was falling into the hands of ‘leftists whose views are wildly unrepresentative’ and that these extremists tended to ‘dominate or scare away the rest’.\(^6\) Mayhew resigned his ministerial post in 1966. He was in close contact with Roy Jenkins and with other right-wing Labour MPs opposed to Wilson; many of them former Gaitskell admirers, in the 1963 Club. Other members included future SDP defectors Bill Rodgers and Dickson Mabon. In 1967, Mayhew founded the pro-EEC Campaign for Europe. His outspoken views on the Middle East led to his being labelled as a ‘Judaphobe’ by the *Sunday Times*, but in 1968 he won a libel action against fellow Labour MP Maurice Edelman over the issue.\(^7\) In July 1974 he joined the Liberal Party and sat as a Liberal MP for the rest of the Parliament; thus becoming the first sitting MP to defect into the Liberal Party since 1910. The last sitting MP to defect to the Liberal Party before Mayhew had been Archibald Corbett who had defected over free trade from the Liberal Unionists to become an Independent Liberal in 1909. Corbett had been re-elected as an Independent Liberal in January 1910 and became an official Liberal during that Parliament, being re-elected as a Liberal in December 1910. Mayhew had discussed his planned defection with Roy Jenkins, who had tried to rein him back, saying ‘Don’t go yet. Wait for the rest of us’. However, Mayhew was not to be dissuaded. Despite having spent eleven years trying to change theLabour Party from the inside, and six years trying

\(^5\) Mayhew, Christopher, *Time to Explain*, (Hutchinson, 1987), 178.
\(^7\) Glover, Julian, ‘Christopher Mayhew’, *Dictionary of Liberal Biography*, 253-254.
to organise a breakaway of Labour moderates, he felt he had achieved nothing.\textsuperscript{8} He stood as Liberal candidate for Bath at the October 1974 general election, coming 2,122 votes short of taking the seat. He was elevated to the Lords as a Liberal peer in 1981.

When the Social Democratic Party (SDP) was formed in 1981, the Labour Party suffered the worst mass defection for any party since the Liberal Unionists split from the Liberal Party in 1886. Twenty-eight sitting Labour MPs and one Conservative joined the newly-formed party. Despite the alliance of the SDP with the Liberal Party and the subsequent merger to form the Liberal Democrats in 1988, Robert Maclennan was the only one of the 28 defecting Labour MPs who went on to serve as a Liberal Democrat member in the House of Commons. All the others had been defeated or retired by the time of the merger.

After having ruled out the Liberal Party as a viable vehicle for a political career, Maclennan was elected to the Commons as Labour MP for Caithness and Sutherland in 1966.\textsuperscript{9} Ironically, Maclennan won the seat by ousting the Liberal incumbent, George Mackie, who had two years earlier regained the seat for the Liberals for the first time since the defeat of Sinclair in 1945. Maclennan’s career initially prospered in the Labour Party, but he felt very angered about Labour’s U-turn over Europe and he resigned his position on Labour’s Opposition front-bench in 1972. Despite this, he was appointed Under Secretary at the Department of Prices and Consumer Protection, under Shirley Williams, in the Labour government after the February 1974 election – a post he still held in 1979. During his period in office, Maclennan had become concerned about the

\textsuperscript{8} Mayhew, \textit{Time to Explain}, 203.
‘bullying tactics’ of the trades unions and disenchanted with the class politics of the Labour Party. After Labour’s 1979 defeat, Maclennan became increasingly disillusioned with the party’s policies and reached a break point in the autumn of 1980, after there had been moves to de-select some right-wing MPs. He told his constituency party that he would not seek re-election for Labour, unless the increasingly left-wing policies of the party were changed.

Maclennan announced that he was going to leave Labour shortly after the Limehouse Declaration of January 1981, but at that stage the SDP was not formally in being. Maclennan had exchanged views with Roy Jenkins and some sitting Labour MPs before the announcement of the formation of the new party, but there had been no co-ordinated action within the Labour Party. Twelve Labour MPs joined the SDP on the first day and others followed sporadically. Around a third of Maclennan’s local party’s management went with him immediately and another third followed later. Maclennan believed that he retained sufficient support to have won a by-election on his change of party allegiance, but that other former-Labour converts to the SDP were in a more vulnerable position in their constituencies, where support for Labour was ‘instinctual and almost hereditary’. In Caithness and Sutherland the Liberal tradition was still strong, but the local party, despite having held the seat between 1964 and 1966, had not fielded a candidate against Maclennan in 1979. In general the SDP was stronger in areas where the Liberals were weaker, and this eased many, but not all, of the potential conflicts in allocating seats between the parties when they fought the 1983 general election in alliance. Maclennan

---

10 Little, Maclennan interview, 41.
11 Ibid.
12 Ibid.
commented about the 1983 election: 'We had not learned about targeting seats.' This was something of an understatement. It was almost a perverse achievement to win so few seats on such a large share of the vote. Despite gaining 25.4% of the vote between them in 1983, the Liberals had seventeen MPs, but the SDP only six. Of these six, four were surviving former-Labour MPs. They were Maclennan; Ian Wrigglesworth who was defeated in 1987; and John Cartwright and David Owen who refused to join the merged party in 1988 and continued briefly with a separate rump SDP.

Vincent Cable and Bob Russell are the only other Liberal or Liberal Democrat MPs to have stood as candidates for another party since December 1910, before becoming a Liberal or Liberal Democrat MP. Both became Liberal Democrat MPs in 1997, having stood, unsuccessfully, for Labour in the 1970s and having joined the SDP in 1982. The net long-term result of the SDP venture was undoubtedly positive for the Liberal Democrat Party, but only temporarily damaging to Labour. For the Liberal Democrats, the adhesion of respected figures such as Roy Jenkins, Shirley Williams, Bill Rodgers and Tom McNally added credibility, which indirectly helped the party to increase its representation in the Commons. Charles Kennedy, party leader from 1999 to 2006, was first elected as an SDP MP. Table 30 below charts the electoral fate of the SDP defectors at the 1983 general election. It shows any further Parliamentary service and also those who rejoined the Labour Party.

---

13 Little, Maclennan interview, 43.
14 The Liberals’ 59 seats with 23.4% of the vote in 1929, or Labour’s 63 seats from 22.2% in 1918 are the nearest comparable failures to convert votes into seats.
### Table 30  Fate of SDP Defectors at 1983 General Election and After

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1983 election</th>
<th>Post 1983 Political Career</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Roy Jenkins*</td>
<td>SDP MP, Lib Dem Peer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bill Rodgers</td>
<td>Lost 3rd, Lib Dem Peer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shirley Williams*</td>
<td>Lost 2nd, Lib Dem Peer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Owen</td>
<td>Won, SDP/Ind SDP MP, Crossbench Peer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Cartwright</td>
<td>Won, SDP/Ind SDP MP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Maclennan</td>
<td>Won, SDP/Lib Dem MP, Lib Dem Peer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ron Brown</td>
<td>Lost 3rd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tom Bradley</td>
<td>Lost 3rd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richard Crawshaw</td>
<td>Lost 4th, Life Peer 1985</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>George Cunningham</td>
<td>Lost 2nd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ednyfed Hudson Davies</td>
<td>Lost 2nd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bruce Douglas Mann+</td>
<td>Lost 3rd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James Dunn</td>
<td>Did not stand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tom Ellis</td>
<td>Lost 2nd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Ginsburg</td>
<td>Lost 3rd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Grant</td>
<td>Lost 3rd, Rejoined Labour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Horam</td>
<td>Lost 3rd, Conservative MP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edward Lyons</td>
<td>Lost 3rd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tom McNally</td>
<td>Lost 3rd, Lib Dem Peer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dickson Mabon</td>
<td>Lost 2nd, Rejoined Labour 1991</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bryan Magee</td>
<td>Lost 3rd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richard Mitchell</td>
<td>Lost 2nd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eric Ogden</td>
<td>Lost 3rd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael O’Halloran</td>
<td>Lost 4th</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Roper</td>
<td>Lost 3rd, Lib Dem Peer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norman Sandelson</td>
<td>Lost 3rd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeffrey Thomas</td>
<td>Lost 3rd, Rejoined Labour Party</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mike Thomas</td>
<td>Lost 3rd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James Wellbeloved</td>
<td>Lost 2nd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ian Wrigglesworth</td>
<td>Won</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chris Brocklebank-Fowler</td>
<td>Lost 2nd</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes**

* by-election victors after 1981

+ Douglas-Mann had resigned and fought a by-election in June 1982, coming second

Charles Kennedy was the SDP’s only newly-elected MP at the 1983 election. He later became a Lib Dem MP and party leader.

Bill Pitt, who was elected as a Liberal MP, during the Alliance with the SDP, defected from the party to Labour in 1996. His case is discussed in Chapter 3.
Defectors from the Conservatives

During the whole of the period from December 1910 onwards, the Conservatives were the recipients of 34 Liberal defectors and none of those former Liberals returned to the party. However, the tide turned for the Conservatives in the 1990s. John Major’s Conservative government was re-elected in April 1992 with an overall majority of twenty-one seats, and yet by the dissolution before the general election of 1997 this majority had been eroded and Major’s administration was in a minority by three seats. The Liberal Democrats gained four seats from the Conservatives in by-elections – Newbury (1993), Christchurch (1993), Eastleigh (1994) and Littleborough and Saddleworth (1995). Additionally the Conservatives lost two serving MPs who joined the Liberal Democrats.

Emma Nicholson, a former vice-chair of the Conservative Party, daughter of a Tory MP, and sitting Conservative MP for Devon West and Torridge since 1987, defected to the Liberal Democrats on 29 December 1995. First rumours of her possible defection reached the Liberal Democrats on 5 December 1995, but the party leadership was suspicious that she might be playing a double game. At the same time Nicholson was concerned by the slowness of the Liberal Democrats’ response, but when asked directly if she would join the party, she responded: ‘I might if you asked me.’15 Nicholson had also been chased by Labour for three months, but ‘didn’t feel like a socialist’.16 Nicholson had been unhappy

15 Ashdown, Fortunate Life, 291
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with Conservatives’ xenophobic attitudes, especially in relation to asylum seekers.\textsuperscript{17} She was also uncomfortable with the party as she felt she knew too much about the supply of arms to Iraq and the extent to which Parliament had been ‘misled’.\textsuperscript{18} Nicholson gave evidence to the Nolan Committee on Standards in Public Life, set up in 1994 and was told by the Conservative Whips that she was ‘betraying the party’.\textsuperscript{19} The Whips gave her a very hard time. They told her that she had ‘stuck a knife into the heart of the Tory Party’ when she voted for public disclosure of MPs’ outside financial interests.\textsuperscript{20} She had in the back of her mind the experience of her father after he voted against Chamberlain.\textsuperscript{21}

On the day of her defection, 29 December 1995, Nicholson faxed a letter to the Prime Minister, saying: ‘I am today leaving the Conservative Party and joining the Liberal Democrats…Rather than become a permanent rebel inside the Conservative Party, I deem it proper and honest to cast my votes, which will quite often be against the Government, from the Liberal Democrat benches.’\textsuperscript{22} The Conservative Party had no advance intelligence of Nicholson’s defection.\textsuperscript{23} They found out half an hour before the news broke on television.\textsuperscript{24} The story dominated all the television news and newspapers for the rest of that day and the following morning. Nicholson’s defection reduced the Conservative Government’s majority from seven to five.\textsuperscript{25} Major subsequently

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{enumerate}
\item Ashdown, \textit{Diaries}, 23 December 1995, 370.
\item Ibid, 189.
\item Ibid, 27 December 1995, 372.
\item Nicholson to Major, 29 December 1995, reproduced in Ashdown, \textit{Diaries}, 598.
\item Ashdown, \textit{Diaries}, 29 December 1995, 375.
\item Seldon, \textit{Major}, 816.
\end{enumerate}
\end{footnotesize}
confirmed that he knew nothing of the defection until it was reported on television.\textsuperscript{26} The Chairman of the Devon West and Torridge Conservative association sent a ‘round robin’ letter to members telling them not to demand a by-election, since they could neither win nor afford one.\textsuperscript{27} Nicholson did not want to fight her former Commons seat, which was won by the Liberal Democrats at the 1997 election, but she went on to become an MEP and Liberal Democrat peer.

Contacts with \textbf{Peter Thurnham} actually began before those with Nicholson. Thurnham, owner of a successful refrigeration business, had held the marginal constituency of Bolton North East for the Conservatives since 1983. Because of impending boundary changes and the knife-edge electoral conditions, Thurnham wanted to contest Westmorland and Lonsdale, but he was not even shortlisted for the candidacy. As well as this personal rebuff, Thurnham wanted to leave the Tories because of his disgust at the handling of the Scott and Nolan inquiries. He held back, not wanting to let down his constituency and concerned that, if he left, the Tory Party would be ‘absolutely viscous.’\textsuperscript{28} John Major spent two hours talking to Thurnham and his wife in a last ditch attempt to keep him in the Conservative Party, but within hours Thurnham announced his intention of resigning the Conservative whip.\textsuperscript{29} He left the Conservatives on 23 February 1996, saying that he could no longer support a party that had lost touch with ‘basic values of decency.’ Thurnham’s lasting damage was to help bring ‘sleaze’ back onto the agenda.

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{26} Major, John, \textit{Autobiography}, (Harper Collins, 1999), 576.
\item \textsuperscript{27} \textit{Observer}, 14 April 1996, p2.
\item \textsuperscript{28} Ashdown, \textit{Diaries}, 29 November 1995, 363-4.
\item \textsuperscript{29} Seldon, \textit{Major}, 631.
\end{itemize}
and he raised fears that others would follow. Thurnham wanted to leave the Conservatives and then only later join the Liberal Democrats. This meant that the Liberal Democrat Party would be unable to help and support his defection in the way in which they had handled Nicholson’s defection. Ashdown, aware that there comes a moment for any defector when, all tension gone, his or her morale collapses, wanted Thurnham to join the Liberal Democrats straight away. However, in the event Thurnham sat as an Independent first and joined the Liberal Democrats on 12 October 1996. In Bolton North East, affected by boundary changes in 1997, the Liberal Democrat share of the vote remained around 10%, while the seat was captured by Labour. Whilst the Liberal Democrats did not benefit from a local electoral advantage, the Party did gain financially. Thurnham became a significant donor to the party, including a gift of £16,000 in 2001. He died on 10 May 2008, having remarried the day before.

The Liberal Democrats were also the recipients of other former Conservative MPs, who defected to the party after they had left Parliament, including Hugh Dykes in 1997, John Lee and the former Thatcher ‘stalking horse’ Anthony Meyer in 2001, and Harold Elletson in 2002. In addition to the Tory MPs who defected to the Liberal Democrats, an unusual feature of the period from 1995 to 2007 was the number of defectors from the Conservatives to Labour. Alan Howarth (1995), Peter Temple-Morris (1997), Shaun Woodward (1999), Robert Jackson (2005) and Quentin Davies (2007) were all sitting Conservative MPs who defected to Labour.

---

30 Seldon, Major, 677, quoting Sunday Times, 13 October 1996.
31 Ashdown, Diaries, 13 October 1996, 466.
33 Temple-Morris left the Conservatives in 1997 and took the Labour whip in 1998.
Defectors from Labour

Inward defectors can bring attention to a ‘third party struggling for attention’, but the third party does not necessarily choose who the new entrants will be, nor what sort of attention they will bring with them.\(^{34}\) The cases of Paul Marsden and Brian Sedgemore illustrate the mixed blessings of some inward defectors.

Paul Marsden was elected as Labour MP for Shrewsbury and Atcham in 1997, being re-elected in 2001. But, within a year of his re-election he had complained to the Prime Minister and to the Speaker that he had been ‘physically and verbally attacked’ by MPs from his own party, during voting on anti-terrorism legislation.\(^{35}\) Marsden was friendly with two neighbouring Liberal Democrat MPs, Lembit Opik and Matthew Green, and on 10 December 2001 he sought refuge within the Liberal Democrat Party, which was initially glad of the publicity. After his defection, the Labour Party announced that they were leaving Marsden to ‘make a fool of himself’, and that, unfortunately for him and for the Liberal Democrats, is exactly what he did. Lurid stories of extra-marital sexual encounters by Marsden appeared in the press and on-line, together with romantic poems written by the MP. On the eve of the 2005 election Marsden, who had announced that he was standing down, defected back to Labour. His welcome back into the Labour Party was less than fulsome, a local party official commenting: ‘The Party should tell Mr Marsden to get lost…He has demonstrated his treachery on more than one occasion’.\(^{36}\)

\(^{34}\) Ashdown, *Fortunate Life*, 289.
\(^{35}\) *Guardian*, 6 December 2001, p2.
At the 2005 election the Liberal Democrats’ share of the vote in the constituency rose from 12.4% to 22.8% compared to 2001, whilst Labour’s vote dropped from 44.6% to 34.1%. But the real beneficiaries were the Conservatives, who were able to take the seat on a virtually unchanged share of the vote. Marsden’s return to Labour on 5 April 2005 coincided with the defection to the Liberal Democrats of the Labour candidate for Ribble Valley. Less than two weeks later, Charles Kennedy’s Party was to be the recipient of another defecting Labour MP, Brian Sedgemore.

**Brian Sedgemore** had served as a Labour MP since February 1974, with a break from 1979 to 1983. In his early Parliamentary career he had been opposed to the EEC, against Free Trade and had been associated with the views of the left-wing Tribune Group. He served as PPS to Labour Energy Secretary, Tony Benn, but was sacked in 1978 for disclosing the content of a Cabinet document. His confrontational approach led to his being barred from the House of Commons for five days in 1985, after he accused Conservative Chancellor of the Exchequer, Nigel Lawson, of perverting the course of justice over the Johnson Matthey Affair and then refused to withdraw the remark. His early career had shown little connection with Liberalism, but Sedgemore was brought into sympathy with the Liberal Democrats, and into opposition to Tony Blair’s Government, when he strongly opposed the Iraq War and university tuition fees.

On 25 April, less than two weeks before the 2005 election, at which he was due to retire, Sedgemore defected to the Liberal Democrats, making outspoken televised attacks on Blair, and accusing him of ‘stomach turning lies’ over Iraq and asking voters to give Blair

---

38 *The Times*, 8 July 1974, p15, col e.
39 *Times*, 13/11/78, p2, col f
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a ‘bloody nose’.\textsuperscript{40} In the heat of the election campaign, the publicity was, on balance, beneficial to the Liberal Democrats. In Sedgemore’s former seat at Hackney South and Shoreditch, the Liberal Democrat share of the vote rose from 14.6\% to 21.2\%, whilst Labour’s fell from 64.2\% to 52.9\%, compared to the 2001 election.\textsuperscript{41} On calmer consideration two years after the election, Sedgemore, a barrister by training, reflected that he ‘left Labour in disgust over the erosion of liberty’.\textsuperscript{42}

The inward defectors from Labour and the Conservatives all brought either a direct local electoral advantage for the Liberal Democrats or donations of much needed money. They probably also brought an indirect electoral advantage at a national level.

Returning former Liberal Defectors

Eighteen defectors who left the Liberal Party later returned. They are shown in Table 31 overleaf. All of them have been considered in earlier chapters, according to their destination after they left the Liberals. The majority of the returnees comprised four former Constitutionalists, the five Lloyd George Family Group members and four former Liberal Nationals. Five of the eighteen defected away from the Liberal Party again, after having returned.

\textsuperscript{40} http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/uk_politics/vote_2005/frontpage/4484043.stm, accessed 7/10/09.
\textsuperscript{41} http://ukpollingreport.co.uk/guide/seat-profiles/hackneysouthandshoreditch, accessed 7/10/09.
\textsuperscript{42} Statement by Brian Sedgemore, Liberal Democrat History Group meeting, London, 5 February 2007.
### Table 31  Returning Defectors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MP</th>
<th>Date Defected from Liberals</th>
<th>Destination</th>
<th>Date Returned to Liberals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>David Mason</td>
<td>1914</td>
<td>Independent Lib</td>
<td>1922^</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Whitehouse</td>
<td>1918</td>
<td>Independent Lib</td>
<td>1922</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Ward</td>
<td>1924</td>
<td>Constitutionalists</td>
<td>1924</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hugh Edwards</td>
<td>1924</td>
<td>Constitutionalists</td>
<td>1924</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Robinson</td>
<td>1924</td>
<td>Constitutionalists</td>
<td>1924</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abraham England</td>
<td>1924</td>
<td>Constitutionalists</td>
<td>1924</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percy Alden</td>
<td>1919</td>
<td>Labour</td>
<td>1927</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Lloyd George</td>
<td>1931</td>
<td>Lloyd George Family</td>
<td>1935</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gwilym Lloyd George</td>
<td>1931</td>
<td>Lloyd George Family</td>
<td>1935*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Megan Lloyd George</td>
<td>1931</td>
<td>Lloyd George Family</td>
<td>1935+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goronwy Owen</td>
<td>1931</td>
<td>Lloyd George Family</td>
<td>1935</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frank Owen</td>
<td>1931</td>
<td>Lloyd George Family</td>
<td>1935</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William McKeag</td>
<td>1934</td>
<td>Liberal Nationals</td>
<td>1936*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arthur Murray</td>
<td>1936</td>
<td>Liberal Nationals</td>
<td>1938</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clement Davies</td>
<td>1931</td>
<td>Liberal Nationals</td>
<td>1942</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edgar Granville</td>
<td>1931</td>
<td>Liberal Nationals</td>
<td>1945+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>George Garro-Jones</td>
<td>1929</td>
<td>Labour</td>
<td>1958</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Meadowcroft</td>
<td>1989</td>
<td>Continuing Liberals</td>
<td>2007</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

^ subsequently defected to Liberal Nationals  
+ subsequently defected to Labour  
* subsequently defected to the Conservatives
Conclusions

As Chapters 3 to 7 demonstrated, outward defectors were motivated more by problems with the Liberal Party than by the attractions of another party. Conversely, the inward defectors mainly arrived as a result of dissatisfaction with another party, rather than the attraction of the Liberals or Liberal Democrats. This was certainly the case with the SDP, which was formed as a result of dissatisfaction with the Labour Party. The other four inward defectors – Marsden and Sedgemore also from Labour and Nicholson and Thurnham from the Conservatives – all left their former party due to its perceived failings, rather than the attraction of the Liberals/Liberal Democrats.

Five of the six inward defectors remained in the Liberal/Liberal Democrat Party. As a proportion this is almost exactly equal to the eighteen returnees from among the 116 outward defectors. Nine of the eighteen returnees came back during Sinclair’s leadership, six returned during Asquith’s tenure; only one during Lloyd George’s.

Only Garro-Jones and Meadowcroft returned after the fortunes of the party had visibly started to revive from the mid-1950s onwards; again suggesting that the influence of negative factors elsewhere were more important than the positive attractions of the Liberal Party.
Chapter 9 Conclusions

This thesis has revealed the scale and pattern of defections by MPs and former MPs to and from the Liberal and Liberal Democrat Parties since December 1910. It has investigated the reason for all the defections and identified common threads which link almost all the defections into groupings, according to their direction and motivation. From this analysis it has been possible to draw conclusions about the significance for the party of key events such as the Great War, the responsibility of party leaders and the impact of policies and actions of other parties.

Causes and timing of decline

After ninety years, the Liberal Party’s near-demise is still an unresolved case. Previous researchers have focused on elections (Cook, Hart), the role of the party leaders (Douglas, Owen, Asquith, Lloyd George), the rise of the Labour Party (McKibbin, Wrigley, Tanner), social changes (Dangerfield, Pelling), the failure of Liberalism to cope with the War (Wilson, Tanner, Bentley) and the Liberal Nationals’ split (Baines, Dutton). All of this evidence is relevant to the case, but it has not proved conclusive and it is not corroborative.

This research set out to investigate, not to justify a particular assertion. It presents much new evidence, drawn from over a hundred expert witnesses who were actually involved in the events. It also provides new analysis.
The argument for a pre-War Liberal decline, propounded by historians such as Dangerfield, McKibbin and Pelling, is undermined by the evidence from this study. The Liberal Party was not suffering outward defections before the War, in fact the contrary was true. The assertion of Wilson, Tanner and Bentley that the War was the cause of the decline is also refuted. From this research it is clear that the Great War was not the cause of significant outward defections. Those who did leave because of it, left reluctantly because of a breakdown in relations with their local Liberal constituency associations, not because of any central party policy. In many other constituencies War Policy Objectors were retained as candidates, and some were re-elected. Hart, in putting emphasis on the 1918 election, is closer in date to the critical point discovered in this research, but not in his reasoning. His generalisation about the Liberal Party not tolerating War Objectors is contradicted by the findings of this study. The timing of the defections revealed in this study demonstrates that even after the 1918 election, the Liberal Party was in a recoverable state, but by 1922 the opportunity had been lost.

Negative aspects of the Liberal Party overall exerted a much stronger influence on the defectors’ decisions than did the positive attractions of any other party. The defections were not a failure of Liberalism, but a breakdown of the Liberal Party. Liberal Party policies played a lesser role in defections, than did party management, personalities or alternative opportunities. Lloyd George’s land and unemployment policies did directly cause defections, as did the merger with the SDP and support for abortion, although in the case of the latter two policies only one defector was lost. Liberal Party support for the
first Labour government did not cause defections, but significantly added to the motivations of many potential rightward defectors. Many of the defectors came to share the view that there was ‘no place…for any party standing between… Labour…and the Tory Party’.\(^1\) This thinking lay behind the electoral considerations of many of the Fusionists, Constitutionalists and the Faux Fusionists. However, the causes of most of the defections were to be found in failures of management of the Liberal Party and, largely as a consequence, greater opportunities in other parties.

**The Role of Key figures**

**Asquith** played a relatively passive role in the Liberal defections. He was mildly criticised for ‘waiting and seeing’ rather than leading, but very few defectors left the Liberal Party blaming Asquith for their departure; and a much greater number left feeling very reluctant to sever their relationship with him. Six of the eighteen defectors who returned to the party, came back under Asquith’s leadership. However, Asquith’s complacency was not justified by events: ‘he is off to the Riviera tomorrow…confident, convinced, etc, that the Party would be unimpaired, united, and anything else that begins with a u2.’\(^2\)

**Lloyd George** was the leader who presided over the most serious attrition rate of defectors, both due to his personality and his policies. No fewer than fifteen defectors blamed Lloyd George entirely for their defections and he was severely criticised by many

---

\(^1\) The Times, 19 November 1947, p2.
\(^2\) Benn diary, 15 April 1924.
other departing defectors. His decision (although not his first choice) to appoint Freddie Guest as Chief Whip was a serious error of judgement from the point of view of the revival of the party. The effects of the 1916 split and the coupon election could have been overcome, if they had been remedied before 1921.

**Churchill** actively tried to keep a group of followers with him as he moved between parties. From his point of view, this strengthened his bargaining power, but some followers felt a strong personal loyalty to him. However, his pet projects of fusion and the Constitutionalists achieved little, although they provided a bridge out of the Liberal Party for a few like-minded defectors. Churchill was the greatest asset acquired from the Liberals by the Conservatives, although he did retain a relatively benign approach towards the Liberal Party for the rest of his life.

**Simon**, despite having few skills of people management, actually led a larger number of followers than did Churchill, or any other defector. His Liberal Nationals were successful in attracting former Liberals. His adherents were disproportionately (to their numbers and their talents) offered ministerial office, but this was due to the circumstances of the time, not to Simon’s leadership abilities.

The, hitherto relatively unexplored, roles of **William Wedgwood Benn, Reginald McKenna** and **Freddie Guest** in relation to the Whips office played a crucial part in the party’s decline. All of them defected from the party, although it was not their personal defections which were critical. Benn was Lloyd George’s first choice as Chief Whip in
1916, and he could have provided a vital bridge between the Asquithian and Lloyd George wings of the party. He was persuaded by Reginald McKenna not to accept the post. Freddie Guest instead became Chief Whip and was responsible for prising open the rift with the Asquithians over the Maurice Debate, the 1918 election arrangements, party finances and the Spen Valley by-election.

The Labour Party played a relatively passive role in the Liberals’ decline – although perhaps its role could be characterised as malevolently passive. It was the recipient of many Liberal defectors, but it was, in fact, more split than the Liberal Party at the crucial times, especially during the Great War and the 1931 crisis. Ramsay MacDonald did little actively to entice Liberal defectors during and immediately after the Great War, although he did lure six former Liberal MPs between 1922 and 1930 with inducements of office and honours. He eventually fell out with most of the converts from Liberalism to Labour. Arthur Henderson’s administrative arrangements contributed significantly to the Labour Party’s overtaking of the Liberals and the attraction of Liberal defectors, although Henderson was not closely involved with many of them.

Many Liberal MPs suffered like the neglected children of divorcing parents during the Liberal split of 1916 to 1923. Party and people management was sacrificed as leaders’ energies were put into conflict. The largest group of defectors, the Disillusioned Progressives, found a foster home in the Labour Party as a refuge from their collapsing

---

3 after Primrose’s brief tenure.
former family. Their situation was summed up by Scott’s plaintive cry that Asquith and Lloyd George were so absorbed by their own problems that they ‘held out no hand’.\(^4\) The lesson here was that leaders could have done much more to prevent potential defectors from leaving. They needed to hold out that hand.

Labour, the younger, weaker, poorer sibling of the left, should theoretically have been the one to perish in the turmoil of 1914 to 1931. But it was the mature, confident, intellectual, wealthy, older Liberal Party that nearly succumbed to the trial – the Liberal Party of the comfortable, the self-possessed and the complacent. The Liberal Party’s lighter discipline had allowed it, in prosperous times, to encompass Idealists such as Josiah Wedgwood and Richard Acland. They and others eventually defected to Labour, but felt constrained by its harsher management regime. However, in the turmoil after the formation of the National Government, the Labour Party’s ruthless expulsions probably helped it survive, cohere and recover, while the laxer Liberal Party continued to crumble. The Labour Party also survived the SDP split. It was out of office for another sixteen years, but did win a landslide victory in 1997. Although 28 sitting Labour MPs and one Conservative defected to join the SDP, Maclennan was the only one who became a Liberal Democrat MP.

As the converse to the situation with the outward defectors, the inward defectors to the Liberals and Liberal Democrats mainly arrived as a result of problems within their original parties, rather than the attractions of their new political home. The pattern of

\(^4\) Scott Diary, 1925, entry for 26/12/25, MS Gen 1465/16, MacCallum Scott Papers.
defections shows a watershed in the summer of 1956, after which there were few outward defections, and arrivals outnumbered departures.

**The scale and Pattern of Defections**

One sixth of the Liberal MPs who sat after December 1910 defected from the party. About half of the defectors were in Parliament at the time of their defection, and most of the others also played a further role in national politics after they defected. This represented a very serious loss of talent, prestige and money, and it had a demoralising effect on the Liberal Party. Most defectors left individually, but there are clear patterns to the reasons for the defections and differences which distinguished the defectors as a whole from those who did not defect. Even when faced with the same circumstances of electoral decline and party splits, some defected, whilst others stayed loyal. MPs with a military background, especially those of high rank, an Eton education, high personal wealth, those from a minority religion and divorcés were most likely to defect. ‘Toffs’ and minorities were the most prone to defect. Defectors went fairly equally to the right and to the left, but of those going to the Conservative Party, almost all remained happily in their new party, whereas over half of the defectors to Labour came to regret their move. However, on average, defection was a career-enhancing move in terms of opportunity for office or honours.
Areas for future research

This research has analysed many of the personal factors, amenable to statistical analysis, which distinguished defectors from loyalists. Some statistically significant differences were found. These were clearly not the only factors which had a bearing on whether or not a politician defected. Other qualitative factors were taken into account in grouping the defectors together. There are further areas which could be fruitful for future analysis in relation to propensity to defect. All of the outward defectors were at one time Liberal MPs. The size of their majority, or margin of defeat, at the last election which they fought as a Liberal could be investigated to discover if it correlated with propensity to defect. There are, however, a number of potential difficulties with this research. Some MPs were elected unopposed and some former MPs who defected were last elected many years before their defection. The size of their majorities, or margin of defeat, will have varied according to whether the election was a general election or a by-election, the level of turnout, the size of the electorate in the constituency, overall electoral performance by each of the parties at particular general elections and the number of opponents faced. Additionally transient local circumstances could have affected a particular result, such as visits by national party figures or the state of local party finances. Analysing percentage majorities and margins of defeat (rather than actual numbers) would help to standardise the figures and overcome the distortions due to turnout and size of the electorate, but the other complications would remain.
Another extension to the research in this thesis would be an analysis of the effect of defections on the subsequent electoral history of the constituencies affected by defections. This could include an analysis of the impact of the defection on the local party infrastructure, especially in cases where the organisation was heavily dependent on the MP or on a small number of local activists or benefactors.

The divergence of Liberal views over the Great War contrasts sharply with the unanimous opposition of the Liberal Democrats to the Iraq War, under Kennedy’s leadership. This study revealed the importance of the role of the Liberal Whips during and after the First World War. An extension to this study investigating the role of the Conservative Whips during the Suez crisis and the Labour Whips at the time of the Iraq War could examine the operation, methods and relative successes of each of the major parties’ Whips when faced with controversial wars.

The Liberal Party was either the donor or recipient of most of the MPs and former MPs who defected to or from any party. This study therefore provides an analysis of most of the defections across all parties since 1910. There have been, however, some defectors who are not covered, as they were at no time Liberal MPs. These include those who defected from the Conservatives to Labour such as Mosley and Temple-Morris; those who defected from Labour to the Conservatives, such as Prentice; and others such as Enoch Powell and Clare Short. An extension of this research could encompass all the remaining defections which did not involve the Liberal Party.
Chapter 9 Conclusions

The general findings from this study could also be tested on other groups of people to discover the extent to which it is possible to distinguish defectors from non-defectors in terms of their aggregate personal characteristics and outlook. This could be applied to groups of voters and to other non-political organisations.
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